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DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY 
BUREAU OF ENGRAVTNG AND PRINTING 

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20228 

APR 2 2 2015 

FOIA Request: 2014-10-065 

This letter is in response to your Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request under 5 U.S.C. § 552 for the 
communications or media plans provided to the Bureau of Engraving and Printing (BEP) by Burson 
Marsteller aka Young & Rubicam from 2010 to the present concerning the introduction of the re-designed 
currency/bills such as $100, $50, and/or $20 notes. No fees will be charged for processing your request. 

The BEP has made every effort to respond to your FOIA request as soon as possible. The BEP searched 
and reviewed a voluminous amount of separate and distinct records to prepare your final response. Thank 
you for your patience and consideration while we processed your request. 

After a search of our records, we identified various documents that are responsive to your request. Enclosed 
are portions of the records that appear to be most responsive to your request. If you wish to examine the 
remaining records, please let us know within 30 calendar days and we will provide an inventory list for your 
review once completed. The inventory list is expected to be completed in late 2015. 

Pursuant to the exemptions found at 5 U.S.C. § 552 (b)(4), (b)(5), and (b)(6) of the FOIA, we are 
withholding portions of the requested records. We are withholding the unit and line item pricing data and 
specific contractor requirements and deliverables under 5 U.S.C. § 552 (b)(4). In addition, we are 
withholding the pre-decisional recommendations as part of the agency's deliberative process, work product, 
and attorney-client privilege under 5 U.S.C. §552 (b)(5). Lastly, we are withholding the names and 
telephone numbers of the contractor's key personnel and private individuals named throughout all the 
responsive documents under 5 U.S.C. § 552 (b)(6). The release of this information would clearly constitute 
an unwarranted invasion of their personal privacy. 

If after review of the documents you consider this response to be a denial of your request, you can file an 
appeal within 35 days of the date of this letter to the Director, Bureau of Engraving and Printing, 141h & C 
Streets, SW, Washington, D.C. 20228. If you decide to file an appeal, please include the assigned FOIA 
number, a copy of your request, the BEP response letter, and any other correspondence associated with your 
request. Both the letter and the envelope should be clearly marked "Freedom of Information Act Appeal." 

For further assistance concerning preparing a FOIA appeal, please visit our website at moneyfactory.gov, 
and click on "FOIA" at the bottom of the page. 



Sincerely, 

/s j 
Nichole Jenkins Washington 
Disclosure Officer 

Enclosure(s): CD containing 765 pages. 

1) Communications Plan for the $5 & $100 Notes Final Submission, May 2007; 
2) Initial Research Results for the $5 and $100 Notes Program, June 2007; and 
3) $100 Program Wrap Report, September 2011. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Five years after the United States government launched a global public education 
program Introducing redesigned U.S currency with enhanced security features, the 
Bureau of Engraving and Printing (BEP), Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve 
(FR) and U.S. Secret Service (USSS) are embarking on two additional currency re
designs: the $5 note and the $100 note. The global environment and influences on 
and concerns about currency design have changed dramatically since 2002. 
Counterfeiting trends have evolved and International attitudes toward and usage of 
U.S. currency have changed. While the new $6 note and $100 note designs will 
share design and security elements with the $20, $50 and $10 notes that preceded 
them, they also mark a significant departure from the 2004 Series. Therefore, the 
public education program must take full advantage of the groundwork that has 
been laid In public awareness over the past five years and, at the same time, be 
mindful of and responsive to the changing landscape. 

Goals and Approach 
As outlined In the Statement of Work, Task Order 2, for the Communications Plan, 
the primary goal of the public education program ts to foster an orderly transition to 
the new notes while mitigating any anxiety or counterproductive behavior that may 
develop. The secondary goal of the program Is to engage the public In taking 
measures to check US. currency for authentication. 

Through Initial discussions with the BEP, FR and USSS, an underlying approach to 
the publlc education program has evolved: 

• Concentrate resources and attention on the new $100 note 
• Create one Integrated program that spans both the $5 note and $100 note 

Introductions, leveraging communications about the $5 note to advance 
preparedness for the $100 note 

• Focus on the features of the new notes rather than the addition of color 
• Leverage digital communications tools, as appropriate and effective, to 

reduce costs and enhance outreach 
• Print fewer collateral materials, In particular for the $5 note as the level of 

outreach for the $5 note will be less and because new, innovative 
approaches, such as dlgftal and c<>-branded partnerships, can supplement 
some of the tradltlonal materlals 

FO IA (b) (5) 

• Tier international markets to prioritize allocatlon of resources; use research to 
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guide the assignment of countries to tiers 
• In recognition of the limited numbers and avallablllty of government 

spokespeople and the many demands upon their schedules, look for 
opportunities to cascade major announcements and visits to International 
markets over time rather than concentrate on one day 

Just as the redesigned $5 note and $100 note combine the best, stlll relevant and 
effective features of the past with state-of-the-art advances In currency security, the 
public education program proposed herein will: 

• Build upon best practices garnered from past success and lessons learned 
• Inject new creative ideas responsive to the unique approach required In 

today's changing environment 
• Incorporate new technology and processes - where It makes sense - to both 

enhance communications and realize cost efficiencies 

Program components will revolve around the foflowtng tlmellne: 

BEP Tlmellne Assumptions 

On-s11e mecNne venoors te:sbrC ~ 
Test Clecks to CTO 
Anal design. Iron! d note. to OEX 

final dQien. back ot noce. to OEX 

De$'$! LWM!IN"41 . 
81!1in prod SS CWCF - 1 P<od llnel 

Be&WI p<od $5 f!llCf - 2 proo .,es) 

BellO SlllPl>l'lC ~ ID FRB 

issue $5 note 

~-~~---- ~ ~~~ ~ - - - -- ~M ~WW ~~ ~ M W M M M M M M M M M ID M ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ M 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1 I I I I I I I 

• 
' 8etJn Sllippir"C IS&Ue $100 note 

Tfme/fne Assumptions u of Mey, 2007 
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INFRASTRUCTURE 

Program Management: An Integrated Approach 

The Burson-Marsteller program management (formerly called "campaign 
management") approach focuses upon achieving the greatest Impact possible with 
precious resources at work. The senior management team Is experienced in large
scale, global communications programs, including previous currency Introductions. 
FOIA (b) (6) (Project Leader) and FOIA (b) (6) (Project Manager) will direct 
strategy development and coordinate all activities related to the program. FOIA (b) 

(Executive Counsel) will provide senior strategic counsel, overall program 
management oversight, and wlll also lead the International task order team. All 
three leaders are based in the Washington, D.C., office. 

All management and oversight time related to specific task orders has been 
assigned to the appropriate task order budgets. The smaller, separate program 
management budget only captures time that cannot be assigned to a specific task 
order because It applies to managing the program as a whole and coordination 
across multiple tasks. Specific examples of this type of overarching management 
work Include: weekly status meetings, account team meetings and integration of 
activities that span multlple task orders. 

Task Order Identification and Coordination 
In addition to the program management task order, this plan outlines the following 
task orders: research, updating program Identity, Interactive, mate~(Wl (b) (S) 
development, fulfillment, media relations, Interactive, International · :snd 
a newly~omblned •stakeholder education and direct outreach" task oroer wmcn, in 
previous programs, was divided Into two separate task orders. 

Reporting 
FOIA (b) (6) and FOIA (b) <6) will provide the COTR and other members of the 
SEP, FR, and USSS team with weekly progres.s updates. Dally updates will be 
provided when necessary. 

Managers will partf cl pate In weekly Internal team conference calls to stay up-to
speed with the evolution of the program and ensure full integration across task 
orders. A weekly report of activities will be transmitted via e-mail to the COTR, as 
well as a monthly summary of activities, Including the monthly invoice from Burson
Marsteller. 

Tuk Order 2 Reapon1e 
Contract No: TEP~7~3 4 
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In addition, managers will participate, where applicable to their task, In weekly 
meetings with the BEP, FR and USSS. Burson-Marsteller, In consultation with the 
BEP, FR and USSS offers the following weekly meetings schedule: 

Regular Meeting Schedule 
Dey Tlme Tlllk Ordlr/T)pB of Meettnc 

Monday 10:30a.m. Prooam Administration (Task Order 10) 

Monday 2:00 p.m. Interactive (Task Order 8) 

Tuesday 10:00a.m. Materials DevelopmenVGPO (Task Order 6) 

3 111 Wednesday 10:00a.m. Finance Call 
of each month 

Wednesday 2:00p.m. Media RellUons end Events (Task Order 7) 

Thursday 11:00a.m . Stakeholder and Direct Outreach (Task Order 5) 

Thursday 2:00p.m. International Outreach (Task Order 9) 

Meetln~s as needed fOl' R-m fTul< Order 3l. fTasJ< Order <fl and Flllfillment fTuk Order 1> 

Extra net 
Burso~arsteller proposes to expand use of the extranet as a vital repository for all 
program materials, team correspondence and collaborative work between Burson
Marsteller teams and between the Burson-Marsteller and client teams. The 
extranet will continue to feature project status, team calendar, team contacts, file 
sharing, and deadlines. Revisions will be made to allow for document review, 
version control and approval tools. A meeting wlll be set up for all team members 
after final Communications Plan approval to review navigation, file population and 
version control, and all other uses for the extranet site so that new members of the 
BEP, FR and USSS team can be trained on its functionality. 

Budget and Contract Compllance 
FOIA (b) (6) Business Manager, will manage all contract and budget 
requirements set forth In the contract award to Burson-Marsteller. All reports 
required in the contract, Including Financial and Project Status Reports, as well as 
Summary Task Order Reports, will be submitted to the BEP In accordance with the 
terms of the contract. 

Tuk Order 2 ReaponH 
Contr11ct No: TEP~7~3 5 
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Research and Measurement 

Objectives 
Research will be a critical element of the publlc education program for both the $5 
note and the $100 note, serving several purposes. Although all aspects of the 
research outlined here are designed to maximize the Impact of the communications 
program, each type of research serves a particular functJon In that process. Whlle 
the $5 note Is not a point of emphasis for this educational effort, It does afford an 
opportunity to prepare consumers for the $100 note. Therefore, Burson-Marsteller 
has built In a number of research steps early In the overall program - not strictly to 
Inform the $5 note effort but, rather, to begin early work on the $100 note publlc 
education program and leverage the $5 program to raise awareness In preparation 
for the $100 program. For example, early research on features and tagllnes will 
apply to both notes and wlll help the team develop messaging that carries over 
from the $5 to the $100 note. 

The proposed research is designed to: 

• Help prioritize international markets 
• Illuminate how widely U.S. currency - especially the $100 note - Is used In 

various countries, gauge public perceptions of the security of U.S. currency, 
and assess existing knowledge of security features on U.S. notes 

• Understand cash handlers' and consumers' reactions to new features 
• Identify the most compelling messages that wlll Increase awareness of key 

security features 
• Identify a fresh umbrella tagllne that wlll work for the program as a whole, as 

well as denomination-specific tagllnes or memorable phrases that will focus 
attention on the security features 

• Determine the extent to which stakeholders and consumers In targeted 
International markets are receptive to an education and awareness program 
sponsored by the U.S. government 

• Track the progress of the program to guide program adjustments, as 
necessary 

• Measure results 

Task Order 2 RnponH 
Contract No: TEP.07-0003 6 
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The $5 as a Bridge to the $100 
The relatlvely close t iming of the unvelllngs and 
Introductions of the new $5 note and $100 note 
provides opportunities for synergy in research, as 
well as other program areas. Research wlll be 
largely focused on the $100 note - partlcularly 
Internationally - and wlll address both 
denominations whenever possible both to avoid 
duplication of effort and maximize cost
effectiveness. 

Research Components 
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- T he key focus of research around the 
combined program is the SlOO note 

- Research to include focus groups, 
in-depth telephone intervieW$ with 
cash handlers and bank employees 

- Any research concerning the $5 
will be combined with research for 
the $100 

Research components Include a multi-country exploratory study, focus groups, in
depth Interviews, quantitative messaging polls, benchmarking surveys, tagllne 
testing, visual communications polling and tracking. The sample sizes 
recommended for all research are robust to allow for statistically sound results. 

Multk:ountry exploratory study- The Burson-Marsteller team recommends a 
preliminary multi-country survey, with relatively small samples (150) of consumers 
In each country in each of 10 selected countries to enhance the knowledge base 
that wlll be used to assign international markets to tiers. This survey will measure 
the extent to which U.S. currency Is used, how It Is used, perceptions of and 
confidence in U.S. currency, awareness of security features, concerns about 
counterfeltlng, Interest In teaming about upcoming changes and receptiveness to 
hearing about these changes from U.S. sources. The purpose of this survey Is to 
provide additional information to help the BEP, FR and USSS understand potentially 
Important markets and prioritize the location of subsequent communication efforts. 

Although It would be useful to conduct a study that explores all 27 countries 
tentatively Identified as potentially Important markets, this would be prohibitively 
expensive. Consequently, the Burson-Marsteller team recommends using other 
avallable and less expensive means to help assess country priority before 
conducting formal research. 

- Early research initiatives will provide 
opportunities to begin preparation 
for the $100 note taking advantage 
of the timing of the $5 to raise 
awareness in preparation for the $100 

Tuk Order 2 Response 
Contn1~ No; TEP.07~3 

Suggested criteria for prioritizing countries for 
inclusion in the formal research Include: volume 
of U.S. currency in clrculatlon in the country, 
whether its use Is transactional or flow-through, 
the extent to which counterfeiting Is a problem, 
cost and feaslblllty of formal research and, 
finally, the extent to which findings from one 
country can reasonably be applied to other 
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countries. (In other words, If history has shown that Country X and Country Y 
consistently share the same perceptions and concerns about financial matters, then 
formal research In Country X can also be applied - cost-effectively - to Country Y.) 

News accounts and other publicly avallable documents relating to relevant recent 
events, such as the recent widespread concerns about counterfeit $100 notes in 
Peru, wlll also be reviewed to supplement earlier research. 

Burson-Marsteller professionals in tentative target countries will be engaged to 
provide their own perspectives and to Informally gather Insights from their networks 
of In-country influentials, such as business and community leaders. It Is expected 
that this Informal, "grassroots" Intelligence-gathering will shed valuable light on 
usage and users of U.S. currency, security concerns and Issues, In-country attitudes 
about U.S. currency and receptiveness to a public education program about U.S. 
currency. Burson-Marsteller will work with the BEP to establish a process for 
outreach to relevant State Department and Treasury Department country 
speciallsts/ desk officers In order to gain additional perspectives on U.S. currency 
usage In targeted markets. 

The Burson-Marsteller team offers recommendations In two memos included In the 
Research section of this document. Recommendations are based upon analysis 
and meetings with the BEP, FR and USSS In March and April, 2007. Resulting 
recommendations Include methodology for the country tier approach, country 
selections and rationale for the multi-country exploratory survey, as well as In
Depth-Interviews (IOI) to complement the multi-country exploratory research. The 
multi-country exploratory survey wlll use an Identical set of questions In each 
country so that answers can be compared across countries to help us determine the 
situation In each relative to the others. A sample size of 150 per country will give us 
a valid sample from which we can generalize accurately about the total country 
population as well as compare across countries. Two additional In-Depth Interview 
studies have been developed for business-to-business areas of interest In Hong 
Kong and South Korea. 

Focus Groups - A series of focus groups with consumers is recommended to gauge 
reactions to feature changes to the new $6 note and $100 note. The focus groups, 
conducted early in the program, will explore possible themes and messages through 
the words of BEP's ultimate target audience - consumers. Focus groups will clarify, 
In consumers' own words, how they perceive Issues related to currency security and 
note valldatlon, with depth and nuance. Focus group findings will then guide what 
questions to ask and what messages and outreach strategies to test In quantitative 
polling. 

Tuk Order 2 Reaponse 
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Domestically, the focus group research will cover a broad range of Americans, 
ensuring the Inclusion of the views of minority populations Including Hispanics, 
African-Americans and Asian-Americans. Focus groups will be comprised of 
consumers, cash handlers and bank tellers. 

The Burson-Marsteller team recommends three focus groups each In Chicago, Los 
Angeles, Phoenix and New York City, and two groups In St Louis. Since St. Louis does 
not have a high concentration of minorities, Burson-Marsteller felt It would be 
unnecessary to have a minority-only focus group In that location but will do so for the 
other cities. All five cities will have a •general population• consumer focus group and a 
"cash handler-bank teller• focus group. This combination of locations will give us a 
broad cross-section of Americans and a diversity of views and experiences, as well as 
ensure we adequately reach minority populations. 

Group discussions will be geared primarily toward the $100 note but will address 
the $5 note as well. The focus groups commenced In early May In order to provide 
as much Intelligence as can be gathered in time to Include In messages and early 
materials. 

Internationally, two focus groups each are recommended for three countries, exclusively 
geared toward the $100 note. Like the domestic focus groups, these wlll be conducted 
before the Unveiling of the $5 note, and shortly after the US. groups are conducted. 
lntematlonal groups will be among general consumers In each country. 

In-Depth Interviews-Following focus groups, one-on<>ne phone Interviews with key 
stakeholders will be conducted with cash handlers and bank tellers, who will be most 
Impacted by the change and will be In the front lines of communication. This will help 
us engage them as potential partners and ascertain the most effective communications 
strategy to motivate this group and help them become ambassadors who can share 
accurate information with consumers. These Interviews are recommended to expand 
on the knowledge gained In focus groups, exploring perceptions, themes, messages and 
tools through the words of these Influencers. 

A discussion guide for Interviews with these stakeholders will be developed based on 
key leamlngs from the focus groups. The team recommends a sample of 150 In-depth 
Interviews with these stakeholders aaoss the U.S. to get a diversity of views that might 
vary by geographic region. These Interviews, which would be U.S. only, would focus 
primarily on the $100 note. 

Quantttattve Measaaong Polls* -Polling wlll build on the findings of the focus groups and 
produce quantitative data that can be reliably applied to the program's mass audiences. 
A series of potential messages to be tested wlll be developed based on the qualitative 

Ta•k Order 2 Response 
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research. The surveys will employ a distinct message testing technique (Incorporating 
learnings from the qualitative research) to evaluate the messages and support points 
that will most effectlveJy educate and drive positive perceptions and behav1or. 

Domestlcally, the Burson-Marsteller team recommends 900 phone interviews with 
members of the U.S. general population, speclfk:alty ensuring a minimum of 100 upper
Income, hlghly educated people who tend to set the tone for public opinion. 

Internationally, 600 phone or face-t~face general population interviews are 
recommended In each of eight countries for the $100 note only. As a core component 
of the program to help us Identify the most effective messaging In different markets, ft 
Is Important that these message testing surveys be conducted early enough to allow us 
to Incorporate the results Into messaging strategies and materials that will be prepared 
for the Unveiling of the $100 note. 

Benchmark SWveys* - Benchmark surveys will be conducted to establish Initial 
baseline measures on key metrics such as awareness of currency changes In general, 
changes to specific denominations, know1edge of features, confidence In the currency, 
concerns about counterfeltJng and note authentJcatlon behavior. These questions will 
be repeated In subsequent surveys to accurately measure changes In perceptions and 
behavior as a result of the communication efforts. These benchmark surveys will be 
conducted before any commll"licatlons regarding either denomination In order to obtain 
a "pre-program measurement: Questions used In these surveys wlff be repeated at 
later times to allow us to compare results and measure change over time. These surveys 
In the U.S. and selected countries In which it Is important to measure effectJveness will 
cover both denominations simultaneously. 

Domestically, the Burson-Marsteller team recommends 900 interviews among 
members of the U.S. general population for the $5 note and $100 note combined, i.e., 
the benchmark wlll lndude questions about both denominations within the same 
survey. 

lntematlonally, 600 phone or face-t~face interviews are recommended to survey the 
general populations In each of three selected countries for the $100 note only. Like the 
domestic benchmark survey, this would be conducted before the Unveiling of the $5 
note to help gauge the Impact of messages relevant to the $100 note that are part of 
the bridge program. 

Teak Order 2 Reaponae 
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Tagllne Testing* - As four years have passed since the U.S. was Introduced to its first 
currency In modem history to feature colors other than black and green, the color of 
money is no longer new, and the existing public education program Identity requires 
updating. Even more Importantly, to fulty support emphasis on the new notes' features 
rather than color, a new program tagllne will be developed. Tagllne testing will help 
hone In on a succinct, memorable and meaningful slogan for the $100 note program -
a tagllne that effectively drives note validation behavior, complements our messaging 
and can be repeated across a broad spectrum of media. Respondents will rate each 
tagtlne on a number of different dimensions Including meaningfulness, appropriateness 
and its impact on their Intent to validate currency. Focus group and quantitative 
messaging surveys will be used to Inform the development of potential tag11nes for 
testing. 

To ensure a tagllne Is adopted that Is effective across the cultures and languages 
Important to the public education program, tagline testing will need to be conducted 
both domestically and Internationally. The Burson-Marsteller team recommends 900 
interviews with members of the U.S. general population, and 600 phone or faceto-face 
Interviews with the general populations In each of two countries, likely Russia and Peru. 

Burson-Marsteller believes the government will be best served by adopting a tagllne that 
can retain relevance not only through the $100 note Introduction, but beyond. This will 
permit true "brand" building throughout all phases of public education, providing an 
Increasingly solld base of recognition for the overarching message. Although ideally this 
research would be conducted before messages and materials for the $5 note are 
finalized, It is unlikely this can be completed in time to be incorporated in the $5 note 
materials. However, testing of umbrella themes that can work aaoss denominations 
will take the $5 note Into account, as well as look forward to the Introduction of 
additional denominations that could be covered as well, supplemented by 
denomination-specific, tailored tagllnes. Burson-Marsteller therefore envisions a 
departure from The New Color of Money tagllne In both the $5 note and $100 note 
phases, with a new tagtlne applied to the $100 note. For more on this topic, see the 
"Updating Program Identity" section of this plan. 

FOIA (b) (5) 
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FOIA (b) (5) 

Tracking - Tracking polls are recommended to monitor awareness of features, 
confidence In currency and note validation behavior. These surveys will Illuminate 
the need for course corrections as the program unfolds. These polls will be 
conducted on a scheduled, ongoing basis, but timing also could be adjusted If 
events warrant. The first of these tracking palls will occur after the Day of Issue for 
the $5 note but before the Unveiling of the $100, In order to detennlne where 
communications effort stands at that point In the program. Additional tracking 
surveys will be conducted after the Day of Issue for the $100 note once the major 
communication effort Is completed, as well as six months later to determine what 
changes have occurred subsequently and to gain the resulting measurement read. 
As with previous programs, the latter tracking survey will be helpful In providing 
guidance for future denomination programs. These surveys would essentially 
parallel the benchmark surveys conducted before communications begin so we can 
measure the effectiveness of the communication effort on key metrics, such as 
knowledge of security features, authentication practices and confidence In U.S. 
currency. 

• There are mutt/pie larte-unlver .. quantitative stud/es for three primary reasons. Bertchmarldnf cannot be •ffeetltlelY be 
combined with ether measures without biulnt results; other l)'JMIS of questlonlnf. auch as message-related //l!fla of Inquiry, 
would Introduce an "outside" Influence on r11SPondenb Md ultlmately r:loud lnterPt.ntlon ol flndln1$. FIJlther, a typical 
meuatlnf poll is 20 mlllutes IOI!& which is the point afbtr which most respondents' .U.ntlon begins to wane. Addfnf 
llddltlonal bellchmarlclnf question• would draw the lntftlV/ews out too lonf. Finally, the IHmlngs needed to '"de tha 
communications program ef'fectlvely must be fathered at different points In time as t11e protram rolls out. For example, a 
pure relld I• required before any new notes are Introduced (benchmark) In order to later measure the efrectlVfln ... or 
communications efforts on key me.uures. 

Task Ordttr 2 Response 
Cont111Gt No: TEP.07.0003 12 
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MEMORANDUM 

DATE: April 17th, 2007 

TO: Ellen Gano and Jeff Smith 

FROM: FOIA (b) (6) 

VOL I Page 17 of 765 

RE: International Exploratory Research Targets and Rationale 

Dawn Haley, Julie Borchard, Lisa Lynam, Rose Pianalto, Genie Foster, Jeff Smith, 
CC: Sonja Danburg, FOIA (b) (6) :FOIA (b) (6) f'OIA (b) (6) FOIA (b) (6) 

FOIA (b) (6) .FOIA (b) (6) FOIA (b) (6) 

Following the meeting on April 12, 2007 with the BEP, FR and USSS, Burson-Marsteller 
reviewed updated data in consultation with the FR on April 13, and reached out to 
research partners in countries discussed in the April 12 meeting to identify priority 
countries and budget implications of expanding the list for the Multi-Country Exploratory 
Study. In developing the revised list, we have considered the following ten factors: 

1. priorities provided by FR. BEP and USSS 
2. data concerning recent currency flows 
3. available sources on volume ofUSD held 
4. data regarding counterfeiting 
5. anecdotal information about use of U.S. currency and $100 notes 
6. concerns about counterfeit U.S. currency 
7. the need to validate and update information in some countries 
8. the amount of information already available about US currency use 
9. potential impact of findings on the communication program 
10. receptivity to communications from U.S. authorities 

In considering other research options and approaches that could allow us to collect 
relevant information from additional countries, we have made some adjustments in 
methodology and expanded the list of target countries. As shown in table l on the next 
page, we recommend conducting 150 interviews in each of ten countries, versus 200 
interviews in each of eight cowitries, as originally proposed. The reduction in number of 
interviews per country will reduce our ability to accurately analyze subgroups by 
demographic characteristics such as age, education and income but will allow expansion 
of the number of markets covered without a major impact on resources and only a small 
impact on the overall margin of error for each country. This increases our universe and 
ability to gather information from countries discussed. Table 1 on the following page 
shows the countries in which 150 interviews each will be conducted. 

Revised Country List, Multi-Country Exploratory Study 
TEP-07-0003 
April 17, 2007 
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Table 1: Countries for Inclusion in the Multi-Country Exploratory Study 
Revised A1>ril 16. 2007 

Country Type of research Rationale 

Russia Consumer (150) Largest holdings of USO; high consumer use for 
survey large purchases and savings; history of 

devaluation/confiscation; counterfeiting threat high; 
2008 elections; current data is needed to validate 
assumptions 

Ukraine Consumer (150) Largest holdings of USO; high consumer use of 
survey $I 00 for large purchases and savings; potential 

stabilitv issues 

Kazakhstan Consumer (150) Believed high volume of USO for savings/private 
survey transactions; counterfeiting issues; results from 

Kazakhstan are likely to be similar to those from 
Kvr2Vstan Turkmenistan and Taii.kistan 

Peru Consumer (150) High every day consumer use of USO; recent 
survey history of USO integrity issue; current data is 

needed to validate assumptions 

Uruguay Consumer (150) High counterfeiting threat 
survey 

China Consumer (150) High volume of USO, widespread use for saving; 
survey upcoming Olympics likely to increase flow of 

dollars 

Phllippines Consumer (150) High consumer use of USO for saving and travel; 
survey hilili concern about counterfeits 

Turkey Consumer (150) High consumer usage of USO for savings and large 
survey purchases 

Angola Consumer ( 150) High volume of USO flow, but details about USO 
survey use unknown. further research needed to evaluate 

UAE Consumer (150) High volume/flow of USO; but details about USO 
survey use unknown, further research needed to clarify 

In addition to the countries shown in the table, there are other countries of interest as 
verified in the April 12 meeting in which available infonnation suggests that the large 
volume of USO flowing through these countries is not used by general consumers. To 
help us gain additional information about how this currency is being used in these 
markets, we recommend conducting a relatively small nwnber of in-depth interviews 
with business and financial executives and perhaps others in Hong Kong and South 
Korea. two of the more important markets of this type. The results from these interviews 
will be included in the findings report delivered in late May and will assist the BEP in 

Revised Country List, Multi-Country Exploratory Study 
TEP-07--0003 
April 17, 2007 
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understanding which countries to further research and which messages should be tested in 
each country. Table 2 below shows the additional two countries for study. 

Table 2: Non-Consumer Countries for In-Depth Interviews 
to be included in the Multi-Country Exploratory Study Report 

Revised April 16, 2007 

South Korea In-depth interviews High volume ofUSD, but low consumer use and 
among key holdings; high flow through 
stakeholders in 
fmancial 
institutions (20) 

Hong Kong In-depth interviews High business usage ofUSD and flow through 
among key dollars 
stakeholders in 
financial 
institutions (20) 

I Countries No Longer in Consideration for Multi-Country Exploratory Study 

Due to lower interest in these countries, potential difficulties with conducting a large 
education effort, and in some cases the difficulty of conducting research, the following 
countries were dropped for consideration for this study: 

• Argentina 
• Mexico 
• Lebanon 
• Libya 

For the following countries, information will be gathered through discussions with BEP 
contacts such as Treasury Department country desk officers by the BEP, State 
Department contacts, embassies, consulates, World Bank personnel, etc. by Burson
Marsteller with permission by BEP, and the network ofUSSS, FR and Burson-Marsteller 
connections: 

• Taiwan 
• Botswana, Kenya and I or Mozambique 
• Nigeria 
• Israel 
• Egypt and I or Jordan 
• Saudi Arabia 

Revised Country List, Multi-Country Exploratory Study 
TEP-07-0003 
April 17, 2007 
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FOIA (b) (4) 

I Timing 

Below is an estimated schedule for both the Multi-country Exploratory research and In
depth Interviews. Any delays to the schedule on the front end will equal the same 
number of business days added on to the back end. 

Research Milestone 

Fieldwork 
Re rt due to BEP 

##End## 

Revised Country List, Multi-COuntry Exploratory Study 
TEP-07-0003 
April 17, 2007 
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Burson-Marsteller 

MEMORANDUM 

DA TE: April 10th, 2007 

TO: 

FROM: 

Ellen Gano and Jeff Smith 
FOIA (b) (6) 

RE: Planning Memo - Research and International Outreach for the $5 and $100 Notes 

CC: Dawn Haley, Julie Borchard, Lisa Lynam, Rose Pianalto. Genie Foster, 
Sonja Danburg,FOlA (b) (6) FOIA (b) (6) F'OIA (b) FOIA (b) (6) 

FOIA (b) (6) 

Pumose 

The purpose of this memo is to provide rationale to the Bureau of Engraving and Printing (BEP), 
the Federal Reserve (FR) and the United States Secret Service (USSS) regarding the 
identification and prioritization of countries to include in public awareness and education 
outreach for the $5 note and $100 note program. The memo provides input based upon 
information that was available at the time of the submission of the initial, or draft, 
Communications Plan submitted on February 26, 2007. Budgetary rationale is also included by 
region. While domestic research and outreach tactics will be a vital component of the program, 
this memo addresses international priorities and rationale only as requested by the COTR and 
key stakeholders within the BEP/FR/USSS. 

Since the initial submission of the draft Communications Plan in February, additional 
infonnation has become available concerning the countries and prioritization. Part Two of this 
memo provides the new information and resulting refinement to initial recommendations. 

Part One: Country Priorities and Budgets in the Initial CommuoicaUons Plan Submission 

The draft Communications Plan was submitted on February 26, 2007 and provides 
recommendations for research and outreach tactics as well as budget priorities for regions. 
These recommendations were based on three key items: 

1. Past experience in supporting previous new notes programs 
2. Publicly-available information 
3. Input from the FR and BEP 

lmerrullumal Me""' 
TEP-47-0003 
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In creating recommendations, including specific tactics and budget for international outreach for 
the $5 note and $100 note program, Burson-Marsteller benchmarked budget for the new program 
to the budget in the previous $20 note, $50 note and $10 note program. Table 1 provides budget 
per region per program for the previous program. 

Table 1: Budget by Region by Previous Note Program 

lntematlonal Budaets by Country: Contract TEP-02-15 
Countrv $20 Program I $50 Program I $10 Prooram 
B-M Prooram Mat $ FOIA (b) (4) 

Latin America $ 
London $ 
Hona Kona $ 
China 
Jaoan 
Greece 
Phllioolnes $ 
South Korea 
Canada $ 
Tur1cev $ 

I I 

Sub-Total: 
$ FOIA (b) (4) 

Russia Bud et: Contract TEP-02-15 
Bu et Allocation $20 Program $50 Pr ram $10 P ram 
B-M Pr ram M t $ FOIA (b) (4) 
PBN $ 

Sub-Total: $ FOIA (b) (4) 
~...;._..;......;....;.....~~--' .......... 

As shown in the table above, a significant amount of budget in driving public awareness and 
education in Russia took place. The Russia investment for the previous program was driven by a 
variety of factors, including U.S. currency circulation in-country, counterfeit issues, research and 
one-on-one meetings with key stakeholders that indicated an overwhelming desire to be educated 
on the new notes. Research and stakeholder input was further supported by data indicating that 
Russia held greater than $80 billion in U.S. currency. In fact, part of the messaging in the 
previous program in Russia and other countries was to build momentum toward the $100 note 
program. Stakeholders in Russia in particular indicated that they were eagerly anticipating the 
redesign of the $100 note. 

In the RFP for the $5 note and $100 notes program, the BEP requested a detailed response 
inclusive of outreach to Russia identified as a priority market by the BEP in the RFP itself. Prior 
experience in the market, including on-the-ground feedback to Burson-Marsteller and its partner 
PBN, provided initial validation that Russia is a logical target for international outreach tactics in 
the new $5 note and $100 note program. Publicly-available information such as the previous 
ICAP report used in the preparation of the Burson-Marsteller proposal for the $5 note and $100 

/11t~rlllltional Muno 
TEP-07-0003 
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note program validated the need for Russia as a priority market. That same research indicated 
that CIS countries too have a significant need for education and outreach with regard to the new 
program, again based in large part on the large amount of U.S. currency in circulation in those 
countries. The Burson-Marsteller team agreed that many of these countries, namely Russia and 
CIS countries (at the least the Ukraine, Azerbaijan and Kazakhstan) would play an important role 
in thP. nPw nrnamm i:aci T1Pr I TiPr? nr TiPr 1 r n11ntr.1 m<>..;t; .. ,.. "'"'""" 1,..,,.1 n~ ,,,.,._.,. .. ,.i., i;- ,.. .. +i..; ,. 

FOIA (b) (4) 

In addition to Russia and CIS countries, other co\llltries and/or regions received budget 
allocations in the same way - past experience, publicly available infonnation and guidance 
provided by the FR and BEP prior to the initial submission of the Communications Plan. 
Budgeting was done with the knowledge that USSS information yet to be collected (which later 
came in March), and primary research to be conducted early in the program would likely refine 
the prioritization of countries and, as such, level of investment for each. However with the initial 
submission it was important to "draw a line in the sand" based upon infonnation at the time of 
the submission. 

Guidance from the FR and BEP provided the most significant basis for Burson-Marsteller 
priorities and assignments of countries to Tiers. Gaps in assigning some countries remained as 
the FR classified those particular countries as Tier 1 for quantitative reasons (circulation 
mnnbers) and Tier 3 for qualitative reasons (lack of consumer demand, flow-through, and/or 
security issues). Table 2 below lists those countries accordingly. 

Table 2: FR and BEP Guidance and Tier Priorities for Initial Submission 
Russia South Korea (Quantitative)• Israel (Quantitative) 

T ier 1 Peru Indonesia (Quantitative) Jordan (Quantitative) 
China Japan (Quantitative) Lebanon (Quantitative) 
Singapore Phil ippin es (Quantitative) Libya (Quantitative) 
Kazakhstan Thailand (Quantitative) Saudi Arabia (Quantitative) 
Azerbaijan Vietnam (Quantitative) Twkey (Quantitative) 

Ei!vot (Ouantitative) UAE (Ouaotitative) 
Mex:ico 

Tier 2 Canada 
Hong Kong 
Africa - Angola. Botswana, Kenya. Mozambique, Nigeria 
Taiwan (Quantitative) 
Dominican Republic South Korea (Qualitative)• Israel (Qualitative) 
Peru Indonesia (Qualitative) Jordan {Qualitative) 

Tier 3 China Japan (Qualitative) Lebanon (Qualitative) 
Singapore Philippines (Qualitative) Libya (Qualitative) 
K.az.akbstan Thailand (Qualitative) Saudi Arabia (Qualitative) 
Azerbaijan Vietnam (Qualitative) Turkey (Qualitative) 

Egypt (Qualitative) UAE (Qualitative) 
•Quauntmve: FR data reflects high levels us U.S. aumicy m COW1t1y; QualrtUive: Coontnes determined by FR to be leu prachcal for 
executing a public awareness and ccllcatioo program due to political reuons en~or other restrictioos 

Therefore this concludes Part One, best described as "How Burson-Marsteller arrived at the 
country prioritization and budget in the Initial Submission of the Communications Plan." 

10 April 2007 
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Part Two: Moving Forward - Additional Information and Refinement 

Additional infonnation collected since the February 26, 2007 submission of the initial 
Communications Plan has served to validate and/or refine priorities and includes: 

1. USSS guidance provided to Burson-Marsteller in March 
2. Detailed analysis of the ICAP report cross-referenced with the new USSS infonnation 

provided in March and existing priorities driven by the FR guidance in February 
3. Wrap-up of the fonner BEP education and outreach program for the $20 note, $50 note 

and $10 note, with analysis of shipping infonnation by country (see Appendix 2) 
4. Master cross-reference with original FR information to derive a refined list 
5. Questionnaire results from Burson-Marsteller offices in 18 countries identified in the 

initial submission to further refine infonnation 

With the addition of the USSS information and cross-referenced ICAP report, the following 
factors were analyzed in the prioritization of countries by the need for a public awareness and 
education program: 

• Volume of US currency in the country 
• Usage of specific denominations 
• Transactions and popular use of U.S. currency and savings vs. flow-through 
• Extent of collllterfeiting 
• Fear about counterfeiting/threat to integrity of USD 
• Potential economic or political instability/inflation 

( In terms of applying the criteria to prioritize countries, the international plan and budget is 
weighted so that a more concerted public awareness and education effort is in countries where: 

• the volume of US currency is large, namely Russia, Ukraine, Peru, Colombia, the 
Philippines, and Turkey, and 

• a relatively large proportion of the population uses or holds US currency, especially 
$100 notes, namely Russia, Ukraine, Peru, Colombia and/or 

• counterfeiting of US notes is either known to be or perceived to be a significant problem 
that might affect large numbers of people, namely Russia, Colombia, Chile, Turkey, 
Peru, and/or 

• political or economic instability is likely to make people more inclined to invest in 
dollars rather than local or other currencies, such as Russia, Peru, Argentina 

In March, Burson-Marsteller received a list of priorities from the USSS based on its mission. 
Cross-referencing USSS priorities with countries listed in the ICAP report and initial guidance 
from the FR and BEP, Table 3 on the following page shows tiered priorities for each. Bolded are 
those countries in common. While USSS was more specific than FR about its priority countries, 
it made no distinctions between whether the target audience was the general population or a 
more specific stakeholder audience such as financial institutions. Burson-Marsteller suspects 
that in countries with high flow-through but where public use of USD is minimal, such as the 
U.K, communication efforts would probably not be directed at a broad consumer audience, while 
a more targeted stakeholder outreach program would be appropriate. If so, these c0W1tries would 
not be Tier 1 countries in tenns of public education, but could fall in Tier 2 or 3. 

/nJ~nuzti-1 M~""' 
TEP-17-8001 
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Table 3: Common Countries across Multiple Sources 

FR and BEP G•ldance USSS Galdance ICAP Report Sept 2006 
ll.lmlted to countries studied) 

Tie.r I Russia Ruula Russia 
Peru Peru Peru 

China China (Hong Kong) Turkey 
Singapore Sln&apore Colombia 
Kazakhstan Mexico Chile 

Ukraine Colombia U.K. 
Ajcrbaijan Portugal Italy 
Uzbelcistan Taiwan Dominican Republic 

South Korea (Quantitative•) Uruguay Germany 
Indonesia (Quantitative•) UK(London) Hong Kong 

Japan (Quantitative) Germany (Frankfurt) 
Philippines (Quantitative) Switzerland (Zurich) 
Thailand (Quantitative) 
Vietnam (Quantitative) 

Egypt (Quantitative) 
Israel (Quantitative) 

Jordan (Quantitative) 
Lebanon (Quantitative) 

Libya (Quantitative) 
Saudi Arabia (Quantitative) 

Turkey (Quantitative) 
UAE (Qua.ntitative) 

Tier 2 Mexico Turkey 
Canada Ecuador 

Hong Kong Panama 
Africa - Angola, Botswana, Thailand 

Kenya, Moz.ambique, Nigeria Costa Rica 
Taiwan (Quantitative) Italy 

Spain 
Tier 3 Dominican Republic Dominican Republic 

Ecuador Malaysia 
Panama Chile 

Paraguay 
South Korea (Qualitative•) 

Indonesia (Qualitative) 
Japan (Qualitative) 

Philippines (Qualitative) 
Thailand (Qualitative) 
Vietnam (Qualitative) 

Egypt (Qualitative) 
Israel (Qualitative) 

Jordan (Qualitative) 
Lebanon (Qualitative) 

Libya (Qualitative) 
Saudi Arabia {Qualitative) 

Turkey (Qualitative) 
UAE (Oualitiative) 

•Quanntanve: FR data reflects high levels us U.S. currency 111 countzy 
•Qualitative: Countries determined by FR to be less pnctical for exe<:uling a public awareness 111d education prognm due to political 
reuona and/or other restrictions 

International Me""' 
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Part Two Conclusion: Revised Tiered Countries, Initial Research and Program Budget 

Based on new information derived from the FR/BEP/USSS, as well as publicly available 
information (the ICAP report, Burson-Marsteller data from past programs, new infonnation and 
analysis), Burson-Marsteller recommends the following Tiered blue-print for the markets and 
their program levels. 

Table 4: Burson-Marsteller Recommended Tier Assignments, April 2007 

Re&Jon Tier I Tlerl Tier3 

Former Russia -- Uzbekistan 
Soviet Union Ukraine 

Azerbaijan 
K.azalchstan 

The Americas/ Peru Argentina Bolivia 
Caribbean Colombia Canada Paraguay 

Uruguay Mexico Dominican Republic 
Ecuador Chile 
Panama 
Costa Rica 
El Salvador 

Asia Philippines China Malaysia 
Hong Kong 
Indonesia 
Japan 
South Korea 
Singapore 
Taiwan 
Thailand 
Vietnam 

Middle East Turkey UAE (Dubai & Abu Dhabi) Istael 
Egypt 
Jordan 
Lebanon 
Libya 
Saudi Arabia 

Africa -- Angola Nigeria 
Botswana 
Kenya 
Mozambique 

Europe - - Portugal 
UK 
Germany 
Switzerland 
Italy 
Spain 
Greece 

Note: A detailed rationale by region can be found in Appendix l of this document. 

lnlernati'1nal Memq 
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Refinement to Initial Research and Program Budget 

As a result of the new information collected since the time of the submission of the Initial draft 
Communications Plan, Burson-Marsteller has refmed the list of countries to be researched in 
initial research: Multi-Country Exploratory Study. The budget allows for eight countries. 
The revised list is found in Table 4 below. 

Table 5: Initial Multi-Country Exploratory Study List Refined 

I nltial list Revised list 
Multi-country Esploratory Tariets Mulfi.CoHtry Exploratory Taraets 

Submitted Februarv 26. 2007 AprU 10, 2007 
1. Russia 1. Russia 
2. Peru 2. Peru 
3. Mexico 3. Mexico 4. Hong Kong 

4. 5. UAE Cblna 

6. Nigeria 5. Turkey 

7. South Korea 6. Philippines 
8. Canada 7. Argentina 

8. Ukraine 

Table 6: Budget Recommendations - Tiered Country Allocation - Refined Numbers 

Because of new information collected since the initial submission of the Communications Plan, 
regional allocation of budgets has shifted as outlined below. It should be noted that research to 
be conducted internationally will play a significant role in validating the budget below or causing 
recommendations to be further refined. 

Initial Submission* 

Russia and CIS Countries $ 
FOIA (b) (4) 

The Americas/Caribbean $ 
.Africa $ 
As~ S 
Middle East S 
UK/Europe $ 

Revised Budget* 

Russia and CIS Countries 
The Americas/Caribbean 
Africa 
Asia 
Middle East 
UK/Europe 

FOIA (b) (4) 
$ 
$ 
$ 

$ 
s 
$ 

*in-country cxpendilure$ only, does not include Program management labor, copies, postage, air freight, local transportation, b-roll and video 
production, telephone, photography, printing, travel 

InlunatioMI Memo 
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Appendix 1: Rationale by Region for Refinement of Prioritized Countries since Initial Submission 
Appendix 1 spans 4 pages total 

Reclon Country 
Russia 

Former 
USSR 

Ukraine 
Azerbaijan 
Kazakhstan 

Uzbekistan 

Peru / 
Americas / Colombia / 
Caribbean Uruguay 

Canada 
Costa Rica 

Mexico 

lntenllllimull Metn0 
TEP·07-IJ003 

Tier 
1 

1 

3 

1 

2 

2 

RlltloNlle 
Rllllla Is by far the largest holder of US currency Internationally lncludlnC $100 notes, worth over $80 
billion; Large soun:e of counterfeiting with hl&h suspicion of counterfeits and USD perceived as tied to 
crime; Very high Inflation; FR allocates Tier 1 to RUSSla on both qualitative and quantitative parameters; 
USSS prioritizes Russia as a Tier 1 market (ICAP report valldatBs); Feedback from stakeholders (CB and 
key Influencers) Indicates that Russians have been ~rly anticipating and awaiting the redesign of the 
$100 note. Burson.Marsteller In-country team assessment reinforces high business and consumer use, 
as well as a pe~lved counterfeltlnt threat; Increased stability In Ruble and proximity to Euro-countries 
merits research 
Volume of USO unspecified but likely to be quite large; consumer use of USO high, 70% have $100 
notes; perceived ties of USD to crime; unstable environment; Close to Europe- may lean toward Euro; FR 
allocates Tier 1 to all CIS countries; 2006 ICAP report particularly noted the Eurasian markets suc:tl as 
Ukraine and Kazakhstan as haVlng high volumes of US currency for savings as well as private 
transactions; Ukraine has also been noted as having counterfeiting Issues;. ICAP report also notes 
"South Caucuses,• which Includes Azerbaijan as having counterfeiting Issues; According to the State 
Dept Web site, the US has good relationships with all of these markets 
While FR allocates Tier 1 to Uzbekistan on both qualitative and quantitative parameters, neither USSS, 
nor the ICAP report have alluded to the country; Given the strained and uncertain bilateral relationships 
between the U.S. and Uzbekistan (as noted by the State department Web site), It would not be 
appropriate to have a large program In the market. 
P9ru: Large volume US notes; very hlCh savings In USD; Identified as Tier 1 by all; hl&h threat of 
counterfeits; recent US currency problems; hl&h Inflation; repeated soun:e of counterfeits per ICAP report 
Colomllla: Moderately hlCh volume of USO; repeated source of counterfeit USO; high perceived threat of 
counterfeits; relatively low confidence In USO; fairly high Inflation; Relatively low consumer use of USO 
and $100 notes; Burson-Marsteller In-country team In Colombia assessment conflnned the perceived 
counterfeiting threat as well as confidence Issues; 
IJrulu.y was prioritized by USSS as a Tler-1 market. Since the U.S. enjoys good bilateral relationships 
with the country (per the State department Web site), Uruguay has been retained as a Tler-1 market 
c.n.sa: High volume and consumer use of USO and fa.lrly high use of $100 notes; dollars perceived tied 
to crtmlnal activity; No stability Issues; threat of counterfeltlnt moderate; Canada was priofltlzed by FR 
as a Tler-2 market. Burson-Marsteller ln-<:<>untry team confirms moderately-high levels of $100 usaee 
Colla Rica was prioritized by USSS as a Tler-2 market, and has been a market where USSS has 
conducted training seminars 
Falrty large volume of US notes; repeated source of counterfeiting; significant transfer of USD from ex-
pats; Inflation Is moderately high; USO perceived tied to crime; Relatively low use of USO; small '6 hold 
$100 notes; Mexico has been noted as Tler-2 by FR; but as Tler-1 by USSS; Burson-Marsteller l~ntry 
team In Mexico hlct"tllghted limited consumer use of $100 notes (thouct"t business use Is high), thereby 
lndlcatlnl a more 828 program I.e. Tier 2 
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Ecuador 
Panama 

Argentina 

EISalvedor 

Bolivia 

Paracuay 
Dominican 
Republic 
Chile 
Philippines 

Asia 
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2 

2 

3 

3 

1 

r) 

Ecuador and Panama: Moderately high volume of USD; very high use of USD, very hlCh use ofS100 
notes (70%); USO perceived tied to crime; high Inflation; both dollarlzed mari<ets - were prioritized by 
FR as Tler-3 mari<ets; but by USSS as Tler-2 markets. Burson-Marsteller In-country team assessment 
hlghll&hted moderately-high levels of $100 note usaie In the markets (most!y by businesses; but also by 
consumers especially In Ecuador.) Counterfeft threat perception also remains moderate In the two 
markets. Given past experience and relationships that FR shares with the respective central banks, 
there Wiii be an expectation of a certain level of program activities In the country. Therefore, Bursor.-
Marsteller recommends lncludlnc the two markets In Tier 2 
Very high volume of USD and $100 notes In particular for savtnc and tarce purchases; high transfer of 
USD from ex-pats; May be unreceptive to US education effort; Neither FR nor USSS alluded to Argentina 
In their rankings. However, ICAP report notes Argentina as one of the lafiest markets after Russia that 
has U.S. currency - with over $50 bllllon. At the same time, Burson-Marsteller continues to recommend 
a moderate Tler-2 level Pl'Olram &Jven consistent feedback from Its 1...-country teams that the local 
authorttles would not be comfortable In a hlih-fe~ procram that •promotes• U.S. currency as opposed 
to the local Peso; needs additional Research as this was hard to classify between Tiers 1 and 2 . 
Neither FR nor USSS alluded to El Salvador In their rankings. The country, despite being dollartzed, has 
Mmlted $100 note clrculatlon. However, itven past experience wtth the markets, the visit by Treasurer 
Cabral, and relationships that FR shares with the central bank - there wtll be an expectation of a certain 
level of program actlvttles In the country. Therefore, Burson-Marsteller recommends lncludlnc El 
Salvador as a Tler-2 market. 
Neither FR nor USSS alluded to Bolivia In their rankings. However, feedback from lrKOUntry teems 
during the $10 note program had Indicated loss of confidence In U.S. currency as a rlpplrHtffect from the 
Peruvian counterfeltlnt Issues. Therefore, Burson-Marsteller recommends a Tier 3 level outreach. 
Paraguay was ranked by FR as a Tler-3 market; ChDe was ranked by USSS as a Tler-3 market; Dominican 
Republic was ranked by both FR and USSS as a Tler~3 market 

Falr!y high volume of USD and high consumer use; one In flve have $100 notes; repeated source of 
counterfeit USD; USD perceived tied to crime; FR allocates Tier 1 to the PhUlpplnes quantitative 
parameters, but Tier 3 on qualltatlve parameters (bundled under Asia). While USSS did not allude to the 
Philippines, ICAP report hlghllghted the country as a market where U.S. banknotes are used heavily - as 
well as a country that was conststently ranked In the top-ten list of •counterfeits passed.• Burso~ 
Marsteller In-country team assessment hlghllghted high perception of counterfeit activity as well as 
confidence Issues with the U.S. currency. Given COod U.S. Phlllpplnes bilateral relations, as well as the 
history of New Color of Money programs conducted In the market, Burson-Marsteller would recommend 
Philippines to be a Tler-1 markel Research wlll be conducted to validate this recommendation. 
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China 
Hong Kone 
lndonesla 
Japan 
South Korea 
Singapore 
Taiwan 
Thailand 
Vietnam 

Malaysia 

lnlUlllldoNll Me.,o 
TEP..()7-'HJOJ 

2 

3 

" 
Very large volume of USO; repeated source of counterfeit USO; Identified as Tier 1 by all; USO perceived 
tied to crime; Likely unreceptive to U.S. education effort; FR allocates Tier 1 on quantitative parameteis, 
but Tier 3 on qualltatlve parameters (bundled under Asia); USSS hlgtlllghted Taiwan, Hong Kong and 
Singapore as a Tler-1 market. 
China: A huge currency volume market, with over $50 bllllon. Also, given the upcoming Olympics, China 
wlll definitely see tourism and therefore flow of U.S. currency, especially $100 notes. However, Burson-
Marsteller experience has shown that the program Is llmlted to stakeholder outreach, which too Is 
coordinated only through the central bank and that the Embassy and/or Burson-Marsteller are not to 
have direct contacts with stakeholders. In Ught of that, Burson-Marsteller recommends a Tier 2 
assignment. 
Hon• KoftC/Jilplln/SI~ /Soutl'I Kore& Fairly large volume of USO and $100 notes; repeated 
source of counterfeit USO.; Dollar holdings llkety to be In savings acc:ounts - electronic, not Ktual notes; 
low perceived counterfeit threat Burson-Marsteller ln-eountry team assessments highlights relatively low 
levels of consumer usage of U.S. currency. FR too, In the Feb. 8, 2006 meetlnt stated that volumes In 
these markets were limited to large flow-through at the stakeholder and Institutional level as opposed to 
consumers. Therefore Burson-Marsteller recommends assigning these countries as Tler-2 markets 
T.,..n - has been ranked as Tler-2 market by FR, but a Tler-1 market by USSS. ICAP report also 
hlghllgJ'lted that In the last two years, the country was ranked In the top-ten Ust of •counterfeits passed.• 
However, the good U.S. Taiwan bilateral (commercial) relationships are In the backdrop of U.S. one-China 
policy, which does not support Taiwan Independence. In light of that, Burson-Marsteller believes It would 
be Inappropriate for U.S. government to hold a high-level program In the market 
lhllli.ncl - FR allocates Tier 1 to Thailand on quantitative parameters, but Tler 3 on qualitative 
parameters (bundled under Asia). USSS ranked Thalland as a Tier 2 market. ICAP report notes that In 
Thalland, U.S. currency Is used heavily by visitors but less so by residents. Given that the usage Is 
primarily business, Burson-Marsteller recommends a Tier 2 level for Thailand 
Vletmlm - FR allocates Tier 1 to Vietnam on quantitative parameters, but Tier 3 on qualitative 
parameters (bundled under Asia). USSS did not allude to Vietnam. ICAP report notes that In Vietnam. 
U.S. currency ls widely used for saving and large transactions. However the ICAP report also notes that 
this usage is against local regulatlons that commercial transactions be priced and conducted In the local 
currency. Therefore, Burson-Marsteller believes that given local regulations. It would not be appropriate 
to have a hlgtHevel program, and recommend Tier 2 for Vietnam. 
ll'ldoMllll - FR allocates Tier 1 to Indonesia on quantitative parameters, but Tier 3 on qualttatfve 
parameters (bundled under Asia). USSS did not allude to lndonesla. While U.S. and lndonesla share 
good bilateral relatlonshlps vis+vls regional security, there have been recent friction points In the 
bilateral political relatlonshlps (per the State Department Web site) and therefore, Burson-Marsteller 
would not recommend a hlPJevel program, and allocate Tier 2 for lndonesla. 
FR doeS not refer to ~ In Its rankings. USSS allocates Tier 3 to the market. Given that ICAP report 
refers to Malaysia as havtng counterfettlne ls.sues. Burso~Marsteller concurs with the USSS Tier 3 
ranking. 
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Middle Turkey 
East 

Israel UAE 
Egypt Jordan 
Lebanon 
Ubya Saudi 
Arabia 

Africa AnC<>la 
Botswana 
Kenya 
Mozambique 
Nigeria 

Europe Portugal 
England 
Germany 
Switzerland 
Italy 
Spain 
Greece 

/nlemaliONll Mano 
TEP-17-1003 

1 

3 

2 

3 

3 

3 

0i 

High volume and high consumer use of USO; one In five have $100 notes; very high Inflation; repeated 
source of counterfeit USO; moderate perceived threat of counterfeiting; dollars perceived Ued to criminal 
activity; FR allocates Tier 1 to TUfk-r on quantitative parameters, but Tier 3 on qualitative parameters 
(bundled under Middle East). USSS ranked Turkey as a Tier 2 market 
ICAP report also referred to Turkey as a country where U.S. currency ts used for both trade and travel and 
for domestic transactions and savlnC because of persistent high Inflation, and Burson-Marsteller In-
country assessment ratifies this. In light of good U.S. Turkey bilateral relationships and the history of the 
New Color of Money procram, Burson-Marsteller recommends allocaUng Tier 1 to the market with 
research for validation. 
FR altocates these countries as Tier 1 on quantitative parameters, but Tier 3 on qualitative parameters 
(bundled under Middle East). USSS did not allude to any of these markets. Whtie the U.S. has Cood 
relationships with some of the markets such as .....i and UAE, given heightened tensions In the Middle 
East, these countries, with the exception of the burgeoning and stable UAE, would be recommended for 
a Tier 3 program. UAE Is recommended as a Tier 2 program because of Its growth In economy and 
status of political stablllty. 
FR allocates Tier 2 to the above markets on both quantitative and qualitative parameters. USSS did not 
allUde to any of the above markets. 
Given relatively stable bilateral relationships with each of these markets, Burson-Marsteller concurs with 
the Tier 2 recommendation by FR for these countries. 
High volume of USO suspected but lafle public education procram is unlikely FR allocates Tier 2 to the 
NfCer1a on both quantitative and qualitative parameters (bundled under Africa). USSS did not allude to 
It. While bilateral relationships have generally Improved between the U.S. and Nigeria (per the State 
department Web site), given the tensions created by local rebel groups, Burson-Marsteller believes It 
may be appropriate to assign a Tier 3 status to the country. 
FR does not allude to any European markets In Its priorities. USSS ranks Portugal, England, Germany 
and Switzerland as Tier 1 and Italy and Spain as Tier 2 . However, l)Ven very limited business or 
consumer usage of U.S. currency In these markets, Burson-Marsteller understands that USSS ranklne IS 
likely based more on counterfeiting deterrence and enforcement, as opposed to public education. 
Therefore, Burson-Marsteller recommends a Tier 3 program In these countries. 

While neither FR nor USSS alluded to Greece In their rankings, given past experience and the ongoing 
requests by the central bank to pursue a basic level of education program, Burson-rsteller 
recommends lnctudlng Greece as a Tier 3 market. 
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Appendix 2: Demand for Materials in Previous Program at Contract Close March 30, 2007 

Top 20 Countries by# of Pieces Shipments Requested 

COUNTRY 
1 PUERTO RICO 
2 ECUADOR 
3 RUSSIAN FEDERATION 
4 ARGENTINA 
5 PERU 
6 CANADA 
7 DOMINICAN REPUBLIC 
8 EL SALVADOR 
9 CHINA 

10 LITHUANIA 
11 INDIA 
12 COLOMBIA 
13 BOLIVIA 
14 COSTA RICA 
15 MEXICO 
16 ROMANIA 
17 KAZAKHSTAN 
18 TURKEY 
19 JAPAN 
20 UKRAINE 

TOTAL 

lnternadonal!tlono 
TEP-07-0003 

PIECES 
995851 
426.726 
361 181 
355203 
262408 
174,942 
165 890 
123 004 
113,765 

99,731 
97459 
96 872 
83043 
74907 
73,510 
53 225 
50,666 
45 624 
43695 
37 425 

4157.506 

IfJ April 2007 

Top 20 Countries by Number of Orders Placed 

COUNTRY ORDERS 
1 RUSSIAN FEDERATION 330 
2 CANADA 171 
3 ARGENTINA 138 
4 UKRAINE 104 
5 PERU 89 
6 CHINA 78 
7 BELARUS 56 
8 CHILE 54 
9 ECUADOR 42 

10 COLOMBIA 40 
11 MEXICO 40 
12 MOLDOVA REPUBLIC OF 35 
13 INDIA 34 
14 LITHUANIA 33 
15 PUERTO RICO 30 
16 TURKEY 30 
17 COSTA RICA 24 
18 GERMANY 22 
19 NETHERLANDS 22 
20 UNITED KINGDOM 21 

TOTAL 1,849 
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Appendix 3: Assessment from B-M In-Country Staff, April 2007 

To help supplement our knowledge of the situation regarding U.S. currency and how it is used in other cowitries, Burson-Marsteller 
asked our staff in offices in cowitries identified in the initial submission as relevant to answer a series of questions regarding USO use. 
Questions included how often (and how) USD are used by consumers and by business, an estimate of the percentage of people who 
have or use $100 notes, the extent to which USD flows through the country to other places, the likelihood of receiving a counterfeit 
US note, whether USD is perceived to be connected to criminal activity, and whether economic or political conditions are causing 
increased use of USD. Respondents are not experts or key stakeholders - they are simply informed local consumers. The table below 
summarizes the responses from 18 countries. 

Country ConHmer 
aeofUSD 

Argentina High 

Canada Hillh 
China Moderate 
Colombia Moderate 
Dominican High 
Renublic 
Ecuador High 

Greece Low 
Hong K.ong Hi2h 
JaDan Low 
Mexico Low 
Panama High 

Peru High 

Philiooines Hi2h 
Russia High 
South Korea Low 
Turkev Hieb 
UK Low 
Ukraine High 

lnkrlllllio,,a/ Me.,o 
TEP..(}7..(JOOJ 

Type of consumer •se o/. holding 
or using 

SJOO notes 
Large purchases, saving 90% of upper 

and middle 
class 

Everv dav transactions and savin2 35% 
SavinR Most 

Larae ourcbases and savina D/K. 
Large purchases and saving 20% 

Every day transactions, large 70% 
purchases savin2 

Travel D/K 
Saving (not in cash) 80%1 

Saving <1% 
Savings 2% 

Every day transactions, large 30% 
purchases saving 

Every day transactions, large 100/o 
purchases saving 

SavinR/travel 20% 
Large purchases and savin2 70% 

Travel (minimal) 3% 
Savin2 and larsze nurchases 200/o 

Travel <1% 
Large purchases and savin2 700~ 

10 Aprl/ 2007 

Business Use Flowtbn Perceived Criminal Stability 
ofUSD co•nterfeit ties to USO Issues 

threat 
High High Moderate No D/K 

Hillh D/K Moderate Yes No 
Hillh Low Low Yes No 
Hil!b Hil!b Hillh Yes Yes 
High D/K Low Yes Yes 

High High Moderate Yes No 

Low D/K Moderate DIK 
Him Hi2h Low No No 
Low Low Low No No 
Hil!b Low Moderate Yes Yes 
High High Moderate Yes No 

High D/K Moderate Yes Yes 

Him Hieb Hi11:h Yes Yes 
Hi2h Hi2h Hi2h Yes No 

Moderate D/K. Low No No 
Hillh Hi2h Moderate Yes Yes 
Hi2h DIK Low No No 
Hi2h Hi2h Moderate Yes Yes 
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Appendix 4: Tiered Country Approach to International Outreach on the $100 Note Program 

DEMAND METHODOLOGY 
What constitutes a country tier?* 

···• ·• ..... -···· .. .. . ' .. !····· .. ... " -·· ··-·- ..... _.,., .. .... .... . .. 

i LEVEL OF ACTIVITY 
; Educational outreach 

.... L. .... .. ... .. ······ ..... .... ... .. ... -···- .......... ... ......... . 
Tl ER 1 COUNTRIES Countries in which educational ~ •In-country large events 
Highest Priority Tier outreach for the $100 is l • In-language hard copy materials 

considered essential** l • Key officials visit country 
. 1 • Earned media and paid media 

..... ...._ .•. -........ -.......... -·-········-··-··· ····--... ·····i· ···-·-····-······--....... - ··-··-·· ... ·-·--- .............. ..... .. - ............... --f-·····-·-·-·· --·--··-·--··-·-.............. ---·····-···-·-··-· ................ . 
TIER 2 COUNTRIES l Countries in which educational j • Spokespe~ons may tra~I 
Priority Target Tier ! outreach for the $100 is considered l to countr~ if an opportunity 

very important but not critical*• i presents itself . 
i • In-language hard copy materials 
l • Earned media 

... ·-··········· ...... ....... _. ............... _, ......... -·--···· .......... -- -.. ···-··· ··--··-··--······-···· ....... ··--·-··· --···· .. ·····----... -····-·' .. - ...... ··-···· ....... ····-··---·····--· ... ·-·-·-----···-·· ... ·-· .... -...................... _ ... . 

TIER 3 COUNTRIES Countries in which educational ! •No in-country events 
Target Tier outreach for the $100 is considered ! • No in-person media outreach 

helpful but not critical** ! • Stakeholders driven to Web 
! site for In-language materials 

... -···-···"-····-··· ... -...................................... J. ....... ~~~.'.'..~~'.~-~~.~ .. ~~.:.~.~~~·~·i-~=-- .. ··· .. ····---· ·-
• Final countty assignments to tiers will be determined by &uldance from tile SEP, FR usss. Stote. es wen as primary researdl conducted 

glOOally as outlined ln ttte research section of the Communications Plan 

.. rlOl'ed countries are determmed to be either •essent1ar or ·'lef'y imPOttant l'lut not attical 0 or "help(ul but not critical' to prepari~ 

key stakeholders and the public for a smooth transition lo the new notes. to bUlldlng trust and confidence In tile new notes, 

Jntenulllonal Me
TEP../J7-HOJ 

and to miUgati~ potential negative stakeholderS lllcilXltng counterreiters 
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Updating Program Identity 

Objectives 
In keeping with the new emphasis on features rather than color, a new or refreshed 
program Identity will be developed for the public education program. Important 
also wlll be elements of continuity with the Series 2004 family of notes. 

However, because of the limited time available before the $5 note Is unveiled, 
Burson-Marsteller recommends a phased approach to refreshing program Identity, 
adopting a transltlonal refreshed Identity for the $5 note, and then launching a 
permanent identity for the Introduction of the $100 note. There will be two graphic 
standards books produced; one for each note Including updated color palettes for 
each denomination. The permanent Identity wlll be relevant and useful in 
presenting the family of redesigned notes together moving forward. 

In order to have materials ready for fulfillment when the $5 note Is unveiled, 
materials development must begin in May, which does not allow adequate time for 
the creatJve development, trademark search, testf ng and validation necessary for 
full program Identity development. Therefore, Burson-Marsteller proposes to 
develop a transitional Identity for the $5 note's Introduction based on findings of 
Initial research. Graphic guidelines wlll spring from the standards for the new $10, 
$20, and $50 notes, and the color palette will be updated. A transltlonal tagllne -
which emphasizes features and drops reference to color - will be developed based 
upon Initial research. 

For the $100 note, the full process of Identity developed will be executed, as 
outlined below. 

A Co-Branded Program across the BEP, FR and USSS 
In an effort to achieve the primary and secondary goals of the program, Burson
Marsteller recommends that the program be branded as a combined effort of the 
BEP, FR and USSS. Therefore, when the use of seals Is appropriate, all three seals 
should be present. Materials for previous programs have been utilized across all 
three entitles but have not consistently been branded as such. Rationale for this 
recommendation Is to reinforce the united front In achieving public education and 
note security. 

Tnk Order 2 R"ponu 
Contnict No; TEP-07.0003 13 
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The Plan 
Updating the program Identity Involves four key deliverables: 
1. Program research 
2. Tagllne development and testing 
3. Graphic look and feel 
4. Program branding guide 

Program and Research Briefing 
Upon completion of lnltlal focus group research early In the program, the verbal 
branding and graphic guidelines teams will join other Burson-Marsteller team 
leaders and client representatives to drlll down deeply into the program's objectives, 
scope and audiences. Through this session, the team will ensure that all relevant 
background Information about the program, as well as practical experience from 
the $20, $50 and $10 note programs, are brought to bear In updating the 
program's Identity. 

Tagtlne Development 

Creative Brtef 
Information gathered In the briefing sessions wlll drive development of a creative 
brief that summarizes tag1ine objectives, criteria, desired attributes and creative 
routes/themes that should be explored In developing tag11nes for the program. 

The creative brief will be provided to the core Burson-Marsteller and client teams for 
review and Input via e-mail, with a teleconference to collectively refine It. Based on 
feedback from this session, tagline development wlll be immediately launched. 

Creative Exploration 
Guided by the strategy and criteria, the verbal branding team will begin intensive 
tagtine creation work. Through creative exploration, tagline suggestions will be 
generated, which the team will review and assess In a series of Internal critique 
sessions. The most promising tagllnes will be Identified for prellmlnary legal 
screening. 

Prellminary Legal Screening 
The selected tagllnes will be screened for Identical and near-ldentlcal lines In the 
relevant trademark classes and geographf es. This search is not a guarantee of final 
avallablllty, but highlights identical and near-identical conflicts to ensure that 
tagllnes with obvious obstacles are eliminated from the process. Please note that 
after the BEP has selected a tagllne, it Is up to SEP legal counsel to provide final 
advice on trademark availability. The same expectation applies to other trademark 
able elements, such as logos and marks. 

Task Order 2 Rnponse 
Contract No: TEP47~3 14 
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Tagllne Work Session (Short Ust Selection) 
From the tagllnes that wlll have cleared preliminary legal screening. the verbal 
branding team will recommend four to eight tagllnes. All tagllnes that clear 
preliminary screening {typically from ten to 20 total) will be presented, along with 
the team's rationale for Its short list recommendations. Recommended tagllnes 
will be presented In context, as they might be displayed on a prototypical brochure 
or other collateral material. The desired outcome of this work session is consensus 
on a short list of tagllnes. Burson-Marsteller strongly recommends that the BEP's 
legal counsel then submit the short list to a full trademark search. 

Linguistic/Cultural Screening 
It will still be Important to conduct checks for linguistic and cultural acceptablllty In 
key languages to ensure that there are no Improper associations. 

A formal llngulstlc evaluation regarding the short list of selected taglines is strongly 
recommended, using linguistic specialists across all key languages. Tagllnes will be 
reviewed for: 

• Ease of pronuncf a ti on 
• Literal meanings 
• Associations (positive and negative) 
• Similarity to existing words or brands 

Tagtlne Testing 
As detailed In the "Research and Measurement" section of this plan, short list 
tagJlnes wlll be tested In the U.S., Russia and Peru. 

Anal Tagllne Selection 
The verbal branding team will present a point-of-view and final recommendation for 
the most effective tagllne, based upon the legal searches, linguistic screening and 
testing. 

Graphic Look and Feel Assessment 
Based on the briefings, research and tagtine creative exploration, the graphic 
guidelines team will revisit the existing branding look and feel elements to 
determine the degree of change required to highlight the most effective security 
features. 

The team wlll provide a written point-of-view assessing existing graphic look and 
feel elements, comparing the new "security feature" message platform against the 
previous The New Color of Money platform. 

Task Order 2 Response 
Contract No: TEP-07.0003 15 
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Upon review and approval of the assessment, this document wlll serve as the 
creative brief for the creative exploration to modify the existing visual branding 
elements. 

Graphic Look and Feel Creative Exploration 
Based on the approved brief from the program branding assessment, the team wlll 
develop three alternate approaches consisting of signature, color palettes, 
standardized typography, secondary elements and Imagery styles that best 
communicate the security features. The way In which these elements can be 
orchestrated or best staged will be demonstrated through three prototypical 
applications to be agreed upon prior to the start of work. 

Proposed concepts and their respective applications, and preliminary 
recommendations will be presented to the BEP. The goal of this session will be to 
Identify the most promising concept for refinement. 

One round of refinements based upon Insights and feedback gained from the work 
session will be conducted. Following final approval , the team will move forward with 
a finalized look and feel for both the $5 note and $100 note. 

Program Branding Guides for the $5 note and for the $100 note 
To ensure that all new materials designed In support of the new notes are 
consistent, a separate Graphic Standards Guidelines document (.pdf format) will be 
created for each of the latest note designs, as well as instruction on how to visually 
connect the addition of new security features. Also, new colors will be added to the 
color palette, imagery usages for the new note will be displayed, and layout 
guidelines for presenting the latest redesigned $100 note - alone and with the 
previously redesigned $20, $50, $10 and $5 notes - will be developed. 

Miiestones 
Please see the attached ti mellne. 

Measurement 
Please find details regarding measuring in the "Research and Measurement• 
section of this Plan. 

Tuk On:ler 2 Ruponae 
Contract No: TEP-07-0003 16 
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Interactive Program 

Objectives 
With a streamlined Introduction planned for the $5 note and a large, more 
traditional Unvellf ng and introduction of the $100 note, an enhanced Interactive 
program across International and domestic geographies wlll help lower costs, boost 
operational efficiency and lessen risk associated with the traditional printed 
materials. This can be accomplished while ensuring that security feature education 
remains the key driver of all program elements. 

In previous public education programs for the BEP, Burson-Marsteller leveraged the 
Internet to support public education efforts and create an Interactive learning 
experience for varied target audience groups. Burson-Marsteller recommends 
optimizing the elements that have worked most effectively in the previous programs 
with current technologies and adding new tools and resources for this program, 
such as RSS, sponsored search and Interactive FAQ as described In this document. 

Each year since Burson·Marsteller began working with the BEP, FR and USSS on 
public education for the redesigned $20, $50 and $10 notes, the interactive 
elements of the program have been updated and refined to leverage the best of this 
rapidly developing area of communications. The program has evolved as the 
Internet - and Its users - has evolved. 

For the $5 note and $100 note program, Burson-Marsteller recommends not only 
updating Interactive elements, but expanding their role In the overall program. 
According to ComScore, an Internet measurement and Information provider, 694 
million adults over the age of 15 are utilizing the Internet globally. According to the 
Pew Internet Life Group, the number of adults who have gone onllne In the past 
three years has grown by 10 percent. The Internet Is readily accessible by an 
already large and growing global audience and Is a cost-efficient channel for 
reaching both the general public and targeted stakeholders. 

The onllne communications program will: 

• leverage the latest trends and technologies, as supported by research and 
best practices, to build awareness of the redesigned currency and encourage 
authentication as cost-effectively as possible. 

• build upon previous enhancements to the program Web site so that It serves 
as the gateway to all program elements In a way that Is Intuitive and relevant 
to each user group, and that maximizes BEP's Investment In public 
education. 

Task Order 2 Response 
Contract No: TEP-07-0003 17 
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• demonstrate the security features of the redesigned notes so that target 
audience groups can effectively authenticate currency. 

• maximize Internet technologies to minimize printing and fulflllment costs. 
• provide tools that allow stakeholder groups and the general public to use 

their personal communications networks to educate others on the features 
of the redesigned currency. 

• build upon previous use of the Internet to help manage collaborative 
workflow, protect from vulnerabllltles, and operate efficiently as a cohesive 
global team. 

Unique Approach for the $5 Note and $100 Note 
The time before the $5 note Unveiling will be 
used to maximize existing program resources 
and Incorporate new elements to fully leverage 
the latest best practices, such as utilizing user
generated media to spread our messaging or 
facilitating onllne customer service through an 
automated response tool. This approach will 
provide efficiencies that allow the creation of a 
robust platform at the same time as targeted 
audiences are being educated about the 
redesigned $5 note, readying the Infrastructure 
and preparing the audience for a scaled-up 
program for the redesigned $100 note. 

Whereas many public education programs seek 

- Crcat~ fon:ign langu~ microsit\.'$ 

- Tnct,rpor.1t4: RSS fc.>t.:ds to prngrnm 
W4.:b sitc 

- Edit snippets from training vid~ 
for podc:tst 

FOIA (b) (5) 

- Cr~te a protile acwnd the S 100 Mtc 
on top soda! nctwurldng sit\:S 

only to educate, Burson-Marsteller seeks to support the BEP, FR and USSS In a 
program that both educates audiences and creates a dialogue by providing 
enhanced opportunities for target audience engagement. 

- Coordinate with BEP JT and the 
BEP Web hosting vendor to create a 
technical project plan tO better 
integrate all IT factors 

- Shift materials distribution emphasis 
from traditional fulfillment by post to 
onlinc access 

Talk Order 2 RHponte 
Contntct No: TEP..07.()()03 

The program will reach target audience groups 
where they live and work, and will at times 
Interrupt them with key messages that make 
them take notice and consider the Importance of 
understanding redesigned currency. Individuals 
and organizations who engage with the program 
wlll have an opportunity to learn about the new 
security features, experience the redesigned 
notes first-hand, and educate others within their 
circles of Influence via robust onllne tools. 
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Strategies and Tactics 
The Interactive communications program will: 

• provide an Interactive program Web site and create an online learning 
experience. 

• spur dialogue and manage perceptions with stakeholder groups and onllne 
media. 

• extend the reach of program messages through search engine optimization. 
• leverage paid media, where appropriate In the world, to build awareness, 

provide key messages and drive traffic. 
• facllltate a collaborative workflow and prepare for managing special 

situations. 

Providing an Online Leaming Experience 

The Web site for the redesigned currency public education program wlll seek to 
create relationships with visitors that result In true awareness, Interest and 
participation. By Incorporating games, viral marketing strategies and user-friendly 
navigational and search tools, the Web site will satisfy the user's "what's In It for 
me?" factor. Visitors will find what they are looking for and, In the process, be 
Introduced to new, exciting features that will spur them to return to the site to 
ensure they are not missing out on other learning opportunities. They wf 11 also be 
motivated to spread the word to others, helping to maximize BEP's investment and 
extend the program's reach. 

• Program Web site 
The moneyfactory.gov/ newmoney program Web site has expanded 
over the last several years to accommodate multiple types of 
resources and audience groups. Burson-Marsteller has drawn upon 
this base of experience to make strategic recommendations that 
leverage the work done to date while Incorporating new elements that 
will deliver more value. An updated visual design and multl~ayered 
navigation that builds upon previous Improvements Is recommended. 
Core site content and functionality wlll remain, but a revised site will 
leverage state-of-the-art advancements to allow visitors to customize 
their experience and access content In multiple ways. The redesigned 
site will Include existing materials while making way for new 
information In an environment that Is easy to navigate and use. The 
revised Web site will be launched prior to the $5 note Unveiling but 
will continue to be updated and enhanced on an ongoing basis. 
Specific enhancements recommended Include: 

Task Order 2 Response 
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• Visual design - Improving the user experience by updating the visual 
scheme of the Web site to reflect trends In Information design, best · 
practices In Web usablllty and the development of meta-content that 
helps ensure 508 compliance. Best practices, such as using white 
space to Improve leglblllty of text, and using graphics in combination 
with copy to deliver messaging, will be Implemented to streamline the 
user experience and deliver more relevant, targeted content. A 
contemporary and effective visual design will be achieved by 
employing a simple layout with plenty of white space. Soft, neutral 
background colors within the approved visual Identity system will be 
contrasted with rich and carefully-applied foreground colors. Best 
practices In Web typography will reinforce the user experience by 
enabling the user to scan the pages to Identify content of Interest. 

Tuk Order 2 ResjUlnsa 
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• Information architecture - building upon the navigation 
Improvements Introduced over the past two years with a search and 
filtering tool so users may select what content they view by content 
type and/or by audience segment. This will be especially effective In 
serving the needs of audience segments that may be Interested in 
only the $5 note - such as vending machine owners - or only the 
$100 note - such as high-end retailers. Burson-Marsteller also 
recommends creating a multi-tiered architecture that will allow 
visitors to access content of Interest through different browsing paths. 
Additionally, Burson-Marsteller wlll create content •pods• that group 
content of Interest by audience group. For example, a section on the 
Web site for machine manufacturers may Include details on when 
test notes wltl be available and where to turn for help. 

... _._ 
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The General Motors l*b site 
offers a good txample ef a 
multi-tiered navigation that 
inc/wits audunce-spmfa 
options such m thou di"cted 
ttJWard GM retirees br 

inwstors. The silt also 
includes taslt.-famstd options 
such as a <Jitt:ling a GM 
commercial <Jr a section to 
req~st information. 

• Functlonallty - Improving upon the program Web site's already robust 
functionality, which is highlighted by the multl-llngual order form and 
fulfillment system. Further updating site functlonallty will provide a 
more streamlined experience to site visitors. This will Include adding 
a "help tool bar" that allows visitors to bookmark a page, forward a 
page to a friend, access a printer.friendly page or contact the BEP. 
Additionally, a special section on the home page will reference the 
most frequently accessed content to guide new visitors toward critical 
program Information. 

Task Order 2 Response 
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Burson-Marsteller recommends that key functlonalitles on the program Web 
site include: 

• Online fufflUment - As new materials, possibly in new languages, 
become avallable, Burson-Marsteller will review the onllne order form 
and make recommendations to streamline the downloading and 
ordering processes, as appropriate. 

• Foreign language mlcrosltes - Burson-Marsteller recommends 
meeting the needs of global visitors by providing trans-created 
content. The existing program Web site features translated content, 
but users must access the content via an EnglistHanguage home 
page. Burson-Marsteller will create foreign language mlcrosltes for 
the $6 note and $100 note program, with the amount of content for 
each corresponding to the tier into which each country falls, as 
discussed In the "International Outreach" section of this plan. This 
will allow visitors to access content In their native language. An 
Intuitive button on the home page will direct users to the appropriate 
section. The pros and cons of unique URLs for the promotion of the 
m lcrosltes on public education materials will be considered. 

• Downloadable graphics - Downloadable graphics can extend the 
program's reach by creating a consistent, •personal" presence for site 
visitors and stakeholder groups. Graphics will be downloadable and 
free of charge for users to use as buddy Icons, desktop wallpaper, 
screensavers, and/or Web site links. Addltlonally, Burson-Marsteller 
wlll create graphics for stakeholder groups to utilize within their Web 
sites, lntranets, training rooms, on ATMs or on other "screen" real 
estate, such as that Increasingly found in hotel elevators. These 
graphics will provide a consistent reminder of the Importance of 
authenticating currency and will provide another tool for the 
stakeholder team to offer during their outreach efforts. 

• Youth education - Burson-Marsteller plans to Introduce the new 
currency to school children and provide educational materlals for 
teachers to use In class, including an online lesson plan {as described 
In the "Stakeholder Education and Direct Outreach" section of this 
plan) and educatlonal Interactive games. The existing trivia game will 
be updated to Include the $5 note and $100 note, and a new game 
concept wlll be created for both the $5 note and $100 note. Burson
Marsteller will develop an onllne media list of Web sites that provide 

Taak Order 2 Response 
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free resources to teachers and will conduct outreach to promote the 
onllne games and lesson plan. 

• Rich media content - Rich media materials Including audio and video 
will be modified and made available on the program Web site as 
podcasts or vldeocasts, as appropriate. This will help extend the 
reach of rich-media elements and provide an altemate format that 
wlll appeal to some visitors. 

• RSS - RSS (real slmple syndication) allows visitors to subscribe to 
content of Interest and receive it via a feed reader, or on a portal Web 
site (e.g., Google, Yahoo) of their choice. RSS feeds will be available 
on the program Web site to allow subscribers to continually receive 
updated content without having to come looking for It. 

• Interactive notes - The Interactive notes series was very well received 
In the previous program and will be continued for the $5 note and 
$100 note. Burson-Marsteller will develop a visual Aash 
representation that explains and demonstrates the features of each 
redesigned note. lndlvfdual modules for the redesigned $100 and $5 
notes wlll be developed to highlight the unique security features and 
other attributes of each design. Each note will be linked to other 
notes so visitors can seamlessly experience all Interactive notes In 
one browsing session. A comparison screen will be created to 
demonstrate differences In security features between the redesigned 
notes, helping avoid confusion about which features are relevant to 
which denominations. The Interactive notes will be downloadable to 
extend their reach to broadcast and onllne media, as well as 
stakeholder organizations. 

• Training podcasts and Yldeocasts - Snippets of training materials will 
be made available as podcasts or onllne vldeocasts that cash
handllng organizations can make available to cash handlers. Given 
the demographic makeup of the cash-handling populatlon, and the 
fact that almost one-third of I Pod/MP3 player owners have 
downloaded podcasts (Pew/Internet & American Life Project), these 
tools will provide an alternate learning format that will engage much 
of the entry-level cash-handling workforce domestically. 

Tak Order 2 Response 
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• Public Educatton Resource Kit (PERK) - The PERK, detailed In the 
"International Outreach" section of this plan, will be published on the 
program Web site and made available to State Department offlclals 
and other appropriate lntematlonal audiences via password 
protection. Burson-Marsteller will provide a monthly report, with 
weekly updates during key program periods, that details PERK 
registrations. There are currently 200+ PERK subscribers who have 
partJclpated In The New Color of Money program. Burson-Marsteller 
recommends conducting an e-mail survey of PERK subscribers to 
assess usage habits, suggestions for Improvement, and to get a sense 
of the most valuable components of the onllne PERK. 

• Online dissemination - Burson-Marsteller wlll make excerpts of the 
Interactive notes and training video available on YouTube.com, a 
video-sharing Web site. Burson-Marsteller wlll consider these 
opportunities on a case-by-<;ase basis and make recommendations 
appropriately. 

One-to-one Relatfonshlp Management 
In addition to pushing content to the public via search engines, biogs, and 
the program Web site, Burson-Marsteller recommends leveraging one-to-one 
relatlonshlps via e-mail subscriptions. Burson-Marsteller wlll conduct 
strategy, design, and content development associated withe-mall outreach 
initiatives and will leverage the GovOellvery platform for deploying subscriber 
e-malls. Specific deliverables include: 

• Rich-media E~ll (VIPRE) - Burson-Marsteller will develop self
contained, rich-media VIPRE e-mails that are optimized for online 
circulation and are deployed to promote specific program highlights 
such as unvelllngs or days of Issue. The e-malls have a graphically 
pleasing, but simple HTML shell, and link through to the program Web 
site. Content will Include press materials, video and links to 
appropriate Web materials, including onllne order/ download areas. 
Rich-media e-malls wlll be distributed to relevant domestic, 
International and onllne media, as well as the subscriber database, 
when each new denomination design Is unveiled or Introduced. 

FOIA (b) (5) 
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FOIA (b) (S) 

• •eontact us• submission management - Burson-Marsteller wlll 
develop a library of frequently asked questions to respond to •contact 
us• submissions received via the program Web site. As new answers 
are developed, they wlll be added to the library for future use. Burso,.. 
Marsteller wlll provide a monthly report detailing submissions 
received. Burson~Marsteller will ensure that FAQ language Is 
consistent with content provided on the BEP, FR, and USSS Web sites. 
If any discrepancies arise, Burso,..Marsteller will highlight them for 
the BEP with recommendations for resolution. 

F'OIA (b) (5) 
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While a •BEP-generatect blog" Is not recommended at this time due to resource 
limitations and other considerations, a blog engagement strategy Is recommended. 
This multi-tiered blog engagement strategy Is as follows: 

• Monitor: Burson-Marsteller will monitor biogs and discussion forums on a daily 
basis for search phrases relevant to the public education program to gain 
Insight Into stakeholder perceptions, evaluate opportunities for dialogue, 
Identify lnaccuracf es that merit response, and advise on situations that may 
jeopardize BEP's credlbllfty or education program. 

• Engage: Burson-Marsteller will first evaluate posts that potentially warrant a 
response, or provide an opportunity to deliver program information, to ensure 
that responding does not put BEP at risk. Burson-Marsteller will work with 
BEP, FR and USSS to develop a panel of responders, and wlll train the 
responders on how and why to communicate via biogs. Burson-Marsteller will 
also translate the program message track Into a blog-friendly message matrix 
that responders can refer to as they respond to blog postings. Responders 
may Include Burson-Marsteller staff for media bloggers, BEP / FR/USSS public 
Information staff, BEP historians, and other appropriate team members. 

• Partldpate: There are many onllne forums that discuss topics of Interest to 
varied segments of the program's target audience. Burson-Marsteller will 
Identify onllne properties that warrant proactive blog communication and will 
develop appropriate messages for responders to use. All proactive 
communications will drive readers to the program Web site for additional 
information. 

Online Media RelatJons 
As detailed In the "U.S. Media Relations" section of this plan, Burson-Marsteller 
recommends utilizing an integrated media relations approach that employs 
traditional earned efforts with new digital media strategies, such as the 
newsmarket.com service and RSS feeds explained In this plan. The m ix of the two 
allows for both a cost-efficient solution to communicating and a more effective 
outreach effort that Is responsive to changes In the way people get their news. 
Using new media strategies will slgnlffcantly extend the traditional earned media 
approach. During daytime hours, the Internet has the highest usage against other 
forms of media and therefore provides the best opportunity to reach target 
audience groups during business hours. 

Task Order 2 Reaoon1e 
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Addltlonally, onllne earned media Is highly searchable and helps elevate natural 
search engine results. 

Burson-Marsteller will identify appropriate online media outlets and submit a 
media list to BEP for review and approval. The onllne media list will be Included as 
a subsection of the overall media list and wlll include onllne publications, 
bloggers, trade Web sites, collector organizations, and the onllne counterparts to 
offllne media outlets. Burson-Marsteller will update and maintain the onllne 
media list throughout the program and will "scrub" It against the traditional media 
list to avoid duplication. 

To maximize the likelihood of our online press releases getting picked up, Burson
Marsteller will develop a social media press release. Social media press releases 
reformat the content of a traditional press release In a way that is more 
appropriate for onllne media. They Include the unique elements (search terms, 
graphic links, etc.) that onllne media outlets need to publish a story. All press 
releases, online or traditional, will be optimized for ease of search engine Indexing 
and will Include real slmple syndication (RSS), an XML feed that allows content to 
be delivered to subscribers via RSS feeds. 

To extend the onllne media efforts, Burson-Marsteller will research appropriate 
Web properties to request a link to the program Web site for public education 
purposes. 

Tnk Ord1r 2 Rnponae 
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Social Networking 
Social networking Web sites connect users within Interest groups to make friends 
and develop onllne relationships. While Initially considered forums strictly for 
personal socializing, these sites are gradually becoming home to more substantive 
Information. Government entitles such as the Central Intelligence Agency, NASA, 
Centers for Disease Control, and Department of State are now taking advantage of 
social networking for recruitment and message dissemination. 

According to 2006 Nlelsen/NetRatlngs, social networking sites grew 47 percent 
year over year, reaching 45 percent of all active Internet users. Perceptions and 
purposes of social networking sites have dramatically shifted over the past couple 
of years. What once were considered the purview of high school and college 
students seeking to enhance their social lives have now become much broader 
platforms with room - and demand - for serious subject matter. 

Burson-Marsteller recommends creating a profile around the $100 note Unveiling 
on select social networking sites (MySpace, Frlendster, FaceBook), featuring 
Benjamin Franklin. Within "Ben's" proflle, the page will feature information about 
the redesigned currency, focusing on the security features. Downloadable Images 
can be made available to allow visitors to the profile to adopt the look of "Ben's" 
profile image. The pages will llnk back to the core program Web site. As users 
select the "Ben Franklin" page as a friend, other friends of that user will visit the 
page and add "Ben" as a friend, too. 

It appears that the new currency education program would be the first federal 
government presence on these sites, and Burson-Marsteller has considered the 
risks and benefits of such a move. The team believes that seriousness and 
appropriateness of content would mitigate the potential of any negative 
perceptions. It is likely that humorists, ala Jon Stewart or David Letterman, will pick 
up on and poke fun at this unusual step by the BEP, yet their comedic treatments of 
past redesigns played a valuable role In raising public awareness. 
To be clear, the Image of "Ben" would be taken directly from his portrait on the 
$100 note - not animated or "cartoon-like." The BEP would control all content and 
visitors would not be able to edit It. The screen capture below shows an example of 
how the New Orleans Public Library uses MySpace for public outreach. 
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Successful search engine marketing is critical to reaching target audience groups 
onllne. Consider the facts as provided by search engine firm Converseon: 

• 92 percent of journalists use search engines to research stories 
• 88 percent of Internet users Identify Web sites of Interest via a search engine 
• 75 percent of search engine users never go beyond the first page of results 
• Only 10 percent of search engine users go beyond the second page of results 

F'OIA (b) (S) 

Natural, or O'lfSnlc Search: Natural search engine results are those that search 
engines provide based on Indexing a Web site's content. Burson-Marsteller will 
develop the program Web site technology, design, architecture and content for 
maximum search engine Indexing. Burson-Marsteller wlll identify the queries that 
are most likely to be searched by various stakeholder groups (I.e., U.S. currency, 
new money, security features, BEP announcement, etc.), and will optimize program 
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content accordingly. This tactlc worked well In the previous program, and will be 
continued and expanded upon as opportunities exist. 

FOIA (b) (5) 

Fadlttatlng Collaborative Workflow and Manag1ng Special Situations 
Just as the Internet has changed the way organizations communicate and Interact 
with stakeholder groups, the Internet has also changed how organizations conduct 
business. Burson-Marsteller's public education program will utlllze digital 
technologies to facllltate collaborative workflow and prepare for potentlal special 
situations as follows: 

• BEP axtranet - The extranet that was developed during The New Color of 
Money program should continue to be used as a virtual repository for all 
program materials and team correspondence. Burson-Marsteller recommends 
making minor revisions to enhance the visual face of this site and wlll survey 
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both the Burson-Marsteller and client teams to determine needs and drive 
functlonallty enhancements. Functionality enhancements may Include a 
media monitoring database that will serve as a virtual clips library and an 
extranet-wlde search tool. Additionally, Burson-Marsteller wlll implement a 
document management system that will provide version control through the 
document editing process. 

•Special situations workplace - As outlined In the "Crisis Preparedness" 
section of this plan, Burson-Marsteller wlll update the Special Situations 
section of the program extranet to prepare for and manage potential 
vulnerabilities. 

• Crisis response dark site - As outlined In the "Crisis Preparedness" section of 
this plan, Burson-Marsteller will design and develop a dark site that Is kept 
hidden from public view, but available for Immediate launch should a BEP 
response to a crisis situation be required. 

Managing the Interactive Program 
Burson-Marsteller will implement several processes and procedures to ensure that 
the Interactive communications program Is integrated fully with all other program 
elements and executed smoothly, adhering to all requirements such as section 508 
and privacy law. 

• Content updates - Burson-Marsteller will update the program Web site for the 
Unvelllng and Day of Issue for each note. Content wlll be updated between 
milestone events to help maintain Interest In the program and encourage 
repeat visitors. Burson-Marsteller will also update the content within other 
Internet properties, I.e., the "Ben Franklin" persona page on Myspace, In order 
to encourage repeat visits. 

• Technlcal project management - Due to the number of parties that have a role 
In ensuring a successful Web site launch, Burson-Marsteller will coordinate a 
technical project plan with BEP and BEP's Web hosting vendor. The plan will 
be reviewed with BEP IT and will Incorporate content from all parties that have 
a role In managing the Web site. This wtll help manage expectations, and 
allow all team members to prepare appropriately around key milestones. 

• Quality assurance - Burson-Marsteller's quality assurance engineer wlll review 
and test all Web content (pages, graphics, functionality) prior to BEP review. 
This review will Include 508 compliance testing, proofreading, and general 
functlonallty testing. Burson-Marsteller will provide weekly updates via our 
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activity report, and a llbrary of test cases wilt be on file for BEP review upon 
request. 

• Section 508 compllance - Burson-Marsteller will work with the BEP and Its 
vendor for 508 compllance to ensure that all Web materials are 508 
compliant, except foreign-language content that does not have live text 
available for screen reading. The following processes will be implemented to 
ensure compliance: 

o All technical and design staff will receive 508 compliance training on 
an annual basis. This leamlng will be Incorporated Into Burson
Marsteller's workflow to ensure that 508 compllance strategies and 
tactics are taken into account during the creative Ideation phase and 
implemented throughout the lifespan of the program. 

o All Web site materials wlll go through a stringent quality assurance 
test, Including 508 compliance, prior to publlshlng. 

o Prior to every major Web site release (Unveiling or Day of Issue}, 
Burson-Marsteller will work with the BEP and Its 508 compliance 
vendor to submit to independent compliance review to ensure that 
no 508 compliance requirements have been over1ooked. Any 
feedback will immediately be Incorporated. 

o Burson-Marsteller's quality assurance team will work with the BEP 
and Its vendor with 508 compliance reviews. Any 508 compliance 
issues would be remedied Immediately. 

• Visitor statistics - Burson-Marsteller will collaborate with BEP's Web hosting 
partner to provide and assess weekly visitor statistics In our weekly activity 
report. 
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Miiestones 
Please see the attached tlmellne for milestone details. Key milestones that must 
be met In order to achieve stated strategle.s and tactics on time are as follows: 

• Note Images - Burson-Marsteller must receive the final note artwork for the 
$5 note no later than April 15, 2007, and no later than October 15, 2007 for 
the $100 note. 

• Message tracks - Message tracks must be flnal and approved for the $5 
note no later than June 15, 2007, and no later than November 1. 2007 for 
the $100 note. 

• Technical kick-off meeting - Burson-Marsteller and BEP team leaders met In 
New York City on April 26th and April 27th, 2007, to formally kick off the 
technology aspects of the $5 note and $100 note program. This technlcaJ 
planning wlll facilitate smoother collaboration amongst technical team 
members. 

Measurement 
Burson-Marsteller will measure the success of the Interactive communications 
program from several perspectives. Prior to executing any and awareness 
programs, Burson-Marsteller and the dlent team will define what constitutes a 
successful Interaction (varies by audience and program), such as user registration, 
IM icon download, video watched or other action. 

• Web site reportJng - Traffic to the program Web site will be measured and 
reported on a weekly basis. Traffic will be sustained at a level that remains 
consistent or surpasses general traffic from past denomination programs. 
Traffic around milestone events wlll dramatlcally Increase. 

o Additional visitor measures that can be tracked Include growth In the 
subscriber e-mail list and participation with onllne properties, I.e., 
•een Franklin" persona's onllne social network. 

o The number of visitors who sign up for e-mail subscriptions and 
download program materials will also provide some Insight Into the 
volume of stakeholders the program Is reaching. 

• Search statistics - Search engine reports will be provided monthly. Burson
Marsteller will Initiate a program to ensure that BEP appears on the first 
page of results for relevant keyword searches within 30 days of the 
enhanced Web site launch. This achievement will remain consistent 
throughout the public education program. 

• E-mall metrics - E-mail marketing will be measured based on open rates of 
messages, click-through rates, and conversions/ actions taken by the user. 

• Visitor feedback - Anecdotal feedback to the Web site via the Contact BEP 
mechanism wlll Indicate a high level of visitor satisfaction. 
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Materials Development 

Objectives 
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As outlined earlier in this plan, materlals development in support of the $5 note and 
$100 note program will primarily focus on the new and enhanced features of each 
note, which wlll be different than features and color previously highlighted for the 
$10, $20 and $50 programs. Consistent with the overall program strategy, from a 
materials perspective, a scaled-down $5 note program wlll serve as a bridge from 
the old to the new focus. 

Ultimately, the objective of the materials development program will be to provide 
the right balance of materials to educate cash handlers, consumers, and 
international audiences about the new features of the $5 note and $100 note whlle 
simultaneously supporting the overall goal of educating audiences In an 
Increasingly dlgJtal environment. To that end, materials will be designed to support 
the various educational/ outreach opportunities executed for both general and 
targeted audiences in both digital and real-time environments. 

Unique Approach for the $5 Note and $100 Note 
Unique to this program will be a significant scale
down in print materials for the $5 note, driving 
stakeholders and the public instead to electronic 
materials available for download. The $100 note 
will also leverage interactive outreach where 
possible, but given Its circulation Internationally, 
wlll include a more traditional cadre of hard copy 
materials as well. 

- Unique to this program will be a 
massive scale-down in print materials 
for the $5 note, driving stakeholders 
and the public to the Web site instead 

- Add business-sized quick reference 
card to suite, for cash-handlers 

From a design perspective, Burson-Marsteller will create materials that will 
communicate across geographies and audiences, complementing the enhanced 
digital strategy while Incorporating best practices from the $10, $20, and $50 
programs to realize time and cost efficiencies. For example, Burson--Marsteller 
recommends discontinuing production of some materials, such as the camera
ready art disk, to offer them exclusively on the Web. While Initially designed for 
stakeholders to easily Incorporate graphics and copy Into their own newsletters, 
magazines and flyers, since the $20 note public education program was launched 
four years ago, stakeholders have become Increasingly computer-savvy and now 
can easily download materials formerly available on the camera-ready art disc from 
the Web site. In addition, because the Introduction of the new $6 note and $100 
note will create a complete •set• of redesigned notes, albeit a set that Includes 
different Serles numbers, Burson-Marsteller wlll also develop materials for the 
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Introduction of the $100 note to highlight that completeness. This will be Important 
because while other newly designed notes have been In circulation for a number of 
years, demand still exists for materials that are all-inclusive. At the same time, 
however, Burson-Marsteller will call out the distinct features of each note, whlle 
providing overall training tools for those Interested In the complete set of 
Information. 

To streamline the materials program, Burson-Marsteller will utlllze digital tools to 
improve project management. For example, Burson-Marsteller recommends 
creating an enhanced Fiie Transfer Protocol (ftp) site speciflcally for materials 
development. With access only granted to authorized parties and vendors, the ftp 
site will provide an Ideal platform to download and upload documents and other 
content files. Due to the large file size of most materials files, an ftp site is 
necessary to facilitate efficient file sharing for content that Is too large for the 
program extranet. By providing materials through a secure ftp site, Burson
Marsteller wm also maintain Its strict security protocol by protecting other sensitive 
files that are not appropriate for vendor viewing. It Is Important to also point out 
that the FTP site will In no way replace hard copy, so called "blue-line" copy proofs. 
Therefore the final artwork going to GPO will be reviewed In hard copy proofs. 

To further improve project management and quality assurance, Burson-Marsteller 
recommends that BEP advocate for an Improved proofing process with GPO for non
printed Items such as the training video and CD-ROMs. As became evident with the 
reproduction of encrypted, and thus unusable, training CO-ROMs for the $10 note, 
the current print Item proofing process does not work for non-print Items. 

Also unique to this program wlll be the 
Integration of all aspects of materials 

- Limit materials for S5 nore to two development - verbal and graphic, print and 
digital, static and Interactive - under one team. 

- Create muJti-note materials This streamllnlng wlll help enhance consistency, 
ensure all materials are research-based and 

adhere to approved messaging and graphic guidelines. It also will eliminate the 
potential for duplication of effort that arises when a variety of teams, from the 
Stakeholder Education and Direct Outreach team to the Interactive team, are each 
developing their own materials. 

Tactics - Training and Fulflllment Materials 
Based upon feedback received in 2004, stakeholder contacts endorsed the Idea of 
an all-Inclusive multi-note piece but did not want to eliminate Individual-note 
posters. Consistent with this feedback, Burson-Marsteller recommends creating 
both types of materials for the $100 note. In accordance with the priorities for this 
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program, matertals produced and offered to the publlc for the $5 note will only 
include two pieces: the combination brochure/poster (broster) In English, and the 
combination brochure/poster (broster) in Spanish. The Interactive note and 
camera-ready art will be available for both the $5 note and the $100 note. 

For the $100 note materials suite, Burson-Marsteller recommends designing both a 
multi-note poster and a multi-note booklet. Given that there are still requests for the 
1996 series "Know Your Money• booklets, and based upon the past four years of 
Interaction with stakeholders, Burson-Marsteller believes that the booklet format 
will both complement the poster and efficiently address the need for materials with 
greater depth of information than a poster. The booklet wlll provide more detail 
about security features, and will perhaps provide a history of currency redesign and 
guidance on what the public can do If they spot a counterfeit note. 

The multi-note poster will hlghllght each note's security features and educate the 
public on what to do with a suspected counterfeit note. Since printed materlals will 
no longer be available for the $10, $20, and the $50 notes indlvldually once 
remaining Inventory is depleted, this multi-note poster will ensure that education 
continues surrounding these denominations. Burson-Marsteller recommends that 
the multi-note poster Include the $5, $10, $20, $50 and $100 notes and, if 
approved, the current $1 and $2 notes as well In order to feature the entire suite of 
redesigned currency. 

Burson-Marsteller also recommends again producing Tak~ne cards with holders. 
The Tak~ne card is a flexible tool that Is easily and cost-effectively displayed at the 
point-of-sale and distributed at events. The posters, Tak~ne cards and multi-note 
booklet wlll be produced In up to 25 languages. Consideration wilt be given to 
providing Tak~ne cards only to specific stakeholder groups, such as financial 
institutions and currency exchange facilltles. Quantities will be determined 
accordingly. 

A comprehensive and Interactive training CD-ROM will be developed for the public 
education program in time for the $100 note Unveiling. The CD-ROM will educate 
stakeholder groups about the security features of the redesigned currency and how 
to authenticate notes. Consideration should be given to producing the CO-ROM with 
not only information about the $100 note but also the $5, $10, $20, $50 notes to 
provide each user with a unique and tailored experience based on his/her needs. 
The creative will be consistent with the overall program, and will focus on providing 
a rich leamlng experience with Interactive elements to help extend learning and 
message retention. 
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Burson-Marsteller also recommends developlng a training video that explains the 
features of the redesigned currency In a straightforward and factual, yet visually 
stlmulatfng manner. A training video will be developed for the $100 note Unveiling, 
and consideration should also be given to Including Information about the $5, $10, 
$20 and $50 notes. The training video will be produced In hard copy and also will 
be available for download. The content of the video however, will be somewhat 
different from the CD-ROM In that the video will not provide a unique user 
experience. Instead, it wlll provide a flat training module that can be used In a 
variety of formats, Including ln-<:0untry training seminars where spokespeople are 
not available. The video will rely heavily on graphics thereby avoiding the 
complications of translatlng "talking head" Interviews Into multiple languages. This 
approach wlll allow the voice-over to be translated seamlessly - and cost-effectively 
- Into multlple languages. Burson-Marsteller will research stakeholder preferences 
for DVD or VHS format and make a recommendation of one or the other format, or 
a combination of both, based on feedback. Through this research, the team also will 
gain Insights Into the appropriate universe for reproduction of this training tool. 

Burson-Marsteller also recommends enhancing what was formerly called the "Small 
Business Kit" Into a pre-bundled "Training Resource Kit" which will Include elements 
from the $5 note and $100 note materials suite. The renaming to the "Training 
Resource Kit" Is believed to be more universally-appealing to all stakeholders. 
Requests for kits continue to come In. In order to make this new kit more of a 
training tool, Burson-Marsteller recommends Including the following: 

• $5 note combination brochure/ poster (broster) 
• $100 note multi-note posters to Include the $5, $10, $20, $50 and $100 

notes and, if approved, current designs for the $1 and $2 notes, to feature 
the full suite of redesigned notes 

• A multi-note booklet to include $5, $10, $20, $50 and $100 notes and, If 
approved, current designs for the $1 and $2 notes, to feature the full suite of 
redesigned notes and features 

• Training CD-ROM and video for the $100 note, featuring Information about 
previously-introduced notes, Including the $5 note 

To facllltate ordering, Burson-Marsteller recommends creating a paper order form 
for the $100 note materials development cycle, specifically for distribution at 
stakehoJder events and for Inclusion In the direct outreach mailings. The team does 
not believe a printed order form Is merited during the $5 note materials 
development cycle. 
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Media and Other Materials 
In addition to collateral materials designed to help train and educate consumer and 
business audiences, materials development wlll also Include the creation of media 
and outreach materials, as necessary to support special events and outreach. 

To achieve efficiency, paper materials for press kits wlll be designed as templates 
that can be printed as needed. Postcards for outreach will follow the same design 
scheme but might Include alternating colors and crops to differentiate between 
each postcard. An assortment of templates that the BEP, FR and USSS can use will 
be developed as well. This can Include Items such as stationery, reports, letters, fax 
cover sheets and power point templates. 

Accesslblllty of Materials 
As noted in the 
•interactive" section of 
this plan, the materials 
development team will 
work closely with Its 
Interactive colleagues to 
ensure that all training 
materials are Section 
508 compliant. Due to 
the enhanced digital 
program, Burson
Marsteller wlll also 
ensure all designs are 
created to be as "printer
frlendly" to facilitate 
downloading and 
printing. In both 
instances, these Issues 
will be Incorporated Into 
the Initial design process 
to provide cost-efficiency 
for the government. 

In terms of accessibility 

FULFILLMENT MATERIALS 

Combination brochure/poster 'broster· 
- El\ilish/Spanish (printed and electronic) 

I 
-All other languages: electronic only 

Camera reedy ert (electronic only) 

FULFILLMENT MATERIALS 

$100 standalone poster 

Multi-note poster: 
$5,$10, $20, $50,$100 

Multi-note booklet: 
$6,$10, $20, $50,$100 

I Take-one cerds with holders 
(languages TBD) 

Camera ready art (electronic only) 

f Training CO-Rom (printed and electronic) I Trainln& Video/DVD (printed and electronic) 

l
. Cash handlers' quick reference cards 

Resource kit 

SS and $100 

MEDIA MATERIALS 

Press kit folders 

Press kit insert sheets 

Dlspl11y materials for events 

Generic event Signage 

Security feature lnsert 

8 • x 10· glossy 

OUTREACH MATERIALS 

$5 note reminder poslt4rd 

$100 note heads~p postcard 

I 
$100 note reminder postcard 

Stationery and envelopes 

to international audiences, Burson-Marsteller will work with a certified translation 
vendor to provide reliable and consistent language translation. As International 
markets for the $5 note and $100 note program are prioritized, specific languages 
selected for translation may differ from those prioritized In previous programs. 
Burson-Marsteller believes that the numbers of languages needed for translation 
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wlll llkely still total 25 Including Eng1ish. Likewise, as the International team 
develops tailored programs for each tier of outreach, the suite of translated 
materfals wlll be used, as needed and as appropriate, for each outreach target. 

In order to provide materfals for fulflllment purposes In the most accessible and 
efficient manner, Burson-Marsteller will work closely with the BEP and GPO to 
develop a protocol that Includes a number of best practices learned through 
previous programs to execute In this program, Including: 

• Weekly calls during peak periods 
• Enhanced tracking of deliveries 
• Specific tlmelfnes that Include expected delivery dates 
• Printing production spreadsheets that Include all materials specs and special 

Instructions 
• Review of all GPO contracts to ensure accountablllty by selected vendor 

To ensure materials are ready for fulflllment by September 2007 and Aprll 2008, 
Burson-Marsteller will need a final $5 test note as soon as possible, and a $100 test 
note no later than December 2007. 

Miiestones 
Please see the attached tJmellne. 

Measurement 
Performance wf 11 be gauged by: 

• Timeliness of having materials stocked at the warehouse by each unveiling, 
allowing for the fulfillment process to get off to a good start; 

• Compliance with Section 508 for Web-accessible materials; and 
• Accuracy of prf nt universe projections as compared to demand. 
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Fulfillment 

Objectives 
GlobaJ dissemination of program materials is essential to achieving the goals of 
Increased awareness and preparedness for the new currency designs. Since 2003, 
the Burson-Marsteller team has shipped more than 75 mllllon pieces of educational 
materlals to stakeholders In more than 110 countries around the world, In a timely 
fashion, paving the way for smooth Introductions of the redesigned $20, $50 and 
$10notes. 

The objectives for $5 note and $100 note program fulfillment will be to maintain 
the high quality of service and tlmellness established over the past four years, 
continue to Improve upon fulfillment efficiencies by leveraging digital tools, and 
support the stakeholder, materials and Interactive teams in shifting to greater 
reliance on electronic dissemination of materials. 

Plan 
Burson-Marsteller will use an enhanced version 
of the existing fulfillment system for the $5 note 
and $100 note materials. Because new 
countries wlll be added to outreach for this 
program, Burson-Marsteller will research 
relevant national regulations and develop 
processes to ensure that shipments reach the 

- The goal for the SS note is to 
dramatically reduce physical materials 
production and fulfillment and 
replace with digitally-available 
content. 

customer in the most efficient manner. For example, in Peru, companies must 
register with the govemment before any shipments of more than a slngle box 
weighing more than 44 pounds can be received. The team will therefore build 
compliance with those regulations Into the fulfillment of materials to recipients in 
Peru - either by ensuring that single-box shipments fall below the weight limit that 
triggers mandatory registration or by working with recipients at the front end of the 
process to ensure they are registered and ready to receive materials. 

To ensure the fulfillment process is Informed by the varying regulations In targeted 
countries and carried out as efficiently as possible, the Burson-Marsteller team will 
Incorporate the following steps into Its fulfillment process: 

• Educating International customers - Prior to placing orders, international 
customers will be required to ensure that they can accept shipments from 
abroad. Burson-Marsteller will add language pertaining to this issue to the 
online order form and e-mall order confirmation. (For example: •Some 
governments have regulations that apply to the receipt of shipments from 
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other countries. Please check with your government to ensure that you can 
receive shipments from the United States.") 

• Addltlonal tracking for lntemetlonal shipment - Burson-Marsteller will review 
International orders and add special instructions to the warehouse when 
appropriate. The review wlll flag orders from countries where there have 
been dlfflcultles In the past, lncludlng Peru, Argentina and Ukraine. Once the 
order has been shipped, tracking logs will be monitored and, If customs 
delays arise, Immediate Intervention will be triggered to solve any Issues. 

• Improving the commerclal Invoice - Burson--Marsteller will work with the 
fulfillment warehouse to Improve the commercial Invoice Included with 
International shipments. For example, Burson--Marsteller will ensure that the 
contact listed as the "shipper" matches all other shipping documents to 
avoid extra steps that have arisen in the past. In addition, BursorrMarsteller 
will ensure, as required, that an appropriate staff member's signature Is 
Included with all forms and that each box Is appropriately priced to ensure a 
smooth customs process. As required by particular customs offices, 
commercial invoices will be translated Into the orderer's language by Burson-
Marsteller's translation vendor. 

• Sofvlng lntematlonal shipping and customs Issues - Experience has shown 
that all the preparation in the world will not always guarantee smooth sailing 
with customs officials in some countries. Partlcularty because materials will 
be shipped to countries that have not been Involved In previous programs, It 
Is prudent to be prepared for potential customs problems. When the 
International tiering process Is complete, the fulfillment and International 
teams will collaborate to determine whether such problems can best be 
addressed by Burson--Marsteller's ln~ountry teams or by customs brokers, 
and the necessary resources will be put In place to facilitate problem-solving 
If and when Issues arise. 

Tactics 

Fulflllment Coordination 
A streamllned and responsive materials fulflllment program can only be achieved 
through an Integrated effort Involving all members of the team. In addition to 
ensuring strict quality control and close oversight of the fulfillment process, the 
fulfillment team will collaborate on an ongoing basis with other teams (particularly 
materials, stakeholder and International) to anticipate spikes In activity and pick up 
on any problems that may be reported anecdotally through stakeholder contacts. 
Ongoing coordination with GPO and Its printing vendor will also help ensure delivery 
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of materials Is anticipated and the warehouse Is poised to stock Items promptly as 
they arrive. 

Ordering System 
The fulflllment team recommends continuing to offer the following ordering 
methods: 

• Toll-free telephone line 

• Toll-free fax llne 

• Local (D.C.-area) fax number: As with past programs, Burson-Marsteller will 
continue to maintain a local fax number for International customers. 
Because the fax line Is the only secondary form of communication for 
international customers beyond e-mail, Burson-Marsteller will continue to 
maintain the fax number, but will monitor usage to determine If its use Is 
necessary over the course of the program. 

• Mall: Order forms that are downloaded from the Web site and printed, as 
well as printed order forms distributed at stakeholder events, can be sent by 
mail. 

• Web site orders from U.S. Embassies 

• Web site -As noted in the "lnteracttve• section of this plan, the team will 
update the online order form to Include new materials, coincident with the 
unvelllngs of the $5 note and $100 note. 

Fulfillment Implementation 
Applying lessons learned, the fulfillment team will: 

• Coordinate and facHttate requests - The fulfillment team will work with the 
warehouse and GPO to receive, store, distribute and Inventory the following 
educational materials. (Note that the $50 note and $10 note materials will 
be fulfilled as long as existing Inventory remains.) 
o $50 note brochures - In English and Spanish 
o $50 note posters - In Engllsh and Spanish 
o $10 note combination brochure/poster - In Engllsh and Spanish 
o $50 note and $10 note materials speclflcally being stored for BEP 
o $5 note double-sided poster - In English and Spanish 
o $100 note posters - In multf pie languages 
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o $100 note Take-one cards and holders 
o All-note booklet - In multiple languages 
o Multlple-note posters - In multiple languages 
o All-note training CD-ROM - languages to be determined 
o All-note training video/ DVD - languages to be determined 
o All-note Training Resource Kit 
o All-note quick reference cards for cashiers 

• Assjgn unique Item number to each product - Burson-Marsteller will assign a 
unique number to each new Item to ensure order accuracy. The unique Item 
numbers for the $5 note materials will begin at 401. For the $100 note, they 
will begin at 501. 

• •etean• and process orders - Burson-Marsteller wlll ellmf nate duplicate 
orders and flag Incomplete addresses or Illegible Information as orders are 
received. 

• Divert questionable orders - Questionable orders wlll be separated 
Immediately from the main fulfillment flle and entered Into a different order
processing program. Burson-Marsteller wlll then match the questlonable 
order file against the Initial outreach universe to Identify and suppress 
duplicate orders before they are mistakenly fulfllled. This process Increases 
the cost-efficiency of the fulfillment effort. It also maximizes credibility with 
the outreach audience, because each orderer receives precisely the 
materlals requested, in a timely fashion. 

• Add to database - Once the orders have been processed, they will be entered 
Into a standard database in table format. This flexible format allows data to 
be Imported and Integrated seamlessly Into a range of mall formats and 
shipping software. 

• Order confirmation - Burson-Marsteller has developed a system that send a 
confirmation notice to all customers. Confirmation will be sent via ~mall or 
fax when possible; If e-mail address or fax number Is not available, a 
confirmation phone call will be made. 

• Special approval for large orders - Burson-Marsteller will contact the COTR 
for approval of large orders, the scale of which wlll be determined in 
consultation with BEP prior to the unvellln~ of each note. 
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• Create shipping form&- To maintain efficiency, Burson-Marsteller will 
continue to use its simplified shipping form that indudes all necessary 
Information on a single sheet, following a user-friendly, easy-to-read format. 
Shipping forms wlll be modified to accommodate the available materials for 
the $5 note and $100 note. 

• Process orders- Domestic orders will be shipped within seven business days 
If the requested materials are In stock and, for large orders, appropriate 
approval has been received from the COTR. If a delay to an order is 
anticipated, a notification will be sent to the customer providing an expected 
delivery date and phone number In case the customer has questions. 
lnternatlonal customers will be Informed that their shipment should arrive in 
three to six weeks from the date of order, though In the past, orders were 
often delivered sooner. In terms of shipping carriers, Burson-Marsteller 
continues to recommend shipping orders through OHL, which continues to 
have the largest International reach, can act as a customs broker in most 
countries and continues to provide a discount based on the volume of 
shipments that are sent out. 

• Track orders - The existing tracking system will be used and customers will 
be provided with the tracking Information. 

• Process returned shipments - Returned shipments wlll be sent back Into 
Inventory and labels will be forwarded to an address determined by COTR for 
review and archiving. 

The following steps for lntematlonal shipments wlll ensure that customers receive 
their requested materlals In a timely manner: 

• Special requests - The majority of requests are expected to come via the 
Web site. However, unusual requests (e.g., size or type) are sometimes e
mailed to Burson-Marsteller or Direct Impact. If the number of such special 
orders were to spike beyond the mlnimal levels of the past four years, 
Burso~Marsteller will discuss alternative options for handllng them with the 
BEP. 

• Customs - Burson-Marsteller continues to research and track customs 
requirements In the countries where shipments are likely and will continue to 
update its database of customs Information as needed In order to facilitate 
and smooth the customs clearance process. 
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Reporting 
In addition to the overall weekly activity report submitted each Friday, the 
fulfillment team wlll submit an inventory each Monday, with a summary report for 
each month submitted by the 7th of the followlng month. 

Miiestones 
Please see attached tlmellne. 

Measurement 
Performance will be gauged by the tlmellness of order fulfillment and shipment. 
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Crisis Preparedness 

Burson-Marsteller believes that the best way to address any crisis situation ts by 
being well-prepared. Burson-Marsteller will lay the foundatf on necessary to enable 
BEP to communicate authoritatively around the world at a moment's notice and 
also incorporate digital means of communication that can be used during a crisis to 
reach key audiences quickly and efficiently. 

For that reason, Burson-Marsteller will conduct a crisis-simulation In advance of 
each milestone, using scenarios that take Into account the domestic and 
International currency In play at the moment. 

• Burson-Marsteller will work with the BEP, FR and USSS to brainstorm 
domestic and lntematlonal potential vulnerabilities related to the $5 note 
and $100 note. 

• The team will draft a series of scenarios unique to the $5 note and $100 
notes that could occur around an Unveiling or Day of Issue against which the 
team should prepare. 

• The BEP, FR, USSS and Burson-Marsteller will engage In an extended 
simulation session to go through each scenario, develop response 
protocols/sequences and determine the lead agency and content for each 
response. Burson-Marsteller examined the possibility of an online simulation 
and determined that the cost was prohibitive given the entire core team Is 
located in Washington. 

• Following the simulation, Burson-Marsteller will draft holding 
statements/protocols based on each scenario. 

• Prior to each milestone event, Burson-Marsteller will stage a "surprise" crisis 
for the team to put the simulation exercise Into practice. 

All holding statements and protocols developed In the simulation exercise will be 
posted on the extranet's crisis section. Team members' contact Information will be 
updated and revised contact cards will be distributed. Additionally, a dark site will 
be developed to replace the Web site homepage In the event of a crisis requires 
that homepage content be reorganized and revised quickly to disseminate response 
messaging. 

Miiestones 
Please refer to the tlmellne "Media Relations" section of this plan. 

Measurement 
Performance will be gauged by timely achievement of the above activities. 
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DOMESTIC OUTREACH 

U.S. Media Relations 

For the introductions of the new $5 note and 
$100 note, Burson-Marsteller's 
recommendations for media relations efforts are 
designed to leverage the public's natural interest 
in new currency designs and amplify the 
message through a mix of new and traditional 
media tactics. 

Because the $5 note Is not a high clrculat.lng 
note and has a low counterfeit rate, the 
approach/scope for that note's Unveiling and 
Day of Issue will be scaled down In comparison 
to the $100 note. 

In contrast, the trend toward the $100 note 
surpassing the $20 note as the most
counterfeited denomination domestically, as well 
as Its wide clrculatlon globally, calls for a robust, 
far-reaching media relations program. 
Addltlonally, the new security features In the 
$100 note will naturally attract news media 
interest. 

Given the low counterfeit levels and circulation of 
the $5 note, Burson-Marsteller recommends a 
low-<:e>st approach that stlll gains wide consumer 
reach. To that end, we recommend a digital 
Unveiling of the new design followed by a cash 
transaction photo opportunity for its Day of Issue. 
This Is a cost-effective way to use the natural 
news Interest Inherent In the unveiling and Issue 
of the newly designed $5 note to smooth the way 
for Its acceptance while at the same time 
leveraging resultlng media coverage to create 
"buzz" and heighten excitement about the new 
$100 note to come. 
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Burson-Marsteller recommends a 
vendor review of media monitoring 
capabilities together with representa
tives from the BEP/FR/USSS to 
detennine which vendor provides the 
most comprehensive news clips, uses 
the latest technology and captures the 
greatest number of online media stories. 

While Bacon's has been the vendor for 
previous programs, Burson-Marsteller 
would like to compare them with other 
vcndon such as PR New6Wirc and 
BunellesLuce to ensure that the news 
monitoring component of this program 
is the most efficient and cost-effective 
available. 

Vendor capabilities for asse.ssmcnr 
include: 

- Comprehensive monitoring coverage: 
print, broadcast and Internet 
(including biogs) 

- Rapid delivery of news items via 
electronic means so as to facilitate 
reporting to clients/team following 
milestone events 

- Viewing a full-text version of news 
clip or see a scanned image of exactly 
how the clip appeared 

- Unlimited search criteria and 
criteria changes 

- Continuous reports and updated 
clips, for rapid response needs 
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Objectives 
The primary objective of the domestic eamed 
media program is to reach as wide a consumer 
audience as possible. Secondarily, the earned 
media program is designed to reach cash-<>rlented 
stakeholder groups. Burson-Marsteller alms to 
continue the successful message penetration to 
these core audiences through a robust eamed 
media program, as has been the case In previous 
years of the new currency public education 
program. 

Message Development 
To ensure the consistency of all materials and the 
weaving of the key messages throughout each 
piece, a message track will be the first document 
created for each note. All other documents -
Internal and external - wlll use this approved 
messaging. After the focus group sessions are held 
and key findings are available, Burson-Marsteller 
recommends holding a high-level group session to 
develop messaging that will not only educate 
about the new $5 note but also bridge to key 
messages for the new $100 note. Particular 
emphasis wlll be placed on the notes' updated 
security features. 

As the $5 note and $100 note messages are 
developed and preparations are made for 
spokespeople, media and stakeholders, It will be 
critical to work with the BEP, FR and USSS to 
understand the messaging nuances/ sensitivities 
unique to these notes and their uses. Burson· 
Marsteller will draft a skeletal message track and 
moderate a session with all three participating 
agencies to consolidate their feedback and 
achieve consensus. 

Also important to message development will be a 
full grasp of the latest trends and Impact upon 
various stakeholder audiences. One example Is 
recent news coverage in Reuters, the Associated 
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B-&11 Distribution 
Moving &om the physical aspect of 
B-roll management as conducted in 
past programs - which included 
producing hard copies, storage, mailing 
- to a digital distribution system in 
this program. will result in operational 
and cost efficienciet. 

Burson-Mal'$teller recommends 
Nro,,sMarlut, a digital marketplace that 
uses te'Chnology to facilitate the easy 
transfu ofhmacic.i.s1-quality B-roll 
footage. 

In 2006, the U.S. State Department 
successfully transferred its press 
materials/B-roll opc:r.itit.>n to 
New.1lV/ar!M1. 

How it would work for this progr.im: 

- NewsMarlid would create a 
microsite housing all BEP B-roll 
footage, as well as the entire suite 
of press materials for reporters 
to download. 

- The micrositc is for registered users 
only, allowing us to track which 
reporters download which materials 
(not just the B-roll footage) . 

- lntcmationaJ markets will download 
the footage in their unique 
conversions without our having to 
produce multiple conversion dubs. 

- Eliminated through thii; process is 
the risk of losing a dub in overseas 
shjpping in the d>lys prior to the 
note's unveiling. 

- Each time fresh content is uploaded, 
registered joumalists receive an e-mail 
alert about the new rtory, still others 
receive the information through an 
RSS feed. 
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Press, and The Economist that touches on the *cashless society" story, specifically 
with regard to growing credit card trends In vending machines. 

Based on prellmlnary conversations with the client team, Burson-Marsteller 
envisions messaging related to the $5 note and $100 note language that: 

• uses $5 note messaging to bridge to the $100 note. 
• addresses the FR's clrculatlon strategies for the $5 note and $100 note 

(replacement, co-circulation or phased replacement) from the beginning to 
set consumer expectations. 

• differentiates the $5 note as a distinctive •1egacy" note. 
• Integrates the new tagllne Into spokespeople' vernacular In a natural way 

that wlll get picked up In media reporting. 
• reflects updated Information on the amount of U.S. currency held overseas. 
• emphasizes descriptor language for the new, unique, motion feature on the 

$100 note. 

Media Relatlons PreparatJon & Related Materials 
Burson-Marsteller will anticipate the needs of reporters - national, local, 
International and trade - and furnish them with the elements with which they can 
write complete, factual, Interesting stories that advance the program's goal of 
education focused on security features. This strategy provides reporters with the 
background Information through press materials and focuses spokespeople' time 
on more substantive Interviews. 

Positive reactions from the media have validated the effectiveness of the press 
materials produced for the $10, $20 and $50 note Introductions and suggest, 
therefore, that those types of materials be replicated for the $5 note and $100 note 
program. Burson-Marsteller will Increase its emphasis on digital distribution 
opportunities In order to reduce costs, using the $5 note effort to accustom the 
media to accessing press materials digitally. 

Press materials will be available In dlgJtal form on 
www.moneyfactory.goy/newmoney and In an e-mall-ready format to respond to 
media requests. Burson-Marsteller recommends that press materials be printed 
only for distribution at media events, such as the $5 note's Day of Issue photo 
opportunity and Unveiling and Day of Issue events for the $100 note. 

Following the messaging session and adjustments to the message track, Burson
Marsteller will update the press materials that have proven effective and, provided 
sufficient additional Information exists, develop a new press document specific to 
each new note and what distinguishes It from previous redesigned denominations. 
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For example, perhaps the history specific to the $5 or $100 note Is "meaty" enough 
to merit its own fact sheet. 

Sample press materials and activities Include: 

• Press releases 
• Fact sheet on counterfeit deterrence 
• Fact sheet on the features of the new $5 note and $100 note and how they 

are different from previous designs 
• Fact sheet on historical currency milestones, including specific milestones 

related to the $5 note and $100 note 
• Glossy Insert highlighting the updated security features In the new $5 note 

and $100 note 
• Glossles of the front and back of the new $5 note and $100 note 
• Quirky facts-at-a-glance sheet 
• Blos of relevant offlclals (only for press kits distributed at events) 
• 8-roll package customized to the new $5 note and $100 note 
• Audio news releases 
• Podcasts of spokesperson Interviews discussing the new note designs and 

their new features 
• Radio tours 
• Satellite media tours 

Message Training 
Burson-Marsteller proposes that the primary spokespeople for major news 
opportunities continue to be BEP Director Larry Felfx and FR Assistant Director of 
Federal Reserve Bank Operations and Payment Systems Michael Lambert, but 
other high-ranking officlals from the FR and USSS should also participate in media 
events and other major media outreach, as appropriate. These can Include, but are 
not limited to, ACD Steering Committee members, the Treasurer and the Treasury 
Secretary. In recognition of the numerous demands on senior leadership time, and 
to strategtcally generate more news coverage by utilizing multiple spokespeople, 
Burson-Marsteller recommends that a broad array of spokespeople be recruited. In 
addition, early Identification of spokespeople Is key to ensuring ample coverage for 
all events. 

Burson-Marsteller recommends that medf a spokespeople undergo message 
training on the message track developed for the $5 note and $100 note program. 
In addition, to ensure publlc Information and cash products staff throughout FR's 
network are prepared, Burson-Marsteller recommends repllcatf ng message training 
remotely via telephone, which has proven to be an effective and cost-efficient tool 
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for previous new design Introductions. Furthermore, Burson-Marsteller recommends 
using that model to Integrate USSS field offices Into the overall public education 
program, ensuring that agents who are frequently quoted In local media are 
echoing the new currency program's messages. 

Dlgltal Media Strate6' 
Digital media outreach has two tracks: using digital channels to reach the news 
media (Including traditional media like The New York Times and NBC News) as well 
as Including digital media outlets, or Internet-based media (such as cnn.com and 
Google News) In ongoing outreach. 

Burson-Marsteller Integrated digital media outreach Into Its media relations 
throughout the publlc education program for the $20, $50 and $10 notes but will 
"turn up the volume" on digital outreach for the $5 note and $100 note program. 

Rather than view digital media relations as a replacement or substitute for 
traditional media outreach, Burson-Marsteller's experience and empirical research 
suggest It should Instead be treated as a supplement to traditional methods. 
The New Color of Money currency education program enjoyed successful message 
penetration among consumers through traditional media tactics that have a proven 
track record. Going forward, Burson-Marsteller recommends continuing to 
Implement traditional media tactics and supplementing them with "new media," or 
digital ones. 

According to a survey by the Pew Research Center1 , the Web serves mostly as a 
supplement rather than a primary source of news. Those who use the Web for news 
still spend more time getting news from other sources. In addition, Web news 
consumers emphasize speed and convenience over detall. Of the 23 percent who 
reported they got news on the lntemet "yesterday," only a minority visited 
newspaper Web sites. Instead, Web sites that feature quick updates of major 
headlines, such as MSNBC, Yahoo, and CNN, dominate the Web-based news 
landscape. 

While consumers still rely prlmarlly on traditional news sources, with television 
news the dominant source by far, the media Itself uses digital channels heavily In 
gathering the news. As discussed In the 11lnteractlve" section of this plan, journallsts 
are Increasingly turning to biogs and onllne discussions for story ideas and 
perspectives. Similarly, television news departments are looking more and more to 
onllne sources for footage. And just as Importantly, major newspapers are riding 

1 Pew Research Center Biennial News Consumption Survey, July 30, 2006 
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the new media wave to Increase readership, enhancing their onllne reporting with 
audio and video, rather than relying solely on static photographs. 

Burson-Marsteller proposes to leverage these trends to Increase dissemination of 
program messages cost~ffect.ively. As noted previously, the team will explore the 
cost~ffectlveness of distributing B-roll vf a the onllne video distribution portal 
NewsMarket, which Is used by television news departments across the U.S. and 
around the world. Burson-Marsteller also will pitch video footage to onllne 
newspapers and television network onllne sites, and will disseminate an onllne 
package to be used vfa portals such as YouTube. All of these tactics should result in 
an Increase to the attractiveness of the story and increase coverage and reach as a 
result. 

Miiestones and Key Media Events 
The programs for the $10, $20 and the $50 notes have enjoyed success In 
capturing the public's awareness and Interest by taking the opportunities of the 
notes' unveillngs and Introductions Into circulation to make news. These milestones 
serve as bookends In Burson-Marsteller's recommended media outreach plan, 
framing outreach efforts with high-impact, newsworthy events that carry the 
program message across the country and around the world. 

The first news-making opportunity came wen before the $5 note's Unvelllng: It 
came last year, with the announcement that the note would be redesigned. The $5 
note's Unveiling in September 2007 Is not only a chance to showcase that note's 
design to the world, but also to advance awareness of the $100 note redesign to 
come. Given the lower profile of the $5 note, Burson-Marsteller recommends a 
digital Unveiling, and a Day of Issue marked by a photo opportunity of a cash 
transaction in a major media market. 

This digital Unveiling will be constructed as an Interactive Web-inar that allows 
participants to view video and presentation slides that highlight launch activities. 
Burson-Marsteller will Invite traditional and offllne media nationwide In advance of 
the event, and they wlll have the flexibility to participate or llnk onllne to the event. 
Live questions and answers will be available during the event, and Interactive 
features such as an onllne tour of the redesigned note will add to the participants' 
enjoyment and learning opportunity. The entire event will be available as an 
archived file within an hour of the event's conclusion. Digital content will also be 
made available to reporters and editors to supplement their print coverage of the 
note's Day of Issue. 

As the $100 note is so widely circulated globally, Burson-Marsteller recommends a 
traditional, visual event, in a market where International media are concentrated, to 
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unvell the new design. It Is the team's belief that New York offers optimal 
conditions to achieve the greatest possible global reach. This stems from 
experience In having strong attendance at the $10 note Unveiling In New York by 
foreign correspondents. New York Is home to more news media - domestic and 
International - than any other market In the world and thus offers the most efficient 
platform for generating the coverage needed to reach targeted audiences around 
the world. 

As the Unveiling event Is developed, Burson-Marsteller wlll explore altematlves to 
traditional speeches as a dominant event element and focus Instead on the design 
itself and what the government wants the public to know about It - Its features. 
Furthermore, consideration will be given to leveraging milestones, such as the 
printing of the one millionth new $100 note, through digital tactics as a way to 
complement llve events. 

For the $100 note's Day of Issue, Burson-Marsteller recommends a cash 
transaction to generate a newsworthy photo that relays the message that the new 
U.S. $100 note Is in circulation. 

Burson-Marsteller recommends leveraging industry-specific trainings to generate 
trade press coverage. Conducting training with these groups w111 add a photo visual 
to the trade story - explaining why learning about currency security features Is 
Important In a particular Job and Industry. Consideration should be given to drafted 
by-Une articles written from the voice/pen of a government official that can also be 
placed in trade publications. 

Targeted Domestic Media Outreach 
Over the past two years, Burson-Marsteller has established relationships with and 
fostered a knowledge base about the new currency designs among a cadre of key 
mainstream journalists, Industry trade reporters and ethnic and minority media 
outlets that have an Interest In, and propensity to report on, the new currency. The 
redesign of the $5 note and $100 note Is llkely to be of interest to an even broader 
media audience, and Burson-Marsteller will re-examine, update and build on the 
existing media database. 

careful attention will be given to ensure financial and consumer-oriented reporters 
- and even style and arts reporters - are included within the media database for 
outreach. 
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The database includes: 

• National top.tier media - Television and radio network news contacts and 
specific public affairs and news program contacts within those networks, 
major dally newspapers with national reach and/ or national Influence, news 
magazines and wire services. Beat reporters who cover the Treasury 
Department, BEP, FR and U.S. Secret Service are Included. Reporters and 
editors for onllne editions of national media will be Included, as well as 
contacts for the tradition editions. 

• State and local medla - Televlslon, radio, dally newspapers and state-specific 
magazines, Including both mainstream and onllne contacts. 

• Business and Industry trade media - Financial, retail, and other appropriate 
lndustry-speclflc publications are included, integrating media and 
stakeholder outreach to these crucially Important audiences. 

• Ethnic and minority media - This Includes media outlets, both national and 
local In targeted markets, geared toward specific minority and ethnic groups, 
such as Black Entertainment Television for African-Americans, The World 
Journal for Aslan--Americans, and La Opinion for Hispanic audiences. 

• International correspondents - U.S.-based correspondents for international 
news organizations have shown tremendous Interest In the new currency 
program and have been Instrumental in amplifying the program's messages 
around the globe. 

Between milestones, momentum-maintaining efforts will be Implemented, such as 
pitching unique feature stories to targeted press, offering floor tours of the O.C. and 
Ft. Worth production facilities, launching the new lesson plan and training sessions 
being conducted with cash handlers. 

Dally News Monitoring with Weekly Recap Reports 
Burson-Marsteller will analyze new offerings in the media monitoring space to 
maximize cost-effectiveness and efficiency. 

A dally news coverage report will be essential for the Burson-Marsteller team to 
monitor tone and content, follow trends, track progress toward media relations 
goals, Identify joumallsts reporting on currency for future outreach, and flag rapid 
response needs. The dally report wlll be posted on the extranet, accessible to all 
who have extranet access. 
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However, to reduce the time required of the client to review coverage and also 
Increase the utlllty of media monitoring, Burson-Marsteller recommends 
development of a new weekly media analysis. Burson-Marsteller wlll collaborate 
with BEP, FR and USSS to determine specific components of the weekly analysfs 
but envisions It will Include some measurement of message penetration. To further 
streamline monitoring processes, this report, too, will be accesslbfe on the extranet 
rather than formatted for and distributed via e-mall. 

Dally News Monitoring with Weekly Recap Reports 
Burson-Marsteller will Increase the scope of current media monitoring program 
beginning In June with the addition of a monthly media analysis. The monthly 
analysis will offer a strategic media monitoring look at key patterns, trends and 
message effectiveness In the news media. The purpose of the analysis Is to offer 
key decision makers within the Bureau of Engraving and Printing, Federal Reserve, 
and US. Secret Service a vf ew over time at the type of media coverage and 
message penetration that are emerging over time. 

Burson-Marsteller wlll begin a new media monitoring coding process on May 28th In 
order to deliver a monthly analysis at the end of June. Included In the analysis will 
be the following: 

• Measurement of message penetration 
• Favorabllity of messages 
• Measurement of spokespeople used in the news media 
• Counterfeiting trends (as covered in the media) 
• Geographic disbursement of stories 
• Level of special Interest (low vision) stories 
• Trends emerging with the previous redesigned currency 
• Trends emerging with the $5 and $100 note program 
• Other Information that is emerging 

Miiestones 
Please see the attached tlmeline. 

Measurement 
Burson-Marsteller wlll use the following metrics to measure results of the media 
outreach program: 

• Cllps - Volume of coverage will be assessed, month by month. Additionally, 
we wlll aeate a database of the coverage that all team members can search 
through, not just the person responsible for monitoring. 
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• Tone - Through content analysls, subjective criteria are applied to the 
wording and context of story content to rate coverage as favorable, neutral or 
unfavorable. 

• Impressions - The number of people exposed to the coverage will be tracked. 
Measurement of this metric has Improved dramatically since we began the 
$20 program In 2003. Burson-Marsteller will take advantage of digital 
advances to ensure the best measurement tools are used. Additionally, In
market teams wlll provide Impression numbers for coverage in international 
markets, based on the Industry standard for advertising In each market. 
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Stakeholder Education and Direct Outreach 

Objectives: A New Integrated Approach to Education and Training 
In order to reach out to key stakeholders at both national and grassroots levels, the 
Burson-Marsteller team will engage In a targeted and sequenced outreach program 
that not only helps drive awareness of the new $5 note and $100 note, but also 
prepares cash handlers and machine manufacturers for the upcoming changes. 

To streamline outreach to stakeholders, Burson
Marsteller has developed an approach that 
combines direct and stakeholder network 
outreach In an overarching national outreach 
strategy. This approach combines organizations 
that historf cally have been part of what was 
called •stakeholder" and "direct• outreach in 
previous currency programs. 

- One integrated team conducting 
all outreach 

- Build ethnic outreach program 
around specific metrics 
:and milestones 

The change, which wlll result In one team conducting all outreach, Is markedly 
different In management than previous programs In that the touch points that reach 
the program's targeted audiences (as opposed to the general public) - outreach 
through stakeholder organizations and direct outreach - are now components of 
one unified effort rather than two coordinated and complementary, but separate 
efforts. Burson-Marsteller believes this approach wlll Improve alignment in timing, 
tactics and budget, reaping efficiencies. Moving forward, Burson-Marsteller will 
refer to this combined effort as the Stakeholder Education and Direct Outreach 
Program. 

To ensure the best customer service, the Stakeholder Education and Outreach 
Program will llnk directly to the Materials Development, Fulfillment and 
International Outreach teams. 

- Leverage outreach for the SS note 
as a primer for the SlOO note 

- Dcvdop an overall database at 
one time 

Strategic Approach 
As a result of feedback from the BEP and FR and 
an understanding of the difference In usage 
between the $5 note and $100 note, Burson
Marsteller recommends an outreach strategy 
that will mitigate potential Issues related to 
Issuing a newly designed $5 note (which will 
focus on machine manufacturers, vending and 
transit industries), while ramping up for a much 

more robust outreach program for the $100 note (which will extend to gaming, 
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retall, restaurant, financial and cash-handling equipment manufacturers and 
software providers). 

In order to do this cost-effectively, Burson-Marsteller will use the outreach for the $5 
note as a primer for the $100 note. It Is worth noting, however, that messag1ng 
specific to the $5 note's features cannot get .. lost" or take a back seat to messaging 
bridging to the $100 note. Particularly because the new $5 note will be a legacy 
note, In circulation for a very long time, it Is Important that the target audiences of 
the vending, transit and machine manufacturing Industries are well-educated about 
Its features and made aware of its legacy status. 

Outreach to targeted organizations and groups will be divided Into three primary 
categories: 

• National Outreach - groups that reach national audiences and serve as 
umbrella organizations for smaller, local and regional outlets 

• Direct/Grassroots Outreach - local and regional contacts, Including "mom 
and pop" shops 

• Ethnic Outreach - hard-to-reach communities, especially those with 
language barriers 

To facilitate planning, the Burson-Marsteller team proposes that outreach be 
segmented by Industry sector In addition to type of outreach, as Indicated In the 
following chart: 

IN DUS TR Y SECTOR 

Transit 

Vending 

Gaming 

Restaurant 

Retail 

Flnancial/Banklng/MSB 

Membership Associations 

Law Enforcemem 
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Miiestones 
Strategically sequencing outreach efforts will be vltal to maximize awareness. 
Whereas all milestones are offered In the attached tlmeline, key milestones In the 
outreach program Include: 

• Database of Contacts Developed and Flnallzed 
Since the new currency education program began in early 2003, the Burson
Marsteller team has developed a database of more than 62,000 records, 
which Include domestic and International companies and organizations that 
are directly affected by the redesign of the notes. It is Important to note that 
this database lnciudes national and grassroots organizations In the 
Industries and sectors noted above, groups that have previously ordered 
materials, and records Identified as FR contacts. 

For $5 note and $100 note outreach, the team wlll review the existing 
database of grassroots/ direct outreach companies with whom strong 
relationships already exist. FR contacts wlll not be Included In this capture, 
but transit, gaming, vending, retall and financial contacts will be. The pulled 
records will be reviewed to determine what, If any, outreach is needed for 
each of these groups. Because some contact Information for these records 
is llkely outdated, and It would be cost prohibitive to deanse and update 
such a large llst, Burson-Marsteller recommends ultimately developing the 
direct outreach database for the $5 note and $100 note program by 
purchasing updated data on the companies and Industry sectors selected 
from Dunn & Bradstreet whf ch will ensure greater accuracy once outreach 
and Identification calls begins. 

For national and ethnic outreach, which Includes a universe of about 700 
contacts, all records will be reviewed and prioritized according to the overall 
goals of each denomination's program. For example, contacts in the self
service, transit, machine manufacturing and vending Industries will be 
dosely reviewed for lncluslon and priority In the $5 note program, whereas 
contacts In the gaming and retail sectors might be considered for the $100 
note program. Because the level of relationship with these organizations is 
somewhat different than the direct outreach contacts, Burson-Marsteller 
does not believe a Dunn and Bradstreet purchase Is necessary at this time 
and that contact Information for existing contacts wlll be verified through 
Identifications calls (which are outlined below). However, should additional 
contacts be included beyond those that already exist It may be necessary to 
purchase data for new contacts. That declsf on will be made in consultation 
with the BEP and FR as outreach lists are finalized. 
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Because the time between each denomination's rolk>ut Is limited, the 
Burson-Marsteller team suggests developing an overall database once. Each 
record will then be assigned either to the $5 note program, the $100 note 
program or both. 

The team recommends segmenting outreach lists, which wlll be initially 
based off of previous llsts but updated as needed, as follows: 

Recommended Segmented Outreach List by Note 

PRIMARY 

Vending 

Transit 

Retail (including self-service groups) 

Law enforcement 

SECONDARY 

Banking/financlal/MSBs 
(including armored carriers) 

Industry associations 

Government agencies 

Restaurant 

Gaming 
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$100 Program 

PRIMARY 

Gaming (including commissioners) 
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Retail (Including self-service groups) 

Restaurant 

Banking/financial/MSBs 
(including armored carriers and customers) 

Law enforcement 

SECONDARY 

Industry associations 

Government agencies 
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• Identification ca11s 
Identification (ID) calls have proven to be an effective and efficient way In 
previous denomination programs to Initiate stakeholder communication. For 
the $5 note and $100 note programs, the Burson-Marsteller team 
recommends conducting Identification calls for contacts prioritized for phone 
and e-mall communication. Through these calls, the outreach team will 
confirm the validity of each contact and collect e-mail addresses. Due to the 
expected size of the universe of direct/grassroots outreach contacts, Burson
Marsteller will outsource the calls to a specialized vendor, first conducting 
cost comparisons among a minimum of three vendors to get the best price. 
For national and ethnic outreach, Burson-Marsteller will conduct ID calls 
Internally. 

Prior to any ID calls, the Burson-Marsteller team wlll work with the BEP and 
FR to closely scrutinize and hone outreach lists, weeding out contacts that do 
not merit an ID call and creating a universe total that is both reasonable 
within budget parameters and large enough to achieve the desired results. 

• Materials and Content Develgped and F1nallzed 
In collaboration with the Materials Development and Interactive teams, 
Burson-Marsteller will tailor effective materials and content to target 
stakeholder audiences. For example, machine readiness will be important to 
some targets, while cash handler education will be Important to others. As 
detailed In the "Materials" section of this plan, the content and materials 
developed In support of the $5 note and $100 note program will include a 
blend of materials suitable for use with a variety of audiences. 

To customize Information for target audiences, Burson-Marsteller suggests 
developing dedicated Web pages - or micro sites - to particular Industries, 
such as vending, self'"5ervlce or gaming. Further Information about this 
recommendation Is located within the "Interactive" section of this plan. 

The outreach team wlll focus on two Important but distinct messages for two 
distinct types of audiences. They Include: 
1) General Education Message - A majority of outreach at both the 

national and grassroots level wlll be aimed at prompting businesses to 
educate employees and customers about the upcoming design changes 
and how to authenticate the new notes. 

2) Machine-Readiness - At the same time, the "technical" side of a 
number of Industries, Including vending, gaming, transit and retall, wlll 
need specific messages regarding changes that impact the 
effectiveness of their validation mechanisms. The Burson--Marsteiler 
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team will wort< closely with these groups to ensure that they are 
prepared In time for the Day of Issue for each note so that consumers 
can reasonably expect that their new $5 or $100 notes will be accepted 
wherever they go. 

• Outreach Begins 
As soon as the new $5 note is unveiled, the team will begin communicating 
to all target audiences. Outreach will vary for each denomination and for 
each target, but will focus on encouraging contacts to order materials and 
help •multiply" program messages within their constituencies -which might 
include members or employees. 

Prioritized Levels of Outreach 
The level of outreach to each target group will be determined based upon that 
group's importance to a smooth Introduction of the new designs, the group's 
potential reach, and the perceived demand of the group for outreach and education. 

• Level One 
Target: National organizations and companies 
Goal: Identify, cultivate and leverage relatlonshlps with national 
membership organizations and companies that will help educate hundreds 
or thousands of their members or employees around the country. 
Examples: Wal-Mart; National Federation of Independent Businesses (NFIB); 
American Association of Retired People (AARP); American Public 
Transportation Association (APTA); American Banker's Association (ABA); 
National Automated Machine Association (NAMA). 
Level of SUpport: Because these organizations can have a significant impact 
on the success of the outreach program, this group will receive phone, e-mail 
and mall communication. Burson-Marsteller will conduct this outreach. 
$5 Note and $100 Note Differences: Outreach lists for Level One will vary 
widely for each new note, with primary emphasis on vending, transit and 
machine readiness for the $5 note and emphasis on gaming, retail, 
restaurant, banking and machine readiness for the $100 note. 

Note: Ethnic outreach, though focused and targeted, w/11 also be a part of 
Level One. 
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• LevelTwo 
Target: Local and regional companies 
Goal: Help drive program messages to local and regional groups that have a 
vested Interest In understanding and preparing for the new notes. 
Examples: Red Rose Transit Authority, Newark Police Department 
Level of Support: Like Level One, this group wlll have a significant impact on 
audiences being prepared for the new notes, but on the local, rather than 
natlonal level. This group wlll receive phone, e-mail and mall 
communication. Burson-Marsteller's outreach partner Direct Impact will 
conduct this outreach. 
$5 Note and $100 Note Differences: Given the low priority of the $5 note on 
the larger stakeholder community, Level Two outreach (what was historically 
known as the most robust form of direct outreach) Is only suggested for the 
$5 Introduction for groups that need to receive the machine preparedness 
messages. For the $100 note, however, a larger universe of groups, 
Including gaming, vending and retail, wlll be Included. 

• Level Three 
Target: Companies that should be aware of the changes, but are not central 
to outreach success 
Goal: Help drive awareness among constituent groups that should be aware 
of the changes 
Example: Market Basket Food Store Inc. 
Level of Support: After an Identification call, this group wlll receive two to 
three communications via mall ore-mall. 
$5 Note and $1.00 Note Differences: Local and regional contacts in vending, 
transit and machine readiness will be targeted In this Level for the $5 note 
effort. For the $100 note, the universe of recipients will grow to Include 
other relevant Industries. 

• Level Four 
Target: Companies that should be aware of changes, but may be less 
Interested In one note over another 
Goal: Due dlllgence on communicating changes to all relevant parties 
Examples: Big Y Foods, Fulton Savings Bank 
Level of Support: After an Identification call, this group wlll receive one 
communication via mall or e-mall. 
$6 Note and $100 Note Differences: Targets for this outreach wfll fluctuate 
depending on their Interest In each denomination. For the $5 note, contacts 
are expected to Include selected retail and banking contacts, whereas for the 
$100 note, vending contacts that received higher levels of communication 
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for the $5 note will drop down to this level because few machines accept 
$100 notes. 

While segmentation wlll be developed In collaboratlon with the BEP and FR, as 
noted above, the following represents a "straw man" as a starting point: 

Audience: Message #1 - Companies that have employees who deal with cash 

LEVEL 1 

National/ethnic outreach 

LEVEL 2 
No industries are recommended 
for this outreach 

LEVEL 3 
Retail 

Restaurant 

Money service businesses 

Law enforcement 

Seed 

LEVEL 4 

Retail (from existing database) 

Financial institutions 
(from existing database) 

Armored carriers 
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LEVEL 1 

National/ethnic outreach 

LEVE L 2 

Retail 

Restaurant 

Money service businesses 

Gaming 

law enforcement 

Financial Institutions (FR customers) 

LEVEL 3 

Financial institutions (FR customers) 

Associations 

Other government agencies 

Seed 

Armored carriers 

LEVEL 4 

Retail (from existing database) 

Financial institutions (from existing database) 
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Audience: Message #2 - Companies that utlllze machines that accept the notes 

·$5 Not~ . . 

LEVEL 1 

National/ethnic outreach 

LEVEL 2 

Vending 

Transit 

Gaming 

Gaming commissioners 

LEVEL 3 

Vending 

Transit 

Seed 

LEVEL 4 

No industries are recommended 
for this outreach 

Program Tactics - Level One 

$100 Note 

LEVEL 1 

National/ethnic outreach 

LEVEL 2 

Gaming 

Gaming commissioners 

LEVEL 3 

Seed 

LEVEL 4 

No industries are recommended 
for this outreach 

National stakeholder outreach will greatly Influence the reach of program messages 
to key audiences, and Burso~Marsteller recommends that Level One outreach 
include tactics that have a proven track record of success. 

Outreach to each contact at this level will be consistently handled by a specific 
specialist on the team, to make sure there Is continuity and that relevant hlstorlcal 
knowledge and experience Is leveraged. This approach will yield greater success 
because It leads to the development of solid working relationships. 

Communications tools to be employed Include: 
• Telephone contact - Perhaps the most Important tool, team members wlll 

reach out to contacts on regular basis. 
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• Dl1'8Ct mall - Mall pieces wlll remind contacts of upcoming milestones and 
the avallablllty of materials. Examples of these Include: $100 heads-up 
postcard, machine readiness mall piece, and $5 note reminder postcard. 

• E-mall communication - Content-rich and subscriber e-mails will remind 
contacts of upcoming milestones, help educate audiences on new features 
and provide a call to action, as needed. 

• Materials - Materials will be distributed through Level One contacts to 
employees, customers and others. 

OUtreach tactics for Level One wlll be drawn from: 

• Association Outreach - Burson-Marsteller will leverage existing relationships 
with membership organizations to help extend education to key audiences. 
Groups such as APTA, NAMA, NFIB and others will be contacted to see If they 
are interested in providing materials, Web site links and newsletter content. 

• Industry Outreach - Because various Industries use each denomination 
differently, Burson-Marsteller wlll target some outreach according to Industry. 
Like association outreach, Burson-Marsteller wlll leverage existing 
relationships and develop new ones to ensure that program messages are 
provided to larger audiences through Industry groups. Industries that will 
have some form of outreach wlll include transit, retafl, restaurant, gaming, 
vending and self-service, machine manufacturing, banks/ flnanclal/ MSBs 
and law enforcement. 

• Conference Participation/Speaking Engagements - Only events that Involve 
organizations and people with major Influence on the smooth Introduction of 
the new notes will be considered. Because the $5 note Is critically 
important to the transit Industry, APTA emerges as a group llkely to fall into 
this category of outreach. For the $100 note, the National Restaurant 
Association Is one group that wtll be considered for this type of outreach. In 
either case, following guidance provided by the BEP, FR and USSS In recent 
one-on-one meetings, Burson-Marsteller does not expect to regularly support 
a traveling booth or traveling spokespeople. Conferences and speaking 
opportunities will only be pursued when a high return on f nvestment can be 
quantified and can be staffed as necessary. 

• Integrated Partnerships - With past denominations, Integrated partnerships 
with Wal-Mart and Burger King, among others, have provided an extra level 
of reach. Burson-Marsteller will work closely with the BEP team to f ind 
appropriate partnership opportunities to pursue. 
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• Youth Education - Because children can develop authentication behavior 
early and can help educate parents, Burson-Marsteller believes a modest 
youth education program Is needed. As discussed In the "Interactive" section 
of this plan, the team recommends adding a new game to the Web site and 
updating existing games to Include the new $5 note and $100 note. An 
updated lesson plan that covers all denominations is recommended for 
development to coincide with the Unveiling of the new $100 note. Outreach 
to youth-oriented news media will be a priority during Unvelllng and Day of 
Issue periods to help educate children on the new designs. Burson
Marsteller will also Identify appropriate target groups, such as the Girl Scouts 
and Boy and Girts Clubs, to approach as potential partners In spreading the 
program's reach among young people. Developed material can link to other 
appropriate education resources within the BEP /FR/USSS network. An 
example of this would be linkages to the Federal Reserve System Economic 
Education Specialist group for youth education. 

• Employee Communications - Offering press releases and B-roll packages to 
key stakeholder groups so that they may reformat those to meet the 
requirements of employee newsletters and Internal television networks -
this would be partlcular1y relevant to retail "big box" stores as we have 
Indications they are seeing more $100 notes In cash transactions than has 
previously been the norm. 
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Milestones 
The attached tlmellne Includes a detalled llst of milestones, key among which are: 

• BEP approval of outreach recommendations 
• Discussion guide approval 
• $5 outreach 

o Completion of ID calls 
o First communication Is deployed 
o Outreach calls begin 
o Second communication Is deployed 
o Third communication Is deployed 

• $100 outreach 
o First communication is deployed 
o Outreach calls begin 
o Second communication Is deployed 
o Third communication is deployed 

Measurement 
Recommended performance goals Include: 

• Tier One: To be determined 
• Tier Two: 65 percent participate rate 
• Tier Three: 5 - 10 percent participation rate 
• Tier Four: 3 - 5 percent participation rate 
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International Outreach 

Introduction 
Because U.S. currency Is held around the world, 
International outreach Is essential to ensuring a 
smooth introduction and ready acceptance of the 
new $5 note and the new $100 note. However, 
International utilization and counterfeiting threats 
related to the $5 note and $100 note vary widely, 
and therefore a •one size fits all" approach Is not 
appropriate. Therefore the International public 
education program must be scalable and flexible. 

The global environment In which the new designs 
will be Introduced has changed since The New 
Color of Money program was launched In 2003. 
More nations have adopted the euro as their 
currency, diminishing the variety of currencies in 
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~ -- - .n -· -- , ...... 
- Utilize a tiered approach that delivers 

customized messaging at varying 
levels of outreach 

- Create a global hub system for 
program management 

- Gather intelligence from in-country 
tcnms to analyze usagc/pcrct:ption of 
U.S. currency in their markets 

- Extend Banknote into other priority 
markets, in-language, for the SlOO 
and SS programs 

use In Europe. Survey research conducted for BEP In Russia In December 2005 
confirmed the growing popularity of the ruble In Russia. Even more significant are 
the Russian government's recent moves to push the U.S. dollar out and force the 
exclusive use of the ruble In transactions. 

·Consider macro develupmCTltS in 
key countries 

- Strategically target the most 
relevant markets and lll.loc:a1e 
rC50urces accordingly 

- Leverage the ·date of arrival of the 
new currency design in the market" 
u the offici:il Day oflssuc for 
that market 

- Cascade key milestones a.cross 
geographies over cime, ro avoid 
concentrating demands for 
spok.cspcnplc on one day 

Yet these shifts in the landscape have not 
diminished the international Importance of the 
$100 note redesign. In absolute terms, between 
one-half and two-thirds of all $100 notes In 
clrculatlon are held overseas, and the counterfeiting 
threat to the $100 note Internationally has not 
subsided. 

With the $5 note redesign preceding that of the 
$100 note and both new designs marking a 
departure from The New Color of Money design 
series, the government has a valuable opportunity to 
reach International audiences. The Introduction of 
the new $5 note can be leveraged as the foundation 
for the eventual introduction of the redesigned $100 
note, creating a baseline of awareness and bulldlng 

momentum toward the $100 note redesign. 
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While planning the International program for the new designs, Burson-Marsteller 
believes It prudent to consider relevant macro developments In the target markets 
that may directly Impact the program • . For example, outreach Into Russia will be 
planned to avoid both getting drowned out by the March 2008 presidential election 
and having U.S. currency become an Issue In the election debate. Slmllarly, the 
national celebration of Labor Day and presidential Inauguration In May wlll be taken 
Into account to avoid what would be Insurmountable competition for the attention 
of the media and the public. Therefore, macro developments such as the above will 
be taken Into consideration when planning actMtles In these markets and also 
while setting the key milestone dates of the Unvelllng and Day of Issue. 

Burson-Marsteller will defer to foreign central banks - whose support and 
cooperation will be essential to the program's success - on their respective needs 
for an education program on U.S. currency, and accordingly set program priorities. 

The Plan: A llered Approach 
Not all International markets are of the same strategic Importance to the smooth 
Introduction of the redesigned $5 note and $100 note. There are several factors 
that would determine the strategic Importance of the markets, such as: 

• Currency flow- markets that have a high circulation (either Inflow and/or 
outflow) of the notes 

• Markets where there Is a lack of confidence In the U.S. currency, either due 
to a rise - or perception of a rise - In counterfeiting levels 

• Analysis by Burson-Marsteller In-country teams of the usage/perception of 
U.S. currency In their respective markets 

Initial country tiered work and resulting country selections for research ls found In 
the attached memos In the "Research" section of this plan. 

Burson-Marsteller will conduct research In selected lntematlonal markets, as well as 
gather Intelligence from In-country teams, who will use their own government and 
stakeholder networks to provide an analysis of usage/ perception of U.S. currency In 
their market. 

Burson-Marsteller will use the data derived from research and work closely with the 
BEP, FR and USSS to determine how the markets are divided vis-fl-vis the 
Importance of a public education program, and arrive at a tiered system. A near
flnal list of target markets by tiers will be prepared, which Burson-Marsteller 
recommends sharing with the embassies and other State Department officials for 
additional guidance and on-the-ground Intelligence. 
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USSS PRIORITY MARKETS 
Based on counterfeit threat 

• 
Compare the FR/USSS markets 
and conduct research in the 
overlapping markets 

Burson-Marsteller 
intelligence gathering in 
the overlapping markets 

Through the tiered approach, Burson-Marsteller will strateglcally target the most 
relevant markets and allocate resources accordingly. This system will help ensure 
limited U.S. government resources - Including its spokespeople - are applied where 
they are most needed. 

While the assignment of markets to tiers wlll be determined only after the process 
outlined above, for the purpose of this plan, Burson-Marsteller has assumed three 
levels of activities. The purpose of this preliminary breakdown Is to provide the FR 
and BEP with an Indication of the types of activities that Burson-Marsteller 
recommends conducting within each of the three tiers. Details of the specific 
activities and recommendations within each of the tiers are discussed In the 
research section of this document. 

Specifically In the markets new to the public education program, Burson-Marsteller 
recommends that the BEP and FR reach out to embassies and central banks 
respectively and Introduce Burson-Marsteller before beginning outreach. Burson-
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Marsteller will provide appropriate level of attention to these new markets, 
Irrespective of the tier Into which they fall. 

Whtie the $5 note program will be llmlted, Burson-Marsteller sees it as an 
opportunity to re-engage with stakeholders and influencers who will be important to 
the success of the $100 note program In the key markets, to maintain ongoing 
contact leadlng up to the $100 note program. Depending on the flnal fist of 
markets, BEP and FR may want to consider moving up select markets for the $5 
note program from the bottom tier category, as it will help build the momentum for 
the $100 program. 

Russia Is a case In point. The excellent relationships between the Central Bank and 
Ministry of the Interior and FR must be maintained for a successful $100 program. 
Therefore, even though the $5 note Is of little to no significance In Russia, $5 note 
program outreach wlll be planned to build momentum for the $100 note launch. 

lntematlonal-Spedflc Messages and Materials 
Experience over the last three programs has revealed that there Is real value in 
developlng specific and customized messages/ focus areas for each International 
market, under the umbrella of the overall core messaging. This approach ensures 
program messages have specific relevance to each market. 

For example, messages In a country where confidence In the U.S. dollar has been 
eroded by counterfeiting (real or perceived) will differ in emphasis from those most 
relevant to another country where confidence Is high but publlc education Is needed 
because of high usage of U.S. currency. Another example Is the Asian markets, 
where, according to FR, stakeholders are more sensitive to any currency changes In 
features/ design. Therefore, for these markets, Burson-Marsteller will develop a 
separate fact sheet that highlights the different features of notes in each series. 

Burson-Marsteller will prepare a market-specific grid of tailored messages, which 
will be guided by research, as well as ongoing feedback received from stakeholder 
groups In each market. As with the program's core messaging, adaptation for 
International markets will focus on the new security features. 

A key learning from previous programs was that ln-tanguage communication Is 
crucial to successful public education programs in targeted countries. As detailed In 
the •Materials Development• section of this plan, Burson-Marsteller wlll develop a 
plan for educational materials upon completing of research, messaging and 
assignment of targeted countries to tiers, which wfll specify the languages Into 
which each educational piece should be translated. The Web site will continue to 
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serve as a primary destination for Information and materials about the new 
currency - avallable In all relevant foreign languages. 

The following provides a description of the tiers and the proposed materials In each 
of the tier levels: 

TIER 1 COUNTRIES 
Highest Priority Tier 

DEMAND METHODOLOGY 1 LEVEL OF ACTIVITY 
What constitutes a country tier?* Educational outreach 

Countries in which educational 
1 outreach for the $100 is 

considered essential** 

• In-country large events 
1 • In-language hard copy materials 

• Key officials visit country 
• Eamed media and paid media 

-· .. . . ····r - · .. ·-· ·- -· - . ·-·· 
TIER 2 COUNTRIES ; Countries in which educational •Spokespersons may travel 
Priority Target Tier ; outreach for the $100 is considered to country if an opportunity 

l very Important but not critical•• presents itself 

i

i • lo-language hard copy materials 
• Earned media 

-·- .......... - i - - - · -· -· ·~· ........ ---- - - -- ---··~ -· 
TIER 3 COUNTRIES ! Countries in which educational •No in-country events 
Target Tier I outreach for the $100 Is considered • No In-person media outreach ! helpful but not critical•• • Stakeholders driven to Web 

site for In-language materials 
available for downloading 

• flAal couruy asscnments to liefs will be aetermineO tJy gulOance from tile SEP. FR. usss. SIBie. ilS well as primary reseMCh ~ii:te<l 

globaly as outlined on the research MC'lion of the ConvnunlcattOnS Plan 

•• Tiered countries are determlneO to be •rthef •essantlar or •.,.ry Important blll not critical· or "helpful but not critical" to preparrc 

key stakehOlders and the l)Ullllc for a smooth transition to the new notes, to building trust and confidence in the new notes, 

and 10 mfligal~ potential negative stakeholders including counter lelters 

*Note that the above strategy is subject to modification depending on the Identified 
markets and their tiers. 

Tactics 
As noted earlier; the $5 note program wlll serve as a prelude to the $100 note 
program. The key objective for the $5 note tactics will be to sustain relationships 
with the stakeholders. This is Important, as If we fall to maintain stakeholder and 
media relationships, It will cost the government more later to rebuild them. 
Additionally, since early communications to these audiences Indicated the $100 
note would be next In the redesign effort, it Is vital to put the departure from that 
plan Into context to avoid criticism. 

Since Initial outreach began In support of the new $20 note In 2003, the publlc 
education program has educated International stakeholders who, in tum, have been 
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Instrumental In fostering the acceptance and transition of the new currency designs 
In their markets. Today, many of these relationships, developed by Burson
Marsteller's In-market teams, have evolved Into well-established partnerships. 
These partnerships have true long-term value to the U.S. government and thus, the 
goal of the International program will be to continue to build on these relationships. 

Burson-Marsteller has developed an outreach strategy that Incorporates several 
proven elements, as well as some that are new. While specific tactics will be unique 
to each market, all will be Integrated to complement and reinforce one another -
within each market and across all geographies, Including the U.S. 

Tier-One Market Tactics 
Tler-1 markets are those that merit a significant investment of resources to ensure 
that key stakeholders such as financial Institutions, banks and law~forcement 
agencies (all of who are considered trusted authorities) - and In some cases the 
primary users/ savers of the note - are educated on new currency designs. 

Embassy Relations 
Throughout the previous programs, Burson-Marsteller's In-country teams have 
consistently offered support to and planned and Implemented local activities in 
collaboration with U.S. embassies. Embassies in target countries, as well as other 
State Department officials In Washington, will continue to be Important partners In 
the public education program. In markets that are new to the currency education 
program, Burson-Marsteller will work with the BEP to forge relationships. 

• Embassy notification - As a first step In the embassy engagement process, 
Burson-Marsteller will work with the BEP to disseminate a communication to 
embassies with Information about the $5 note and $100 note redesigns; a/ an 
(re} Introduction of Burson-Marsteller's role In coordination and Implementation 
of the program; and a broad timellne of key milestones, such as availablllty of 
educational materials, Unveiling and Day of Issue tlmellne. The communication 
will request a point of contact for the program and sollclt embassies' support In 
reaching out to key stakeholders within the market. 

The communication wlll be sent directly from the BEP (via e-mail or fax) 
otherwise to embassies in markets that have had an ongoing program in the 
past. For embassies In markets new to the currency public education 
program, Burson-Marsteller will work with BEP to ask the State Department 
to distribute the communication via cable. 

• PERK - As In the previous programs, Burson-Marsteller will create and distribute 
a Public Education Resource Kit (PERK) that contains all relevant briefing 
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materials for the embassy spokespeople, Including: Q&A, message track, and 
other media materials. The PERK will be responsive to feedback gathered from 
embassies through the previous programs, and will be distributed In printed and 
electronic formats. Based upon feedback on the $10 program from embassies 
In Latin America, Burson-Marsteller recommends making the PERK available for 
embassy spokesperson earlier than we have In the past. All embassies will 
receive an e-mail update and a cable Informing them about the avallablllty of 
the PERK. 

• Miiestone events - Given the Importance of the Tler-1 markets, Burson
Marsteller wlll work with FR and BEP to request participation of the U.S. 
ambassadors In these markets for milestone events or training seminars. 
Previous research findings show that U.S. government officials and local central 
bank/government officials enjoy the most credibility on the Issue of U.S. 
currency. 

• Visits by U.S. government officials - Burson-Marsteller wlll work closely with the 
embassy officials to plan the visits and leverage embassy relationships to secure 
high-level government and stakeholder meetings. Embassies have consistently 
asked for more direct government-to-government communication, with greater 
lead time, In advance of milestone events or official visits. In response, Burson
Marsteller recommends giving embassy officials a minimum of three months 
advance notice through official government channels (such as an official letter 
from the BEP to the embassy, and the Travel Advisory) for them to be able to 
plan and coordinate the visit appropriately. 

Central Bank Partnerships 
Due to the close partnership developed with central banks for The New Color of 
Money program, Burson-Marsteller's In-country teams have secured strong 
stakeholder attendance at events, increased orders for educational materials and 
also Increased media coverage to build awareness. 

The active engagement of foreign central banks will continue to be key to the 
program's success. Mindful that central bank relationships properly lie with the FR, 
Burson-Marsteller will ensure that all proposed communications are developed In 
collaboratlon with and approved by the FR In advance, and that the BEP and FR are 
kept apprised of any central bank Inquiries or contacts throughout the tenure of the 
program. 

• Central bank e-mail -As a first step In this process, Burson-Marsteller wlll 
develop an e-mail communication for the FR to send to central banks, 
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Informing them of the program and the avallablllty of materials. The e-mail 
wlll provide a broad tJmellne of key milestones. 

• Follow-t.1p - Following the FR e-mail, Burson-Marsteller's l~ountry teams will 
contact the central bank officials with whom they have developed 
relationships through the course of The New Color of Money program. In 
countries new to the program, Burson-Marsteller recommends that this 
follow-up begin with a government-to-government contact, through which the 
FR Introduces Burson-Marsteller's In-country team. 

• Stakeholder letters - Burson-Marsteller wlll work with central bank 
representatives, where appropriate, to disseminate letters to stakeholders 
encouraging them to participate In the program and order educational 
materials. 

• Miiestone events - Key central bank officials will be I nvfted to 
attend/participate In Unveiling and/ or Day of Issue events. Addltlonally, the 
central banks wlll be asked to conduct and/ or host training seminars. 

Additionally, Burson-Marsteller will work closely with the FR and the USSS to 
manage any Individual requests on a case-by-case basis, such as the Russia Central 
bank note samples request. 

International Stakeholder Outreach 
In coordinating with the embassies and central banks, Burson-Marsteller 
International teams will continue to engage financial Institutions, commercial 
banks, law enforcement agencies, travel associations and machine manufacturers 
In the dollarlzed markets, among other stakeholders. 
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Specifically, Burson-Marsteller will undertake the following activities: 

• Stakeholder kit - Burson-Marsteller will prepare a kit to provide the tools 
stakeholders need to educate their constituents and members. The kit will 
Include: 

o an introduction letter - signed by local Burson-Marsteller team leader 
- announcing the redesign of the note and the availability of 
materials; 

o Images of the new note designs In government-permissible resolution, 
for use In stakeholders' Internal newsletters or on their Web sites with 
a llnk to the new currency Web site; 

o order form for materials; 
o articles that could be published In their newsletters; 
o a Power Point presentation that highlights the features of the new 

notes; and 
o a sample training CD ROM/ video to be used for training programs. 

• Training seminars - Working closely with central bank and embassy 
contacts, Burson-Marsteller will organize training seminars to educate cash 
handlers about the new features. To ensure the program's messages 
penetrate beyond the top cities of each target nation, Burson-Marsteller 
recommends taking these seminars to various regions within the market, 
with the support of the central banks. In markets such as the CIS countries 
and Latin America, these regional training programs have proved to be 
particularly successful In their stakeholder reach and media exposure. 
Burson-Marsteller will provide the necessary tools, such as the presentation 
and materials, white the central bank or other financial Institutions or law
enforcement agencies will conduct them. 

Burson-Marsteller recommends that kick-off seminars be led by visiting U.S. 
officials when possible, to be followed by regional seminars led by embassy 
officials. Given their active support of The New Color of Money program, 
many central banks and host<ountry government officials will expect to be 
actively Involved In hosting future events. Burson-Marsteller recognizes that 
It fs not appropriate for host-country off lclals and stakeholders to speak on 
behalf of the U.S. government at training seminars or any other forum, and 
therefore will coordinate closely with the FR on the best way to both a) 
ensure training seminars are conducted to reach target populations and b) 
Involve those host country leaders who have supported the program in the 
past and can have a positive impact again. 
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• Speaking engagements - Burson-Marsteller wlll also work with stakeholders 
to Identify speaking opportunities for USSS agents or other appropriate U.S. 
government officials. 

• Training video presentations-To overcome the limited avallablllty of U.S. 
government officials for training seminars, Burson-Marsteller successfully 
developed and conducted training video presentations for the $10 program. 
These presentations Included screenings of the training video (in the local 
language) In small-group stakeholder sessions to ensure that all key groups 
within the stakeholder organization, such as cash-handling employees, were 
trained on the new security features. This tactic was Implemented 
successfully In one market and then replicated In others. Burson-Marsteller 
recommends pursuing this activity again for the Tier-One markets. 

• Banknote £-newsletter - Due to the success of Banknote a-newsletter In 
Russia, Burson-Marsteller recommends extending It Into other priority 
markets, in-language, for the $5 note and $100 note programs. The bi
monthly Issue of Banknote - which provides the latest currency news, trends 
and other relevant Information to stakeholders - can be timed to maintain 
momentum through Unvelllngs and Days of Issue for the two denominations. 
Banknote wlll be posted to Web pages for each language In which It Is 
published. 

• Media E-newsletter- To maximize the impact of the content developed for 
the Banknote, Burson-Marsteller recommends adapting it into a "report on 
U.S. currency" for the news media. 

• Materials placement and distribution - Burson-Marsteller will reach out to the 
stakeholder contacts and encourage them to order the materials, distribute 
them within their organization to key cash handlers, and/ or display them on 
teller counters. In addition to financial institutions, organizations such as the 
local chambers of commerce, hotels association and law and travel agencies 
will also be encouraged to order materials. 

As In the previous program, Burson-Marsteller will work with local and 
lntematlonal airports In select markets to display materials. For example, 
during previous programs, Burson-Marsteller Japan successfully partnered 
with the Kansai International Airport to display brosters at the entrance of 
the airport and also worked with Travelex, the world's largest retail foreign 
exchange operator, to place brosters in all of their exchange counters, 
including at the Narita International Airport and Haneda Airport. 
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FOIA (b) (5) 

In priority markets, additional stakeholders may be added to Include those that will 
help disseminate materials and messages to a wider consumer audience, such as 
small business owners, Internet cafes, mass transit, retail associations, hospitality 
Industries, post office and supermarkets, among others. Burson-Marsteller wlll also 
work with various U.S.-based International Institutions, such as the international 
chambers of commerce, to gauge their interest and distribute educational 
materials. 

The stakeholder outreach activities will be timed to fall In the "momentum" period -
between the Unvelllngs and the Days of Issue, to ensure a more even spread of 
exposure and outreach, rather than rely on the spikes from milestone exposure. 

Consumer Outreach/Partnership Opportunities 
Burson-Marsteller suggests developing strategic partnerships and conducting 
consumer activities to spread the program messages directly to the users of U.S. 
currency. These activities will be particularly relevant for the $100 program. 

• Fleld trip for students - This activity garnered significant stakeholder and 
media attention In El Salvador for the $10 program, and could be repllcated 
In other key markets for the $100. A group of 50-75 students will be Invited 
to the embassy or the central bank facilities and given an Introduction to 
•how money Is made," "how currency Is packaged" and the process of how 
money travels around the world. The presentation features a section on the 
U.S. currency designs and security features. 

This activity can be combined with a mllestone such as a visit by a U.S. official. 
Given the series of activities during the day, and because the field trip draws 
tremendous excitement from the students, the activity Is likely to receive media 
attention. 
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• Partnerships - As In previous programs, Burson-Marsteller will explore 
partnerships with key Institutions such as the postal service, local utility 
companies and other Institutions to Include materials such as the take-one 
card as part of their own ongoing consumer outreach. 

This activity was partlcularly successful In select markets such as Ecuador, 
where major telephone companies llke Telefonica, Alegro and CONELEC, 
publlc transportation providers such as Trove and Ecovla, and the national 
postal service - CONAM - distributed materials as part of their ongoing 
outreach - or along with their bills. Burson-Marsteller wlll also target select 
trade magazines to place materials as Inserts In their publications. While this 
activity does not garner any Interest In the U.S., It has successfully worked In 
several International markets. 

• Alternate technology- Depending on the markets, Burson-Marsteller will 
explore greater use of Internet and mobile phone technology to Inform 
consumers about changes to the U.S. currency designs. For example, In 
markets like Russia and Latin America, where mobile phone penetration Is 
extensive, using text messaglng to Inform consumers about key security 
features will be considered. While considered Inappropriate In the U.S., 
these activities prove to be efficient, cost-effective and an accepted form of 
communication In several International markets. 

• Materials dJstributlon - Burson-Marsteller will Identify key local events, such 
as music festivals and carnivals, and distribute local language educational 
materials. This activity was partlcularly successful In Its reach to consumers 
during the $10 note internatlonal program In Latin America, where materials 
were distributed at the Latin Music Festival and Malecon 2000, among other 
events. While citing the quantity of pieces distributed at these events does 
not necessarily translate to proven penetration, the cross-pollenizatlon of 
these types of popular distribution with other means of In-language outreach 
to stakeholders and general consumers wlll llkely enhance the program. 

Depending upon the market, Burson-Marsteller will Identify prominent 
locations such as airports to set up information booths that will promlnently 
display the new $100 designs and distribute educational materials. 

Miiestones - Unwlllng Md Day of Issue 
While detailed milestones are reflected In the attached tlmellne, to follow are key 
milestones with regard to Unveiling and Day of Issue. 
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Before settJng the Unvelllng and Day of Issue dates, Burson-Marsteller wlll work 
closely with BEP/ FR to consider any macro International developments that may 
directly Impact the program, or that may offer competition for media/public 
attention. 

In order to generate media and stakeholder interest - especially for the $100 
program - Burson-Marsteller strongly recommends creating at least one big event 
for either the Unveiling or Day of Issue milestones - and where appropriate, for both 
the milestones. 

• Burson-Marsteller will coordinate wfth the embassies to host Unveiling 
events In their respective markets and will seek to increase the level of 
embassy participation by Inviting the U.S. ambassador to lead the event. As 
noted earlier, this bolsters media attention and enhances the credlbllity of 
the program. Key stakeholders, Including central banks, other cash-handling 
Institutions and law enforcement agencies, will be Invited to 
attend/ participate In the Unveiling event, which wlll feature an exciting 
"revealn of the new currency design. 

• In addition to In-country Unvelllng events - and irrespective of the tiers -
Burson-Marsteller wlll also tap foreign media based In the U.S. by Inviting 
foreign media to attend the domestic event. 

• Burson-Marsteller will distribute the U.S. 8-rolt and localized press kit will be 
distributed to media In all target markets. 

• E-mail updates will be sent to the complete list of stakeholders In each 
market, announcing the milestone and encouraging them to order materials. 

In the previous programs, Burson-Marsteller's strategy of sending U.S. government 
officials to International markets has proved successful. For the $100 program, 
Burson-Marsteller recommends continuing with this Initiative, either for the 
Unveiling or for the Day of Issue. This wlll, as detailed further In this plan, attract 
tremendous media interest In markets such as Russia, Latin America and others. 
This Initiative also showcases the U.S. government's commitment to currency 
education. 

For the Day of Issue, and depending upon the availability of U.S. government 
resources, Burson-Marsteller wlll work with the FR and BEP to consider spacing out 
the "Days of Issue• for each market over a span of two or three weeks. 
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• Burson-Marsteller wlll leverage the "date of arrival of the new currency 
design In the market" as the official Day of Issue for that market For 
example, $10 Day of Issue In Ecuador was several days after the domestic 
Day of Issue; similarly, In Panama and El Salvador, their respective Days of 
Issue were spaced several days and weeks after the U.S. Day of Issue. This 
strategy will facilitate an effective use of limited resources and make the 
story more ref evant. 

• An lnnovatJve "first-spend" by a local central bank official, will be 
Incorporated as part of the activities In Tier-One markets. 

• Foll owing the Day of Issue events, visiting U.S. officials wlll participate In a 
media tour by visiting surrounding top cities In the main market and possibly 
other major neighboring markets. In smaller cities, senior U.S. officials will 
generate tremendous media Interest. 

• Burson-Marsteller will undertake extensive media outreach In each market 
via Interviews with local embassy or visiting U.S. spokespeople. Press kits 
and ~roll will be distributed to all major media In each country. 

• As In the $50 note and $10 note programs, customizing media 
communications for lnternatlonal markets such as press releases through 
local/regional statistics and embassy/ central bank quotes have made the 
news locally relevant and helped In generating media coverage. 

• Burson-Marsteller recommends continuing the tactic of sending a 
"customized photo/ caption" along with the press release, and wlll work with 
FR to plan and coordinate a photo session. The objective would be to 
capture Images of "new U.S. $100 notes getting readied to be shipped 
Internationally" - thus adding another media hook. 

• To ensure each Unveiling and Day of Issue event Is conducted seamlessly 
and consistently, Burson-Marsteller wlll develop appropriate collateral 
materials, such as note enlargements, pull-up banners and podium signs, In 
Washington and distribute the same to International offices. 

• Depending upon the nature of the event organized, relevant materials such 
as a gift-bag with money shred, BEP- and FR-branded stationery and training 
video will also be considered. 
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Senior U.S. Government Official Visits 
As noted earlier, Burson-Marsteller also recommends planning official visits by U.S. 
government spokespeople to help drive media coverage and build stakeholder 
participation. These visits, as reinforced In the previous programs, provide a huge 
opportunity to reach out to local stakeholders and demonstrate the U.S. 
government's commitment to the markets. 

In select Tier-One markets, Burson-Marsteller recommends that visits by BEP, FR 
and/ or USSS officials be scheduled through the course of the program and not 
simply for the Unvelllng/Day of Issue milestones. Several opportunities can be 
tapped or created for these visits, including: 

• The Unveiling and Day of Issue activities 
• Training seminars during the momentum period 
• Visits planned by the International Currency Awareness Program (ICAP) 

group 
• In the case of Russia, delivery of sample $100 and $5 notes to the Russia 

Central Bank 

Burson-Marsteller will coordinate trip logistics, arrange appropriate meetings with 
key stakeholder groups and develop appropriate media events and Interviews to 
ensure the most effective exposure of the message. 

To the degree they are available; spokespeople who are fluent In the local 
languages of Tier-One countries should be tapped for visits to increase the 
effectiveness of broadcast media coverage. 

After Tier-One markets are determined, Burson-Marsteller will develop 
recommended trips - sequenced Itineraries that cover multiple Tier-One countries, 
making sure that flight schedules between countries are taken Into account. Prior to 
developing trip itineraries, Burson-Marsteller will consult with the BEP and FR to 
determine the Ideal length of each trip to maximize efficiency without asking for 
more time than a spokesperson can reasonably afford to be away from his/ her 
duties In the U.S. The number of lndlvldual trips recommended will be determined 
by the geography of the final Tier-One countries and flight schedules between them. 
Collectively, the recommended trips will ensure all Tier-One countries are visited 
through the course of the program. 

Media Relations - Momentum Period 
As with previous programs, earned media coverage will be fundamental to 
garnering awareness about changes In currency designs. Media activities for the 
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International program will be designed to generate news Interest, not only around 
milestone events, but also to sustain coverage between major milestones. 

• Media Tour - Burson-Marsteller recommends hosting a tour of BEP's 
Washington, D.C., printing facility for foreign journalists based In 
Washington, to be followed by a briefing with BEP and FR officials, who can 
convey the program's messages on the $100 and $5 notes. This wlll serve 
both to educate key foreign media, as well as build relationships. 

• Leverage ongoing developments - Burson-Marsteller will also explore 
ongoing developments within the target countries that could be leveraged for 
the program. For example, 2007 marks the 200th anniversary of U.S.-Russlan 
diplomatic relations. Numerous commemorative events will be held In 
Moscow - as well as In the regions - that will provide opportunities to 
maintain the momentum between the Unveiling of the $5 and its 
introduction. The presence of U.S. officials could present a cost-efficient 
means of arranging meetings with key Russian government stakeholders to 
strengthen ties and solidify relationships. 

• By-llned article - Burson-Marsteller will draft by-ltned articles on the $5 note 
and $100 note, which will be provided to the trade media In target markets 
and pitched for placement. The article will Include Images of new designs 
and security features, which will make the same more compelling. 

In addition to mainstream International media, Burson-Marsteller wlll also reach out 
to specialty media - tourism, banking, consumer Interest publlcatlons and 
newsletters for key stakeholders, In-flight magazines, newsletters of associations 
such as the American Chamber of Commerce - for placement of program 
Information. Burson-Marsteller recommends pursuing targeted placements In 
publications such as: a feature on "the role of embassies in the $100 program• in 
State Magazine. 

Tier-Two Market Tactics 
The international outreach within Tier-Two category primarily wlll follow a business
to-business approach, focusing on select stakeholders such as central banks and 
currency-handlers. As previously highlighted, depending on the f inal list of target 
markets, the activities in this tier will be largely for the $100 note, and In select 
markets for the $5 note. 

Specific tactics are noted below; however, please note that in order to avoid 
duplication of content, In most cases, references have been made - as opposed to 
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providing detailed description - to select Tier-One activities as they may be relevant 
(and yet cost effective) for this category. 

Embassy Relations 
• Burson-Marsteller wlll work with the BEP and State Department to Inform 

embassies In Tier-Two countries through e-mail, and/ or embassy cable. 

• Burson-Marsteller will create and distribute the Public Education Resource 
Kit (PERK) to all embassy spokespeople. 

• Embassy officlals wlll serve as official spokespeople at milestone events and 
currency training seminars. 

Please note that U.S. government officials will not conduct visits to Tier-Two 
markets. Therefore, Burson-Marsteller will work closely with the embassy offlclals to 
manage and to coordinate activities using embassy resources. 

Central Bank Partnerships 
Foreign central banks, Irrespective of their tiers, remain a key audience, as they are 
frequently Interested in leading the program efforts. However, markets In Tiers Two 
and Three have been placed In these categories partly because their central banks 
have not expressed the need for large public education, or because they would like 
to lead the public education program dlrectly, as opposed to through visiting U.S. 
officials. 

Therefore, Burson-Marsteller will work closely with the central banks to provide 
them with all tools and materials they need to undertake their education efforts. As 
in Tier One, Burson-Marsteller will work closely with FR to communicate with central 
bank contacts, and to encourage broader dissemination of program information to 
the f lnancial community. 

Activities with the central banks will Include: 

• E-mall communication from FR on the program and availability of 
educatlonal materials 

• Liaising (ongoing llalson by Burson-Marsteller's l~ountry teams) with their 
central bank contacts 

• Encouraging central banks to disseminate letters to stakeholders 

Note: since U.S. officials will not travel to these markets, central bank offlclals 
(along with embassy offlcials) will be Invited to lead the milestone events and 
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training seminars. Burson-Marsteller understands the sensitivity of a non-U.S. 
spokesperson speaking on behalf of the U.S. government, and wlll work closely with 
FR to Identify select spokesperson, and position the key events from the local 
central banks' "usage of U.S. currency" perspective. 

In select markets such as Russia for the $5 program, Burson-Marsteller 
recommends approaching the Central Bank about organizing a conference during 
the $5 note education program and Inviting appropriate central bank regional 
representatives. The conference will focus on a review of the $5 note and 
discussion of educational activities conducted In Russia to date. This Will help build 
momentum In anticipation of the $100 program. Burson-Marsteller will request 
that an embassy official participate In this program. 

Stakeholder Outreach 
Burson-Marsteller ln-<:<>untry teams will continue to reach out to their stakeholders 
and may add more depending upon the need for currency education. 

• Stakeholder kit - Burson-Marsteller will provide stakeholders with the 
Stakeholder Kit as described In Tier One. 

• Training seminars - Burson-Marsteller will work with central banks and 
embassy officials to organize limited number of training seminars. Regional 
seminars wlll not be conducted for these markets. 

• Training video presentations will be partlcularf y encouraged for these 
markets, as they require minimum resources. 

• Banknote E-newsletter - Banknote should be considered for select Tier-Two 
markets. 

Consumer groups will not be added to this category of markets, and no consumer 
activities will be undertaken. 

Key Miiestones and Media Relations 
As noted earlier, Burson-Marsteller recommends leveraging embassy resources for 
events. Select markets will have press events such as "an Invitation-only viewing of 
the $5 Unveiling by local U.S. embassy officials,• while others may have press 
release distribution along with a serf es of media Interviews. 

Customized and translated press kits Including b-roll and customized 
photos/ captions will be distributed. In markets that may have embassy-organized 
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events, Burson-Marsteller will develop appropriate collateral materials and 
distribute the same to international offices. 

Cost-effective media activities, such as by-tined article placement, outreach to 
specialty media and in-flight magazines, will also be used in these markets. 

Tler--lhree Market Tactics 
Outreach within Tier-Three countries will be minimal. However, for markets that may 
be Important to the $100 program (those that will fall In higher tiers) but fall In the 
Tier Three category for the $5, Burson-Marsteller strongly suggests that Its In
country teams be able to continue to engage and maintain relationships with the 
stakeholders, central banks and embassies. 

In markets that have Burson-Marsteller In-country teams engaged, all activities from 
the Tier Two category wlll be conducted with the exception of the following: 

• Milestone events will be leveraged through press release and press kit 
distribution only. 

• Training seminars will not be conducted, currency education wlll only be 
available through availability of electronic materials. 

• Banknote E-newsletter will be neither customized nor translated for these 
markets. 

In markets where ln-<:auntry teams are not engaged, activities will be limited to 
availability of electronic translated materials and translated press release 
distribution via PR newswire. 

International Management Structure 
Burson-Marsteller's office in Washington, D.C. will lead the strategy and program 
management for all International outreach. Burson-Marsteller's in-country teams 
and partners, who have established excellent relationships with embassies, central 
banks, stakeholders and media, and have an in-<fepth understanding of the 
program, will continue to Implement the programs within target markets. 

For any new market, Burson-Marsteller will use its existing global network of offices 
and affiliates to support the program. Depending on the final number of target 
markets and their respective tiers, Burson-Marsteller will explore the possibility of 
creating a multiple hub system, wherein regional Burson-Marsteller offices/ partners 
will serve as central communication/ facilitation points for all information pertaining 
to the program. 
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Burson-Marsteller would like to note that It has In-market representation in the 
likely-new markets highlighted by FR, Including In Africa, CIS countries and the 
Middle East. 

Milestones 
Please see the attached tlmellne. 

Measurement 
As noted in the "Research and Measurement" section of this plan, benchmark 
surveys are recommended In Russia, Peru and South Korea, to be followed up with 
tracking surveys at the conclusion of the program. These will demonstrate progress 
made throughout the course of the program In these three countries. 

In addition, Burson-Marsteller will gauge output resulting from the International 
program. These will Include: 

• Number of stakeholder/businesses reached in International markets through 
training seminars, materials distribution other tactics 

• Media Impressions (Burson-Marsteller has explored the option of sub
contracting a global media monitoring service for the program. However, 
given the limited reach of these agencies, and the prohibitive costs, Burson
Marsteller recommends continuing to leverage Its In-market network for 
ongoing media monitoring.) 

• Number of International visitors to - and the number of International 
materials downloaded from - the Web site 
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Executive Summary 
Initial Research and Recommendations 

$5 Note and $100 Note 
Public Education and Awareness Program 

Tuesday,June12,2007 
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Contract award 
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• Research is early in the Program 

On-site machine vendors testing ((l)WCF) 

Test deck$ to CTO 
Rnal design. front of note, to OEX 

Anal desi(n, back of note, to OEX . 
Design unveiling 
! 

Begin prod $5 (WCf - 1 prod Une) 

Test <leeks to 
mactune vendors 

Begin prod $5 (WCF - 2 prod lines) 

Begin Shipping $5 to FRB 

Issue $5 note 
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On.site testing 
for vendors 

Public annooncemert 

Flnal note 
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Test ctecks to macnlne vendors 
Design un"9il111g 
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Timing: 

Audience: 

Methodology: 

Interviews: 

-or .,,,...,.,. 0,r--TI----;::::;=:::=====------

May 7-16, 2007 

U.S. Consumers, Minorities, Cash Handlers and Bank Tellers 

14 90-Minute Focus Groups 

St. Louis 
Cash Handlers and Bank Tellers 6 May7 

General Population 8 Maya 

Chicago Minorities 7 Maya 

Cash Handlers and Bank Tellers 8 Mays 

General Population 8 May 14 

Los Angeles Minorities 8 May 14 

Cash Handlers and Bank Tellers 7 May 14 

General Population 8 May 15 

Phoenix Minorities 8 May 15 

Cash Handlers and Bank Tellers 7 May15 

General Population 8 May 16 

New York Minorities 6 May 16 
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• Overall, there are more similarities than differences across audiences: 

Limited More Frequent More Frequent 

High but can't name High can accurately High can accurately 
which denomination name denominations name denominations 

TV, newspaper, word of TV news, print materials, Employer, government, 
mouth customers print materials, training 

Major Problem Major Problem Major Problem 

Not theirs Not theirs 
Theirs to protect 

themselves and business 1 < 
0 
r -

Rare I Sometimes I Frequent 
'1J 
Q) 

Detector pen, feeling the <O 
CD 

texture of the bills, and 
__.. 

1 
Detector pen and feeling I (j) 

Touch and Look looking for the 
(j) 

0 the texture of the bills watermark and security -~ 
(j) 

thread (J1 
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• Participants used the following words to describe key features: 
Water spot, Shading, Hidden Face, Shadow Stripe, Strip, Bar, Thread 

~ Squiggly, Half Number, Split image, Partial, Reverse Print, 
i:ii Denominational Watermark, Broken Snake, Serpentine 

~ 

Color Shift, Color Change, Iridescent, 
Metallic, Hologram 

(' ~ Hologram, Motion, 
Illusion, Strip, 
Ribbon, 
Broken Bar, 
Animated, Woven, 
Braided, Stripe, 
Foil, Liberty Bells, 
Laced, 3-D 
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Rank Internal 
Name 

1 
Motion 
Feature 

2 Split Image 

Security 
3 

Thread 

4 Tilt and Hide 

5 
Portrait 

Watermark 

-,~ ;-... r-~~~--.-------.-~· 

Feature Strengths Weaknesses 

F: A wide colored plastic strip with small liberty bells is 
• Interesting •Too complicated woven into the paper. When you tilt the bill up and down 

or left and right, the bells move, looking Hke they are • DiffrcuJt to replicate a Costly 
"ringing." 

H: Part of an image is printed on the face of the bill while 
•Interesting the remainder is printed on the back. When you hold the 

• Easy to replicate 
bill up to the light, the two images are visually ' • Easy to use 
interconnected. t 

J: A thin strip or thread that runs up and down through • Difficult to replicate 
the paper that says what denomination it is when you •Nothing new 
hold it up to the light. • Easy to use 

,' 
' ~ 

G: A large, patriotic image on the front of the bill, which • Interesting · Could be difficult 
seems to disappear and reappear when you tilt the bill up to observe 
and down. • Difficult to replicate 

" 

A : A watermark, or faint image, in the paper that is 
•Easyto use 

similar to the large portrait on the bill and is visible when • Difficult to replicate •Nothing new 
you hold the bill up to the light. • Familiar f. • 
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Internal Rank 
Name 

6 
Symbols of 

Freedom 

7 OVI 

Low Vision 
8 Feature 

Numeric 
9 

Watermark 

Small 
10 Denomination 

Numbers 

Feature 

• • 

E: Each denomination has its own set of images, 
such as the American flag, American eagle, Liberty 
Bell or Statue of Liberty torch printed on the face of 
the bill. Both a larger and smaller image is typlcaJly 
featured. 

I: A number representing the denomination of the 
currency in the bottom right comer of the bill that 
changes color when you tilt it at different angles. 

C: The denomination number in the lower right comer 
on the back of the bill is enlarged to be easily read in 
low-light areas or by people with poor vision. 

B: A watermark, or faint image, of a large number 
matching the b~l's value rather than an image of the 
large portrait on the bill. 

D: Small, very light denomination numbers are 
scattered across the face and/or back of the bill. 

c 

Strengths 

. 
• Interesting 

' 

• Easy to use 

• Difficult to 
replicate 

· Useful for the 
visually impaired 

• Easier to 
distinguish from 

portrait 
watermarks 

• Difficult to 
replicate 

• Already on bills 

I 
I 

Weaknesses 
c· 

• Difficult to 
remember 

'· 
• Easy to replicate 

"Color differences 
. difficult to tell 

.. Easy to replicate 

•Not so much a 
security feature 

.. Nothing new 

. 

•Not easily 
noticeable 

· Easy to replicate 
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• The messaging for the communications program needs to: 

);;> Show consumers that they need to protect themselves from loss by 
authenticating their notes 

);;> Emphasize quick, easy and effortless authentication techniques 

);;> Be attention-grabbing with a positive tone 

~ 
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Rank Message Strengths Weaknesses 

J: New U.S. $100 bills will have something never before seen on U.S. •Catchy slogan 
•Cheesy 

1 currency - a strip woven into the paper. When you "Tip the Strip," the ·Not serious 
Liberty Bells "ring." "If the bells don't ring, it's not the real thing." . • Clear -

enough . . . 
H: The redesigned $100 bill will contain some unique new features, such as .. 

a strip covered with Liberty Bells that appear to move or ring when you tilt 
•Catchy slogan •Too much to 2 the bill, images that appear and disappear when the bill is tilted and images 

at the end check 
that come together when you hold the bill up to the light. Be smart: know 
your money. . . 

•Attention-
' A: If you get a counterfeit bill, the government and the banks will not grabbing; J 
~ 

3 reimburse you. Don't get stuck with worthless bills. Learn how to check for Motivating QT oo negative 
counterfeits to protect yourself, your neighbors, and our economy. 

•To-the-point 

K: To check new redesigned $100 bills to make sure they are genuine, the 

4 
U.S. Treasury advises that you "Make it Move." New features - a strip 

•catchy slogan 
aToo much to 

covered with liberty bells and a disappearing/reappearing bell - that are hard check 
for counterfeiters to duplicate can be seen by tilting the note back and forth. -

C: The advancement of technology including advanced computers, 
11 Positive and 
informative "Cumbersome 

5 scanners, and ink-jet printers is making it easier for counterfeiters to create language 
counterfeit bills. Be safe, not sorry; learn how to check your money for fakes. •Catchy slogan 

G: The U.S. Treasury has stepped up its combat against counterfeiters with •Positive ~': 
.. 

' 6 the introduction of more complex, high-tech features. Learn the ones you · Too broad 
can easily use to check for fakes. •Clear ' -
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Rank I Message 

• • 

D: People often want to be discreet about checking money to avoid 

7 1 
alarming the person who just gave them the bill. The latest anti-
counterfeit features such as the liberty bells that seem to be ringing 
allow you to be subtle when doing so. 

I: Many counterfeiting techniques are so advanced that it is fairly 
easy to fool someone who casually examines their currency. The 

Strengths I 

•Clear 
•Relevant to I 
businesses 

8 I security features that have been added to the redesigned U.S. bills I aThought-provoking I 
are reliable tools for checking your bills for authenticity. Don't get 
duped by a counterfeiter; know your money. 

F: Despite the combined efforts of stricter law enforcement, 

9 
improved security features and Increased public awaren-, 

1 counterfeiting still exists, so continue to be smart with your money I • Informative II 
and learn the key security features for your protection. 

E: On the next denominations to be redesigned, the large numeral 
in the bottom right-hand comer on the back of the bill will be 

• Important 
10 I enhanced to make it even easier to tall which denomination It is. 

information 
This helps when using bills in low-light areas and for people with 
impaired vision. 

B: Although old bills are eventually taken out of circulation when 

11 
redesigned bills are introduced, they will never be devalued. 

1 Every bill issued since 1861 is still redeemable today for its full 
a Reassuring 

face value. 

Weaknesses 

•Not motivating 

•Too long 

•Cumbersome 
language 

•Does not deter 
counterfeiting I 
•Not attention-

grabbing 

•Not motivating 

12 
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• Simple guidelines for creating effective communications that will: 
~ Increase awareness of counterfeiting and security features 

~ Promote authentication behavior among key audiences. 

Do Don't 
I- -----------· -----+-------------------------------t 
» Use an overall positive, informative tone 

»Begin with a message on personal loss 
and get right into how to protect 
yourself 

»Keep it simple, short, and catchy 

»Suggest easy follow-up steps 

> Use positive language like ''be smart", 
"authentic", "real", "genuine" 

>Illustrate scope of counterfeiting 
problem with statistics 

>Use scare tactics 

»Present irrelevant details or information 
that cannot be acted upon 

>Be overly serious that it becomes 
intimidating 

>Use negative language like "don't get 
duped", "fake'", "counterfeit bill" 

13 
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Timing: May 2-17, 2007 

Audience: Stakeholders in Financial Institutions, Business or Law Enforcement 
in Hong Kong and South Korea 

Methodology: In-Depth Phone Interviews 

Interviews: 

Business Stakeholders 
Hong Kong* 

Law Enforcement Stakeholders 

TOTAL 

Financial Institution Stakeholders 

South Korea 
Business Stakeholders 

Law Enforcement Stakeholders -
TOTAL 

•For the purpose of this report, Hong Kong is relemJd fO, 
Hong Kong Special Administrative Region of the People 

4 

2 

20 

13 

5 

2 
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• While flow of U.S. currency into Hong Kong and South Korea is high, 
it is mainly used by businesses, travelers, and tourists. 

"Businesses. Companies. Multinational trade 
companies use it most." 

~ -Hon5 srakehotder _ __ _ 
- 7'1 . 

''I guess people may use U.S. notes to pay for 
hotels or make purchases in duty-free 

shops." - Hong Kong Stakeholder 

"People use U.S. dollars more for overseas 
trips than use it within the country. 1' 

- South Korean Stakeholder 

"Of course Americans use it most ... Many 
tourists from different countries also use U.S. 

dollars too." - South Korean Stakeholder 
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• Both countries continue to have strong confidence in U.S. currency 
and close economic ties with the U.S. 

''Confidence in the stability Of 1U.S. currency 
is high. 'If It Is not stable, Hong Kong dollars 

J'- ' ~ {!, 

would' not be linked up with-U.S. dollar$." 
- Hong Kong Stakeholder 

"Because U.S. currency,, Is not just 'U.S.' 
cu"ency but it is rather an lntematiopal 

cu"ency, I think people have high 
confidence in it." 

- South Korean Stakeholder 

"United states is still one of the major-export 
destinations. Besides;. there are a lot of us .. 

companies In HK." 
, •. . .. Hong Kong Stakeholder 

"I .,think U.S. pla_ys quite an important part in 
- ·Korea's economy. We .. highly depend on t!Je 
imports and exparts .... and depend on the U.S. 

.. economy." - South Korean Stakeholder-
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• Stakeholders in both Hong Kong 
and South Korea seem highly 
interested in learning about the 
redesigned $5 and $100 notes. 

"Our trontline staff need ._to., lmow..,.tl)e,_n~rJ! 
design. I .would like to know Joo. ·this wiil be' 

helpful when I travel to the ~tes." 
- Hong Kong1Stak!lholderi 

"We•a19 Interested to find out tire new featuriis in 
the.,redesigned notes. · We need-·taleam more, 

because we have to avoid fake notes." 
- Hong Kong·Stakeliotdei 

"I'm interested in how it will 10064 and as I have to 
take them 11_t the hotel, It would • .gtXfCI· to~c!Jeck 
it before it Circulates." - South Korea 'Stakeholder 

"We have to exclumge p.1rrencies'aqd'havi 'i'cto 
identify if there is any counterfeit n()fe ••. So 

we're v._ezy:. much interested:,,, 
- South.Korea Stakeholder 
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Research results indicate that neither South Korea nor 
Hong Kong have a profile that neatly fits into the 
Three-Tiered approach. 

» Large commercial use of notes in tourism sector 

)> Low general consumer use of notes, except for travel 

)> Consumers may keep USO, but in electronic form 

» Other business use is primarily electronic, not notes < 
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Timing: May 1, 2007 - May 22, 2007 

Audience: General Consumers in ten countries 

Methodology: Mix of quantitative phone and in-person interviews in each 
country 
1- --~--· ~-- - --·~ . -.. ,,.,. 
v~ ... Interviews: 

Russia 

Ukraine 150 +/- 8 .00°/o 

Kazakhstan 150 +/- 8 .00°/o 
Peru 172 +/- 7.47°/o 

Uruguay 150 +/- 8.00o/o 

China 160 +/- 7.75°/o < 
0 

Philippines 150 +I- a.00°10 r 
-

Turkey 154 +/- 7.90% -0 
I).) 

Angola 167 +/- 7.58°/o 
cc 

<1> 
...... 

UAE 150 +/- 8.00% CX> ...... 
0 ---..J 
en 
01 

•Margin of Error at 95% Significance Level 



.--....., 

• However, a majority of those in the Ukraine, Uruguay, and Angola 
own U.S. notes. 

22 
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• Personal use of U.S. notes is highest in 
Angola, Ukraine, Uruguay, Peru, Russia, 
and Kazakhstan. 

China (12%) 

Philippines (11%) 

75% 

50% 

<J';!Jauruguay (50°.4) 

Peru (47%) ,, 
Russia (45%) 

Kazakhstan (40%) 

Turkey (37o/o) 

3 'iJAE(33%) 

:' . Average Usage Across Larger Denominations 
($20, $50, and $100 notes) 

% Saying Use (Always +Often +Sometimes) 

-
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• Decreases were due to more stable home currency or because U'~S. 
dollars were perceived as decreasing in value. 

Remain Same 

Turkey (so%) 

Has your use of U.S. currency increased, decreased or 
remained about the same during the past two years or so? 
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• However, the Ukraine, Uruguay and Angola prefer U.S. currency. 
)o>- The general population of the Ukraine and Uruguay keep physical U.S. notes as 

savings whereas those in Angola deposits them in banks. 

Ukraine 

Uruguay~ 
Kazakhstan liiiiiil 

Peru 

Angola 

Russia 

Turkey 

Philippines 

UAE 

China 

Your country's currency 

28% 

29% 

60% 

I sn. .. 

25% 

I 68% -

47% 

I 18% -

I 63% ·-

I 880/o . I 

::-::; 

·~ l::' 

Generally 
speaking, do 
you.prefer to 

ryave your 
. . ? savings m .. .. 

'.: % saying their country's 
currency, % saying 

•~ • 1.j_._S. currency 

25 
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• The highest levels of confidence in the stability of U.S. currency is in 
the Ukraine, the Philippines and Uruguay. 

Using a scale of 1 to 10 where 1 means no confidence: at all and · 
10.means a great deal of confidence, how much confidence 
would yo~ say you have 1n the stability o.f U.S. currency? .. · 

51% 

40% 40% 

33% 34% 
30% 

25% 26'% 

53% 

~~ ~~ 
I!:'"' 

/ 
~-~ lt-e-\ 

"~ 
~~· s• 

<=' ~.::/' 
# .. ,. ~"' ~~ 

~· ~~~ 
~~ I "lo Saying 7 - 10 I 

67"/o 

'§'f> 

~~~ 
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• More than half of respondents in the Philippines, Angola, Uruguay, 
Kazakhstan and Peru say that counterfeiting is a major problem. 

. -
Do .you think the .amount of counterleit U.S. _currency in your 
countryis ·a major problem, minor problem or not aproblem? 

. .Phina (35%) C:'··Ukraine (50% ~"·J Kazakhstan (69%) 

=1 

.. m.a H - ~

Russia (46%) _ . _ Peru (S5%) 

~ . m "·:~.· ,, ~i 
~ - ~-' 

Angola (72%) 

tJ 
' 
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• Peru, Uruguay, Russia, Ukraine, Kazakhstan, and especially Angola 
think it is likely they will get a counterfeit U.S. note. 

)- Perhaps because thev use U.S. currencv the most 

Likely that I mifJhf receive a liuf·---,--~- "'.wll ' 

counterfeit note ... . 

•Angola (85%) 
•Kazakhstan (84%) 
•Ukraine (78%) 
•Russia (70%) 
•Uruguay (67%) 
•Peru(65%) 
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• However Peru, Uruguay and especially Angola are highly concerned. 
Jo> Impression that old notes will be worlh less once the redesigned notes are issued. 

How concerned are you that changes are being made to the design of $100 U.S. note? 
% Saying Concerned 

UAE (27%) 

Kazakhstan (23%) 

Ukraine c22%}~ 

Turkey (13%- / 

Russia (9%) iii\~ 

China (42%) 

El Peru (57%) 

·r;~ 

~Uruguay (68o/o) 

.. Angola csrA>) 
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• Results Snapstiot 
~ Countries ranked high most consistently across factors were Ukraine, Uruguay, 

Kazakhstan, Peru, Angola and Russia. 
~ Philippines and Turkey were somewhat lower. 
~ UAE and China were consistently lower. 

Ukraine High (65%) High (67%) Major (50%) 

Uruguay High (50%) Moderate (51 %) Major (72%) 

Kazakhstan High (40%) Low (26%) Major (69%) 

Peru High (47%) Low (30%) Major (65%) 

Angola High (93%) Moderate (40%) Major (72%) 

Russia High (45%) Moderate (40%) Major (46%) 

Turkey Moderate (37%) Low(33%) Major (70%) 

Philippines Low (11%) Moderate (53%) Major (89%) 

UAE Moderate (33%) Low(25%) Split (33%) 

China I Low (12%) Low (34%) Split (35%) 

High (71%) Low (22%) 

High (72%) High (68%) 

High (82%) Low(23%) 

High (74%) High (57%) 

High (91%) High (87%) 

High (66%) Low (9°1'>) 

Low (33%) Low (13%) 

High (69%) Low (31%) 

Low(39%) Low (27%) 

Low(29%) Moderate (42%) 

•Note: There ere other ssp«:ts of the program (such •• cost IJIJd fetlsibility) thst must also be taken lntD account before this ranking is finalized. 
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Tier 
1 

Tier 
2 

Tier 
3 

Countries in which educational 
outreach is considered essential. 

Countries in which educational 
outreach is considered very important 
but not critical. 

Countries in which educational 
outreach is helpful but not critical. 

•In-country large events 

•In-language hard copy materials 

• Key officials visit country 

• Earned and paid media 

• Spokespersons may travel to country if 
an opportunity presents itself 

• In-language hard copy materials 

• Earned media 

• No in-country events 

• No in-person media outreach 

• Stakeholders driven to web site for 

downloading printer-friendly in-language 

materials 
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Tier 
1 

Tier 
2 

Tier 
28 

Tier 
3 

Countries in which educational 
outreach is considered essential. 

Countries in which educational 
outreach is considered very important 
but not critical. 

Countries in which educational 
outreach to select stakeholder 
audiences is important. 

Countries in which educational 
outreach is helpful but not critical. 

k"-~-------------~----f\ __ _ 

• In-country large events 

• In-language hard copy materials 

• Key officials visit country 

• Earned and paid media 

• Spokespersons may travel to country if 
an opportunity presents itself 

•In-language hard copy materials 

• Earned media 

• No in-country events 

• No in-person media outreach 

• Outreach to select stakeholders 

• Earned media in regional and select publications 

• No in-country events 

• No in-person media outreach 

• Stakeholders driven to web site for 

downloading printer-friendly in-language 

materials 34 
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• Initial Primary Research is Key Input 
~ But it is just one input of many 

Other information that contributed to tier recommendations: 

./ FR data and recommendations including payments and receipts, flow 
and qualitative input 

./ USSS data and recommendations 

./ Reports (ICAP, National Research Council) 

./ Burson-Marsteller worldwide offices 

./ Treasury International Economists and State Department Officials 

35 
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Tier 1 I Kazakhstan, Peru*, Russia*, Ukraine, Uruguay* 

Tier 2 I Angola, Canada, Colombia, Ecuador, Kenya, Mexico, Panama, Philippines, Turkey, 
Vietnam 

Tier 28 I Azerbaijan, Hong Kong, Japan, Singapore, South Korea 

Tier 3 I Argentina, Bolivia, Botswana, Chile, China, Costa Rica, Dominican Republic, Egypt, 
El Salvador, Germany, Indonesia, Israel, Italy, Jordan, Lebanon, Libya, Malaysia, 
Mozambique, Nigeria, Paraguay, Portugal, Saudi Arabia, Spain, Switzerland, Taiwan, 
Thailand, UAE, United Kingdom, Uzbekistan 

*Recommended country selections, international focus groups 

36 
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• Region: Asia 

I . Azerbaijan 1 4/NA NA 2 NA NA 2B 
2. China 1 NAJ2 1 NA 2or3 3 3 

3. Hong Kong 2 4/1 1 2B 2or3 2B 2B 
4. Indonesia 1/3 4f3 NA NA NA NA 3 

5. Japan 1/3 2f3 NA NA 2Bor3 NA 2B 
6. Kazakhstan 1 1/NA NA NA I 1 1 

7. Malaysia NA NAJNA 3 NA NA NA 3 

8. Philippines 1/3 NAJ2 NA NA 1 2 2 
9. Russia I Ill 1 NA 1 1 1 
10. Singapore 1 NAJ3 1 NA 28 NA 2B I < 

0 
11. South Korea 1(3 I 1/NA I NA I NA I 3 I 2B I 2B I r 

12. Taiwan 2 I 4/NA I 1 I 2Bor3 I NA I NA I 3 I 'lJ 
D.> 

I 

I I I I I I 
3 I 

<.C 
13. Thailand 1/3 NAJ3 2 NA NA NA (t) 

...... 
14. UJaaine I 1 l/NA NA NA 1 1 1 

(() 
-....J 
0 

15. Uzbekistan I 1 I 4/NA I NA I NA I NA I NA I 3 I --....J 

16. Vietnam I 1/3 I NA/3 I NA I NA I NA I NA I 2 I 
(j) 
01 

37 
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• Region: Americas 

17. Argentina NA 2 NA 3 

18. Bolivia NA 1 NA 3 

19. Canada 2 4/3 NA NA NA NA 2 
20. Chile NA NA/NA 3 NA NA NA 3 

21. Colombia NA NA/NA 1 NA 1 OR2 NA 2 

22. Costa Rica NA NA/NA 2 NA NA NA 3 

23. Dominican 3 NA/3 3 NA 2 NA 3 
Republic --
24. Ecuador I 3 

I 
NA/3 

I 
2 

I 
NA I 1 or2 I NA 

I 
2 I < 

25. El Salvador I 3 0 
r 
-

26. Mexico I 2 I NA/1 I 1 I NA I 20R3 I NA I 2 I -0 
I).) 
cc 

27. Panama I NA I NA/3 I 2 I NA I 2 I NA I 2 I <1> 
...... 

I 
c.o 

28. Paraguay 3 NA/3 NA 2or3 NA NA 3 a:> 

I Q. 
29. Peru 1 NA/NA 1 NA 1 1 1 --..J 

en 
30. Uruguay I NA I NA/NA I 1 I NA I 1 I 1 I 1 I 01 
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• Region: Middle East 

31. Egypt 113 NA/2 NA NA 30R2B NA 3 

32. Israel 1/3 4/NA NA NA NA NA 3 
33. Jordan 113 NA/3 NA NA NA NA 3 

34.Lebanon 113 NA/3 NA NA NA NA 3 

35. Libya 113 2!NA NA NA NA NA 3 

36. Saudi Arabia 113 3/NA NA NA NA NA 3 

37. Turkey 1 NA/I 2 NA 1 2 I 2 

38. UAE 1 NA/2 NA NA 20R3 3 I 3 
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Region: Africa 

39. Angola 2 3/NA NA NA 1 2 2 

40. Botswana 2 SeeUK NA NA 3 NA 3 
41. Kenya 2 See UK NA 2 2 NA 2 

42. Mozambique 2 See UK NA NA NA NA 3 
43. Nigeria 2 See UK NA NA UNCLEAR NA 3 

• Region: Europe 

44.Germany I NA I 3/NA I 1 I NA I NA I NA I 3 . < 
45. Italy NA NA/NA 2 NA NA NA 3 0 

r 
-

46. Portugal NA NA/NA 1 NA NA NA 3 
'1J 

I I I I I I I I 
Q) 

47. Spain NA NA/NA 2 NA NA NA 3 <O 
CD 

48. Switzerland I NA I 1/2 I 1 I NA I NA I NA I 3 I N 
0 
0 

49. UK I NA I 1/3 I 1 I NA I 3 I NA I 3 I 0 -~ 
O'> 
(J1 
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• Counterfeit currency 

•Consumers 
indifferent to learning 

about notes' security 
features (domestic 
US) 

•Regular redesign of 
U.S. currency 

• Public education 
that empowers 
consumers and 
cash-handlers 

• Help consumers 
and cash-handlers 
learn how to 
authenticate 

a) Easy-to-use 
security features 

b) Articulate that 
consumers and 
cash-handlers 
will be at a loss if 
they receive a 
counterfeit. 

42 
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Story 

Sounds 

Like ... 

In order to stay ahead of 
counterfeiting, the U.S. 

government is 

redesigning our cash 
more regularly. 

New $5 and $100 notes are 
in the works to make it 
harder for would-be 

counterfeiters. 

A redesigned $5 note will 
circulate next spring and 
will include a non-portrait 
watermark and security 
thread. 

The $100 note will follow; 
it will have new/advanced 
features, in addition to the 
watermark, security 
thread and color-shifting 
ink. 

Help protect yourself by 
learning the easy-to-use 
security features. 

43 
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• Next Steps, Research and Message Creation 

Action 

Message Track Creation 

Country selections (3), international focus groups 

Message Track Approval (through $5 note Unveiling) 

Tier Feedback 

International Focus Groups - Book facilities 

Materials - Language selection 

International country teams identification 

International Focus Groups - Field work 

Timeline 

Wednesday, June 13 

Week of June 18 

Week of June 18 

Week of June 25 

Week of July 2 

Week of July 9 

Week of July 9 

Week of July 16 
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U.S. Focus Groups 
Research Results 

for the $5 Note and $100 Note 
Public Education and Awareness Program 

Tuesday, June 12, 2007 
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Timing: 

Audience: 

Methodology: 

Objectives: 

Surveys: 
Locations 
Audiences 
Sample Sizes 
Dates 

,,,........., 

May 7-16, 2007 

U.S. Consumers, Minorities, Cash Handlers and Bank Tellers 
14 90-Minute Focus Groups 

Explore reactions to feature changes to the new $5 and $100 bills* 
and possible themes and messages for the $5 and $100 
communications program 

St. Louis 
General Population 8 May7 
Cash Handlers and Bank Tellers 6 May7 

General Population 8 Maya 

Chicago Minorities 7 Maya 
Cash Handlers and Bank Tellers 8 Mays 

General Population 8 May14 

Los Angeles Minorities 8 May14 

Gash Handlers and Bank Tellers 7 May14 

General Population 8 May15 

Phoenix Minorities 8 May15 

Cash Handlers and Bank Tellers 7 May 15 

General Population 8 May16 

New York Minorities 6 May 16 

Cash Handlers and Bank Tellers 7 May16 

•The term "bills" (rather than "notes" or "banknotes") is used with U.S. research as it is more commonly understood and referenced by U.S. respondents 2 
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• Key Findings 
• Currency Attitudes and Behavior Among 

General Consumers 
• Currency Attitudes and Behavior Among Cash 

Handlers/Bank Tellers 
• Features of Redesigned $10, $20, and $50 Bills 
• Features on the New $100 Bill 
• Messages 
• Education Program 
• Appendix 

~ General Attitudes toward U.S. Currency 
~ Ratings - Features 
~ Ratings - Messages 
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• Consumers seldom use $100 bills. 
):i- However due to the high value and obscurity of $100 bills in mainstream usage, 

consumers tend to pay more attention to the authenticity of these bills. 
<> 

~-· ...... ~· , 

• Among consume~s, general awareness of chang~I ~~g~. ·cti!_})ncy is high 
and changes to bills are seen as necessa~~o·'Geter collmerfemng. 

>:- Most learned about past changes thr~u~h.['1~~~sfl_,~per.s, or word of mouth. 
--' ~ \\'\: ... ~~ ~~-.· l··ll~ 

~1. 'mi.~'. A \ ~ .. \k\ ~ , '."\. ~ ~ ~'~ ¥'~ 

• Consumers view counterfeiting. as a maj9r problem for the country but few 
are personally conc~rne~)iabo.altjt:·~"' 

~,. ...... , 1.--1 
~>o.. 'f I Ii. ~~ • A~ 
~, -~, , "\_ ..... rt~- 'tC........_ "C::'.,.~w 

~"!£,.. .Th-TI:''\ .., '''. .. ~· 

• Few consumers think it iS'their responsibility to authenticate their bills and 
/' L - \ < !<•, # 

rarely cf.ieck 'hel~ills for counterfeits. 
>:- Most say~,,pthenticatlng is the responsibility of the government, banks, or 

businesses. 
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• Cash handlers and bank tellers see $100 bills more often than do consumers. 
~ Cash Handlers and bank tellers pay special attention to the authen,icity of this 

denomination. ~...... ..t- ~ .,.,. a .r.~ ... (,il "ii' 

• Cash handlers and bank tellers seem better informe~6o~t:recent changes to 
the design of U.S. bills than consumers.,, ., r~. ~\ ~,i::"-;~~1 ~ . . 
~ Many ~ere made .a"!'are of these chanf/$~"'"~'9}1'9elr emplo!er.,,f'!::._the form of pnnt 

matenals and tra1n1ng program_~- h.i..t .. '~l 'C~ . .... r.. ~,~ ·~1 
• Cash handlers and ban~-;.m11ir5'e~f'~~nterfeiting ~~4~).i'rsue. 

~ Perhaps becauseJgq ~ounte~counterfeit.q,ills ~o!~n c onsumers. 
.. t;i ,;. A . .,,& 

L' ~ .l.m,:!llt- . ~ \.. "P ..r\ •• < .. ~~ !!"- ,,.....,~ 

• Cash hapdl~r;~,nCl~)lnk tellers .Jlave.~iffe~:perspectives on whose 
responsibility;ir--rs to authentic~e bills, which is manifested in the varying 

" ""' " u-degrees of authenticatiq~*-f(eque,n,cy. 
~ Bank tellers che~ck fheifff,,11/s..if;gUlarly and feel it is part of their job whereas many 

cash handleTS'Cfa .. n~.Jcno'w what to look for to authenticate bills and expect other 
parties to be 1_e,sppnsible (such as the individual, security at their store, etc.). 

~ Many cash handlers and some bank tellers have not received formal training on 
checking bills, especially in larger department stores and small banks. 

• This suggests additional outreach is needed to larger retailers and community banks. 

• Common methods of authentication include: counterfeit detector pen, feeling 
the texture of the bills, and looking for the watermark and security thread. 6 
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Despite high awareness of recent changes to the design of bills, all 
audiences have trouble naming new features. 
~ Color is the most frequently cited change. 

• Messaging should continue to move people beyond color to focus on specific security features. 
~ Unaided, the small percentage of people across audiences that check their bills 

rely mostly on the texture of the bill or hold it up to the light to look for the 
watermark or the security thread. 

All audiences respond well to the motion strip and split image features on 
the 1,000 Swedish Kronor bill, and think they are good security features to 
include in the new $100 bill. 
~ However, some individuals had difficulty viewing the motion strip and said that it 

bothered their eyes and was complicated to use. 
• Related messaging should leverage simple descriptions and easy to use instructions < 
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• Participants used the following words to describe key features: 

Security 
Thread 

Watermark 

OVI 

Motion Strip 

Split Image 

Stripe, Strip, Bar, Thread 

Water spot, Shading, Hidden Face, Shadow 

Color Shift, Color Change, Iridescent, Metallic, Hologram 

Motion, Illusion, Strip, Broken Bar, Ribbon, Hologram, Animated, Woven, 
Braided, Stripe, Liberty Bells, Foil, 3-0, Laced 

Squiggly, Half Number, Split image, Partial, Reverse Print, Denominational 
Watermark, Broken Snake, Serpentine 
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• All audiences express high levels of interest in the motion strip, tilt and hide, 
and split image. 
~ The security thread and watermark also resonate. 

• All audiences recognize and accept the fact that they are not privy to all of 
the security features on a bill. 
~ Publicizing all the features would allow counterfeiters access to information that 

could be misused. 
• Attention- grabbing positive messages that suggest easy follow-up action 

best persuade all audiences to learn about the security features on 
redesigned bi I ls. 
~ These messages contain a memorable call to action by using catchy phrases such 

as "If the bells don't ring, it's not the real thing" and "Make It Move," or "Tip the 
strip" (note: final tag/Ines to be developed) 

~ A gentle warning that they will not be reimbursed for any personal loss due to 
counterfeiting was seen as motivating. 

• Less successful messages are perceived as irrelevant or lack motivating 
power. 
~ Including messages that focus on the permanent value of old bills and the low 

vision feature. 
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• Consumers prefer to be informed about changes to the $5 and $100 bills by 
TV news, TV ads, online, and materials in places they frequent (such as banks, 
the post office, grocery store, etc.). 

J;:i- Given their relationship with money, bank tellers and cash handlers also expect 
training materials and video. 

J;:i- Suggested spokespeople include a wide range of celebrities (Including Oprah and 
Suzie Orman), government officials (like Secretary of Treasury), and an average 
person like them. 

• The messaging for the communications program needs to: 
J;:i- Communicate very simple ideas 
~ Show consumers that they need to protect themselves by authenticating their bills 
~ Emphasize authentication techniques that are quick, easy and effortless 

10 
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• Overall, there are more similarities than differences across audiences 
although cash handlers and bank tellers have a higher usage of $100, are 
more aware of past changes and more likely to authenticate bills they receive 
compared to consumers. 

Limited More Frequent More Frequent 

High, but can't name which High, can accurately name High, can accurately name 
denomination denominations denominations 

TV, newspaper, word of TV news, print materials, Employer, government, print 
mouth customers materials, training 

Major Problem, but rarely I Major Problem, see them I Major Problem, see them 
see one sometimes sometimes 

Not theirs I Not theirs I Theirs to protect themselves 
and business 

Rare I Sometimes I Frequent 

detector pen, feeling the 
I detector pen and feeling the j texture of the bills, and 

Touch and Look 
texture of the bills looking for the watermark 

and security thread 
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• Below are some simple guidelines that can help in creating effective 
communications to increase awareness of counterfeiting and security 
features and promote authentication behavior among consumers as well as 
cash handlers and bank tellers. 

~Use a positive and informative tone 

~Begin with a message on personal loss 
and get right into how to protect 
yourself 

~Keep it simple, short, and catchy 

»-Suggest easy follow-up steps 

»- Use positive phrasing like "be smart", 
"authentic", "rear', "genuine" 

~Illustrate scope of counterfeiting 
problem with statistics 

»- Use scare tactics 

»-Present irrelevant details or 
information that cannot be acted upon 

»- Provide too much detail about too 
many things 

»-Be overly serious that it becomes 
intimidating 

~Use negative phrasing like "don't get 
duped", "fake"', "counterfeit bill" 
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• Consumers rarely use $100 bills but do pay more attention to them. 
)> Most get $100 bills only for vacations or as gifts. 

• "When you're on vacation, you usually try to take big bills." - New York General Population 
• "I use them for presents. n - Los Angeles Minority 
• "Usually when I travel, that's what I go to the bank and get $100 bills." - Chicago General 

Population 

)> Because of the rarity and higher value of the $100 bill, consumers scrutinize it 
more. 

• "I think I do [look at it more], because it's ooo wow, I got a $100 bill. n - St. Louis General 
Population 

)> They notice that cash handlers tend to inspect $100 bills more or even do not 
accept them. 

• "It seems like they are looking at it more so, the hundreds, yes." - Phoenix Minority 
• "Mmm, hmm. They say we don't take them. There's a sign usually in most places. I don't 

know. It depends on where you go. You know some places you know in the hood, they don't 
take $100 bill." - Los Angeles Minority 
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• Most consumers are aware that U.S. currency has been redesigned but 
cannot accurately identify which denominations. 

• "I believe that the 5 has changed. " - Chicago General Population 
• "Tens, twenties, fifties, and hundreds" -Phoenix Genera/ Population 
• ·1 think, is it the hundred? trs been changed for awhile. But J thought they have all sorts of security marks on 

them now." - New York Minority 
• "Hundreds starting right now." - Los Angeles General Population 

~ Deterring counterfeiters and a need for updating our currency are the most 
common reasons given for these changes. 

• "To prevent counterfeiting." - Phoenix Minority 
• "The different shades would be harder to counterfeit. " - Phoenix General Population 
• "Because we have too many high tech copy machines." - Phoenix General Population 
• "They're changing the currency to help get rid of forgery." - Chicago General Population 

• Consumers generally like or are indifferent toward the redesigned bills. 
• ''Yeah I think they are cool looking." - Phoenix Minority 
• "They just look different. We had the old ones for so many years. Now we have a change, and they just look 

better." - Los Angeles General Population 
• "Personally it doesn't matter to me, at all. As long as the values are there." - New York General Population 
• "/don't plan to do any counterfeiting so I'm good." - New York Minority 

15 
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• The introduction of new bills caught many consumers by surprise. 
);;;> They often came across the new bills for the first time when they received them 

from their bank or A TM. 
• "It just happened to be in my change. And I was like oh, what is this." - Los Angeles Minority 
• "I don't think I knew, I think I just got it out of the A TM and you're like oh, guess this is new money." - St. Louis 

General Population 

);;;> And many were initially skeptical. 
• "People thought they were fake." - Phoenix Minority 
• "A lot of people thought it looked like Monopoly money." - Los Angeles General Population 
• "First time you saw them, you thought it was play money. I had to get used to it." - St. Louis General 

Population 

• Consumers who were aware of the changes in advance learned about them 
mostly through TV news, newspaper articles, or word of mouth. 

• "Like the Monday morning whenever a new bill came out I saw it on the news saying look for the new $20's in 
circulation, this is what it looks like." -New York General Population 

• 'There were articles in the newspapers about them and what the changes were, and the security issues, and 
things like that." - Phoenix General Population 

• "You hear about it. It was all over the news. They had the bills on there. So just the television." - Phoenix 
Minority 

• "Just through friends." - Phoenix Minority 
• "One of my friends had It, and he was like, 'Oh, look.' Then I was like I never heard anything about it." - Los 

Angeles General Population 
• "I learned about the new bills from friends, word of mouth." - St. Louis General Population 

16 
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Overall, consumers perceive counterfeiting as a major problem In our country . 
• "I think it is a big problem especialfy now with the new technology. n - New York Minority 
• "/ think there's probably more [counterfeiting) out there than people realize." - Phoenix General Population 
• "I think it's more common than we think, it's a real problem." - Chicago General Population 
• "Yes, especially with technology being so good, and with different types of printers you can fake it any way." 

- Chicago General Population 
» Counterfeiting seems more acute among minorities, possibly because of its greater 

prevalence in their communities. 
• Well I went into a convenience store and the lady behind the counter, they were looking at this bill, and they 

showed it to me. They said, look what they did. They cllpped the comers and ... that's real common. And you 
know, I have had that several times where I have seen it at different places. " - Phoenix Minority 

• "To me it's a huge problem. I have had a chance to observe It in the same cycle in the fast food business 
when I was a manager at White Castle. . .. It was very easy to counterfeit and some of my subordinates 
couldn't really tell the differences and sometimes the market didn't really have the means so it was becoming 
a problem with the constant changes. n - Chicago Minority 

However, only a small number of consumers have ever received counterfeit bills . 
• "Not that I know of. n - Phoenix General Population 
• "A few times. In a cash oriented business like a restaurant, I think 3 fake one hundreds. n - Los Angeles 

General Population 
• "I think if I had ever been affected by counterfeits I would think about it a lot more, but I have never been 

affected." - St. Louis General Population 
• "/ think, the issue of counterfeiting is a major issue, but for me personally no. " - St. Louis General Population 

When asked if consumers felt counterfeiting was linked to criminal activities, drug 
trafficking, money laundering, organized crime, and terrorism are all mentioned. 

• "I think because of the drug trafficking ... there is going to be a great deal more counterfeiting. n - Phoenix 
Minority 

• "Sure a ton of different criminal activities, drug dealing, mafia, money laundering." - Chicago General 
Population 

• "Counterfeiting is probably Jinked to te"orlsm and gambling." - St. Louis General Population 
17 
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• Consumers generally feel they are not responsible for checking their bills. 
• "I don't think It Is my job to figure out how to be an educated consumer for what do you call it. .. counterfeits. 11 

-

New York Minority 
• "/just never saw the relevance of it in my responsibility. You know, you hear about the changes, and you get 

one in change from a store, and it's like, 'Here's a new bl//, ' and you put It in your wallet and go about your 
day, spend it and get more. 11 

- Phoenix General Population 

~ Most place this responsibility on the government, banks, and businesses. 
• "Oh the government and the secret service do that all at the Treasury Department. They police it." - New 

York General Population 
• "I never look. I never check for counterfeits. Always the store does it for me when I buy something." - New 

York Minority 
• "I don 't think we really should be responsible, you know. To some degree ... /ike maybe more [for] banking, 

more [for] businesses ... because I know when I worked at a bank I was trained and I know when you work in 
handling money you are trained. 11 

- Phoenix Minority 
• "/ believe that it is the responsibility of the Federal Reserve to protect against counterfeits." - Chicago 

General Population 
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Given this lack of perceived responsibility, it is not surprising that 
consumers rarely check their bills except for larger denominations. 

• "/ don't sit there and analyze the bills I get when I withdraw them from the cash machine 
or when I get change ." - New York General Population 

• "I think a lot of people think that any money you get out of an ATM is good money." 
- Phoenix Genera/ Population 

• Well I don't want to sound crazy but up until tonight I have not really looked at bills 
that closely." - Phoenix Minority 

• "Yeah, I generally check the bigger bills, anything over $20." - St. Louis General Population 

~ 
~-~ ~~ 

~ They are probably more concerned about the security of their credit cards. 
• "People are much more concerned about identity theft and credit cards and things like that; everyday consumers are 

not really concerned whether or not they have fake money or not. 11 
- New York Minority 

~ Or they do not know how to check their bills. 
• "/ wouldn't know what to look for." - Phoenix General Population 
• "If it's a well done counterfeit, I don't think I would be able to tell anyway. n -Chicago General Population 
• "I wasn't sure what the difference [between authentic and counterfeit bills] was. 11 

- Chicago General Population 
• "/don't know all these different aspects of It. I know a few things for security purposes, but I don't know evel}I single 

thing to check for." - Los Angeles Minority 

~ This lack of knowledge was particularly acute among stay-at-home moms that have 
limited time on their hands. 

• "/just really honestly have never checked bills. I am a mom with 2 small kids that stays at home, so I honestly 
wouldn't know to hold [the bl/I] up [to check]." - St. Louis General Population 

• "I have a slightly different view, as a consumer, my perspective is, I have 2 small kids, and by the time I get to the 
store and to the checkout, I couldn't care less what was on that bill. I'm lucky to get it out of my wallet." - St. Louis 
General Population 19 
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• Tile small num6er of consumers that do check their bills for counterfeits 
either feel the bill or hold it up to the light. 

• 
• 
• 
• 

nThe texture of the paper and compare to one you think Is real." - New York General Population 
"You feel it in your hands. If there is no texture to it .. . you know.·- New York Minority 
"If you hold it to a light, you can see a certain color." - Phoenix General Population 
"You hold it up to the light. • - Los Angeles General Population 

)> Few know the proper name of security features. 
• "/think with the twenty they have a double head. If you hold it up to the light you see a double head or something. I mean you have to 

look for the little fine, like threads, in it.· - New York Minority 
• "Isn't there /Ike a bar across the bHI if you look at it in the light - like a line across it?" - New York Minority 

• "I'd look in the light. I know the new ones there's a ribbon on the side and the color; I think you're supposed to be able to see a face." 
- Phoenix General Population 

• "You can look at through the sun with looking for the strip." - Phoenix Minority 
• 'The strip Is big and the watermark." - Los Angeles General Population 
• "There is a strip you can hold up to check for authenticity on the $20 or $10." - Chicago Minority 
• "I would use the watermark, the face that you can see in the light." - Chicago General Population 

• Among consumers there are mixed opinions as to the importance of being 
subtle when authenticating bills. 

• "[/ would mind] N I'm standing In line, and there are people standing behind me going, 'That guy's a counterfeiter," and I'm not a 
counterfeiter, but it makes me feel like I am.' - Phoenix General Population 

• "If checking my bills stops those thugs, then more power to the cashiers. Whatever it takes.• - St. Louis General Population 
• "If they check it, why can't you check it in front of them and look it up in your light, you know? Who are you offending? You're 

protecting yourseff. " - New York General Population 

)> But some find it acceptable, depending on the context. 
• "It depends upon the location of town. If you are In a liquor store or something like that, you know, they are going to do that to a ten 

dollar bill." - Phoenix Minority 
• "/ think it depends on the situation, but retail stores, or restaurant/bars, it 's common. They take the money and check it if it's fifty or a 

hundred. Thafs just common practice. n - Los Angeles General Population 
20 
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• Cash handlers and bank tellers seem to come across $100 bills 
more often than consumers and check them more closely. 

• "I'd say {I see $100} a few times a week. n - Phoenix Cash Handler/Bank Teller 

• "If I'm counting a stack of $100s, I'll take a lot closer look at it; if it's $20s I put them in the bill 
counter. I have to hand count 50s and 1 OOs, but 20s I can put In the bill counter." - Chicago 
Cash Handler/Bank Teller. 

22 
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• Most Cash handlers and bank tellers are familiar with recent design 
changes to the $10, $20, and $50 bills, and can recall new features such as 
added color. 

• "Colors are different on each bill. n - New York Cash Handler/Bank Tel/er 
• "You can feel the little blue and red threads inside the bill, and then on most of the bills I know you can feel the 

coat or ridges. n - Phoenix Cash Hand/er/Bank Teller 
• "I know that they are doing a little bit of color on the $20s, its like a peach color, and there's going to be little 

20s on the bill. " -St. Louis Cash Handler/Bank Teller 

}> But some cash handlers were unaware of the changes until they received the 
new bills from their customers. 

• "You analyzed [the new bills] a little more because [when] they started to come in and I wasn't quite aware of 
when things were released, and then when a new bill came into the register, you had to look at it. 11 

- Phoenix 
Cash Handler 

• Cash handlers and bank tellers view the redesigned bills positively. 
• "I think a lot of people actually liked the new bills." - Phoenix Gash Handler/Bank Tel/er 
• "I think it Is Inevitable. I think it is necessary for more counterfeit prevention and just keeping things current." -

Los Angeles Cash Handler/Bank Teller 

}> However consistent with findings from consumers, some report that customers 
who did not know about the redesigned bills thought they looked fake at first. 

• "The senior citizens don't like the newer bf/ls because they look fake to them. " - Phoenix Cash Handler/Bank 
Teller 

• "I find that the public has a very hard time and the texture of the money ... it is vety stiff and feels kind of fake." 
- Los Angeles Cash Handler/Bank Teller 

• "Customers realized the $1 Os (were different) and they were saying those look fake, what's wrong with them. " 
- St. Louis Cash Handler/Bank Teller 23 
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• Most bank tellers learned about the new bills at work, either from their 
employer or the government. 

)> They appear better informed than cash handlers. 
• 'When the $10s came out I was actually working at the bank and they informed us about the new $10 bills that 

were coming, and they showed us the security features and we got them in stock. n - Phoenix Bank Teller 
• "In our {bank] branch we would have a meeting and we would go over the different things to look for In the new 

bills. u - Phoenix Bank Tel/er 
• "I think when they first came out I was working, and they told me that there were going to be changes and gave us 

little cards that showed what they were going to look like." - St. Louis Bank Tel/er 

• Emails, print materials and, less commonly, training, were used to 
communicate the changes. 

• "It was all e-mail ... [and] just posters, then they left It up to the local personnel to train the rest of the staff." - Los 
Angeles Cash Handler/Bank Teller 

• "Yeah, when I worked at Basch's and we got these little flyers informing us about the new security issues." -
Phoenix Cash Handler/Bank Teller 

• "I had to take training. It tells you to look for the backgrounds, don't necessarily look at the faces, but look at the 
pictures so that you will be able to recognize it. .. because with counterfeit bills people will wash them and make 
the dollar amount different." - Phoenix Cash Handler/Bank Te//er 

• Those not informed by their employers learned about the new bills by 
watching TV news or getting them from their customers. 

• "They didn't reach me. I just started seeing them in the TV." - Los Angeles Cash Handler/Bank Teller 
• "I saw it in the news. I work in the store and it started with the customers." - New York Cash Handler/Bank Teller 
• "I saw it on the Discovery channel or History channel showing the printing of the new bl/ls." - Los Angeles Cash 

Handler/Bank Teller 
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Like consumers, cash handlers and bank tellers think counterfeiting is a 
major problem in our country. 

• "/ think that this is a serious threat to any consumer country that is based on it (dollars) like America is." - Los 
Angeles Cash Handler/Bank Teller 

• 'That's a big threat definitely. You see it in James Bond like big suitcases. If it's done in mass quantities like that 
our dollar exchange rate will go down." - Los Ange/es Cash Handler/Bank T e/ler 

• "I think it's everywhere, I don't think It's just the U.S." - St. Louis Cash Handler/Bank Teller 

Concern about counterfeiting among cash handlers and bank tellers may 
stem from their frequent encounters with counterfeit bills, some even on a 
weekly basis. 

• "At least once a month and we {are supposed] to confiscate it and give it to our manager, and sometimes our 
manager gives it back to [the customer] but he marks counterfeit all over it so they can't use it." -Los Angeles 
Cash Handler/Bank Teller 

• "I get a call at least 2 - 3 times a week saying, we got a deposit that has a counterfeit bill, whether it's a single all 
the way up to $100. I mean we try to encourage the cashiers to make sure that they are marking the bills and that 
kind of thing, but sometimes they still get by." -St. Louis Cash Handler/Bank Teller 

Cash handlers and bank tellers are also concerned that consumers do not 
know how to check for counterfeit bills. 

• "We get a lot of merchants and the merchants take It from their customers and they bring them to the bank 
because they can't tell If it Is counterfeit. We can tell sometimes if we get a counterfeit bill. " - Los Angeles Cash 
Handler/Bank Teller 

• 'There needs to be more communication there. Most people don't know what to look for." - St. Louis Cash 
Handler/Bank Teller 25 
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• Bank tellers are more likely than cash handlers to acknowledge it is their 
job to check their bills for counterfeits. 

• "Yes, this is part of your job." - St. Louis Bank Teller 

• "It's part of my job and it's my safety to keep my job and where I'm working safe from getting more 
counterfeit bills." - St. Louis Bank Tel/er 

• "I think it is the primary responsibility of the banks to make sure that you are keeping correct currency." - Los 
Angeles Bank Teller 

• Cash handlers often say checking bills is not their job and expect other 
parties to share the responsibility. 

• "Where I work, it should be {Saks Fifth Avenue's) responsibility to train us and let us be responsible for taking 
that money." - New York Cash Handler 

• "I was going to say the individual." - Phoenix Cash Handler 
• "I think an individual coming to the business should also check it because there have been times where I 

have accidentally shorted someone, who's responsible for that? Well, I could say it's your fault because you 
didn't count it and again you're saying it's my fault because I should have given you the correct amount. So 
it's both parties." - Phoenix Cash Handler 

• "I think people should be responsible to a certain degree, I don't want to get $1000 and it's all counterfeit. 
Otherwise you will be held responsible for that." - St. Louis Cash Handler 

• The main motivation for both cash handlers and bank tellers to check their 
bills is to protect themselves and their businesses, not consumers. 

• "I am checking because when I take a counterfeit bill even though it wouldn't be my difference, it is just the 
fact I have a difference for that amount. n - New York Cash Handler/Bank Teller 

• "Yeah, because it comes back to you, it's your loss." - Phoenix Cash Handler/Bank Teller 
• "Yes, we get in trouble If we take [a bill] and it is not real." - Los Angeles Cash Handler/Bank Teller 
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Bank tellers tend to check their bills for counterfeits regularly 
at work, and a smaller number check them personally. 

• "I do. Especially the $100 bills or the old $100 bills. I feel it. If it feels kind of funny then I 
usually take it to the manager. 11 

- Los Angeles Bank Telfer 
• "Oh yeah. Anything over a 20." - Chicago Bank Teller 
• "Daily. " - Los Angeles Bank Tel/er 

• Cash handlers report they do not check the bills they receive often, and some 
do not even know what to check. 

• "I don't know [much] about what I need to be checking. 11 
- Phoenix Cash Handler 

• "I wouldn't know what to look for. " - Chicago Cash Handler 
• "I would have no idea if there was a counterfeit bill." - Chicago Cash Handler 

• Any counterfeit bill that is received by these two audiences is turned in to 
government authorities, or banks in the case of cash handlers. 

• ''You have to take [the counterfeit bill] from the customer and fill out the paperwork and mail it off to the Fed." -
Phoenix Cash Handler/Bank Teller 

• "We send ours to the federal bureau or the Secret Service. We send it In and fill out all the information and we give 
the customer the receipt before they leave the window. " - Los Angeles Cash Handler/Bank Tel/er 

• 'When you take In a counterfeit bill, it goes against your short because it's out of your drawer and then you have to 
send it to the Fed and tell them who you got it from." - St. Louis Cash Handler/Bank Tel/er 

• "/just check it and send it off to the bank" -Chicago Cash Handler/Bank Teller 
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Both cash handlers and bank tellers rely on the counterfeit detector pen to 
check their bills for counterfeits. 

• "I use the pen as much as possible and quickly." - New York Cash Handler/Bank Teller 
• "Yeah we do that actually. I mark It with a marker." - Chicago Cash Handler/Bank Teller 

);;>- Some cash handlers only know how to check bills using a detector pen. 
• 'The only option I have is the marking pen, and we're only supposed to do it for 50's or above. And it is more tor 

my own protection than for the store, because if a 50 is found in my drawer and it doesn't have a mark on it, then 
I will get chastised as opposed to worrying about whether it is safe or not." - Chicago Cash Handler 

»- But some said that detector pen does not always work, especially on older bills. 
• 'Tit does not always work}. Our pens get dried out and then they don't work as well." - Los Angeles Cash 

Handler/Bank Teller 
• "All of those counterfeit markers don't work on all of those bl/ls ... and then if you leave them, or if they get air 

exposed to them for like 5 minutes, then it doesn't work anymore. And they're expensive." - St. Louis Cash 
Handler/Bank Tel/er 

• "When the pen dries up, it's going to say everything is counterfeit and then it doesn't check them past a certain 
date." -St. Louis Cash Handler/Bank Teller 

• "And sometimes the marker doesn't detect it."- Chicago Cash Handler/Bank Teller 

Cash handlers and bank tellers rely next on the texture of the bills, followed by the 
watermark and security thread when further scrutiny is required. 

• "The feeling and the thread."- Los Angeles Cash Handler/Bank Teller 
• "Anytime, if I'm counting a large stack of money, if one doesn't feel right, I'll go back to it and I'll look at [it] more 

closely." - St. Louis Cash Handler/Bank Tel/er 
• "I think that with counterfeits - you can probably tell with the paper itself. 11 

- New York Cash Handler/Bank Teller 
• "I look at the thread, blue, green and red threads a little bit and the texture, basically." - Los Angeles Cash 

Handler/Bank Teller 
• "The strip is what I look for." - New York Cash Handler/Bank Teller 
• "I look for the ribbon and the shadow. 11 

- Phoenix Cash Handler/Bank Teller 28 
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• Cash handlers and bank tellers do not all agree on whether they need to 
be subtle when checking their customers' bills. 

~ Some say customers do not take it personally. 
• "I think most people realize that they aren't being suspected at the register [because] they probably were 

duped by the same counterfeit bill and It just wound up in their hands and you wouldn't actually accuse 
them of like having or making counterfeit bills." - Phoenix Cash Handler/Bank Teller 

~ But others worry that this might turn off customers. 
• "If I went walking into a store and they were always checking my bills at Basch's, I wouldn't go to Basch's 

anymore, I would go to [where] they don't check my bi/ls ... they at least trust me, you know." - Phoenix 
Cash Handler/Bank Teller 

• "Some people are just going to take it personally, because I have customers get mad, and I have never 
seen them before and I asked them for ID ... I don't know you, I'm sorry, it's for your safety, and they get 
mad. I think there are some people who are going to get huffy about anything. So you just try to explain 
to them." - St. Louis Cash Handler/Bank Teller 
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• All audiences most frequently cite color as 
the security feature added to the most 
recently redesigned bills. 

• "Pink coloring on the ten and the twenty." - New York 
Minority 

• "The changing colors across the bill, the different colored 
Inks. n - Phoenix Cash Handler/Bank Teller 

• "It's got different shades of green." - Los Angeles Minority 
• 'The fibers. The colors red, blue ... " - Los Angeles Cash 

Handler/Bank Teller 
• "/ like the colors and design of the new bills. " - Chicago 

General Population 
• 'Well, I've done some lntemationB/ traveling and a lot of 

their money is colorful and it depicts history, which I know 
that ours does too. I like the colors. n - St. Louis General 
Population 

);> Some mention the watermark and security 
thresd but not as frequently as color. 

• "There is a watermark too that you can see." - Los 
Angeles Minority 

• "There is the watermark." - Phoenix Minority 
• "Some kind of thread or something like that that Is in the 

texture of the money." - St. Louis General Population 
• ''There is a strip you can kinda hold up. Yes, you have 20 

or 1 O that you can actually see that. n - Los Angeles 
Minority 
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• Across all audiences, most call this feature "watermark." 
• "It's just a watermark ...... .. . or something. n - Chicago General Population 

};;> Other names mentioned include "water spot," "shading,,, "hidden face.,, etc. 
• Water spot?. n - St. Louis General Population 
• "Oh the shading?" - St. Louis General Population 
• ''The hidden face. " - Los Angeles Minority 
• "The shadow." - Los Angeles Cash Handler/Bank Teller 

• Overall, all audiences find the watermark helpful in detecting counterfeits. 
• "I think they said that ls the hardest for them to counterfeit." - Los Angeles Minority 
• "It would be one of the things that would be hard to duplicate. " - St. Louis Cash Handler/Bank Tel/er 
• "It's quick and easy and something that I'm already familiar with." - Chicago General Population 
• "It's really clear and it will probably be difficult for somebody to counterfeit. I really like that. I think it's a 

great idea. " - Chicago General Population 
• "It would be one of the things that would be hard to duplicate." - St. Louis Cash Handler/Bank Teller 
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• Across all audiences, this feature is called "security strip," "stripe" or 
"thread." 

• "Strip, security strip, strip." - New York General Population 
• ·1 just call it the stripe or the strip." - Los Angeles Minority 
• "Some kind of thread that is in the texture of the money." - St. Louis General Population 

• Many think the security thread is more difficult to reproduce and easier to 
spot than the watermark. 

• "/ think it is hard to duplicate. Because it is not only the stripe there, but it says the amount on it too, right?" - Los 
Angeles Minority 

• "It just seems that it would be a lot more complicated for someone to duplicate this." - Chicago General Population 

33 
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• Words such as "color shift," "color change," 
"iridescent," "metallic" and "hologram" are 
used across audiences to describe this feature. 

• "It's almost metallic. 11 
- Los Angeles General Population 

• "It is like iridescent." - Phoenix Minority 
• "I would call it a color code." - Phoenix Minority 
• "I would probably refer to it as a hologram." - New York General Population 
• "What jumps to mind immediately is hologram." - New York Minority 
• "It changes like a hologram. It changes colors." - New York Cash Handler/Bank Teller 
• "I've been calling it the sparkly hologram." - Los Angeles Minority 
• "An image that changes color or shape when you change the angle." - Los Angeles General Population 

• While only a small number across audiences are aware of this feature unaided, once 
exposed most agree that it is useful in checking for counterfeits because it is difficult 
to reproduce. 

• "I think that would be hard to counterfeit." - Phoenix Cash Handler/Bank Teller 
• "I think [the co/or-shifting ink} is pretty reliable only because it would be hard to duplicate. The colors may vafY in that 

little twenty, but the fact is, it varies in the light. . .[it] would be hard to reproduce." - New York Minority 
• "I think the hologram would also be harder to manufacture than the strip, so naturally it would be better to have the 

hologram." - New York General Population 
• "I think I'm going to check that twenty that is changing colors. I don't think that can be duplicated so easy." - New York 

Minority 
• "Just with my experience with printing, that is a vety difficult feature, I mean that type of ink is difficult to work with; not 

that I tty to make counterfeff" - Los Angeles General Population 
34 
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Across audiences, most would use the security thread and watermark to 
authenticate redesigned bills because they are the easiest to see. 

• "I'd probably check for the bar because it is easier to just hold It up to the light." - New York Minority 
• "Just the strip. I never look at money this closely, so, the strip would be the first thing I would go to." - Los 

• 
• 

• 

Angeles Minority 
"I think the strip is the first thing I'd think, probably people usually check." - New York General Population 
'Well in a 10, 20 and 50, if you hold the bill up to the light, the stripe will be visible, It is between everything if 
you will and on the stripe itself it will also says the denomination as well." - Los Angeles Minority 
"I first look for the security thread and then the watermark." - St. Louis General Population 

• '70 me the easier it Is to see something, I guess it would be the watermark." - New York Cash Handler/Bank 
Teller 

• 
• 

'7he hidden face of the president." - Phoenix Minority 
"I am partial to the watermark because I still think that it is not as easy to duplicate and you can look at it 
subtly, especially when you know what it is." - Chicago General Population 

~ However, many continue to rely on the texture of a bill to tell whether it is real or 
not. 

• "The only one I would be concerned about Is the texture and the feel of it. " - New York Minority 
• '7he paper seems crispier." - Los Angeles Minority 
• "Check it all out, but if it's thin, the paper don't feel right." - Los Angeles Bank Minority 
• "You can feel for the raised ink, because It's pressed on like a 3 ton press or something like that and you can 

really feel the ink, especially if it's a crisp new bill. And it's not really paper at al/, so it does feel a bit different 
than normal types of paper." - Chicago General Population 

• '7he feel of the paper is probably the first thing, I mean when you count them you feel the paper, and you can 
usually catch 95% of [the counterfeits] that way. They have bad paper." - Chicago Cash Handler/Bank Teller 
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• All audiences believe the $5 bill is being redesigned to match other redesigned 
bills and to prevent counterfeiting. 

• "It's next in line." - Phoenix General Population 
• "Just to match the other ones." - Phoenix Cash Handler/Bank Teller 
• 'They are actually counterfeiting the singles and fives." - New York Cash Handler/Bank Tefler 
• '70 make them uniform, so they're all on the same aesthetic." - Los Angeles General Population 

~ But some think it is unnecessary to redesign the $5 bill. 
• "I'd have to change what it looks like because it costs money to do that and people aren't going like to spend a lot of 

money using $5s .. . the benefits of changing over to that aren't great. " - New York General Population 
• 'Why do we need it? It's only $5." - Los Angeles General Population 

• Across audiences there is disagreement on which bill will be redesigned next: 
the $5 or $100 bill. 

• "I just think it's going to be the $5. It's more often used." - Los Angeles General Population 
• "I'm going with the fact that domestically the lower denominations are going to be the ones that are counterfeited 

more." - Phoenix Cash Handler/Bank Teller 
• "I think the $100 will be done first. That's where the big crime money is. You know, some of the bigger deals are in 

the hundreds of thousands if not millions of dollars. You just can't carry that many $5s around." - St. Louis General 
Population 

• "I would think one hundred because it's more valuable." - Phoenix General Population 
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• Across audiences, most do not agree on the relative importance of learning 
about changes to smaller versus larger denominations. 
~ Some argue that changes to larger denominations such as the $100 are more 

important because larger amounts of money are at stake. 
• "It costs money to do that and people aren't going to like spend a lot of money using $5s the benefits of changing 

over to that aren't great." - New York General Population 
• "/guess I wouldn't feel as bad if I got conned with a five as with a hundred." - Phoenix General Population 
• "It Is not as important with the $5s because you aren't losing as much. Most people aren't going to counterfeit a $5 

because what's the point." - Los Angeles Cash Handler/Bank Teller 

~ Others think changes to smaller denominations such as $5 are more important 
because they are more commonly used. 

• ''Probably the five. If it gets into people's hands quicker, the more people will see It." - Phoenix General Population 
• '7he $5 would be more important to leam about because I don't use $100 all that often. " - Chicago General 

Population 
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Split image of 
denomination 

• Focus group participants were shown a 1,000 
Swedish Kronor and U.S. $100 bill and asked 
the difference especially regarding features. 

Motion strip 
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)> Some also notice the split image of the denomination. 
• "The half circles on the side and then the other side. " -New York General Population 
• "And the broken, the broken thousand; I guess that would be for security purposes." - New York Minority 
• "The 1, 000 is broken. One side is red, the other side is purple. If you look at in the light, it says 1, 000 but you 

have to hold it up to see it." - New York Cash Handler/Bank Teller 
• "I was looking at this symbol ... and it's the one thousand, but it's incomplete .. . Hold it up to the light and it's 

complete ... That's pretty clever." - Phoenix General Population 
• 'Where they split the ..... half on the back and half on the front." - Phoenix Cash Handler/Bank Teller 
• "Also, that weird 1, 000, they are different colors. You look at it in the light and It will complete the number." -

Los Angeles Minority 
• "I don't know what the woven serpentine is, it looks like someone has tried to draw a snake and they cut out 

parts of it. On the lower left hand side, right there, I don't know what that is. It looks unusual. " - St. Louis 
General Population 
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Please note the strip running through the bill on the left hand side. Take a moment to look 
at it. See what happens when you shift the bill up and down and right and left. 

Respondents use words such as "motion" or "illusion strip," 
"broken bar" or "ribbon," "hologram," "animated," etc. to describe 
the feature. 
~ Others focus on the feel of the feature, saying that it is "woven" or 

"braided" into the paper. 
Although noticed unaided, most across audiences did not gravitate to this feature 
initially. 
Once prompted, most across audiences view this feature positivelY. and believe it 
would be good to add to U.S. bills to deter counterfeiting because at is easy to use and 
difficult to replicate. 

• "There is a lot going on, it just seems like that would bevel}' difficult to counterfeit. "-New York General 
Population 

• "If that was In your hand, you could see the hologram move like that, that would be wonderful." - Phoenix 
General Population 

• "Because it just seems that would be Impossible to ti}' to duplicate ... well it would be more expensive ... and that's 
something that would deter it [counterfeiting!'- St. Louis Cash Handler/Bank Teller 

• 'What works for me, the whfte colored plastic strip with the libe!JY. bell. It looks like they are ringing. It would be 
easy to identify and hard to reproduce .. . " - Los Angeles Bank Teller/Cash Handler 

~ But many minorities think It is hard on the eyes and is difficult to see the movement. 
• "It Is difficult. It is hard on the eye. It is hard on the eye and I guess it has little numbers in there I can see now." 

- New York Minority 
• "I think that would just be a little bit too much for a person to decipher if it is counterfeit. If you have to sit and 

play with a bill and tum it left, right, that is too much."- New York Minority 
)la. Cash handlers and bank tellers note that this feature would allow them to check bills subtly. 

• "You don't even have to hold it up now that I know its there." -New York Cash Handler/Bank Taffer 
• 'You really don't have to hold it up to the light necessarily." -Los Angeles Cash Handler/Bank Teller 41 
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Now take a look at the numeral 1000 at the bottom left hand side of the bill. You will see that 
the numbers are partially printed on the bill. Look at the same feature on the back of the bill. 

Hold it up to the light and see what happens. 

• All audiences describe this feature using words such as "squiggly," "half 
number," "split image," "partial" or "reverse print," "denominational 
watermark," "broken snake," etc. 

• Again, members of all audiences think it would be good to include this 
feature in new U.S. bills, and some are especially impressed by how the 
front and back images match exactly to show the denomination of the bill. 

• "I think it would be hard to match the two sides together. I think that you would be able to tell if it was 
counterfeit if they weren't exactly on." - New York General Population 

• "I think it was realty neat. It's really easy to detect because half the image is on the front and half is on the 
back. It's going to be realty difficult for the counterfeiters to duplicate that, by cutting it right at the right 
spot." - St. Louis Cash Handler/Bank Teller 

• "It's 2 colors, one side is purple, one side Is red. You hold it up and it jumps out at you a lot easier. I think 
it would be hard to do, unless you had special tools. " - St. Louis General Population 

);;i- But they still rank this feature below the motion strip because it seems easier 
to replicate. 

• "No I think the [motion strip] would make more sense - because that thousand, I think that would be pretty 
easy to copy. That is not difficult. " -New York Minority 

• "Yeah that is something that is vel}' easy to copy."- New York Minority 
• "It would probably be less expensive to produce than the hologram. Hologram would still be no.1"- Los 

Angeles Cash Handler/Bank Teller 
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Respondents then rated and discussed a series of security features that exist on 
redesigned bills or may be introduced to upcoming bills, based on how likely they are 
to learn more about each feature. 
Overall, most across audiences express high level of interest in the motion strip (F), 
split image (H), security thread (J), and tilt and hide (G) features. 

• "The bells ringing. n-New York Minority 
• "H was realJy neat, how the two images interconnect if you hold them right to the fight. I found that extremely 

complicated" - Phoenix Minority 
• "I liked the disappearing and reappearing [image] ... / think that would pretty interesting to make in the bill." - New York 

General Population 
• uAlthough fJ] wasn't that different ... you know, this one you can't go wrong with it. I am pretty satisfied with it. n -

Chicago Minority 
• "/ really like that [the security thread] is somethinp you can see clearly__, instead of having to put the bill up to the light 

and tilt it back and forth. I think it's a great idea. - Chicago General Population 

In terms of deterring counterfeiting, most across audiences say the motion strip, 
security thread, and watermark (A} are best as they are difficult to replicate and easy 
to use. 

• 

• 

• 

''[The motion strip} would definitely be something hard to duplicate, even somebody who ... kind of successfully 
duplicated it, you could probably Took at It and tell, these bells are ringing funny." - New York Minority 
"It would be easy to sell [the moving bells] to people, to market this is what a real [bill] is." - Phoenix General 
Population 
"I don't know how you can fake the [security thread]. 11 

- Los Angeles Minority 
• "But that is something you can't counterfeit, that strip because you can't get the 20 in there and all of that. 11 

- New York 
Cash Handler/Bank Teller 

• 

• 

"/ think (the watermark] would be hard to counterfeit as easily and you can see it on the bill. I think it would be a good 
thing." - New York General Population 
"I would use [the watermark] because it is not too much that you have to do. Hold it up to the light, check it, boom 
that's it." - /few York Minor{ty 
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Weaknesses 

F: A wide colored plastic strip with small liberty 

1 1 
bells is woven into the paper. When you tilt the bill up • Interesting •Too complicated 

and down or left and right, the bells move, looking like •Difficult to replicate •Costly 
they are "ringing." 

H: Part of an image is printed on the face of the bill 

2 1 while the remainder is printed on the back. When • Interesting 
I •Easy to replicate 

you hold the bill up to the light, the two images are •Easy to use 
visually interconnected. 

J : A thin strip or thread that runs up and down •Difficult to replicate 
3 I through the paper that says what denomination it is I •Nothing new 

when you hold it up to the light. •Easy to use 

G: A large, patriotic image on the front of the bill, which < 
• Interesting •Could be difficult to 0 

4 I seems to disappear and reappear when you tilt the r 

•Difficult to replicate observe 
bill up and down. "U 

Q) 

•Easy to use 
(0 

A: A watermark, or faint image, in the paper that is CD 
N 

5 I similar to the large portrait on the bill and is visible •Difficult to replicate •Nothing new .J:>.. 
<.O 

when you hold the bill up to the light. •Familiar 
0 -~ 
en 
01 
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Weaknesses 

E: Each denomination has its own set of images, 
such as the American flag, American eagle, Liberty I • Difficult to remember 

6 I Bell or Statue of Liberty torch printed on the face of • Interesting 

the bill. Both a larger and smaller image is typically I • Easy to replicate 

featured. 

I: A number representing the denomination of the • Easy to use I •Color differences 7 I currency in the bottom right corner of the bill that 
difficult to tell 

changes color when you tilt it at different angles. • Difficult to replicate 

C: The denomination number in the lower right 
•Useful for the visually 

•Easy to replicate 

8 I corner on the back of the bill is enlarged to be easily •Not so much a impaired 
read in low-light areas or by people with poor vision. security feature 

B: A watermark, or faint image, of a large number 
•Easier to distinguish I < 

from portrait 0 

9 I matching the bill's value rather than an image of the •Nothing new 
r 

watermarks 
large portrait on the bill. • Difficult to replicate I "U 

Q) 
(0 

CD 

1 D: Small, very light denomination numbers are I I •Not easily noticeable I N 

10 •Already on bills 
01 
0 

scattered across the face and/or back of the bill. • Easy to replicate 0 -~ 
en 
01 
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• All audiences are not bothered by the fact they cannot see much of 
the anti-counterfeiting technology on U.S. bills. 
~ Most understand its better for them not to know all the hidden features. 

• "We shouldn't know how to do it all." - Phoenix General Population 
• "/ think the government is probably after [counterfeiters] and I think {what) the paper is and the 

fibers and everything that goes into those things - I don't think we need to know." - Phoenix 
Minority 

• "Tell us how to detect it, but don't tell us everything." - Los Angeles General Population 

~ And worry about impact on counterfeiters if the government were to 
reveal all. 

• "I think if it is too much information it would increase the counterfeit." - Phoenix Minority 
• "No I was just wondering if any of this is a sort of double edged sword. Because you know if 

you tell the world what to look for obviously these individuafs who have the devious minds will 
find ways of addressing those particular issues.,, - Chicago Bank Teller/Cashier 

• "Doesn't therein lie a problem if the government tells us exactly everything that has been 
changed? Then they're telling people who are counterfeiting exactly what they need to 
change." - Chicago General Population 
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• Unaided, all audiences state that knowing the scope and personal cost of the 
counterfeiting problem would persuade them to learn about the security 
features on redesigned bills. 

• "If they made us aware that there was actually a big problem." - New York General Population 
• "If you said, 'I bet half the bills you have on you are counterfeit. ,,, - Phoenix General Population 
• "How much it contributes to crime and violence or whatever. How much Is in circulation.,,_ Los 

Angeles General Population 
)> Some suggest using statistics to put the problem in perspective. 

• "Sometimes it is helpful to see statistics. $300,000 of counterfeit money was taken last year. You 
know something like that. 11 -New York Cash Handler/Bank Teller 

• "Maybe the numbers, like the reality of how much really is in our currency right now. Like that 
really brings it home. ,, - Phoenix Minority 

• "I think that if some statistics were out, that would be helpful.,, - St. Louis Cash Handler/Bank 
Teller 
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Respondents were than prompted with a series of messages aimed at 
making them learn about the security features on U.S. bills. 

Top .. rated messages call for immediate attention, suggest easy follow-up 
action, and are positive in tone. 
~ These include messages that present the motion strip using catchy and 

memorable phrases such as "be smart: know your money,'' "If the bells don't ring, 
it's not the real thing," and "Make It Move" {H, J, K). 

• "[Message J] is shott and it will catch your interest." - Chicago Bank Teller/Cash Handler 
• "And as cheesy or as corny as [Message J] sounds. Ifs true. It makes you remember the whole 

thing." - Phoenix Minority 
• "[Message HJ is giving you the new features and it has a catchy slogan thing. " - New York Cash 

Handler/Bank Teller 
• "I can see them now doing a commercial with some old hip-hop beat, talking about make it 

move.,, - New York Minority 
• "Then you got your jingle there. Bells don't ring, it's not your thing, make it move. You could put 

that to music. You get a rapper there." - St. Louis General Population 
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Messages focusing on personal loss due to counterfeiting (A) or risks posed 

by advanced counterfeiting technology (F, G) also resonate. 
• "In advertising, the first thing you have to do is get people's attention. That's the very first 

thing. You're out the one hundred dollars. That gets my attention real fast."- Phoenix 
General Population 

• 'TMessage A] kind of scares you to want to /eam more. That's why I gave it a 1. Because if 
people don't know they're to get counterfeits and lose their money." - Chicago Bank 
Teller/Cash Handler 

• "Going back to G. I like the very first part where it says US Treasury has stepped up it's 
combat against, that makes me feel a little better about our government and it kind of has a 
little bit of the whole package in there because it's saying hey, we're doing something new for 
you, just to help you guys out and then the whole fun factor of the high tech features." - Los 
Angeles Minority 

~ They urge respondents to "protect" themselves and "be smart" with their money. 

~ While many like that Message A is attention-grabbing, some find it sound too 
threatening, which illustrates the importance of messaging in a positive tone. 

• "It's just pretty negative. It makes it sound like you're on your own and deal with it." - New 
York General Population 

• "Uninviting. It's intimidating." - Chicago Bank Teller/Cash Handler 
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• All audiences think combining Messages A and J would be most effective in 
grabbing people's attention with a warning and then quickly explaining what 
they can do to prevent it. 

• "I would put A & J together. I would like the end [of J]." - New York Cash Handler/Bank Teller 

• 'We were talking about the combination between statements A and J. Part of it is the fear, but I 
think that if it's all just fear based, that wouldn't be right. Something in between, and because 
we're giving them something. Here is something for you." - Los Angeles General Population 

)- Some say it is Important to convey that they will not be reimbursed for their 

counterfeit bills and are personally responsible for any loss. 
• "I think that there should be mentioning more that banks will not reimburse you." - Los Angeles 

Bank Teller/Cash Handler 
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The less successful messages are perceived to be irrelevant in persuading all 
audiences to learn about the security features on redesigned bills. 

)> These include the messages on the permanent value of old bills (BJ and low-vision feature 
(E) as they are not motivating. 

• u[Message BJ didn't motivate me to team anything.• - Phoenix General Population 

• 'u'/ thought B wouldn't motivate . .. That wouldn't motivate me to do much change. '~ Los Angeles General 
Population 

• "For [Message E] it is doing nothing to deter your counterfeiter. How many are in the dark counting money. 
How many bartenders look at their money?" - New York Cash Handler/Bank Teller 

• "I also gave a 4 to E because it doesn't appeal to me at all. 11 
- Los Angeles General Population 

• "The reason I gave B a 4 Is because it had nothing to do with counterfeiting money. 11 
- Chicago Bank 

Teller/Cash Handler 

• After reading the messages, most across audiences have learned more about the 
security features that may be introduced to new bills. 

• ''Apparently what they plan to do with the new bill ... I can tell the bells they want to use . .. They're gonna have 
some wiggle things in there that are going to have some movement." - Phoenix General Population 

);:. They also realize that they have to be personally responsible for checking their bills for 
counterfeits. 

• "That counterfeits are out there and you have to be responsible to know your bills." - Phoenix Minority 

• "It's an important piece of information to ensure your money isn't worthless if you get one. I don't like it, but I 
think it's very important . .. Be aware. You are responsible. 11 

- Los Angeles General Population 
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The less successful messages are perceived to be irrelevant in persuading 
all audiences to learn about the security features on redesigned bills. 

);;> These include the messages on the permanent value of old bills (B) and low
vision feature (E) as they are not motivating. 

• "[Message BJ didn't motivate me to leam anything." - Phoenix General Population 

• '"'/ though B wouldn't motivate ... That wouldn't motivate me to do much change."- Los Angeles General 
Population 

• "For [Message E} it is doing nothing to deter your counterfeiter. How many are in the dark counting money. 
How many bartenders look at their money?" -New York Cash Handler/Bank Teller 

• "/ also gave a 4 to E because it doesn't appeal to me at all." - Los Angeles General Population 

• "The reason I gave B a 4 is because it had nothing to do with counterfeiting money." - Chicago Bank 
Teller/Cash Handler 

• After reading the messages, most across audiences have learned more 
about the security features that may be introduced to new bills. 

• ''Apparently what they plan to do with the new bill ... / can tell the bells they want to use ... They're gonna have 
some wiggle things in there that are going to have some movement." - Phoenix General Population 

~ They also realize that they have to be personally responsible for checking their 
bills for counterfeits. 

• "That counterfeits are out there and you have to be responsible to know your bills." - Phoenix Minority 

• "It's an Important piece of information to ensure your money isn't worthless if you get one. I don't like it, but I 
think it's very important. .. Be aware. You are responsible." -Los Angeles General Population 
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Weaknesses 

J: New U.S. $100 bills will have something never before seen on U.S. •Catchy slogan 
•Cheesy 

1 I currency - a strip woven into the paper. When you "Tip the Strip," • Not serious 
the Liberty Bells "ring. n "If the bells don't ring, it's not the real thing." •Clear 

enough 

H: The redesigned $100 bill will contain some unique new features, such 
as a strip covered with Liberty Bells that appear to move or ring when 

•Too much to 2 I you tilt the bill, images that appear and disappear when the bill is tilted j •Cat~y sl~an at j 
and images that come together when you hold the bill up to the light. Be e en check 

smart: know your money. 

A: If you get a counterfeit bill, the government and the banks will not • Attention-

3 1 reimburse you. Don't get stuck with worthless bills. Learn how to grabbing I •Too negative 
check for counterfeits to protect yourself, your neighbors, and our 
economy. •To-the-point 

K: To check new redesigned $100 bills to make sure they are genuine, 
the U.S. Treasury advises that you "Make it Move." New features - a 

•Too much to 
4 I strip covered with liberty bells and a disappearing/reappearing bell • Catchy slogan 

check 
- that are hard for counterfeiters to duplicate can be seen by tilting the I < 

0 
note back and forth. r 

C: The advancement of technology including advanced computers, • Positive and "U 

1 
scanners, and ink-jet printers is making it easier for counterfeiters to •Cumbersome 

Q) 

5 infonnative (0 
CD 

create counterfeit bills. Be safe, not sorry; learn how to check your 
• Catchy slogan 

language N 
money for fakes. 01 

<!) 

G: The U.S. Treasury has stepped up its combat against counterfeiters 
0 

• Positive -~ 
6 I with the introduction of more complex, high-tech features . Learn the • Too broad en 

ones you can easily use to check for fakes. •Clear 01 
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Weaknesses 

D: People often want to be discreet about checking money to avoid •Clear 
7 1 

alarming the person who just gave them the bill. The latest anti-
•Relevant to I •Not motivating counterfeit features such as the liberty bells that seem to be ringing 

allow you to be subtle when doing so. businesses 

I: Many counterfeiting techniques are so advanced that it is fairly 
easy to fool someone who casually examines their currency. The 

8 I security features that have been added to the redesigned U.S. bills I •Thought-provoking I •Too long 
are reliable tools for checking your bills for authenticity. Don't get 
duped by a counterfeiter: know your money. 

F: Despite the combined efforts of stricter law enforcement, 

9 
improved security features and increased public awareness, 

I •Informative I •Cumbersome 
1 counterfeiting still exists, so continue to be smart with your money language 

and learn the key security features for your protection. 

E: On the next denominations to be redesigned, the large numeral •Does not deter 

I < in the bottom right-hand comer on the back of the bill will be • Important counterfeiting 0 
10 I enhanced to make It even easier to tell which denomination it Is. r 

This helps when using bills in low-light areas and for people with 
information •Not attention-

grabbing -0 
impaired vision. I).) 

cc 
B: Although old bills are eventually taken out of circulation when 

<1> 
N 

redesigned bills are introduced, they will never be devalued. O'> 

11 •Reassuring •Not motivating 0 1 Every bill issued since 1861 is still redeemable today for Its full 0 -face value. --..J 
O'> 
01 
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• All audiences think a catchy, positive, and informative tone would be best for a public 
education program on counterfeiting and security features on bills. 

• "I think you get the attention of people by enthusiasm and hitting them right." - Phoenix General Population 
• "Positive to make people aware, you want them to be aware of the situation but also it's your responsibility." -

New York General Population 
• "I would say as long as it's catchy, not too informative at first, that way you could actualfy read the rest of the 

information. And not too educatt0nal where they're like what does this word mean? Something easy, quick to 
grab their attention, and then so they continue to read." - Chicago Bank Teller/Cash Handler 

)> Many stress that the tone should not scare people or make them feel paranoid. 
• "You shouldn't have to scare someone into checking their own money." - New York General Population 
• 'That's the thing. Not overkill. Not aggressiveness. Just informative. For those people who really want to 

check ... they can go take those extra steps but those extra steps don't have to be plastered over the newspaper." 
- Chicago Minority 

• "Maybe a mixture of telling you how to learn to protect yourself, your nei~hborhood and your economy but also I 
guess toning It down, because It speaks like not to reimburse you. Thats the first thing that scares me." - Los 
Angeles Minority 

• 'The sentence that says don't get stuck with your worthless bill, that just upsets me. " - Phoenix Minority 
• "As long as it is not aggressive ... You can't make people fearful to use money ... Especially going back to this, the 

banks will not reimburse you. You don't want people to feel like that. Afraid to use money. Money Is good. It is a 
good thing" - Chicago Mmorlty. 

• A majority across audiences agree that 2 or 3 easy-to-use security features should be emphasized. 
~ The motion strip on the Kronor bill, the watermark, and the security thread are among the most 

frequently suggested. 
• "Look at the watermark on the bl/I." - New York General Population 
• "I would say anvthing that changes color and has movement but is large enough to see at a quick glance." -

Chicago Bank Te/lei/Cash Handler 
• "The liberty bell and the watermark. " - Los Angeles Minority 
• 'The hologram, the bells ringing, the watermark." - Los Angeles Bank Teller/Cashier 
• "I would go with the bar. Yeah. I would go look at the bar." - New York Minority 
• "[The security thread] is to the point ... Not complicated." - Los Angeles General Population 57 
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Consumers most frequently say they want to be notified of the introduction of new 
bills through TV news and commerclals. 

• "/ would use the news, the TV. It's always on." - Phoenix Minority 
• "Have a special on TV." - Phoenix Minority 
• '7V commercial .. . I think everyone has to know." - New York General Population 

)> Informational pamphlets and posters at post offices, grocery stores, bank branches, and 
ATMs are also favored by consumers. 

• "If you were going to notify the public of a counterfeit bill of some sort, the grocery store and places like that, 
wliere a Jot of people see a lot of money, would be the place to put a poster." - Phoenix General Population 

• "Have a notice by ATM's." - Chicago General Population 
• "[At] the bank or If you have a store, they should mail you something. I have been in places where they 

actually have things posted up." - New York Cash Handler/Bank Teller 
• "I think ... corporations like retailers, banks ... should have things posted where the employee can see what to 

look for and maybe a memorandum passed around letting them know this is what you have to be aware of." 
- New York Cash Handler/Bank Telfer 

• ''At the post office ... Maybe they should, a lot of people [are there]. "-Los Angeles Minority 
• "I like the signs like at the bank and the post office. Because we all go there and we all stand in line. So if 

it's right next to the line, give us something to look at." - Los Angeles Minority 
~ Some suggest putting the information online even through on/ine banking sites. 

• "You could post it on the internet." - Phoenix Minority 
• "Like on your online banking, when you're online, maybe there could be a site that pops up, showing the 

new changes." - Chicago General Population 
• "Maybe if it was like the online thing ... I don't even watch a whole lot of T\I, the news is better online." -

Phoenix Cash Handler/Bank Teller 
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Specifically cash handlers and bank tellers request training sessions or videos . 
• "J think training sessions. 11 

- Phoenix Cash Handler/Bank Tel/er 
• 'When people telling me whars going on? Video." - Los Angeles Cash Handler/Bank Teller 

This is most important for cash handlers as many have received insufficient training 
on checking for counterfeit bills, especially those who work in retail. 

}> As a result, they do not feel compelled to check the bills they receive from customers. 
• "I just don't see a lot of it. They don't communicate. This company does not always communicate, they 

communicate about other things that are less important, I think." - Los Angeles Cash Handler 

Across audiences a wide range of celebrities and government officials are suggested 
as suitable spokespersons for the program. 

• "I want to see Suze Orman. She is always stressing take care of your business." - New York Cash 
Handler/Bank Teller 

• 'TOprah Winfrey] would probably be the most effective one." - Phoenix General Population 
• "Secretary of the Treasury." - Phoenix Minority 
• "The head of Secret Service or something, you know, If you have an authority figure who is in charge of 

counterfeit money and finding the countelfeit money ... I think it would carry a lot of bearing." - Los Angeles 
Minority 

}> The President or other political figures are polarizing. 
• "No. No. Forget about politicians. 11 

- Phoenix General Population 
}> Less mainstream suggestions include "Average Joe," a counterfeiter, cartoon characters, etc. 

• "You have to look at somebody who is like basically a common everyday person." - New York Minority 
• "/want to see the counterfeiter ... / want the bad guy saying this is what I am doing." - New York Cash 

Handler/Bank Teller 
• "It might sound odd but people are drawn to animals like raccoons." - New York Cash Handler/Bank Teller 

Given these findings, the selection of an appropriate spokesperson warrants further 
exploration during the upcoming quantitative message research. 
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• Consumers express heightened concerns about counterfeiting after the in
depth discussion, saying it must be more common than they thought. 

• "I never really thought about coming across [counterfeits] every day in the simple fives, tens - I don't think 
about counterfeits .. . but you have made me aware that it is out there." - Phoenix Minority 

• "I started paying attention and now I definitely want to learn about these anti-counterfeit measures, because 
now the government won't do anything to help me." - Chicago General Population 

• "Put it In perspectwe for each person Instead of the countf}'. We need to know why we should check our 
bills. " - St. Louis General Population 

• "I'll tell you, after this, I'm going to go online and get a couple of Ideas of how big of an operation is 
counterfeiting right now. How much of that has actually gone out." - Los Angeles General Population 

• "Maybe it happens more than I think it does." - LA General Population 

~ But most say they are unlikely to change their behavior long-term. 
• "I'm not falling for it. I really would like to be a little more vigilant but I'll probably just do as I nonnally did; it 

has worked so tar." - New York Minority 
• "It will probably be temporal}', like we'll check tomoffow and next week, but then next month." - New York 

Minority 
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All audiences agree that U.S. currency symbolizes our 
nation's identity and strength as well as our 
purchasing power. 

• 

• 

• 

"I think it also stands for security, America being such a strong country I always 
have felt very secure with having American currency in my pocket regardless of 
where I am. 11 

- Phoenix Minority 

"It focuses on the history of our country and the people that started this country . 
Their faces are on the money. We should remember they were the people who 
brought what our social world is today. They were the people who founded it." -
Los Angeles General Population 

"Certainly a lot of the Images on the bills are very nationalistic. They have a lot of 
icons that represent the country, the eagle and our presidents." - Los Angeles 
Minority 

• "It represents who we are. The president's picture is on it, so It represents our 
government and how we exchange. 11 

- St. Louis Cash Handler/Bank Teller 

• "Empowerment to buy things." - Chicago General Population 

• "Pride in your country." - St. Louis General Population 

• All audiences also express confidence in U.S. currency - citing its 
widespread international usage and stability. 

• "You know all around the world U.S. currency is one of the most recognized currencies and it is one of the 
most respected currencies regardless of what color or what shape it takes." - Los Angeles Minority. 

»- But some are worried about the potential decline of the currency's value. 
• With the big trade deficit it's a concern because if that continues the currency w/11 eventually drop compared 

to other currencies. n - Chicago General Population 
• "A Jot of confidence, but it is declining over time comparatively speaking to other countries." - Los Angeles 62 

General Population 
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A wide colored plastic strip with small liberty bells is woven into 
F I the paper. When you tilt the bill up and down or left and right, I 1.37 I 1.22 I 1.63 I 1.31 

the bells move, looking like they are "ringing". 

Part of an image is printed on the face of the bill while the 
H I remainder is printed on the back. When you hold the bill up to I 1.10 I 2.05 I 1.80 I 1.20 

the light, the two images are visually interconnected. 

1 A thin strip or thread that runs up and down through the paper 

1 

1.76 I 1.88 

I 
1.63 I 1.74 J that says what denomination it is when you hold it up to the light. 

I 
< 
0 

G 1 A large, patriotic image on the front of the bill, which seems to I 1.79 I I I I r 
2.00 1.77 1.57 

disappear and reappear when you tilt the bill up and down. - -0 
I).) 
cc 

A watermark, or faint Image, in the paper that is similar to the I 
<1> 

A I large portrait on the bill and is visible when you hold the bill up to 1.85 2.12 1.73 1.63 N 
C'> 

the light. a:> 
0 ---..J 
C'> 
01 

*Note: Lower scores are better 63 



Each denomination has its own set of Images, such as the 
E 

1 
American flag, American eagle, Liberty Bell or Statue of Liberty 
torch printed on the face of the bill. Both a larger and smaller I 1.95 I 2.26 I 1.93 I 1.60 

image is typically featured. 

A number representing the denomination of the currency in the 
bottom right comer of the bill that changes color when you tilt it at I 2.01 I 2.17 I 2.23 I 1.63 
different angles. 

The denomination number in the lower right comer on the back 
C I of the bill is enlarged to be easily read In lowMlight areas or by I 2.16 I 2.22 I 2.33 I 1.94 

people with poor vision. 
I I I I I 

< 
8 1 

A watermark, or faint image, of a large number matching the bill's I I I I I 0 
2.24 2.32 2.23 2.14 

r 

value rather than an image of the large portrait on the bill. 
"U 
Q) 
(0 

0 1 
Small, very light denomination numbers are scattered across the I I I I I 

CD 

2 .37 2.63 2.43 2.00 N 
face and/or back of the bill. O'> 

<.O 
0 -~ 

*Note: Lower scores are better 64 
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New U.S. $100 bills will have something never before seen on U.S. 
J I currenc~ - a strip woven into the ~per. When you "Tip the Strip," the I 1.26 I 1.24 I 1.47 I 1.11 

Liberty ells "ring." "If the bells on't ring, it's not the real thing." 

The redesigned $100 bill will contain some unique new features, such as 
a striP. covered with Liberty Bells that appear to move or rin~ when Jou tilt 

H I the bill, images that appear and disap~ear when the bill is ti ted an I 1.45 I 1.41 I 1.67 I 1.31 
images that come together when you old the bill up to the light. Be 
smart: know your money. 

If you get a counterfeit bill, the government and the banks will not 
I 1.57 I I A I reimburse ~ou. Don't get stuck with worthless bills. Learn how to check 1.83 1.52 I 1.31 

for counte eits to protect yourself, your neighbors, and our economy. 

To check new redesigned $100 bills to make sure the~ are genuine, the 
U.S. Treasury advises that you "Make it Move." New eatures - a strip 

K I covered with libe~ bells and a disappearing/reappearing bell - that are 1.59 1.46 1.80 1.57 < 
hard for counterfei ers to duplicate can be seen by tilting the note back 0 
and forth. r 

-
The advancement of technology including advanced computers, scanners, "U 

Q) 

C 
1 

and ink~et gnnters Is makin~ it easier for counterfeiters to create 1.68 1.80 1.n 1.46 
(0 

counte eit ills. Be safe, no sorry; learn how to check your money for CD 
N fakes. .......i 
0 

The U.S. Treasu1 has stepped up its combat against counterfeiters with I I I 
0 -G I the introduction o more complex, high-tech features. Learn the ones you 1.70 1.76 1.83 1.51 .......i 
en 

can easily use to check for fakes. 01 

*Note: Lower scores are better 
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People often want to be discreet about checking money to avoid 

0 I alarming the person who just gave them the bill . The latest anti-
counterfeit features such as the liberty bells that seem to be ringing 
allow you to be subtle when doing so. 

I 1.78 I 1.88 I 1.87 I 

Many counterfeiting techniques are so advanced that it is fairly easy to 
fool someone who casually examines their currency. The security 

H I features that have been added to the redesigned U.S. bills are reliable I 1.94 I 1.88 I 2.07 I 
tools for checking your bills for authenticity. Don't get duped by a 
counterfeiter; know your money. 

Despite the combined efforts of stricter law enforcement, improved 
F 1 security features and increased public awareness, counterfeiting still 

exists, so continue to be smart with your money and learn the key 
1.95 2.15 1.90 

security features for your protection. 

On the next denominations to be redesigned, the large numeral in the 

1 bottom right-hand corner on the back of the bill will be enhanced to 
E make it even easier to tell which denomination it is. This helps when 2.37 2.46 2.40 

using bills in low-light areas and for people with impaired vision. 

Although old bills are eventually taken out of circulation when 
B I redesigned bins are introduced, they will never be devalued. Every bill 2.71 2.90 2.53 

issued since 1861 is still redeemable today for its full face value. 

•Note: Lower scores are better 
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Multi-Country Exploratory Study 
Research Results 

for $5 Note and $100 Note 
Public Education and Awareness Program 
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Timing: 

Audience: 

Methodology: 

Objectives: 

Interviews: 

t-'"'=--~~=-~~~~~~~----·"'-----

May 1, 2007 - May 22, 2007 

General Consumers in ten countries 

Mix of quantitative phone and in-person interviews in each country 

Explore the use of U.S. currency, concerns about counterfeiting, 
authentication behavior, and interest level in learning about upcoming 
changes to the U.S. currency, in order to help prioritize countries and 
customize messages for the $5 note and $100 note program 

: . - .- . ,'"~ 1··.-:-.-t••• 
Russia 155 +/- 7.87o/o 
Ukraine 150 +/- 8.00o/o 

Kazakhstan 150 +/- 8.00% 

Peru 172 +/- 7.47% 
Uruguay 150 +/- 8.00o/o 

China 160 +/- 7.75°/o 

Philippines 150 +I- 8.00°/o 

Turkey 154 +/- 7.90°/o 
Angola 167 +/-7.58% 
UAE 150 +/-8.00% 

•Margin of Error at 95~ Signifit:ance Level 2 
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• Key Findings 

• Use of U.S. Currency 

• Attitudes toward U.S. Currency 

• Awareness of Security Features 

• Concerns about Counterfeiting < 
0 
r 
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• Interest Level '1J 
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• Familiarity with U.S. currency is moderate. 
)> China is the least familiar among all countries surveyed. 

Russia 
China 

~~--AJ63 ~i~ 
~ -........ 

% Saying Very+ Somewhat Familiar 

• Personal use of U.S. notes is highest in Angola, Ukraine, Uruguay, 
Peru, Russia, and Kazakhstan. 

Average Uaage Across 
Larger Denominations 
($20, $50, and $1 oo notes) 

11% 12% I 33% I 37% 40% 45% I 47% I 50% 65% 

• U.S. currency is mostly used for savings or large purchases. 
)> But citizens of most countries prefer to save in their own currencies, except 

Ukraine, Uruguay, and Angola. 

93% 

)> In the last two years, personal use of U.S. currency has either remained the same 
or decreased. 

• In Russia, Turkey, Peru, and Angola, the increase in stability of their own currencies or the 
depreciation of U.S. currency has prompted the decrease in usage of U.S. notes. 5 
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• Confidence in the stability of U.S. currency is moderate across 
countries, with the highest confidence in countries that use U.S. 
currency most frequently. 

UAE K~akhstan Peru Turkey China 

25 h." 264 0 tJss lJ34 l~ 
% Saying 7-10 on a scale of 1-10 

Note: Red circles above indicate countries with the top three usage of U.S. currency. 

• The stability of U.S. currency is most important to the economies 
and people of Kazakhstan, Uruguay, Philippines, and Angola. 
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• Most consumers are not aware of changes to U.S. notes. 
Ji>- Among those who are, they learned through TV news programs. 
~ Most can recall the addition of color, but not the denominations that were 

redesigned or specific features. 

• Counterfeit U.S. currency is perceived to be a major problem in most 
countries. 

Philippines 

.~. Jag L Russia Ukraine Peru KazakhstanTurkey Angola Uruguay 

~ ~1;:1~1- J65l J 69-LJ1~lJ~~72 
·· . ._ .. 

% Saying Major Problem 

~ Citizens in Russia, Ukraine, Kazakhstan, Peru, Uruguay, and Angola think they are 
likely to receive a counterfeit U.S. note, perhaps because of their frequent use of 
U.S. currency. 

~ But most have never received any counterfeit U.S. notes and few think they could 
detect a counterfeit note if given one. 

• Across countries, the look and texture of U.S. notes are most depended upon for 
authenticating them. 
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• Most predict that the $100 note will be redesigned next. 

• Consumers are interested in learning about the redesigned $100 note. 
Turkey 

J!!·1~ 1!tJ~t:1~"LB ~~·mn 
UAE 

dagl 
AngQla 

% Saying Vety + Somewhat Interested 

• Concerns about the changes are generally low. 
Russia ~urkey UkraineKazakhstan UAE Philippines China 

9 h.J 1a LJ 22lfol ~~LJa1:_ J 42 ~ 
Peru 

~l 
% Saying Vel}' + Somewhat Concerned 

• Across all countries, the best channel to communicate the changes is 
TV news programs. 
~ Local news channels and banks are considered the best representatives to convey 

the information. 

• The most important information to communicate are the specific 
procedures for authenticating U.S. notes. 8 
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• Familiarity with U.S. currency is moderate with most saying they 
are somewhat familiar. 
~ China is the least familiar of the 10 countries possibly because laws limit the 

amount of U.S. currency Chinese citizens can hold. 

77% 73% 61% 63% 56~ 
68% 76% 76% 72% 

23% 27% 24% 
39% 

24% 36% 44% 31% 26% 
51% Familiar 

Not familiar 

~t-· ~·~ ~t-
~ ... '< ~~~ ~~!I 

~ i-.. ~ 

Very familiar 23 

Somewhat familiar 54 

Not very familiar 19 

Not at all familiar 4 

Don't know 0 

~·'<~ 

32 

41 

22 

5 

0 

,..o'"' 
~t-'O 

20 

56 

19 

5 

0 

"f.~·· ... 

16 

45 

30 

9 

1 

~~~ (J~\t-• ~·~ ~~·'& ~~'< ~\~ 
~~ 

21 17 29 40 39 8 

55 46 27 28 33 40 

24 28 15 20 16 29 

0 8 29 11 10 22 

0 0 0 1 2 1 
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• A majority of those in the Ukraine, Uruguay, and Angola own U.S. notes. 
~ Most in the other seven countries do not have U.S. currency in their possession. 

Do you currently own any U.S. -not~s, including those in your savings? 

69% 63~ 
35% 44~ t1J .,0% 13% 

37% 28%. 24~ 

I I I L - . 1 I j I I 

62% 55% 69% 82% 
.- Yes 

62% 69% 74% No 

31% 35% 29•1. 
I I I I I I I I I 

~~e ~·~ ~·~~ ~e~~ o'• 
~ ... ~~ ~~"' 

•• VI> ~~e~ ~~e" ~ .. "' 
~·""~ .. ~"' ~~ c~'t-• 
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• Angola, Ukraine, Peru, and Uruguay use lower denominations of 
U.S. notes more frequently than others. 

$1 

$5 

$10 

How often do you use the following notes? 
, : .~% Saying Use (Always +Often +Som~times) 

Philippines 

r -, Turkey 
Kazakhstan 8 I China 

-.:..;;., I 5 I ·.· -

Kazakhstan 
Philippines · -

..... 

Use Less Often 

P 
UAE 

eru j L II 26 
..) 25 l"'' ,... 

UAE Uruguay 
Russia [ 2~ Peru ~ l ~kraine B ~?'g ~35L .,.. 

Turkey 

Fe ~ "'5:: 

UAE 

1::tr3~ t J~:r~-
........ 

Use More Often 
12 
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• But Angola, Ukraine, Peru, Uruguay and Kazakhstan still use large 
denominations of U.S. notes the most. 

$20 

$50 

$100 

How often do you use the following notes? 
% Saying Use (Always_ +Often +Somet~mes) 

UAE 
Turkey r 1 

-J2a}~1 
Russia Uruguay 

Ft.l46L---
UAE 

- ~31 k 
Turkey Kazakhstan 
Peru Russia 0 Uruguay 

J; L · ..-;1 .._)__4_7 ~ : 51 L-
....... __. :;.:J ~ ~ 

Peru 

Angola 

UAE Cl Turkey 

z J. 36 l --L39 ~"" 

Russia Kazakhstan 
Uru~ay J- L Ukraine 

r 57 f I 

~ 52 ~ ' ~~---

Use Less Often Use More Often 

13 
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• U.S. currency is used mostly for savings. 
~ Other uses include large purchases especially in those countries that use larger 

denominations of U.S. notes like the Ukraine, Kazakhstan, Uruguay, and Angola. 
» Although use of U.S. currency is low in the Philippines, when they do use U.S. 

currency, it is more often for everyday transactions. 
~ In Russia and the UAE in particular, U.S. currency is used when traveling to 

dollarized countries. 

Savings 67 39 29 26 64 47 39 33 14 

Large purchases 41 71 39 16 54 15 4 15 4 

Everyday transactions 9 19 3 31 49 4 12 40 1 

Business purposes 7 13 9 9 43 10 30 25 13 

Travel in other countries that use U.S. 20 19 8 2 22 32 0 9 40 currency 

Not used for anything / I do not use U.S. 0 0 1 10 0 1 6 0 35 currency 

Travel in the U.S. 6 0 4 1 5 5 1 4 12 

When received from others 0 0 0 1 8 1 3 0 0 

Don't Know I No Response 17 4 33 26 0 23 25 21 4 
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• Use of U.S. currency has either decreased or remained the same in all 
these countries. 
~ Use has remained steady in Ukraine, Kazakhstan, Uruguay, China, the Philippines and UAE • .., 

1,. 21% L.J ... 
lllil IZS1 40% 500/o ., ml 9% 17°.4 I I 20% 

44% 48% 21°.4 15% 
I • Increased 

sJ 60% 

ci t~ 
54% Decreaaed I 4341(1 4141(1 

2&'6 ~sJ 38% I Li Remained the Same I 

I 

~~· ~·~ ~~ ~·\~ o'• ~· '\~,...,,~ ~·· \)._t, ~~· ~\~ (')~ '!f!,'!j .. ~~ ~~· (l~~~~'\ Cj~ 
~ \) rt.~ 

~· 

Remained the same 45 60 43 41 26 25 38 39 42 54 

Decreased 17 21 20 40 44 48 50 21 15 9 

Increased 21 17 7 9 30 3 3 4 11 a 
Don't know 18 1 30 10 0 25 9 37 31 28 
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• Russia, Peru, Turkey, and Angola have experienced a decrease in 
use of U.S. dollars either because their currency became more 
stable or because U.S. dollars were perceived as decreasing in 
value. 

Switched to local currency/local currency is stable I 30 I 70 I 45 I 34 

Lower value of dollar/exchange rate I 46 I 22 I 39 I 40 

Switched to Euros/ Euros are worth more/ I 14 I 5 14 8 

General economic reasons 0 0 0 4 

Other 9 3 0 4 

Don't know 0 0 3 10 
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• Citizens in most of the countries say they prefer to save in their 
own country's currency. 
~ However, the Ukraine, Uruguay and Angola prefer U.S. currency. 

• The general population of the Ukraine and Uruguay keep physical U.S. notes as 
savings whereas those in Angola deposits them in banks. 

Your country s currency 28 29 60 59 I 25 I 68 I 47 I 68 I 63 I 18 

U.S. currency 60 64 31 19 I 74 I 13 I 16 I 15 I 12 I 4 

Euros 8 6 7 14 0 14 12 I 15 I 9 I 3 

Other 2 0 1 1 1 0 11 I 0 I 12 I 4 

Don't know 2 1 1 8 0 5 14 I 1 I 3 I 3 

Keep U.S. notes 81 58 23 

Deposit in bank 18 29 n 
Don't know 1 13 0 
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• Perception of the change in usage of U.S. currency varies by country: 
};> Increase: Uruguay, China, Philippines, and UAE 
};> Decrease: Russia, Kazakhstan, Peru, Turkey, Angola 
};> Remained the same: Ukraine 

ml 

19% 
45% 

19% 

41% 
31~ 

41% 

.~· ,.)'4S 
~·'i ~ '\)~ ,, 
~ 

Decreased 

Remained the same 

Increased 

Don't know 

44% 

29% 

fl"'~ 

19 

46 

29 

7 

..., 
llSI 

49% 53% 88% 
15% 13% 

28% 20% ~7% 
~% 30% 

g,O~ 
~ ~~·e>· ~~"'i ~~ 

~~''fl 
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19 45 44 49 

31 41 29 26 

49 12 20 25 

1 2 8 0 
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• Increased 
Decreased 
Remained the Same 

68 15 13 

17 33 30 

4 39 37 
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• Increase in use of U.S. currency nationwide due to a variety of reasons: 
);:>- Uruguay is becoming a more dollarized economy. 
);:>- China is increasing business with markets that use the U.S. dollar. 
);:>- The Philippines has more people receiving U.S. dollars for pay. 
~ UAE's currency has Jost some stability. 

Local currency unstable 10 26 

Oollarized economy 42 0 

Increased business from/ trade with international markets using the dollar 1 2 

Increased economic development 19 0 

Increase in people/ OFWs working abroad sending US doUars here I More people 0 33 getting paid In US dollars 

Greater foreign investment in US dollars 1 3 

Increase in travelers to our country/returning home to our country spending US dollars 0 14 
here 

High/increasing value 7 3 

Becoming more open to the wortd I Becoming globalized 0 0 

Disaster relief came in US dollars 0 3 

Increased travel abroad 0 2 

Other 11 2 

Don't Know I No Response 8 12 

24 13 

2 0 

5 19 

5 4 

0 0 

5 2 

7 10 I 
4 2 

4 8 

0 0 

0 8 

22 10 

22 25 
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• Movement away from the U.S. dollar is due to a variety of reasons: 
);> Kazakhstan has been using Euros because they are worth more. 
);> Peru and Turkey feel the dollar has decreased in value. 
);> Angola has switched to their local currency. 
» And Russia is evenly split between these reasons. 

Lower value of dollar/exchange rate I 34 I 43 I 26 I 33 I 39 

Switched to local currencynocal currency is 25 27 65 I 33 I 34 stable 

Switched to Euros/ Euros are worth more/ 39 29 10 34 12 

Distrust of the US I Poor attitude of the US 
0 0 0 0 4 

toward this country 

General economic reasons 0 0 0 0 2 

Other 1 0 0 0 3 

Don't Know I No Response 0 1 0 0 7 
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• U.S. dollars are mostly used by tourists that visit each of the 10 
countries. 

• Additionally those in the Ukraine, Kazakhstan, Angola and Russia use 
U.S. currency for savings. 

• Peru and Angola use U.S. dollars for large purchases, whereas 
members of the former Soviet Union use them for transactions across 
borders. 

• China, Philippines, Turkey, and UAE mostly use U.S. notes in 
business transactions, which explains the low personal usage in 
these countries. 

Please see following slide for additional corresponding data chart 
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Used by tourists and travelers 41 81 13 43 57 46 68 49 55 38 
Consumer use for saving 53 45 37 28 66 45 36 13 22 26 
Transactions between businesses or I 
financial institutions 28 I 9 I 22 I 22 I 43 I 35 I 52 I 59 I 51 I 36 

Consumer use for large purchases I 27 I 45 I 16 I 34 I 72 I 17 I 25 I 21 I 12 I 8 

Transactions across borders with I 41 I 8 I 33 I 7 I 17 I 47 I 42 I 41 I 22 I 21 neighboring countries 

Consumer use for every day 33 45 10 23 49 26 11 I 31 I 8 I 13 transactions 

Illegal activities 20 3 5 1 24 19 12 6 5 4 

Buying/selling goods in general 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 2 0 

Other 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 5 2 < 
Don't know 1 3 2 9 0 3 2 2 8 18 
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• On average, confidence in U.S. currency is moderate. 
~ The highest level of confidence seems linked to those countries that use U.S. 

currency most frequently or for everyday transactions. 

6.87] 

~~e 
~ ....... ~ 

Using:a :scale:of 1to10 where 1 means no confidence at all and 10 
means a great deal of confidence, how much confidence would you 

say you have in the stability of U.S. currency? 

8.~ I 6.13 p.6~ 6.57l 
4.87 

~ 
4.91 

_J L--1 
l_j LJ ~ LJ I 

'It).~ ~~ <le .. ~ o'"' ~ ~e~ ~~e" ~~~ ~~lb-
~ ... ~~ 9'+-"(\"> ~~~ ~~·fj '\~ ~~~~ 

c"(\ 

~ 

Please see following slide for additional corresponding data chart 
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• Similar to usage of U.S. currency, confidence levels have either 
decreased or remained the same. 

\ 

» Citizens of Russia, Kazakhstan, and Turkey say their confidence In U.S. dollars 
has decreased. 

• Russia's change in confidence is also reflected in our research where 51°/o were 
confident in U.S. currency following the $50 launch. 

» Whereas those In the Ukraine, Peru, Uruguay, China, and the Philippines have 
similar confidence as a year ago. 

Would you say your confidence in· the stability o; Lis. -currency has increased, 
decreased or remained about the same during the past yea_r _ or so? 

~ 
~ .... ~-~~ 

t@IMro ..... 
$"' 12% I I '~ 11$' 

17% 42% 
49% 19% 55% 23% 

72% 38% 39% 

75% I r I I I 
I I I I I • Increased 

62% 58% Decreased 
50% 

40% 37% 41% I Ci7% 
p1~ 

L- Remained the Same 
23% I I I I 

~~· ~·'\ ~~ (I•~ .. ~o~ "'. ~·~ ~· ~ .. ~ 'ti.~· 
~~f>' ~ ~· q.$ ~\) ~~,~~~ Cj'<'I 
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Please see following slide for additional corresponding data chart 26 
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Remained about the same 62 75 23 50 40 37 41 58 37 51 

Decreased 17 12 72 42 38 55 49 19 39 23 

Increased 15 12 3 3 23 2 2 17 15 8 

Don't know 6 1 2 5 0 6 8 5 9 18 
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• Those whose confidence has decreased attribute it to the change 
in the value of the dollar. 

Change in exchange rate/value 
I 87 I 89 I 86 I 86 I 72 I 48 of dollar 

State of U.S. economy 

I 
16 I 7 I 16 I 13 I 14 I 33 

War in Iraq 11 I 1 I 24 I 19 I 36 I 21 -
State of global economy 3 8 37 I 13 I 28 I 16 

Counterfeiting 2 10 40 7 3 3 

Terrorism/War on terrorism 1 0 19 5 7 10 

U.S. national debt 1 4 2 1 1 10 I 
Other 0 3 5 0 8 17 

I 

Don't know I 0 0 0 0 3 3 I 
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• Confidence in one's own currency is high. 
>-- Russia and China experience the highest levels. 

~ 

• Russia's confidence in the Ruble has increased greatly since October 2004 (52°/o). 

· Using a scale of 1to10where·1 means no confidence afall and 10 means a great 
deal-of confidence, how much confidence would you say you have in the stability 

of your own country's currency? 
' .. ' ' • J 

6.55 6.62 7.26 :7.09 1.87 
~.39 17.07 
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Please see following slide for additional corresponding data chart 
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1 - No confidence at all 1 3 5 1 3 1 7 3 6 I 3 . 
2 1 1 2 1 2 1 0 1 1 

3 5 6 5 2 2 0 2 7 5 2 

4 4 9 1 2 4 1 3 6 1 1 

5 I 17 17 16 22 16 3 11 27 15 8 

6 I 18 6 3 11 8 7 12 11 10 8 

7 21 18 13 17 12 19 12 13 9 9 

a 23 19 13 23 15 35 18 11 15 25 

9 7 9 17 10 14 21 19 8 7 11 

1 O - A great deal of confidence 4 11 25 13 23 12 16 14 27 29 < 
0 

% saying 7 - 10 55 57 68 63 64 87 65 46 58 74 r 

Don't know 0 2 1 0 1 0 0 0 4 3 I -0 
I).) 
cc 
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• Confidence in one's own currency is much higher than in 
U.S. currency. 
~ Kazakhstan, Turkey, Russia, and China have the largest gaps In confidence levels. 

Mean Confidence in 
I 6.87 I 6.43 I 4.87 I 5.1s I 6.13 I 5.6a I 4.91 I 6.57 I 5.26 I 5.65 I U.S. 

Mean Confidence in 
Home Country 

6.55 6.62 7.26 7.09 7.24 7.87 7.13 6.39 7.07 7.79 

I . ; ~ I -
"'. I . -

u.s Advantage I 

(Confidence in U.S. +0.32 ' -0.19 I -2.39 -1.93 -t.11 -2.19 -2.22 +.Q.1Q -1.81 -2.14 
-Home) : 

I I ' 
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• The stability of U.S. currency is seen as most important to both the 
economy and the people of Kazakhstan, Uruguay, Philippines, and 
Angola. 

);> Citizens of UAE feel it is important only to their economy, possibly because 
their tourism industry receives visitors from dollarized countries. 

Very important I 35 I 93 I 55 I 39 I 45 I 21 I 31 I 55 I 49 I 39 

Somewhat important 52 6 37 44 42 I 48 I 51 I 32 I 33 I 39 

Not very important 8 0 5 9 12 23 8 10 7 9 

Not at all important 2 0 1 3 1 5 10 3 7 4 

Don't know 3 1 1 4 1 2 0 0 4 9 

Please see following slide for additional corresponding data chart 
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Very important I 35 I 71 I 46 I 23 I 41 I 14 I 25 I 41 I 31 I 11 

Somewhat important 37 19 31 43 48 I 36 I 31 I 33 I 30 I 29 

Not very important 23 9 14 17 11 26 21 21 18 31 

Not at all important 5 2 8 15 0 23 23 6 19 24 

Don't know 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 2 I 4 
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• Most said there has been no recent political or economic activity 
that caused them to question the stability of their currency. 
~ Not surprising given the high level of confidence. 
~ Since the Philippines had the lowest level of confidence, it makes sense that 

they are split on this question. 

Has there been any recent economic or political activity ;;,, your country that has 
caused you to question the stability of your country's currency or rely more on 

U.S. currency.because of its stable value?* . . . 

~ 19% 16" 
37% 

14% 
l1~ ~7%. 31% 

I I I I 31% 
I 

85% 83% 
I 

77% 73% ' 

56% 53% 64% 59% 47% 

~~· ~ ....... ~ 
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Please see following slide for additional corresponding data chart 
" This question was not asked In China. 
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Yes 37 e 19 14 16 31 18 47 31 

No 56 85 77 73 83 53 64 47 59 

Don't Know 7 7 3 13 1 16 18 6 9 
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• N~umber of-citizens recalling seeing or hearing about previous 
changes to U.S. notes ... 

);:> six out of ten Ukrainians 
);:> approximately half of Russians 
);:> about four out of ten Angolans 
);;>- over three of ten Peruvians 

• Awareness is lower in the other countries. 
26% 19% I 16"' • 31% 38% 

60% I I . I 47% 
I 10% 

71% 81% 81% 
65% 62% 59% 

40% 50% 

LJ LJ LJ LJ L_J L_j 

':!.~,. ~·"\ ~ ~o\~ o'"' ,. ... ~.._o'\ ~~fib "tto"~ ~ .... ~ ~ ... ~~ ~~ ~~~ ~~ '\~ 
~'(\~~ ..... 

Yes 60 26 19 31 38 

No 40 71 81 65 62 

Don't know 0 3 3 0 

16% 7% 

79% 79% • Yes 
No 

I 

~'1-<c. ~~· v~ 

47 10 6 16 

50 59 81 79 

3 31 13 5 
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• Russia's recall of the past program has dwindled since the post 
$50 launch (68% awareness). 

);i- However this is typical given the lengthy break since the last communication 
effort. 

• The graph below shows how awareness levels fluctuated during the past program. 

80°/o 

70°/o 

60°/o 

50% 
47o/o 

40% 

30% 

20% 
I-+- o/o Saying Aware I 

10% 

Oo/o 
Pre $20 (March '03) Post $20 (Jan '04) Pre $50 (April '04) Post $50 (Oct '04) Pre $100 (May '07) 
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• TV news programs are the most frequently mentioned method of 
learning about the changes. 

On TV 54 81 75 78 

In a newspaper 10 20 45 8 

From a friend, neighbor or colleague n 4 59 16 

In a bank 19 11 23 21 

On the Internet 19 2 25 11 

On the radio 8 13 45 5 I 
At a currency exchange point 8 17 19 21 I 
Have seen/used new currency 23 2 22 4 

In a magazine 4 2 27 3 

On outdoor billboards or posters 2 2 0 3 

Other 0 0 2 0 

Don't know 0 4 0 0 
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• The most recalled change is the addition of color. 
~ Many also noted anti-counterfeiting features being added. 
~ Others in Ukraine and Angola recall specifically the redesigned $20 and $50 notes. 

~i 
r'"~~~·- ·":lit.:_ - ._ ... . ,_-•.••• -~~~ 

Color has been/ will be added 50 31 63 58 

Anti-Counterfeiting features have been/will 31 35 42 49 be added 

New $20 U.S. notes were introduced 42 11 70 23 

New $50 U.S. notes were introduced 30 2 69 21 

New $100 U.S. notes will be introduced 21 17 39 4 

New $10 U.S. notes were introduced 32 4 28 19 

Just that changes are coming 10 17 17 14 

Other 2 0 3 0 

Don't know 0 4 0 3 
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• Most don't know specifically which denominations were 
redesigned. 

);> Those who could name denominations cited $20, $50, and $100 notes, possibly 
because of their frequent use in those countries. 

2 2 0 0 6 2 1 4 3 

4 6 0 1 6 3 1 3 3 

$10 31 14 1 2 43 15 2 7 5 

$20 41 15 7 22 67 25 6 7 8 

$50 31 9 7 11 69 30 5 3 3 

$100 18 19 9 22 25 12 4 8 12 

Don't know 44 67 85 56 16 59 86 83 79 
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• Most can't pinpoint a specific new feature of the redesigned notes. 
~ Of those that could, color again ranks at the top. 

Color 39 22 6 16 41 25 38 25 12 

Texture or feel of the paper 17 19 1 20 17 8 23 13 11 

Portrait 29 5 3 8 17 14 23 9 9 

Security thread, or plastic strip, that 
is in the paper and runs up and I 6 I 5 I 3 I 15 I 4 I 7 I 7 I 3 I 9 I 
down one side of the note 

Watermark or the "hidden portrait" 
that is visible when you hold the I 11 I 3 I 3 I 5 I 6 I 12 I 8 I 3 I 8 I 
note up to the light 

I I I I I ) ) I 1 I Fibers in paper 11 0 1 5 4 5 3 6 7 

Changing color ink in the number of 

I I I I the denomination in the lower right I 5 1 1 3 8 I 4 I 4 I 1 I 5 I hand comer of the note 

Smell I 2 I 1 I 0 I 2 I 2 I 0 I 1 I 1 I 2 I 

Other 3 2 0 0 1 0 3 0 1 

Don't know 43 66 87 40 20 62 44 57 63 
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• Counterfeiting of U.S. currency is seen as a major problem by a 
majority in six of these 10 countries. 

21% LJ u 
27% 30% • Major problem 

40% ~ ............ L-1 c Minor problem 
21% 27% 23% c: Not a problem 23% ~ 16'% 25% 22% 

9% 1 ..... - 1%- ..a. .,a.._ - • - ..A.a- ~ -- _,___ . ' 

~~t-· ~~ ~~ ,rr ~· 
_,,. 

"'" ... fl\ 
~# ~ .. <e, .. 

~<s ,~ .. t-~ ~ ,#~ 
c~~ 

~ ~ 

Major problem 50 72 69 65 72 46 70 89 33 35 

Minor problem 40 23 29 27 23 28 16 5 27 30 

Not a problem 9 3 1 6 5 25 5 5 25 22 

Don't know 1 1 1 2 0 1 8 1 15 13 -
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• Members of the general population in Russia, Ukraine, Kazakhstan, 
Peru, Uruguay, and especially Angola think it is likely they will get a 
counterfeit U.S. note, perhaps because they use U.S. currency the 
most. 

71~ 

21'141 

~~· ~ .... ~ 

Very likely 

Somewhat likely 

Not very likely 

Not at all likely 

Don't know 

67 .. 

32"'9 

.. ~ ..... 
~<~ .. 

65'119 ... 
31CM. 

13'11 
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25 35 

53 32 

21 21 

0 11 
1 1 

41'11 

70'119 
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• Although perceiving counterfeiting as a major problem, many have 
never been given a counterfeit note. 

}:i- If given one, most feel they could not detect a fake. 

• Angola is the exception with over half feeling they could authenticate a note. 

Yes 26 13 18 24 39 15 9 2 9 4 

No 70 87 82 76 49 79 75 94 88 94 

Don't know 4 1 0 1 12 6 16 4 3 1 

Yes I 48 I 9 I 26 I 37 I 59 I 18 I 28 I 27 23 17 

No I 47 I 83 I 73 I 59 I 38 I 69 I 50 I 66 65 74 

Don't know I 5 I 9 I 1 I 3 I 2 I 13 I 22 I 7 I 12 9 
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• Those in Russia, Ukraine, Kazakhstan, Peru, Uruguay, Philippines, 
and Angola claim to authenticate U.S. notes when they receive them. 
~ More than half in Uruguay say they always check, and at least half in Ukraine, Peru, 

Philippines and Angola check always or often. 

60 91 54 74 76 57 49 70 £®] 42 
Someti~s) 

~ n I 

- -
Always 31 53 32 35 33 23 22 32 21 13 

Often 19 26 9 19 20 15 6 22 8 16 

Sometimes 10 12 13 20 23 19 21 16 7 13 
-".(; .. - "H ...... II : ~ -

Not check I a 

<R1¥ety + ~ever) 
2l l'l 5 16 17 f 2a 22 s·t 26 54 46' 

n II 
_.JEii ~ -~ 1111 -

Rarely 11 5 11 12 19 15 13 12 13 18 

Never 10 0 5 5 4 7 38 14 41 28 

Don't know 19 4 29 9 1 21 0 4 11 14 
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• Sight and touch are the features citizens in these countries would 
use to find a counterfeit note. 

FeeVtexture 20 54 25 29 18 10 25 17 I 19 

Look 27 17 14 9 25 27 31 28 I 7 

Watermark or the faint image of the portrait 
that is visible when you hold the note up to I 17 I 8 I 23 I 13 I 20 I 6 I 14 I 15 I 16 
the light 

Security thread, or plastic strip, that is in 
the paper and runs up and down one side I 5 I 5 I 5 I 16 I 12 I 15 I 5 I 14 I 17 
of the note 

Color shifting ink in the number of the 
denomination in the lower right hand 
corner of the note (changes from copper to 0 3 0 5 15 13 2 11 4 

green when tilted} 

Portrait/face/ large picture 5 3 3 7 6 3 0 5 7 

Color of background 1 2 1 6 1 1 0 3 4 

Use a machine/ currency detector 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 a 
Have it checked by the bank/someone who 0 0 0 0 a 0 3 0 1 
would know 

Other 3 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 

Don't know 21 7 31 15 2 23 20 7 25 
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• Most predict that the $100 note will be redesigned next over the 
$5 note, possibly because of the low presence of $5 notes in these 
countries. 

22 2 17 7 23 I 11 I 1 I 11 I 9 I 

$100 45 2 26 42 66 59 10 27 38 

None of the above 23 1 47 17 13 5 18 20 6 

Don't know I 17 I 95 I 13 I 37 I 18 28 72 44 49 
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• Most are interested in learning about changes to the $100 note, 
especially Angolans. 
~ Only those in China, Turkey, and UAE are uninterested because of low personal 

use of U.S. currency. 
The-U.S. Treasury will be redesigning the $5 and $100 notes next . 

...,;·· .. 

ll3'4 ISMb 2"' 
'71411t n.. Mt 

'"' i.Jlllt ''"" '-tlMI I 
I I 

l7IMI I 1511Mt &&'lb 

~ 27'1'o 
, 3Wi 29IMi Interested 
11'41 m4t 

ft 

~~~ ':At-• ,.~f;\ o\• 
~~- ~~ .. t>~ ~· ,.~· .... ~\~ ... ~ .. ~ Not interested 

c.'<''~· 

F~p-.i:--.1~-- ---:1 
I I 

Very interested 32 51 43 39 70 21 6 47 18 4 
Somewhat interested 39 21 39 35 21 45 27 22 21 25 
Not very Interested 19 20 10 14 8 26 28 16 21 32 
Not at all interested 9 7 7 8 1 9 39 13 37 34 

Don't know 1 1 0 5 0 0 0 1 3 5 
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-
• The importance of learning about the new $100 parallels interest levels. 

Jo;> Those in China, Turkey, and UAE feel it is much less important to learn about 
the changes than the other 7 countries. 

16'K. ts~ 95 
my 5'04 40"' 

931\f. ~ 7804 1394 -

14"' t.4~ 
464M> I I ~ 54~ 

17'fb 's~ 24M> 17tMt 15% 11 Important 

.~e ~" ~ fie~ o\• ~ ~'lf.e' ~~"' ~~ ~ Not Important 
~< <->~~ ~ ..... ~~ ~~"' (;~~ 
~ ~ ~,,,# ~~ ~~~~ 

fl~ 

~1 w;n91~:~~ .. __ ~_;:'J -~ __ __I_ -~L ______ , 

Very important 21 67 61 65 74 17 19 63 36 14 

Somewhat important 65 28 31 28 24 61 34 20 20 26 

Not very important 12 3 5 3 2 14 15 10 15 35 
Not at all important 2 1 2 2 0 3 31 5 25 19 
Don't know 0 1 1 2 0 5 0 3 3 6 
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• Concern about the changes is low in most countries. 
~ However Peru, Uruguay and especially Angola have high levels of concern. 

220/o 2~ 
flb 13'AI 

31~ 

68o,\ 57'4 
8'19AI 

77% 7804 
~ ~ 

6Stfo 

30CVo 
40% 

130/t 

~~e ~·~ ,~ 
~~ ~~~ ~"<" 

i. ...... 

..,.\. ~· ~VI> "'"e~ ff> ~e'- ~o ~'iii ~(~ ~\f' .. ~ ~ ~ ~\~ 
~"<" 

Very concerned 1 35 6 13 55 
Somewhat concerned 21 33 17 44 32 
Not very concerned 43 18 41 29 11 

Not at all concerned 34 12 37 11 2 

Don't know 1 1 0 2 0 

27% 
420/o 

70Clb 
570/e 

~·t, (.;~~· 

1 3 
8 10 

54 34 

36 54 

1 0 

Concerned 
Not concerned 
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• The high levels of concern in Peru, Uruguay, China and Angola 
mostly stem from the impression that old notes will be worth less 
once the redesigned notes are issued. 

);;:> Additionally Uruguayans feel this may open the door for more counterfeit notes. 

Old notes will be worth less than new notes 24 33 31 18 

There will be more fakes, forgeries, counterfeits 37 10 15 15 

Old notes will no longer be accepted 17 14 6 10 

There will be long lines to exchange or tum in old notes 3 7 21 7 

Too many versions will cause confusion 6 21 4 15 

There will be Insufficient supply of new notes 3 2 22 9 

Banks will charge a fee to exchange old notes 1 4 1 7 

Other 0 0 1 10 

Don't know I 9 I 8 I 0 7 
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• Consistent with their fear that old notes will lose value, those in the 
Philippines, Uruguay, and Angola think they will need to exchange 
the old notes for new ones. 

Will have to exchange old for new 9 55 17 3B 58 4 40 63 37 

Old notes will keep their value 86 24 80 41 34 90 22 29 42 

Don't know 5 21 3 20 8 6 38 9 21 

27 

54 

19 

·o-·;-~ ~~ ~~ '. ~ - ... ~....... . ~ 
;;;;. •o.l. ,. J .... ,.. t 1 _...,... . 

-:r---,~·-~ 
I ' .I 

. ~r...:.:;:,..-~1 ~;}s.:.··:~-~~:;·:• r·~~~~~ ... 

Definitely exchange old notes for new 11 37 32 40 10 41 49 41 19 

Probably exchange old notes for new 43 26 39 27 51 3B 36 28 21 23 

Probably not exchange old notes for new 33 19 19 16 6 12 13 11 14 17 

Definitely not exchange old notes for new 10 3 3 5 1 17 10 5 9 33 

Don't know 2 7 3 20 2 22 0 7 16 9 -
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• TV news programs are by far the favored means of communicating 
changes to citizens of these 10 countries. 

TV news programs 59 n 50 49 43 59 44 79 20 23 

Advertisements on TV 7 13 11 25 35 14 12 9 13 9 

Newspaper articles 8 1 17 1 2 8 5 2 18 9 

Brochures or leaflets available at banks 10 0 3 6 I 2 I 7 I 15 I 3 I 5 I 11 or exchange points 

Ads in newspapers 3 3 6 4 1 1 10 3 17 7 

A website on the Internet 2 1 1 2 1 4 9 0 7 15 

Radio news programs 1 1 3 3 9 1 0 1 1 6 

Ads on the Internet 6 3 3 1 0 2 2 1 5 8 

Ads on the radio 1 0 1 2 2 0 1 1 3 2 

Billboards or posters 1 0 0 1 3 1 1 1 2 0 

Telephone hotline 0 1 1 0 0 3 0 1 2 1 

Magazine stories 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 

Ads in magazines 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 

Other 1 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 

Don't know 0 1 1 5 0 1 1 0 4 9 
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• Local news channels and banks (both local and central) are the favored 
representatives to convey information about changes. Many also 
mention their own government. 

Local news channels 41 46 7 26 31 13 12 7 31 14 
Your oountry's government 12 37 20 16 20 30 21 21 16 21 
The central bank of your country 18 1 22 27 19 25 30 31 16 25 
Banks or exchange points 17 14 30 8 13 20 32 11 13 9 

U.S. government 9 1 15 13 11 12 2 29 5 11 
Check cashing or money transfer providers 1 1 3 0 2 0 1 0 2 1 

Relatives or friends in your oountry 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 2 1 

Celebrities from your country 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 3 1 

Relatives or friends in the U.S. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 
Employers 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 
Social organizations 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 
Religious organizations/ place of worship 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 

U.S. celebrities 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 
Other 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 2 3 
Don't know 0 0 1 8 0 0 1 0 7 11 
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• The most important information to convey are the specific 
procedures for authenticating U.S. notes. 
~ Uruguay also wants to be reassured that the change won't affect their economy. 

The specific procedures to check for 
security features that help people Identify I 49 I 13 I 31 I 35 I 39 I 51 I 46 I 30 I 10 I 18 
counterfeit notes 

Where to find Information about security I 18 I 23 I 13 I 21 I 33 I a I 12 I 23 I 9 I 9 features/ counterfeiting 

Old and new notes will have same value 6 11 9 1 3 14 1 9 18 I 18 

When the design of the new notes will be 2 13 16 8 10 3 7 11 7 4 released 

When the new notes will enter circulation 9 6 9 15 5 4 18 3 9 5 

That this won t affect the stability of my 
4 23 7 1 5 1 a 10 10 13 

country's economy 

Old notes will remain valid Indefinitely 5 6 7 6 2 7 3 9 11 B 

No need to exchange old notes for new 7 4 6 3 2 8 1 5 8 B 

Other 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 3 4 

Don't know 1 1 1 11 0 3 3 1 15 13 
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• Multi-Country Study Results Snapshot 

Ukraine High (65%) Remain Same (45%) High (67%) Major (50%) High (71%) Low (22%) 

Uruguay High (50%) Remain Same (60%) Moderate (51%) Major (72%) High (72%) High (68°/o) 

Kazakhstan High (40%) Remain Same (43%) Low (26%) Major (69%) High (82%) Low (23%) 

Peru High (47%) Remain Same (41%) L-OW (30%) Major (65%) High (74%) High (57%) 

Angola High (93%) Decrease (44%) Moderate ( 40%) Major (72%) High (91%) High (87%) 

Russia High (45%) Decrease (48%) Moderate (40%) Major (46%} High (66%) Low (9%) 

Turkey Moderate (37%) Decrease (50%) Low (33%) Major (70%) Low (33%) Low (13%) 

Philippines Low (11%) Remain Same (38%) Moderate (53%) Major (89%) High (69%} Low (31%) . 
UAE Moderate (33%) Remain Same (42%) Low (25%) Split (33%) Low (39%) Low (27%) I < 

0 
I r 

China I Low (12%) Remain Same (54%) Low (34%) Split (35%) Low (29%) Moderate (42%} 
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• Multi-Country Study Results significantly contribute to the tiering 
recommendations that will be provided in the Executive Summary and 
Recommendations Presentation on June 12, 2007/ 
~ The new research results presented combine with other valuable inputs to derive 

tiering recommendations. 
• FR data and recommendations - including payments, receipts, flow and qualitative input 
• USSS data and recommendations 
• Reports (ICAP, National Research Council) 
• Burson-Marsteller worldwide offices 
• Treasury International Economics Officers and State Department Officials 
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International Stakeholder In-Depth Interviews 
Research Results 

for the $5 Note and $100 Note 
Public Education and Awareness Program 

Tuesday, June 12, 2007 
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Timing: May 2-17, 2007 

Audience: Stakeholders in Financial Institutions, Business or Law Enforcement 
in Hong Kong and South Korea 

Methodology: In-Depth Phone Interviews 

Objectives: Explore the use of U.S. currency, concerns about counterfeiting, 
authentication behavior, and interest level in learning about upcoming 
changes to the U.S. currency among business and professional 
audiences, in order to better understand these markets and help 

Surveys: 
Countries 
Audiences 
Sample Sizes 

prioritize the location and messaging for the $5 and $1 oo note program Mb.a-:m -- --- n-

Financial Institution Stakeholders I 14 

Business Stakeholders I 4 

Law Enforcement Stakeholders 

I 
2 

TOTAL 20 

Hong Kong* 

Financial Institution Stakeholders I 13 

South Korea 
Business Stakeholders 5 

Law Enforcement Stakeholders 2 

TOTAL 20 
"For the purpose of this report, Hong Kong is refe"ed to as a country, although it is technically the Hong Kong Special Administratiw 

Rea/on of the Peoole 's Reoublic of China 
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• Key Findings 

• Use of U.S. Currency 

• Concerns about Counterfeiting 

• Authentication Behavior 

• Interest Level in Learning about New U.S. Notes < 
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• In general, findings for Hong Kong and South Korea are very similar. 
• Use of U.S. Currency 

~ Business and financial stakeholders in Hong Kong and South Korea say there Is 
low use of U.S. currency among consumers in their respective countries. 

• U.S. currency is mostly used by businesses (as electronic transfers) and tourists 
and travelers (as paper notes) in the two countries. 

~ According to these stakeholders, citizens of these countries generally do not save 
U.S. notes at home. Some save "dollars" in foreign currency accounts, but this 
may be decreasing due to the falling value of the dollar. 

• Consumer use of U.S. paper currency is generally restricted to tourists in stores that 
cater to them and by people traveling, studying or investing abroad. 

•Businesses, especially those involved in trade and those that work with multi
nationals, use U.S. currency but in electronic transfers not paper notes. 

• Attitudes toward U.S. Currency 
~ Confidence in the stability of U.S. currency is high and remains unchanged, but 

there are concerns about its depreciation and, in South Korea, about counterfeit 
U.S. notes. 

~ U.S. currency and its stability play an important role in both countries' economies 
because they trade with the U.S. frequently, and their foreign exchange reserve Is 
largely denominated by U.S. currency. 

• Hong Kong dollar is pegged to U.S. currency, so its role is even more important. 
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• Concerns about Counterfeiting 
» Counterfeit U.S. currency seems to be a more serious problem in South Korea 

than in Hong Kong. 
» But people in both countries are not too concerned about it because of their 

limited use of U.S. paper currency in daily transactions, and some will not report It 
if the amount is small. 

» Most cannot be specific about possible links between counterfeit U.S. currency 
and other criminal activities. 

• Authentication Behavior 
» Only respondents who handle U.S. paper currency at work check their notes 

regularly. 
• They usually check the texture and use a machine to detect counterfeits. 

• Reliance on the counterfeit detector machines to check notes is high in both 
countries, especially in South Korea. 

» According to stakeholders, general consumers in both countries generally do not 
check the U.S. notes they receive because they seldom use paper currency, or do 
not know how to check them. 

» Some respondents are aware of the introduction of new security features to U.S. 
notes in recent years, but could not recall them specifically. 

• Stakeholders did not feel there were large concerns as a result of recent changes. 
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• Interest Level in Learning about New U.S. notes 
~ Respondents show some Interest in learning about the redesigned $5 note and 

$100 note, especially the latter because of Its higher value. 
~ In both countries, respondents think the best way to communicate the changes 

to themselves, their departments, and people in their countries is through the 
mass media, such as TV news programs, newspapers, magazines, and the 
Internet. 

~ But respondents do not think it is too important for people in their countries to 
learn about the changes because most seldom use U.S. paper currency. 

~ The most important points to communicate about the changes are the new 
security features of the notes so that people know how to authenticate them. 
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• In both countries, U.S. currency is used mostly by 
businesses (as electronic transfers) and tourists (as 
paper currency). 

• "Businesses. Companies. Multinational trade companies use it 
most." - Hong Kong Stakeholder 

• lourists mainly. Commercial companies that have contact or 
businesses with foreign companies may also use U.S. currency." 

--1 

- Hong Kong Stakeholder lt±'u-u··-•1~·-r· 

• "I think it is used by businesses .. . for business. 11 
- South Korean 

Stakeholder 

• "Of course Americans use it most ... Many tourists from different 
countries also use U.S. dollars too." - South Korean Stakeholder 

);;>- But businesses seldom use paper notes and conduct their transactions via 
transfers instead. 

• "U.S. currency is used quite often in trading, in settling payment, in purchasing of goods. But all 
these are done through TT (telegraphic transfer). 11 

- Hong Kong Stakeholder 

• "Companies do not handle cash, [but they use] mostly bank transfers." - South Korean 

Stakeholder 
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• In both countries, U.S. currency is used by companies that import and 
export and by consumers traveling abroad and visiting tourists. 

>-- Businesses use U.S. currency electronically in trade. 
• "U.S. currency is used in trading ... most of payment is settled by U.S. currency when doing business with 

companies overseas." - Hong Kong Stakeholder 

• "U.S. currency is mainly used for the export and import [of goods]. 11 
- South Korean Stakeholder 

>-- U.S. paper currency is used by tourists or by locals that are traveling abroad. 
• 'They may buy jewelry, souvenirs or expensive items in Duty Free Shops. 11 

- Hong Kong Stakeholder 

• "I guess people may use U.S. notes to pay for hotel or make purchases in duty-free shops." - Hong Kong 
Stakeholder 

• 'There are many people who remit U.S. currency and/or buy U.S. currency as they travel abroad." - South 
Korean Stakeholder 

• "People use U.S. dollars more for overseas trips than use it within the country." - South Korean Stakeholder 

>-- Some respondents add that it is difficult to use U.S. currency for money 
laundering in Hong Kong. 

• "It is very strict in Hong Kong and money laundering is not easy." - Hong Kong Stakeholder 

• "It is difficult .. . because the control is very strict. For example, any bank or financial Institution that has 
received a large amount of money is required to report to the Hong Kong Monetary Authority or police If the 
source of money is suspected." - Hong Kong Stakeholder 
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• U.S. notes are mostly accepted by businesses frequented by tourists, such as hotels, 
duty-free shops, and major department stores in both countries. 

• "U.S. notes are only accepted in certain shops, particularly in tourist areas such as duty-free shops." - Hong Kong 
Stakeholder 

• "U.S. notes wi/I be accepted in banks, hotels, prestige shops, jewelry shops, etc. Yes, it is limited to tourist areas." -
Hong Kong Stakeholder 

• "Shops and businesses accept U.S. notes. Not the general stores, but rather the shopping malls mainly where the 
foreigners come and go." - South Korean Stakeholder 

• "People in ltaewon (tourist district in Seoul) accept dollars. There are a lot of foreigners coming for tours and 
shopping ... they can use U.S. dollars as freely as they use Korean Won." - South Korean Stakeholder 

• In both countries, $20 and $100 notes are most often used in these circumstances. 
• "I guess the $20 U.S. note would be most popular in Hong Kong."-Hong Kong Stakeholder 

• "I think U.S. $100 are the most popular." - Hong Kong Stakeholder 

• "It seems that $20 is used most. $100 notes are used often, but mostly $20 is used." - South Korean Stakeholder 

• "Since U.S. currency is frequently used by tour companies and for particular occasions, I believe $100 note is used 
most." - South Korean Stakeholder 

• Several respondents in South Korea point out that they need to report to government 
authorities when the amount of U.S. notes exchanged exceeds a certain amount. 

• "In case of foreign cash transactions over USO 1,000 between the parties concerned, [banks] should report it to 
Minister of Finance and Economy by law of foreign exchange." - South Korean Stakeholder 

• "According to the foreign exchange control act, we have to report the transaction details such as usage and amount to 
the Bank of Korea If it is larger than a certain amount." - South Korean Stakeholder 
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• In both countries, consumers rarely save physical U.S. notes but often place 
their money in foreign currency accounts as U.S. currency. 

};;> In Hong Kong, people rarely keep U.S. notes at home because they do not use them for daily 
transactions, and they lose interest income by not saving at their banks. 

• 'What is the point of using paper U.S. money for saving instead of open a saving account in a bank? Nobody 
puts money at home. I don't think It Is popular to save the paper money." - Hong Kong Stakeholder 

• "[Saving U.S. notes] is not widespread because they will lose interest Income. Why don't they earn some 
interest instead of keeping paper money." - Hong Kong Stakeholder 

• "I think saving US dollar at home is not common." - South Korean Stakeholder 

• "I have not seen people who save U.S. notes under the mattress. If they do, I think it would be small amount." 
- South Korean Stakeholder 

>:- In South Korea, people often save U.S. currency left over from their overseas trips, putting it 
in foreign currency accounts in local banks so that they can profit from a potential rise in its 
exchange rate. 

• "In most cases people have extra dollars when they come back from a foreign country [and] deposit that 
money in their foreign currency account." - South Korean Stakeholder 

• ''Also if the U.S. dollar rate is too low, {people] could deposit dollars for a while and exchange later when it 
rises." - South Korean Stakeholder 

» However, respondents note that U.S. currency has lost some of its appeal as an investment 
because of its low interest rate and falling value. 

• "[People] seldom [save in U.S. currency] because the interest rate ... Is quite low." - Hong Kong Stakeholder 

• "[The] popularity of [saving in U.S. currency] has been reduced ... as the exchange rate keeps decreasing.,, -
South Korean Stakeholder 
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• U.S. currency enters both countries mainly through business and 

international travel. 

~ 

• "I believe, for large amounts, it's mainly through the commercial way. Hong Kong companies may be involved 

in business transactions with foreign companies." - Hong Kong Stakeholder 

• "Mostly from exports. Also, USO left over after traveling overseas." - South Korean Stakeholder 

But most business transactions are conducted via transfers and not by notes. 
• "For business, U.S. currency will enter Hong Kong through IT." - Hong Kong Stakeholder 

• "My responsibility is export and import ... there are more remittances and transfers than dealing with cash. n -

South Korean Stakeholder 

~ A few respondents in South Korea mention that the Bank of Korea, South Korea's 
central bank, brings U.S. notes into the economy. 

• "Banks receive U.S. dollars from the Bank of Korea and they are distributed In the market." 

• "On the whole the Bank of Korea brings U.S. notes into Korea. n - South Korean Stakeholder < 
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In Hong Kong, most think there is a lot of U.S. paper currency flowing 

through en route to somewhere else, but do not know the details. 
» Some suggest that mainland China could be a destination of the currency flow. 

• "It is most likely the money may enter mainland China. Many foreign investors have difficulties in 

communication and they are not familiar wffh mainland China. Therefore, Hong Kong becomes a middleman. n 

- Hong Kong Stakeholder 

» They cannot tell whether any illegal activities are involved either. 

• In South Korea, respondents are not sure about the nature of the flow of U.S. 

paper currency out of the country, but they suspect that it could be used for 

illegal activities. 
• "Nowadays, a great deal of U.S. notes flows to Southeast Asian countries . .. I believe there would be some kind 

of money laundering." - South Korean Stakeholder 

• "I think the money can be used for Illegal activities, for example, payment of drugs and buying precious metals 

without paying custom duties." - South Korean Stakeholder 

14 
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Overall, respondents in both Hong Kong and South Korea think the use of U.S. currency 
in their countries has not changed much during the past two years or so. 

• "U.S. currency is still globally recognized and accepted ... A lot of businesses, insurance policies, investment 
products and contracts are still in U.S. currency terms." - Hong Kong Stakeholder 

• "I think there are not big changes. Two to three years of time is too short." - South Korean Stakeholder 

But some respondents in South Korea note that demand for U.S. currency has 
increased as the South Korean Won becomes stronger, and more people travel, study, 
or invest overseas. 

• "More Koreans change Korean Won into U.S. currency ... Korean Won has gained sharply against U.S. dollars, 
and it made Koreans go abroad more frequently and buy more goods in foreign countries." - South Korean 
Stakeholder 

• "As the value of Korean currency increases, the amount used in U.S. currency has, in terms of studying abroad 
or tourism, increased." - South Korean Stakeholder 

• "[U.S. currency] seems to be used more actively ... People do more investment in foreign countries. n - South 
Korean Stakeholder 

• In Hong Kong, the use of U.S. currency might decrease in the future because the dollar 
is depreciating against other major currencies, making it a less attractive investment 
option for people in Hong Kong. 

• "U.S. currency is not as strong as before. It has depreciated in the past two years ... Some people have changed 
from holding U.S. currency accounts to Renminbi accounts." - Hong Kong Stakeholder 

• "The exchange rate of U.S. currency is declining. Compared to other currencies, the U.S. dollar has low potential 
in revaluation. Instead, people would like to hold Renminbi, Euro, Pound, Australian dollar, and New Zealand 
dollar." - Hong Kong Stakeholder 
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• Despite recent declines in the relative value of the dollar, people in Hong 

Kong generally have strong confidence in the overall stability of U.S. 

currency, given that the Hong Kong dollar is pegged to it. 
• uconfidence in the stability of U.S. currency is high. If it is not stable, Hong Kong dollars would not be linked up with 

U.S. dollars." - Hong Kong Stakeholder 

• "Hong Kong people have confidence in U.S. currency. Hong Kong dollars have been linked with U.S. dollars for so 

many years." - Hong Kong Stakeholder 

• People in South Korea also tend to have more confidence in the stability of 

U.S. currency than that of the South Korean Won because of the perceived 

economic strength of the U.S. 
• "Koreans may feel the U.S. dollar is more stable than the local currency Won ... Koreans believe the U.S. has 

super power in politics and economy." - South Korean Stakeholder 

• "I believe people perceive U.S currency Is more stable and safe since the world's economy Is in the hands of 

the U.S." - South Korean Stakeholder 
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Many respondents in both countries have not noticed any significant change 
in confidence in the stability of U.S. currency during the past year or so, 
citing the importance of the U.S. currency in the global economy. 

• "No change. U.S. currency is vety stable, because it is a universal currency in the world. " - Hong Kong 
Stakeholder 

• "Because U.S. currency is not just 'U.S.' currency but it Is rather an international currency, I think people have 
high confidence in it." - South Korean Stakeholder 

~ However, many feel that recent news about counterfeit U.S. notes, economic events in the 
U.S., and the depreciating value of the U.S. currency in recent years could cause confidence in 
its stability to decline. 

• "However, in the short term, people may have less confidence in U.S. currency, because the economy and 
property values of USA have declined during the past year. " - Hong Kong Stakeholder 

• "U.S. dollars are relatively weak against Euros at the moment, so there might be a little less confidence in the 
U.S. currency compared to Euros."-South Korean Stakeholder 

• 'TConfidence] is on the downside In terms of investment or retention purposes. Because of the downward trend 
of [the value of the] U.S. currency."-South Korean Stakeholder 

• "Confidence in the stability of U.S. currency has decreased ... As counterfeit U.S. currency has been reported on 
the news, some people including my co/leagues have become suspicious about the genuineness of the U.S. 
dollars they own." - South Korean Stakeholder 

• "The people do not have confidence in the stability of U.S. currency in terms of exchange rate fluctuations ... the 
exchange rate keeps falling down and cannot be predicted." - South Korean Stakeholder 
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• U.S. currency plays a very important role in the Hong Kong 
economy because the Hong Kong dollar is pegged to It, the 
foreign exchange reserve is mostly denominated in U.S. 
currency, and economic ties between the U.S. and Hong 
Kong remain strong. 

• "U.S. dollars play a vel}' important role in Hong Kong. Firstly, U.S. currency is 
linked up with Hong Kong dol/ars ... Secondly, U.S. currency Is the main unit of 
the foreign exchange reserve In Hong Kong." - Hong Kong Stakeholder 

• "United States is still one of the major export destinations. Besides, there are a 
lot of US companies in HK. " - Hong Kong Stakeholder 

• Similarly, U.S. currency has an important role in the economy of South Korea 
because it holds a substantial amount of it as foreign exchange reserve, and trade 
between South Korea and the U.S. is huge, which is expected to grow even more as a 
result of a recently concluded free trade agreement. 

• 'We reserve high amounts of U.S. currency and this would be essential for our economy." - South Korean 
Stakeholder 

• "Its role is vel}' big. As we have reached an agreement with U.S. for free trade, volume of export and Import with U.S. 
will increase." - South Korean Stakeholder 

• "I think U.S. plays quite an important part in Korea's economy. We highly depend on the imports and exports ... and 
depend on the U.S. economy.• - South Korean Stakeholder 

• For the same reasons, the stability of U.S. currency is also important to the 
economies of both countries. 

• "It is always true that the stability of U.S. currency Is vital to Hong Kong because many companies In Hong Kong 
trade with U.S. companies; also Hong Kong's reserve is in U.S. currency." - Hong Kong Stakeholder 

• "If we export many goods and the exchange rate suddenly drops radically, it should affect the economy fatally. It 
would be the same for the imports. n - South Korean Stakeholder 18 
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• Respondents in Hong Kong agree that counterfeit U.S. notes are not a serious 
problem, as they seldom hear or read about it. 

• "It is not so serious. It seems that not many people mention fake U.S. notes in Hong Kong." - Hong Kong 
Stakeholder 

• "I don't think it is very serious. Because not so many cases of counterfeit U.S. do/Jars have been found. n - Hong 
Kong Stakeholder 

)> One commonly cited reason is that people do not use U.S. notes for daily transactions. 
• "I think it is not serious. There are only very few people using U.S. notes in Hong Kong."- Hong Kong 

Stakeholder 
• "Not so serious ... people seldom use U.S. notes in their daily lives." - Hong Kong Stakeholder 

• For the same reasons, people in Hong Kong are not too concerned about 
counterfeit U.S. notes. 

• "I think the concern is low, because the problem of counterfeit U.S. currency does not frequently happen." -
Hong Kong Stakeholder 

• "People do not have concerns about counterfeit U.S. notes, because they do not frequently use in their daily lives, 
so they do not think the Issue is related to them." - Hong Kong Stakeholder 

}> Respondents think that people in Hong Kong would report to the police if they receive 
counterfeit notes, and those working in financial institutions are obliged to do so, because they 
do not want to incur loss. 

• "Of course they will report to the authorities. Because it Incurs loss." - Hong Kong Stakeholder 
• "It is our responsibility to report any counterfeit currency no matter the amount. Normally, we will report to the 

department head of security. They will then report to the police if it is verified." - Hong Kong Stakeholder 
}> But several say that if the amount involved is small, people might not report it. 

• "If the amount of fake U.S. money is large, they may report to Hong Kong Police. If the amount is small, they will 
not report." - Hong Kong Stakeholder 

• "If the amount {of fake money] is small, I don't think they will report to any government authority." - Hong Kong 
20 Stakeholder 
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• In South Korea, counterfeit U.S. notes perhaps pose a more serious 
problem, but respondents are also not overly worried about it. 

);;> Respondents express concerns about counterfeit U.S. notes from China and North Korea. 
• "/ think it is vety serious. So many of the forged notes are circulated and those issued from China cannot be 

distinguished on the machines." - South Korean Stakeholder 
• "/ heard that the counterfeits made by North Korea were so good that they were circulated a lot in many 

countries." - South Korean Stakeholder 
);;> But many feel comfortable that they or their department can detect counterfeit notes, or have 

a system in place to prevent loss due to them. 
• "We treat U.S. currency vety carefully ... we only take U.S. currency from our guests, whose identity is 

guaranteed. We don't have a big problem at our hotel." - South Korean Stakeholder 

• Respondents do not think people in South Korea are too concerned about 
counterfeit U.S. notes because they do not use nor possess large amounts 
of U.S. notes. 

• '7hey are not vety concerned about it since U.S. currency is not used a lot." - South Korean Stakeholder 
• "For the small amount of U.S. dollars they have, they don't think it's a big deal if it is counterfeit." -South 

Korean Stakeholder 
);;> Even if they come across counterfeit notes, unless it is a large amount, people in South 

Korea seem less likely to report to the police because the process could be cumbersome. 
• 'They will not report. When they report to the police, they go through procedures such as fingerprint 

identification. That is burdensome." - South Korean Stakeholder 
• "If the amount of counterfeit is too big, then people would report it. But If there are only one or two notes, then 

people wouldn't bother." - South Korean Stakeholder 
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Respondents in Hong Kong think that counterfeit U.S. notes are linked to 
criminal activities, but most cannot describe their nature specifically. 

);;> Some mention money laundering and Illegal drug trading. 
• "It is possible that some drugs may transport from Thailand and Cambodia to other countries through Hong 

Kong. As they would not carry out illegal transactions through banking, fake U.S. notes may appear in that 
kind of circumstance." - Hong Kong Stakeholder 

• "/ think the fake U.S. currency may be involved in drug trading. As U.S. currency can be used globally, people 
may use it for Illegal trading." - Hong Kong Stakeholder 

• "People may be involved in money laundering through illegal drug trading." - Hong Kong Stakeholder 

• In South Korea, respondents are less sure about the possible links of 
counterfeit U.S. notes to criminal activities, but if there are any, they are 
probably international in nature. 

• "Link to criminal activity in Korea... yes, it can. Recently, the criminal activities are linked to foreign countries 
such as Japan or Southeast Asia, and currency comes In and out for those activities." - South Korean 
Stakeholder 

• "I do not know the particular activity, but they would be some related ... International criminal activities would 
be more than the local ones." - South Korean Stakeholder 

• "Jn my opinion, counterfeit U.S. currency could be finked to international drug transactions or any other 
international crime." - South Korean Stakeholder 
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• In both Hong Kong and South Korea, only 
respondents who handle U.S. notes at work would 
check them regularly for counterfeits. 

• "We mainly use checks or telegraphic transfers for business transactions, so we 
do not need to check the U.S. notes." - Hong Kong Stakeholder 

• ''[The} front/ine staff [of our bank] have to learn all the tricks and tips about the 
notes of all major currencies. They check the notes when they receive them at 
the counter. n - Hong Kong Stakeholder 

• •At front desk [of our hoteQ, we check all $100 notes for counterfeits." - South 
Korean Stakeholder 

• Most would authenticate their notes by checking their texture, watermark or 
patterns, or through a counterfeit detector machine. 

• 'We have a machine here to check U.S. notes for counterfeits. Besides, we can sense the texture of the fake 
U.S. notes; they are smoother than the real ones." - Hong Kong Stakeholder 

• "If I really need to check, I would check the pattern and the watermark of the U.S. notes." - Hong Kong 
Stakeholder 

• "The easiest thing would be ... the material. How strong it is, what it feels like ... and you can see some marks 
when you put it to the lights." - South Korean Stakeholder 

);:>- In South Korea, reliance on the counterfeit detector machine seems high. 
• We do It using counterfeit note detectors. We only use that machine." - South Korean Stakeholder 
• "/ depend on what the counterfeft detectors check." - South Korean Stakeholder 
• 'We heard that if the detectors can't identify [counterfeits], banks can't either." - South Korean Stakeholder 
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In both Hong Kong and South Korea, most respondents say they need to report to their 
department or the police if they receive counterfeit U.S. notes. 

• 'I must report to the police if I receive any fake U.S. notes. 11 
- Hong Kong Stakeholder 

• "It is [our] responsibility to report any counterfeit notes. It will cause a lot of trouble if we have accepted some counterfeit 
notes without knowing." - Hong Kong Stakeholder 

• 'We are supposed to report to a police station near our office. We also submit an audit report to the exchange 
department internally. 11 

But respondents in Hong Kong find it unnecessary to be prepared to handle counterfeit 
U.S. notes if they do not handle U.S. notes in their work. 
> The two exceptions are those working in banks or the police, which either provide training for 

their employees, or have guidelines or a special unit to deal with counterfeit U.S. notes. 
• "If we have discovered any counterfeit U.S. notes, we will let the police or Hong Kong Monetary Authority handle it. 

Of course, our staff have been trained to differentiate counterfeit U.S. notes. 11 
- Hong Kong Stakeholder 

• ''A special unit in [our police force] deals with currency. They obtain information regarding all activities about the 
foreign cuffency." - Hong Kong Stakeholder 

• Respondents in South Korea feel they and their departments are generally well prepared 
to handle counterfeit U.S. notes, especially those who work in large businesses. 
> Many have received extensive training or information about counterfeit notes, and their 

departments have established systems to cope with them. 
• We have internal manuals for it. And we have training as well." - South Korea Stakeholder 
• "Each bank provides training on U.S. currency as well as the other currencies including the local cuffency on an 

irregular basis. I receive training whenever the counterfeit U.S. currency is issued. " - South Korea Stakeholder 
• "If we somehow accept counterfeit U.S. notes, we report to our HQ and then HQ reports to Bank of Korea and to 

the police." - South Korea Stakeholder 
25 
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• People in Hong Kong rarely use U.S. notes for daily transactions, so they 
seldom check their notes for counterfeits. 

);;;> They may trust their banks to give them authentic notes so there is no need to check, or they 
do not know how to check. 

• "I guess people would not check U.S. notes because (when they do get notes) they usually get the notes from 
the bank. Therefore, they should have confidence in the bank." - Hong Kong Stakeholder 

• "I think general people cannot detect the fake U.S. notes, because the level of simulation is really high." - Hong 
Kong Stakeholder 

);;;> However, they would probably check the texture of the notes for counterfeits if they have to 
do it on their own. 

• ·No, I think people do not always check U.S. notes they receive. If they really need to check the notes, they 
may check the texture." - Hong Kong Stakeholder 

• 'They check the texture; the fake is smoother than the real one, and the fake is thinner than the real one. The 
real one is as thick as an A4 paper." - Hong Kong Stakeholder 

• Respondents in South Korea also think people in their country do not check 
their notes for counterfeits, and doubt most consumers could distinguish 
between authentic and counterfeit notes. 

• "People know some features to check for Korean Won but they do not know about U.S. dollars. Except the 
feeling of the material, few people will look at the notes carefully." - South Korea Stakeholder 

• "[The general population] can't check. They don't own a detector ... and they don't know much about the 
notes. " - South Korea Stakeholder 
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In both Hong Kong and South Korea, although some respondents are aware 
new security features were introduced to U.S. notes in recent years, they 
often cannot recall specific features. 

• "Yes, they often change security features, but I cannot recall [them). n - Hong Kong Stakeholder 
• "/ know few things ... I cannot recall the features, actually." - South Korea Stakeholder 

~ Examples of specific features mentioned by respondents in Hong Kong include the security 
thread, watermar"1 and color-shifting ink. 

• "Yes, I am aware of the new security features. For example, the watermark, the color shifting ink, they are easy 
to identify." - Hong Kong Stakeholder 

• "I have heard about the watermark and security thread. These are the easiest ways to check." - Hong Kong 
Stakeholder 

~ Respondents in South Korea are more vague in describing the features, probably because 
they rely on counterfeit detectors more to check their notes. 

• "Visibility when shining a light into the note. Too smooth or too rough surface, and the character's position and 
so on." - South Korea Stakeholder 

• "Each note has different features such as texture, color, line etc. Thus there are many things to check, for 
example checking flag design on the back, overall design, how ink is spread on the note, etc. n - South Korea 
Stakeholder 

Respondents learned about the features from the banks, the Internet, or 
government authorities. 

• 'We have lessons provided by the bank." - Hong Kong Stakeholder 
• 'We have been informed about the changes In security features ... from the Hong Kong Monetary Authority." -

Hong Kong Stakeholder 
• "On the internet, there are websites for each country's currencies such as the U.S. dollar so we sometimes 

access the website and compare notes." - South Korea Stakeholder 
27 
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• Most respondents do not think the introduction of the redesigned U.S. 

notes in recent years has caused any problems in their countries. 
J;o.- Instead, they applaud the effort to redesign notes for deterring counterfeits. 

• "No problem. It is a good thing. The continuous renewal of the design can prevent people from making the 
fake notes." - Hong Kong Stakeholder 

• "/ can't think of any problem. Actually, it is good to redesign the U.S. notes, because the new one must be 

more difficult to be counterfeited." - Hong Kong Stakeholder 

• "I think it is rather better because for old-designed ones, the size and the color are the same so it is vety 

hard for me to distinguish the forged notes. 11 
- South Korea Stakeholder 

J;o.- A small number of respondents say that it might have caused confusion when people did 
not know that the notes were redesigned. 

• "Problems or confusion may exist if people who often handle U.S. notes do not realize the new designs and 

misunderstand the new ones as fake. n - Hong Kong Stakeholder 

• "People may not rea/lze the new design of the U.S. notes and treat the new one as fake money." - Hong 

Kong Stakeholder 

• "Just some people would bring the new notes to me and ask whether they are real. I would explain to them 

that they are redesigned notes." - South Korea Stakeholder 
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In both countries, very few respondents know which 
denominations of U.S. currency will be redesigned next. 
> Some who do, think It Is the $100, possibly because It is more 

prevalent in these countries than the $5 note. 

Respondents in both countries show interest in hearing or 
reading about the redesigned $5 and $100 notes, 
especially those who need to handle U.S. notes at work. 

• "Our frontline staff need to know the new design. I would like to know too. This will be 
helpful when I travel to the States. 11 

- Hong Kong Stakeholder 
• Well, this is our job. Therefore, we are interested to find out the new features in the 

redesigned notes. We need to leam more because we have to avoid fake notes. 11 
-

Hong Kong Stakeholder 
• "I'm interested in how it will look, and as I have to take them at the hotel, it would be 

good to check it before It circulates." - South Korea Stakeholder 
• "We have to exchange cuffencies and have to identify if there is any counterfeit note ... 

so we're very much interested." - South Korea Stakeholder 

More are interested in learning about the redesigned $100 note than the $5 
note because they would incur greater loss with a counterfeit $100 note. 

• "Information on US $100 will be more interesting for me, because the loss of US$100 is bigger than that of US$5 If we 
don't know how to detect the fake notes." - Hong Kong Stakeholder 

• "$100 .... Because it is bigger. Even if we receive it by accident, $100 has a bigger impact on us than $5. " - South Korea 
Stakeholder 

• We're more interested in $100 notes because it's more money." - South Korea Stakeholder 
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• People would like to learn about the redesigned notes through a wide range 
of channels, although TV, newspapers, magazines and the Internet are the 
most frequently mentioned. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

''The mass media will do, T\I, newspapers, magazines, etc." - Hong Kong 
Stakeholder 
"Any new designs of notes will be published in all newspapers, broadcast 
in radio and on TV. These will ensure it covers the majority of the people." 
- Hong Kong Stakeholder 
"The internet would be good so we could visit and take a look whenever 
needed." - South Korea Stakeholder 
'Through online newspapers, websites, TV news programs ... I think it is 
the best and most efficient way to announce through the mass media." -
South Korea Stakeholder 

~ For those who handle U.S. notes at work, leaflets, brochures, training documents 
or sessions are considered good channels. 

• "/ think training is the best way for us to learn more about the redesigned U.S. notes." - Hong Kong 
Stakeholder 

• "I think official reports, leaflets, or brochures are the best ways to inform our department about the redesigned 
U.S. notes." - Hong Kong Stakeholder 

• "For our department, the best way to inform about the redesigned U.S. notes would be the official documents 
with the training." - South Korea Stakeholder 

• "The best way to inform about the redesigned U.S. notes would be official documents from HQ and we have 
intranet where HQ can scan the redesigned notes for the employees to look at." - South Korea Stakeholder 
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A few respondents in Hong Kong suggest organizing seminars or 
producing a training video on the changes. 

• "It would be worthwhile producing a video or DVD and sending it to all banks and money exchangers. Seminars 
can be held in the bank to train the frontline staff. n - Hong Kong Stakeholder 

• •1t will be better if the Hong Kong Monetary Authority can organize some seminars for us to attend so that we can 
feel and touch the notes. If not, they can provide the information to all banks so the bank can organize internal 
seminars for their staff." - Hong Kong Stakeholder 

Some respondents in Hong Kong specifically mention the U.S. Embassy 
and Hong Kong Monetary Authority as the best sources to convey the 
changes. 

• "Either the U.S. Embassy or Hong Kong Monetary Authority will provide the information about these new designed 
notes." - Hong Kong Stakeholder 

• "It is better to ask the Hong Kong Monetary Authority or the U.S. Embassy to provide us some information 
regarding the new designed notes, perhaps with specimens. They can also organize some seminars to introduce 
the redesigned notes." - Hong Kong Stakeholder 

Those who work at banks in South Korea prefer to be informed through 
official documents or by the Bank of Korea. 

• "At our HQ, we have the foreign currency department team and I hope that they would produce official documents 
on the counterfeit U.S. currency or redesigned ones and distribute to each branch." - South Korea Stakeholder 

• "!rd be better If the Bank of Korea provides some training sessions." - South Korea Stakeholder 
• "[Our bank] or the Bank of Korea can send out an official letter via fax or email to the people in charge of currency 

exchange .. That's the best, and that's the common practice at the moment." - South Korea Stakeholder 
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• In both Hong Kong and South Korea, respondents think it is not too important for 
people in their countries to learn about the redesigned notes because of their limited 
use of U.S. notes. 

• "For the general public, it is relatively less Important because not many people would use U.S. notes." - Hong 
Kong Stakeholder 

• "Not important. People do not use U.S. dollars for everyday life." - South Korea Stakeholder 

~ But people who handle U.S. notes at work, and those who travel or do business In the U.S. 
often should learn about the changes. 

• uPeople who often receive U.S. notes have to know which ones are new so that they could be more alert when 
getting the new cash." - Hong Kong Stakeholder 

• iFor] places that handle U.S. currency - It is 100% important. 11 
- South Korea Stakeholder 

• For the same reason, respondents do not expect the redesigned notes to cause any 
problems for themselves, their departments, and people in their countries. 

• "/ think the changes will not cause any problem to my department as well as general Hong Kong people, because 
we seldom use U.S. notes in our dally lives. 11 

- Hong Kong Stakeholder 
• "I don't see anything wi// cause any problems at a/l ... the volume of U.S. currency in Korea is a lot smaller than 

that in other countries. 11 
- South Korea Stakeholder 

~ Some feel that there might be some initial confusion, but there will be a smooth transition as 
long as people are informed about the changes. 

• "I think time is needed for people to accept the new designs whenever there are new notes introduced into the 
market. If the advertising is enough, the problem may be solved easily." - Hong Kong Stakeholder 

• 'With the new design, there could be a small problem such as whether this note is really Issued from the U.S. or 
not. As time goes by with the campaign ... the problem would disappear naturally." - South Korea Stakeholder 
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• The most important thing to inform respondents, their departments, and 
people in both countries about is the designs and security features, 
especially how they are different from the earlier version, so people know 
how to authenticate them. 

• '7he most important thing is the security features, so they can help people to detect fake U.S. notes in order to 
prevent loss." - Hong Kong Stakeholder 

• "It should tell people how to Identify the new notes ... what are the main features." - Hong Kong Stakeholder 
• "Showing the difference is the most Important. Comparison between the previous note and redesigned 

note ... and specific descriptions with visual features to check are helpful for easy understanding. " - South Korea 
Stakeholder 

• '7hat would be the difference between the redesigned U.S. notes and the previous ones and the next most 
important thing Is how to discern the counterfeits from the genuine ones and if there are any changes there." -
South Korea Stakeholder 

)>- Some respondents in South Korea feel that people in their countries only need to know the 
notes have been redesigned, and perhaps security features on the notes that are easily 
observable and simple to use. 

• ''As the people In general cannot check on every feature, it is critical to let them know about the fact that notes 
have been newly designed." - South Korea Stakeholder 

• "As general people cannot have the devices, it is important to know the simple and brief ways to classify the 
forged ones by eyesight." - South Korea Stakeholder 

• "It would be helpful for general people to know the security features of redesigned U.S. notes that could be 
checked on with naked eyes." - South Korea Stakeholder 
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• Respondents do not see any major obstacles to informing people in both 
countries about the redesigned notes if the mass media publicize enough 
about them. 

• "No problem. I don't see that there will be any obstacle hindering people from knowing about the features of the 
new design. The mass media, like T\I, newspapers and magazines should reach all targets. 11 

- Hong Kong 
Stakeholder 

• "/ think if the advertising approaches are broad enough, there will not be any barrier." - Hong Kong Stakeholder 
• "I don't think there are obstacles if the U.S. government is willing to advertise and spend money on that. If that 

information is provided, people would be interested In It because they will use U.S. dollars when they go 
abroad. 11 

- South Korea Stakeholder 
);;> But respondents in Hong Kong acknowledge that educating the elderly, or other audiences 

that the mass media have difficulty reaching, could be a problem. 
• "Obstacles may appear in informing the elderly, retired people, or people who do not use the media. n - Hong 

Kong Stakeholder 
• "/ think the biggest obstacle is how to inform all Hong Kong people about the redesigned notes ... some people 

may not be in touch with any media." - Hong Kong Stakeholder 
);;> In South Korea, respondents say people may not feel compelled to learn about the redesigned 

notes or the information will not mean much to them because they seldom use U.S. notes. 
• "I think people may be indifferent about it. I do not think people pay attention to it. They just accept the 

information of the redesigned notes, and do not take it seriously." - South Korea Stakeholder 
• 'The biggest obstacle would be that people don't have chances to deal with U.S. currency ... we have limited 

chances to actually use U.S. notes. 11 
- South Korea Stakeholder 

• "People's indifference to the U.S. notes. People do not want to learn about something if it Is not related to them 
at the moment. 11 

- South Korea Stakeholder 
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South Korea and Hong Kong have a profile that does not neatly fit the 
Three-Tiered approach. 

• Large commercial use of notes in tourism sector 

• Low general consumer use of notes, except for travel 

• Consumers may keep USO, but in electronic form 

• Other business use is primarily electronic, not notes 
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Introduction 

In order to prepare global stakeholders and U.S. currency users for a redesigned 
$100 note, the Bureau of Engraving and Printing (BEP), Federal Reserve Board 
(FRB) and United States Secret Service (USSS) engaged Burson-Marsteller to 
develop and execute an Integrated public education program. 

SUmmary of ActMtles 

Similar to public education programs for the redesigned $5, $10, $20 and $50 
notes, Burson-Marsteller developed a strategic plan that integrated media relations, 
stakeholder and direct outreach, research, material development, dlgJtal 
communications, special events and fulfillment of educational and training 
materials. However, because the $100 note is circulated, used-and counterfeited-
more frequently abroad than at home, $100 note public education outreach was 
focused more heavily on targeted International markets than on the U.S. 

The plan was organized around three phases In the Introduction of a new note. The 
unvelllng of the new design served as the kick-off or launch of the public education 
program, followed by the period leading up to Issuance during which 
communications activities would continue to build awareness and support 
stakeholders In taking action to prepare for the new notes, concluding with the 
Issuance of the new note Into drculatfon and cementing of awareness. 

Unveiling 
Unveiling began AprU 21, 2010, at 1.0:30 a.m. ET in Washington, D.C. and was rolled 
out subsequently In 13 locations around the worfd over a 12-<lay period. 
Localization of the unvelllng with in-market events made the story relevant at the 
local level and customized It to local time zones, thereby maximizing media 
coverage. 

The anchor event was held at the Cash Room of the Treasury Building In 
Washington, D.C. Officials from the U.S. Treasury, FRB and USSS revealed the new 
$100 note design with a video featuring the note's new security and design features 
through animation. The event was followed by a live reporter question-and-answer 
session. In the ensuing two weeks, U.S. embassles In Angola, Azerbaijan, Ecuador, 
El Salvador, Kazakhstan, Kenya, Nigeria, Panama, Peru, Philippines. Russia, 
Ukraine, and Uruguay hosted unveiling events that included the participation of 
central banks, local government officials and other key stakeholders. More than 
350 media attended unveiling events around the world. 

Momentum 
The $100 program plan called for keeping messages prominent In stakeholders' 
minds through a range of training initiatives, speaking engagements and earned 
media outreach. 
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Day of Issue 
While plans had been developed for the $100 note's Day of Issue tn February 2011, 
these were halted in the fall of 2010 when the government determined the Day of 
Issue would be Indefinitely postponed. 

Summary of Unvelflng Activities 
• Unvelllng Video - An animated video gave unveiling event participants and 

website visitors a close-up look at the new security and design features, 
including the 3-0 Security Ribbon and Bell In the Inkwell. In addition to running 
on the program website, the video was also launched on YouTube and Facebook 
and became the 4th most viewed video on YouTube within the first 24 hours 
following the event. 

• Live QM for Reporters - Journallsts were invited to participate In a llve Q&A 
session that took place Immediately following the unveiling of the new $100 
note at the anchor event In Washington, D.C. Featured In the Q&A were 
Treasurer of the United States Rosie Rios; Larry FellX, Director of the Bureau of 
Engraving and Prfnting; Michael Lambert, Assistant Director of the Federal 
Reserve Board; and Keith Prewitt, Deputy Director of the United States Secret 
Service. 

• Social Media Outreach - The U.S. government broke new ground with the use of 
social media to educate the public about the introduction of a new currency 
design. Branded Facebook, Twitter and YouTube pages went llve 25 days before 
the unveiling and were leveraged to build buzz and extend reach. Live Tweets 
and Facebook updates provided followers with real-time reports from the 
unveiling event. 

• Redesl"1ed Website - The new $100 site, www.newmoney.gov was pushed live 
for the April 21, 2010, unveiling of the new $100 note. Featuring the new $100 
note and Its security features prominently, the website was published In 25 
languages and offers visitors a customized experience based on their self
selected Interests. 

• MultJmedla and Olgltal Resources - Interactive notes using Flash animation and 
an Interactive video quiz were available on the site In English, Spanish, Russian, 
Ukrainian and Kazakh. Media were offered access to b-roll footage from the $5, 
$10, $20, $50 and $100 programs via a llnk to The NewsMarket 

• Materials Development - More than 100 pieces of print, video and digital 
educational materials were created in 25 languages for the $100 program and 
were on the website, In downloadable format, concurrent with the Unvelltng. An 
online order form was also on the site for Unvelllng, Inviting visitors to order 
materials In bulk through the fulfillment program. 

• Media Relatlons - Media interest was generated beginning 45 days prior to 
unveiling through advance Interviews with the Associated Press and Wall Street 
Journal. More than 61 front-page mentions of the new $100 note appeared In 
domestic media publications, Including above-the-fold photos and stories In the 
Financial Times, New York Times and Washington Post. A satellite media tour 
(SMT) was conducted the mo ming after the event, generating coverage on 24 
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stations In 15 media markets. In addition to the SMT, a radio tour took place on 
unvelllng day and the day after and yielded 32 Interviews, lncludlng top-tier 
placements such as Natlonal Public Radio (NPR) and CBS Radio Network. 

• Stakeholder and Direct Outreach -Media-rich emails that Included the unvelllng 
video, llnks to www.newmoney.gov and training materials were sent to more 
than 65,000 stakeholder contacts and program email subscribers. 

• OVerall Impact- There were more than 3.9 billion media Impressions from the 
$100 unveiling, reaching audiences In every U.S. media market and every 
targeted market around the world. The New Money website received more than 
655,000 visits and approximately 3.4 million page views within the first week 
after the launch of the new $100 note. Visitors from 140 countries downloaded 
more than 90,000 files from the site during that first week. During the three 
months after unveiling, an average 7,250 visitors visited the site each day. 

Momentum Period Activities 
• Materials - Between April 2010 and February 2011, there were 16,012 

orders pf aced In 120 countries for 6,698,513 pieces of collateral material. 
• Podcasts - Of the 6 podcasts that had been planned, three were completed 

and posted to the program website. Content Is gathered for the others, 
ready for post-production. Topics Included: 

o Podcast 1 - Introduction of the New $100 Note 
o Podcast 2 - How to Detect a Counterfeit 
o Podcast 3 - The Art of Banknote Design 
o Podcast 4 - The Printing Process: A History of Tradition and 

Innovation 
o Podcast 5 - Role of the U.S. Federal Reserve Board 
o Podcast 6 - Preparing for the Note's Introduction 

• Media Relatlons - The $100 program generated 4,429,725,108 media 
Impressions from 3,952 U.S. stories and 1,484 stories In International 
markets. Media outreach was halted In the fall of 2010 upon the 
government's decision to indefinitely postpone Issuance. 

• Speaklna Opportunities - The stakeholder team coordinated a 
BEP/ FRB/ USSS speaking opportunity and associated abstract for the annual 
Global Gaming Expo (G2E) conference In November 2010. However, the 
government canceled the appearance due to the postponement of the $100 
note's issuance. Burson-Marsteller produced a vfdeo message from Michael 
Lambert for the 4th International Conference In Moscow, titled ·cash 
Circulation: Models, Standards, Tendencies.~ 

• &newsletters - Two editions of The $100 BankNote newsletter were created 
and deployed to stakeholder and International contacts in July and 
September 2010. 

• Stakeholder Outreach - The Stakeholder Team reached out via telephone 
and emall to 99 percent of the 838 targeted companies and organizations. 
Contact was established with 41 percent and of those reached, 62 percent 
agreed to participate in the program. 
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• Direct Outreecll - Direct Outreach was put on hold until the government 
resolves the Day of Issue. 

• Train the Trainers - Burson-Marsteller developed a "train the trainer" 
program for priority global flnanclal Institutions to assist them In easily and 
effectively educating their diverse employee base about the changes to the 
new $100 note. The Train the Trainers program lnduded customized 
communications for FRB deployment to key financial Institutions, a plan for 
a train the trainers road show, and a train the trainers toolkit. 

Day of Issue Activities 
Day of Issue activities were halted when the government Indefinitely postponed 
issuance of the new $1.00 note. 
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( Task Order 49: Program Administration 

( 

Oytrylew 
The $100 note program Involved management and Integration of as many as 75 
account team members In 30 countries, stewardship of expenditures with a budget 
ceiling of more than $36 mlllfon, compliance wtth contract and reporting 
requirements, and Interaction with three U.S. government agencies the Bureau of 
Engraving and Printing (BEP), Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve (FRB) and 
United States Secret Service (USSS). 

Organization 
Serving as the main program contacts for the BEP, FRB, and USSS, the program 
administration team oversaw all aspects of the program. The program 
administration team was led by senior specialists with extensive expertence in 
g1obal communications programs, including the public education programs for 
previously introduced redesigned U.S. denominations. 

The $100 program account team structure mirrored the contract's Task Order 
structure, matching expertise and specialization of team members to Task Order 
needs. 
• Brandlni - Developed the consistent look and feel for the $100 note outreach 

program, Including a Style Guide. 
• Research - Conducted global research to prioritize markets for outreach, guide 

message development and identify globally effective names for new security 
features. 

• Matertals Development- Using research results, developed program messages 
and created a suite of materials to educate stakeholders on the $100 note. 

• Futftlfment - Managed the storage and distribution of $100 program materials. 
• Media Relations - Created media kit materials, conducted outreach to news 

media, planned and executed media events, responded to media Inquiries and 
monitored and analyzed media coverage. 

• DlaftaVlnteractlve - Developed website and other Interactive elements. 
• Stakeholder and Direct OUtreach - Engaged targeted industries In educating 

employees and customers. 
• lnternatlonel - Supported U.S. embassies In outreach and engaged media and 

stakeholders In education efforts; conducted secondary and primary qualitative 
research to support FRB in Identifying circulation trends and U.S. currency use In 
targeted markets. 

• Paid Media - Developed advertising plans for targeted International markets. 

The program administration team was led by senior leadership in Washington, D.C. 
working In combination with colleagues from other Burson-Marsteller offices. As 
needed, Burson-Marsteller relied upon Its global network of offices and affiliates to 
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assist with Implementing and carrying out program tactics, under the direction and 
supervision of the centralized program administration team. These offices acted not 
only as the "arms and legs" of the program, but, as you will see In subsequent 
sections, also provided strategic advice on cultural and region~peclflc Issues. 

Program Administration made sure that all task orders achieved objectives laid out 
In the original communications plan as well as managed the program as a whole. 

This team ensured continua! monitoring of expenditures, compliance with reporting 
and contractual requirements and quality assurance. 

• Reportlnl - Program Administration provided weekly updates via the weekly 
activity report as well as monthly updates for the program In general and all 
specific task orders. 

• lnvolclnl - Monthly Invoices were provided to the client detalllng work 
performed during the Invoicing period. 

• Cllent Weekly Proeram Administration Meetlnc - Weekly meetings were held in
person or via teleconference with the BEP, FRB and USSS to review the activity 
report by each task order. 

• Cllent Weekly Task Order Meetlnes/Conference Calls - Weekly meetings and 
conference calls were held with the BEP /FRB/USSS and respective task order 
teams to provide updates on program activities and receive ctlent 
approvals/feedback. 

• Document Mana&ement - Burson-Marsteller created and used a secure 
extranet site as a database of all program materials, team correspondence and 
a place for clients to view work products and provide edits. 

Best Practices 
• nertng of the program administration team with overall management supported 

by deputy managers, each focused on specific task orders, ensured all aspects 
of the large scale program received In-depth attention and monitoring. 

• Consistently occurring meetings and reports ensured flow of work and constant 
communications with BEP, FRB and USSS. 

• The Document Management System (OMS) kept confidential Information and 
images secure by avoiding document~haring via email and enhanced 
management of document versions through the revision proc.ess. 

L1110t"ll learned 
• The involvement of three government agencies - and multiple representatives 

from each agency - created a challenging client review and feedback process 
that was never smooth. With each agency typically requiring at least a week for 
deliverable review and feedback, It was necessary to have all agencies 
conducting their reviews simultaneously. Often, this resulted In conflicting 
feedback from the agencies to the account team, thereby prolonging the 
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finalization of deliverables and adding time and cost to the process. A best 
practice for eliminating this Inefficiency would Involve convening all agencle.s 
together at one time for a review and feedback session, so the agencies could 
reach consensus on their feedback. This would require commitment on the part 
of the agencies to accommodate scheduling at mutually convenient times and, 
just as Importantly, empowerment of the agency representatives participating to 
serve as the agencies' ultimate decision-makers in this process. 

• Specifying feedback due dates on dellverable drafts helped keep work flow on 
track but deadlines were not always adhered to, creating a cascadf ng Impact on 
completion of detlverables that followed. With each deadline that Is missed, the 
achievement of program objectives by agreed-upon dates Is threatened. 

• Quality assurance Is a dlsclpllned, methodlc process that requires a specific 
amount of time, depending on the dellverable Involved. Quality cannot be 
assured If the tlmeframe Is compressed. When the tlmeframe planned for 
quality assurance Is compressed, the risk of errors slgnlficantty Increases. In 
such situations, the client must make an Informed decision about whether that 
risk Is acceptable. 

• Changes made to deliverables after they have been client-approved not only 
results In higher costs and delays but with an Integrated program like this, often 
creates a snowball effect that requires adjustments to multiple other 
deliverables. With a program of this scale, just one post-approval change can 
trigger the necessity to Identify and change more than a hundred elements. This 
triggers additional expenditures not only for the time required to make those 
changes but also hard costs such as retranslatlon, studio/edit suite costs for 
video reediting, voice-over talent costs for re-recording video narration, and 
website reprogramming. 

• Translation Is often subjective, even when business language standards are In 
place. Protocol should be established to determine whether ultimate translation 
decislorHnaklng rests with a professional translation company or with in-country 
teams who work In-language. 

• Focus group research focused on security and design features Is severely 
handicapped without the availability of the actual note for participants to see 
and handle. In the case of the focus groups conducted to guide the naming and 
educational descriptions of security features for the new $100 note, the findings 
from focus groups In which a Swedish kronor was used proved to not be spot-on. 
This necessitated changes to language developed for educational materials later 
on in the program. 

• Similarly, translatlon of security feature names and educational descriptions of 
how security features look and are used cannot effectively be carried out with 
llngulst accesslblllty to the actual note or a video that shows the note end how 
its security features work. This has been precluded to protect the security of the 
new note's Image and, as a result, last minute changes have had to be made to 
materials and website copy, adding cost and decreasing efficiency. There are no 
U.S.-based translation companies that have a cadre of all the llngulsts, based In 
the U.S., required for the $100 note program. All must turn to linguists around 
the world to accomplish the language translations required. In light of this and 
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government security requirements that prohibit sharing the Image of the $100 
note outside the U.S. prior to the unveiling suggests reconsideration of providing 
translated materials and website pages concurrent with the unveiling. The 
current arrangement cannot ensure accurate, effective communications and 
requires revising already published content after the unveiling. 

• Government requirements for the security measures that must be In place for 
high resolution note images should be developed and detailed In the initial 
contract and, In fact, In solicitations for any work Involving handling high
resolution Images. In this case, those requirements were developed on an ad 
hoc basis, creating greater opportunity for potential risk and Involving significant 
Investment on the part of the contractor that could not have been foreseen or 
planned for because the requirements had not previously existed. When Initial 
security measures were Instituted as the govemment prepared to provide 
Burson-Marsteller with test notes, the Program Administration team briefed the 
client team for concurrence. When, later In the program, the secured fireproof 
box containing test notes and high-resolution files was discovered open In New 
York, the government dispatched a team to the site and directed Burson
Marsteller In Installing a far more elaborate and costly security system. Had 
these ultimate requirements been in place at the beginning of the contract, the 
incident in New York would not have happened and Burson-Marsteller would 
have been able to more effectively plan for the Investment required to install 
such a system. 

• The security measures required of Burson-Marsteller to protect high-resolution 
note Images were significantly more stringent than those required of the printer 
contracted by GPO, creating a significant gap In the level of protection In place 
when the Images were transferred from Burson-Marsteller to the GPO and Its 
printer. The disparity in security requirements and level of protection is pointed 
out here for the government's future consideration. 
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c Task Order 41: Fulflllrnent 

( 

Oyerylew 
Domestic and International audiences become prepared for the Introduction of the 
new $100 note through the use of free educational materials distributed via a 
fulfillment program. Burson-Marsteller updated Internal ordering systems, updated 
the online order form, and conducted research on customs rules and regulations In 
International markets In preparation for shipping the free educatlonal materials. 

PlannlOC 
Coordination with Other Teams 
A key part of planning was coordinating with other internal teams since the 
futflllment program Is linked to many different aspects of the overall program. 

Materials Team: The Fulfillment Team created Item numbers and worked with the 
Materials Team to determine the recommended print universe for each item. The 
production schedule was developed to reflect when collateral materials would be 
sent to GPO for printing and when the materials could be expected to arrive at the 
fulfillment warehouse. 

Interactive Team: The Fulfillment team provided content for the onllne order form 
and assisted the Interactive Team In testing the form to ensure It was functioning 
properly prior to the unveiling. 

lnternatlonal Team: A number of countries that were not involved In previous 
currency redesign programs were added to the $100 note program. The Fulfillment 
Team worked with the International Team and In-country teams to confirm there 
were no customs Issues In new markets by sending test shipments. 

Updating Internal Ordering Systems 
The FulfllJment Team undertook the following activities to update the Internal 
ordering system: 

• Adding new collateral materials. 
• Adjusting criteria for orders that needed to be approved. 
• Adding new functionality that automated the paperwork for countries where an 

in-market partner Is required, allowing for greater flexlblllty In adding or 
removing countries from the system. 

• Improving the review process for website orders. 
• Adding a second order confirmation emalt process. 
• Modifying the Industry report to group countries by international program tiers 

for easier review. 
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Coordinating with the Fulfillment House 
The Fulfillment Team directed the warehouse and fulfillment service provider that 
stores and ships program materials, in preparation for the arrival of new $100 note 
collateral materials. Preparation Included testing the dally order files sent to the 
warehouse and reviewing the tracking flies received from the service provider. This 
allowed us to ensure that all files were compatible and that all of the Information 
needed was being conveyed. To ensure orders could be packed In a timely manner, 
The service provider moved the collateral materials to another warehouse with 
more floor space. When materials arrive at the warehouse, all items are received 
and entered Into Inventory. The service provider then provides receiving reports and 
copies of each truck's manifest to the Fulfillment Team to confirm the quantities 
received. 

Customs Research 
In preparation for shipping the $100 note materials Internationally, the Fulfillment 
Team identified new countries where in-eountry teams were located and conducted 
research to determine if there would be any issues with delivering materials free of 
charge to stakeholders In those markets. Test shipments were deployed to confirm 
that there would not be any Issues in shipping Items. 

The Fulfillment Team conducted research to see If there had been any changes in 
customs policies In countries that had received material orders during previous 
currency programs. In addition to Ukraine, Kazakhstan, Moldavia, Belarus, 
Uzbekistan, and Azerbaijan, two countries were Identified-Argentina and Russia
where changing regulations were jeopardizing the ability to def Iver requested 
materials to the stakeholders In that market free of charge. 

The Fulfillment Team determined several contingency options to mitigate these 
Issues. Burson-Marsteller prepared four options for each country that were 
presented to the clients In July 2010, which Included having stakeholders be 
responsible for paying duties and taxes, establishing a fulfillment house In country 
that would send out orders, and engaging the In country team to forward the 
shipments to the end stakeholder. The clients decided to wait to decide on how to 
hand shipments to these countries. To ensure that the Fulfillment Team was aware 
of any emerging changes to customs rules. research was conducted on an ongoing 
basis. 

PackaglngtShlpment Details 
The packaging slip, which was Included with each sent order, was updated to reflect 
the new tag line and the name of the $100 program. This packaging slip includes 
contact Information, an overview of materials requested and a list of how many 
pieces of each Item are in the shipment. 

Due to multiple shifts In the production tlmellne, collateral materials were not 
available for fulfillment at the time of the unveiling. As a result, a number of 
different scenarios were discussed to determine the best balance between 
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stakeholders' need for materials and a cost-efficient program. The decision was 
made to wait to ship orders until all of the collateral materials are available In the 
warehouse. 

Due to the delay In the availability of collateral materials, the Fulflllment Team 
recommended sending a second order confirmation emall that would notify 
stakeholders when materials would begin to ship. After the recommendation was 
approved, the Team drafted the content of the email. 

Addftfonally, a conversation guide was developed In order to respond to stakeholder 
Inquiries about orders and the avallablllty of materials. 

Actlvftlel 
Stakeholders were able to begin ordering $100 note training materials on the day 
of unvemng. There were a mmber of methods stakeholders could use to order 
materials Including: an onllne order form, telephone, email, fax or traditional mail. 
The majority of orders were received through the onllne order form. Every order 
placed through the website received an email confirmation restating their request. 

There were a number of steps put In place to ensure that only valld and approved 
orders were processed and shipped, which Included: 
• COnftrmlng contact Information. Reviewing the orders to ensure that It all of the 

contact Information was provided and, If not, reaching out to contacts to obtain 
it. Information that was checked Included: 

o Contact name 
o Business name 
o Complete address Include country and zJp code 
o Phone number 
o Email address 

• EHmlnatlng duplicate orders. New orders were compared to existing orders to 
determine If the stakeholder placed a duplicate order or If the stakeholder was 
requesting additional Information. If It was unclear whether or not the order was 
a duplicate, the stakeholder was contacted. 

• Large orders. Orders over a specific size required client approval to send, there 
were two sets of criteria during the course of the program. The criteria to obtain 
client approval on large orders was: 

o 5,000 brosters or booklets 
o 500 posters 
o 50 CD-ROMs, DVDs or education resource kits 
o 25 take-one cards or holders 

Due to the fact that the majority of collateral materials were not available at the 
warehouse to ship Immediately after day of unveiling, In April, It was decided that 
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the most cost-effective way to deliver the materlals to stakeholders was to wait until 
the majority of collateral materials were available. 

By September 2010, the only Items that had not been reproduced were the training 
CD-ROM and the Education Resource Kit due to a COS Issue with the downloadable 
Items on the CDs. The clients determined that orders that did not contain the 
training CO..ROMs or the Education Resource Kit would be shipped In September 
2010. Whlle the CDS Issue was not resolved before the end of the program, the 
client decided to send stakeholders who requested the training CO-ROMs or the 
Education Resource Kit all other materials they requested In May 2011. 

In addition to orders that contained requests for the training CD-ROMs or the 
Education Resource Kit, stakeholders In six countries were not able to receive their 
orders due to customs rules. These countries did not allow duties end taxes to be 
billed back to a third party and required stakeholders to pay them. Since the clients 
decided that It was important for stakeholders not be responsible for paying any 
taxes on the free educational materials, Burson-Marsteller proposed four different 
options for stakeholders to receive their materials free of charge but the clients 
decided not to Implement anything during the program. Below Is a summary of the 
number of orders to these countries: 

Countr ies Number of Orders 

Argentina 826 

Azerbaijan 1 
Kazakhstan 33 

Russian Federation 756 

Ukraine 193 

Uzbekistan 16 

As orders were received, Inventory levels for each Item were reviewed to determine 
If there was enough product In the warehouse to send to the stakeholders who 
requested them. Once Inventory levels reached 25 percent, Burson-Marsteller would 
submit recommendations to the clients to Increase the Inventory level. However, 
during the course of the $100 program, there was no need for a reprint as a result 
of inventory levels. 

Once orders were allowed to be shipped, Burson-Marsteller would forward the 
requests to the warehouse, where each order was picked, packed and shipped to 
stakeholders. The carrier that was used during the course of the program was UPS. 
The Postal Service was used as the carrier for stakeholders who only had an APO or 
PO box due to the fact that UPS does not dellver to those addresses. 

As orders were shipped, Burson-Marsteller forwarded stakeholders their tracking 
information and monitored all shipments to ensure that they reach the Intended 
stakeholder. Areas where shipments had Issues: 
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• Vietnam - A third party provided the shipment from UPS to stakeholders and 
occasionally would ask for payment from the stakeholder. 

• China - Anyone who received a shipment from outside of China was asked to 
provide a CR number (10-dlglt Customs Rectstratlon Number). It was determined 
that there was no fee associated with this number. 

• Georgia, KyroZlt8n, Ghana, ZlmbabM, Uganda, Sierra Leone, NfCerla, Malawl, 
Lebanon, Cambodia - During the course of the program, these countries would 
not let a third party send any shipments. As a result, the warehouse's UPS 
account was used. 

As a result of customs rules In Argentina, Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan, Russia and 
Ukraine, alternative ways to send shipments to stakeholders free of charge were 
explored. They Included: 
• Sending the materials through the State Department to limit the cost of the 

transporting the materials In country and ellmlnating customs and taxes on the 
shipment. 

o Once the materials were in country, one option was for the Embassy to be 
responsible for dlstrlbtitlng the materials to the stakeholders. 

o Another was for the materials to be delivered to a local fulfillment house 
that would be responsible for distributing materials to stakeholders. 

• Sending orders to an In country partner via UPS with the partner being 
responsible for pay customs and taxes on the shipment and who would then 
distribute the materials to stakeholders. 

Results 
Between April 2010 and February 2011, there were 26,414,468 pieces of collateral 
material delivered to the warehouse and 6,698,513 pieces of collateral material 
requested by stakeholders. 

Between April 2010 and July 2011: 
• 16,012 orders h~ve been placed In 120 countries 

o 13,346 from stakeholders with In the United States 
o 2,666 from stakeholders outside of the United States 

• 14,226 orders have been processed and provided to the warehouse 
o 14,208 orders have been shipped to stakeholders 
o 14,021 orders have been delivered to stakeholders 

• 6,698,513 pieces of collateral material have been requested by stakeholders 
o 4,028,590 pieces of collateral materlal have been requested by 

stakeholder within the United States 
o 2,669,923 pieces of collateral material have been requested by 

stakeholders outside of the United States 
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Below Is a chart of the orders by country and tier. 

• KaDiktlll:lll • Pen.i • RllHlln FedlnRlon • Ulnlne •Arp 

• Colombi8 • ecu.dor eaSaMldor •hnlm• • Phllippirm 

• Canada •HcncKcre • Japan • Kina. RtpUbtio ~ •111ao 
•Arpntina • BolMI • Chllt •<:11ina • Cc&iaRioa 

• lndonllil • lsratl • lialy • Ltblnon ·~ .. 
• SJl8in ft Switz9ftlnd · TNimnd Unl19d l<inldom • Uztleldltan 

• 16,012 orders have been placed In 120 countries 
o 13,346 from stakeholders with In the United States 
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• Kenya • Azeltlaijln 

•UACAllY • Vlllnar'll 

• SlfCIPOl't • Tlori<ey 

• DominlolnRtpUbbC • Germll!Y .,,.,....,, o Pol1Upl 
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o 2,666 from stakeholders outside of the United States 
• 14,226 orders have been processed and provided to the warehouse 

o 14,208 orders have been shipped to stakeholders 
o 14,021 orders have been delivered to stakeholders 

• 6,698,513 pieces of collateral material have been requested by stakeholders 
o 4,028,590 pieces of collateral material have been requested by 

stakeholder within the United States 
o 2,669,923 pieces of coRateral material have been requested by 

stakeholders outside of the United States 

Best Practices 
• In order to ensure that stakeholders receive the free educational material 

without having to pay duties and taxes1 customs rules and regulations of the 
countries where most shipments are received should be continually researched. 

• A good relationship with the company responsible for delivering the shipments is 
important so that If any issues arrive In market, you can resolve them. 

LHSOi1S learned 
• To develop a smoother transition between notes, stakeholders should only be 

able to order printed collateral material within a month of the materials being 
able to be shipped. This will limit the amount of questions asked, especially if 
there Is limited Information to provide and allow stakeholders to download 
collateral materials which iS a less expensive option. 

• For countries where stakeholders would not be able to receive the collateral 
materials free of charge, a contingency plan should be in place to address 
requests for collateral materials in a timely manner. 

• In countries where it will be difficult to provide free of charge delivery of 
materials the stakeholder due to customs rules and regulations, consider not 
printing collateral materials in the primary language of those countries. 

• Include a verification system in the onllne order system to limit the number of 
fake orders that are received. 

• For countries where there are local on the ground teams, have an open line of 
communication In case assistance Is needed with a shipment. 

• Coordinate edits and feedback from multiple sources Into a single document to llmlt 
errors. When submitting documents/ recommendations/ memos/ content to be 
approved to the cllents, request that on the client side that all feedback In Incorporated 
Into a single document before It Is submitted back for revisions. 

• Determine what size orders need to be approved at the beginning of a program 
to ensure consistence with stakeholders throughout the duration of the 
program. 

• At the beginning of the program, determine length of time a stakeholder will 
have when attempting to communicate with them on questions for orders 
before their order wtll be cancelled. 
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• At the beginning of the program, determine how to address large orders from 
central banks that do not have required documentation to have a shipment 
cleared through customs. 

Attaclnnents to Follow: 
• Collateral Materials Quantities Requested 
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TO 42: Research 

OVervlew 
A number of research Initiatives were undertaken very early, many during work on 
the $5 note, to lay the groundwork for the $100 program. Because of the extensive 
use of the $100 note worldwide and the emphasis on international communications 
for that note, research was conducted In markets around the world to help prioritize 
markets for communications efforts and Inform subsequent phases of research. 

Messaging. tagllne and feature naming research was conducted In multiple 
countries to Inform the overall communications efforts for the $100 note program. 
Baseline research was also conducted prior to the $100 note unveiling In domestic 
and International markets to determine awareness of U.S. currency changes, 
awareness of specific features, levels of concern about counterfeiting and 
authentication behavior and other key measures. A tracking study was conducted 
following the $100 note unveiling to understand the impact the unveiling had on 
key attitudes and behaviors. Ultimately, the results of the baseline provided 
Important Insight about the Impact the program has In key markets around the 
world. 

Research conducted since the beginning of the program Included: 
• Market prioritization - Collected data from FRB and USSS; local S.M offices 

provided Information; consumer survey In 10 International markets; and one-on
one Interviews In primarily business-to-business markets. 

• ~n• focus ..-oups and m-MClnc survey - Explored the most effective 
messaging to Inform communications for the program 

• Tacllne testJnl - Tested a series of taglines to understand which will effectively 
drive note authentication behavior, complement messaging, and can be 
repeated across a broad spectrum of media In the $100 communications 
program 

• Featura naming mini-Croups - Explored reactions to feature names for the new 
$100 bill. 

• Benchmark survey - Developed a baseline for the $100 note program against 
which to track metrics after the unveiling and Day of Issue. 

• Post-U..vellhlC tracker - Tracking to understand how key metrics moved 
following unvelllng. 

Plannlng 
Much of the research plan was based upon experience with previous currency 
programs. Because the emphasis of the program for $5 and $100 notes was on the 
$100 note, research conducted prior to the unvelllng of the $5 was designed to 
maximize information that would be useful for the later $100 note, tempered with 
the knowledge that the design of the $100 note was still evolving. 
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A key element for the $100 note program was International market prioritization 
due to the $100 note's wide use among diverse International audiences. The first 
priority was to help Identify markets where communication about changes was 
essential. This effort Involved a combination of approaches: 
• Collecting data from the Federal Reserve Board (FRB) and the U.S. Secret 

service (USSS). 
• International Team contacts providing Information to local Burson-Marsteller 

offices. 
• A survey of consumers in each of the ten markets provided by the U.S. 

government - Russia, Ukraine, Kazakhstan, Peru, Uruguay, China, the 
Philippines, Turkey, Angola and the United Arab Emirates. 

• Individual Interviews In two markets where it was believed that use of the dollar 
Is primarily buslness.-t~business - Hong Kong and South Korea. 

In order to Inform the messaging for the $100 note program, the first step was to 
conduct exploratory focus groups with consumers, cash handlers and bank tellers In 
the U.S. lntematfonally, focus groups were conducted with general consumers In 
Uruguay, Peru and Ukraine. The findings from the focus groups were then used to 
Inform a large scale messaging project conducted In 9 markets - the U.S., Angola, 
Ecuador, Kazakhstan, Nigeria, Peru, Russia, Ukraine and Uruguay. A quantitative 
tagllne survey was conducted In the U.S., Russia and Peru. A series of mini focus 
groups were conducted In the U.S., Peru, Panama, Russia, Ukraine and South Africa 
In order to determine names for several key features on the $100 note, the 3-D 
Security Ribbon and the Bell In the Inkwell. A $100 note-specific benchmark survey 
was conducted In the U.S., Peru, Russia, Ukraine, Kazakhstan and Angola to refresh 
the data and measure the progress of the program. Following the $100 note 
unveiling, a tracking survey was conducted in order to measure the progress of the 
unveiling In moving attitudes and behaviors. 

Results 
Market Prioritization 
In the Initial research effort, the Research Team combined data from various 
sources to successfully prioritize markets for further research as well as for program 
Implementation. This prioritization took Into account a large number of factors, 
Including: 
• Data on volume of dollars entering and leaving countries 
• Evidence of large amounts of counterfeit notes 
• The likelihood of being able to conduct an effective education effort 
• Receptiveness to a program led by the U.S. 
• Consumers' use of U.S. notes 
• Concerns about counterfeit U.S. notes 
• Concerns about changes being made to U.S. currency designs 
• Consumer Interest In learning about the changes 
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The results showed a wide range In Interest and concern about U.S. currency from 
locations that had very high concern and interest, such as Angola and Peru, to 
markets where changes were expected to be of less Interest and readily accepted, 
such as Turkey, or consumer use of dollars Is very low, such as South Korea. The 
results of this effort were subsequently built Into program planning for each market. 

Focus Groups 
Focus groups were conducted In the U.S., Peru, Uruguay and Ukraine to help 
understand the environment In these countries more clearly, and to learn concerns, 
as well as reactions to potential new features, directly from consumers 

The focus groups found that U.S. consumers were interested to hear about new 
changes, were not concerned about the Introduction of a new note and were llkely 
to accept even more dramatic changes In design. U.S. consumers tend to be less 
concerned about the posslblllty of receiving a counterfeit note, and are unlikely to 
authenticate notes they receive. Cash handlers and bank tellers are more likely to 
check notes as part of their job, and many relled on texture as an initial screening 
device or on pens designed to detect counterfeits. 

In Peru and Ukraine, consumers fett that counterfeiting of U.S. notes was a 
significant problem that could easily affect them personally, and they are likely to 
authenticate notes often. U.S. dollars are used in Ukraine for a variety of purposes, 
while In Peru they are mostly used for large purchases. 

In Uruguay, focus groups suggested that while consumers use U.S. notes 
extensively, especially for large purchases, they tend to be less concerned about 
counterfeiting than Indicated by other pretlmlnary research. They also were 
generally familiar with security features of U.S. notes, which are similar to those 
used In their own currency. 

Focus groups In the U.S. and the other countries showed significant interest In new 
features being considered for the $100 note. The groups outside the U.S. found that 
some language used to describe these features In memorable ways were less 
effective when translated Into other languages, but straightforward descriptions 
were effective, though perhaps less memorable. For example, messages about 
losing one's hard-earned money due to counterfeiting were effective at providing 
motivation in the U.S., but elsewhere it was deemed somewhat harsh and negative. 
In general, though, the groups found that messages should convey the need to 
protect oneself from loss, and then emphasize authentication techniques. 

Feature Name Mini-Groups 
Given the importance of the new security features In the $100 note, a series of 
mini-groups were conducted in markets around the world, including St. Louis, New 
York City, Los Angeles, Moscow, Kiev, Lima, Panama ctty and Capetown, to gauge 
reactions to Potential names for the features. Because these features were new, 
unique and unusual, It was Important to understand how consumers In key markets 
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described these features to ensure the use of appropriate and meaningful language 
in our communications. 

In the U.S., actual prototypes were shown to respondents. tnternatlonally, due to 
security concerns with the prototype, respondents were shown a 1,000 Swedish 
Kronor in place of the new U.S. $100 note and also a current U.S. $20 note. The 
groups explored potential names for three features - the motion strip, the optically 
variable Ink (aka OVI) and the split denomination in which half of a complete Image 
appears on each side of the note. 

The motion strip was the most attention grabbing for respondents and was seen as 
quite difficult to counterfeit Words llke 'hologram', 3-D and tape or ribbon were 
used to describe it by respondents. When presented with a series of potential 
names for this feature, the 3-0 Ribbon and Security Ribbon resonated well across 
most markets. The recommendation, as a result of the research, was to combine 
the two names Into 3-0 Security Ribbon which the BEP, FRB and USSS approved as 
the new name for the motion feature. This name successfully combines the Idea of 
security, which reassures consumers about the authenticity of the currency, with the 
excitement of the new 3-0 aspect of the feature. 

While names for both the OVI and split denomination were also tested, the decision 
was made to de-emphasize the split denomination as being less significant, and the 
OVI was split Into two features - the Bell In the Inkwell and the Color-Shifting 100. 
Ultimately, the split denomination feature was removed from the final design of the 
new $100 note. 

$100 Note Benchmark 
In late 2008 and early 2009, a $100 note-specific benchmark study was conducted 
In the U.S., Peru, Russia, Ukraine, Kazakhstan and Angola to help establish 
quantitative baseline measures of awareness of U.S. currency changes, awareness 
of specific features, levels of concern about counterfeiting, authentication behavior 
and other key measures. 

The results found that the perception of counterfeit U.S. notes as a major problem 
was quite high In Peru (81 percent) and Angola (69 percent) while It was less 
significant In all the other markets. The perception of a large counterfeiting problem 
also seemed to prompt action - a large majority In Peru and Angola check their U.S. 
notes, much more so than in other markets such as the U.S. and Russia where only 
about one In three people say they check their notes, and more than seven In 10 
people In Peru thought they were likely to receive a counterfeit note. 

More than one In three Americans are aware of previous currency destgn changes, 
higher than most countries except for Angola where recent news about acceptance 
of currency designs had pushed awareness to more than seven In 10. However, 
familiarity and usage of specific authentication features tend to be considerably 
higher outside the U.S. About eight In 10 In Angola and half of those In Russia, 
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Kazakhstan, Ukraine and Peru have used the security strip and watermark, versus 
one-third In the U.S. 

More than four out of five Peru\1ans and nine In 10 Angolans are Interested In 
hearing more about the new designs, compared to 68 percent In the U.S., tw<Hhlrds 
In Ukraine and Kazakhstan and half in Russia. Consumers in Peru and Angola are 
much more concerned than those in the other countries about the design changes 
to the $100 note, and many In Peru and Angola expect that they will have to 
exchange their older design notes for new $100 notes when they are Issued. The 
survey also provided valuable lnfonnatlon to help with decisions about 
communication channels and spokesperson outreach. 

Post-$100 Note Unvell/ng Tracker 
Following the unveiling, in mid-May through early June 2010, a tracker was 
conducted to follow key metrics in the U.S., Peru, Russia, Ukraine, Kazakhstan, and 
Nigeria. The study was designed to track key metrics such as: awareness of changes 
to U.S. currency, Including specific denominations; knowledge of security features; 
concerns about counterfeiting; and self-reported authentication behavior. TrackJng 
also sheds light on changes since benchmark (conducted December 2008-March 
2009) and the impact of public education activities surrounding the new $100 note 
unveiling, and Illuminates areas meriting focus as the program goes forward. 

The tracker found that the unvelllng successfully drove awareness of changes to 
( U.S. currency - awareness was up from 2009 across all markets surveyed: 

• Yn 
• No 
• Oon'lknow 

While a majority of respondents outside the U.S. were able to recall speclflcally that 
the $100 note wlll change, recall of specific changes were low. Most of those who 
were aware of changes had only general recollection of hearing about changes -
few recalled hearing about changes to specific security features. Few respondents 
could accurately say when the new $100 note would be in circulation - Indicating a 
need to emphasize the date in communications during the momentum period. 
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There was also confusion about the new $100 note's Issue date which has still not 
been detennlned. 

The tracker also showed that confidence In U.S. currency rose since 2009 In the CIS 
markets*, particularly Ukraine and Kazakhstan, and held steady In the U.S. 
Confidence Increased In U.S. currency mainly due to anti-counterfeiting measures 
and the economy/ exchange rate. Peruvians expressed less confidence In U.S. 
currency In 2010 but, ironically, their concem about counterfeiting was slightly 
lower than it had been in 2009. 
•as Markets refer to the Common Wealth of Independent States whole 1>11rtlclpat1ni countries are 
former Soviet Republlcs, fonned during the breakup ot the Soviet union. 

Authentication behavior remained steady since the benchmark, with some small 
Increases, especially In the Ukraine. Authentication behavior continues to be 
highest in markets with the higher levels of concern about counterfeits, such as 
Peru and Nigeria. 

There Is a continued need to educate people that old notes need not be exchanged 
for new ones, particularly In Peru and Nigeria. Consumers in these markets 
Indicated an intention to exchange old notes for new. 

Best Practlcel 
• Incorporate learnings from linguistic screening and translations Into research 

whenever possible. 
• Conduct periodic reviews and research of timing as key milestones, including 

unveiling and Day of Issue, may shift. 

l.llSons Learned 
• When conducting research outside of the U.S. that Involves getting an accurate 

read on the language that international audiences may use when referring to 
new security features or authentication behaviors, Burson-Marsteller advocates 
having a prototype of the new note available for participants to examine. For 
example, during the $100 note feature naming mini-groups conducted in the 
U.S., Peru, Panama, Russia, Ukraine and South Africa were not able to use a 
prototype of the $100 note due to security concerns with it leaving the United 
States. In the future, It Is recommended to find a way to increase the physical 
security of the note so that it may travel. Otherwise, there Is a risk of not giving 
focus groups the Information they need to adequately inform the program. 

Attachments: 
• Post $100 Unvelllng Tracking Results 
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c-· Task Order 43: Materials 

c 

Oyerylew 
The primary objective of materials development for the $100 note Is to provide the 
right balance of materials - both onllne and In print - to educate cash handlers, 
consumers and International audiences on security features and design 
enhancements to the $100 note. As a result of the widespread circulation of the 
$100 note intematlonalty, the materials needed to convey the importance of the 
security features to key audience groups In International markets as well as 
domestic audiences. 

Based on feedback from the International Team and past stakeholder orders, 
Burson-Marsteller created a suite of materials customized to the dOmestlc 
audiences and to each targeted International market This Included creating 
Spanish-language for the team In Peru where stickers are a common means of 
communicating information, as well as multlnote booklets and posters based on 
feedback from domestic stakeholders. 

Materlals for the $100 program Included: 
• Brochure/poster combination (broster)- This multi-purpose piece Is primarily 

designed for employee education. Its unique design unfolds from a brochure Into 
a poster that can be displayed for both employees and/ or consumers. 

• Talc.ane cards and holdets - This easy reference guide features the redesigned 
$100 note and serves as a convenient point of sale dlsplay for customers. 

• Multlnote poster- This poster features the redesigned $100 note, and 
Information on other redesigned U.S. currency. This piece is primarily designed 
for training and can be displayed for both employees and consumers. 

• Multlnote boolclet -This 12-page booklet contains detailed Information about the 
redesign of the $100 note, as well as the other redesigned denominations ($5, 
$10, $20, and $50 notes). This piece Is designed to show and describe In detail 
the design and security features of redesigned denominations of U.S. currency. 

• lnteractltle CD-Rom - Designed for cash handler, law enforcement and financial 
institution training, the $100 CD-ROM includes a guided Interactive tutorial of 
the $100 note and additional information on other redesigned denominations. 

• Training video - Designed for cash handler, law enforcement and flnanclal 
Institution training, the $100 Training DVD Is a video series on the security and 
design features of the $100 note. 

• Education Resource Kit- This kit Includes materials that are ready for 
duplication or publication in organization newsletters or on websites, to educate 
employees, customers or members of the organization. It Includes a newsletter 
article, a quick reference guide, fact sheets and more. 

Materials were translated Into 25 languages-18 languages had hard copy materials 
created and seven had web-only materials. In addition to collateral materials that 
were created, Burson-Marsteller as It has done In the past created the following: 
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• Entry ldosl<s - smaller banners that were provided to each Federal Reserve 
Bank to be displayed In their entrance. 

• Banners - a large banner of the note that was hung In front of BEP. 
• Enlargements of the $100 noC8 lmap - a blow up of the note to be used In 

during press conferences or presentations. 
• PNss kit folders - a folder with the Image of the note that was used to hold 

press materials for the unveiling event 
• Glossy lnsetts of the front and back of the new note - a glossy Image of the 

front and back of the note each on Its own sheet to distribute to the media. 
• Program statlonaty - letterhead and envelopes that have part of the Image of 

note on It to be used for press releases, and other official correspondence. 

Plannlng 
Using protocol established In previous currency programs, Burson-Marsteller used 
core d~gn elements In accordance with the graphic guidelines created by 
subcontractor Landor. These guidelines provided a base for the overall design 
concepts, while broadening the color palette and graphic treatment of $100 note 
elements such as a reflective treatment on stylized images. 

Burson-Marsteller worked closely with the BEP/FRB/USSS and GPO to ensure that 
materials were produced efficiently, delivered In a timely manner and followed 
appropriate security protocols using the following process: 
• Initial design concepts were submitted to BEP / FRB/USSS for approval. 
• Once the clients approved the design concept for each piece of collateral 

material, Burson-Marsteller created a template that could be used once the copy 
had been translated Into 24 languages. 

• Burson-Marsteller work with Globalization Partners Incorporated (GPI) and the In 
country teams to translate the approved copy Into 24 languages. 

• Incorporated (GPI) Inserted approved translated content Into template artwork 
flies. As the translations were returned, Burson-Martsteller inserted translations 
into the collateral material templates. Burson-Marsteller then submitted 
encrypted and password-protected artwork files and initial paper work, including 
GPO Spec Memos and GPO 952 Forms (hard copy and electronic) to Barbara 
McBride at Treasury/ GPO. 

• All art files and paperwork were submitted to the Treasury Liaison for GPO, 
Barbara McBride, who did the final coordination with the appropriate vendor, i.e., 
Gateway Press, Douglass Printing and A&E Products. 

• On-site press checks were conducted by Landor at Gateway Press on several 
occasions to troubleshoot color quality issues. 

• Gateway Press, Douglass Printing and A&E Products (the GP<kelected printer 
vendors) produced two sets of proofs for review - one for GPO archives, one for 
Burson-Marsteller and BEP to edit and return. 

• After conducting an Initial review of each proof, Burson-Marsteller provided each 
proof to BEP for final approval. 
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• Once approved, proofs were sent back to GPO to proceed with production. 
Gateway Press then began the printing and production process, and a final 
product was dellvered to the fulfillment house at BrlghtKey according to a pre
approved delivery schedule. 

Actlvttlel 
Due to a delay In the approval process, the printed collateral materials did not arrive 
at the warehouse until after the day of unveiling. During the six months after 
unveiling, collateral materials were provided to GPO to be printed and forwarded to 
the warehouse upon completion. The majority of the materials were delivered by 
September 2010. Two Items were not reproduced due to the CDS Issue that 
effected downloadable materials - the training CO-ROM In seven languages and the 
Education Resource Kit. 

An audit of all translated documents (collateral, web and digital) was done during 
November 2010 - January 2011 to verify that the translations were correct and that 
all modifications to the secure features as a result of the linguist and teams seeing 
the note after unveiling were implemented. During the audit, six pieces of collateral 
materials were discovered to have minor Issues with the translation and a few 
places on the website needed updating. 

Results 
• 26,414,468 pieces of collateral materlal were developed 
• Multinote posters were created In nine languages 
• Combination brochure/ posters were created In 12 languages 
• Multinote booklets and Take-one cards were created in 10 languages 
• Training DVDs and CO-ROMs were created In seven languages 

Best Practices 
• Coordination with the printer as to when and how much collateral materials are 

going to be dellvered are essential. Gateway Press provided notification of when 
to expect deliveries as well as what collateral material would be delivered. 

Lu ons learned 
• Copy for all documents that needs to be translated should be finalized well In 

advance of the date the copy Is to be pushed live. This is to ensure enough time 
for Insertion Into the appropriate template and time to review for accuracy. 

• All Individuals who are assisting with translation of security features should be 
involved from the beginning and have access to the note. This will eliminate the 
need to update copy after It has been pushed lfve. 
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• Deadlines should be met at all costs when dealing with translation, as delays 
create an opportunity for copy to be Inserted Into templates incorrectly. 

• As processes are established, they should be reviewed periodically to ensure 
they are still appropriate. 

• To assist with ensuring translated copy and design work Is consistent, at least 
one member of each aspect of the Materials Team should be consistent through 
the course of the program. This will allow Information on the process to be held 
In a slng1e place. 

• Be consistent with whom the linguist Is for each language to ensure that 
translations do not change as a result of one person saying phrases one way 
while another preferring a different way. 

• Due to the need for art flles to be password protected, a decision should be 
made on what password formula will be used for all Items that need to be 
password protected. 

• Assess how many languages collateral materials and web content need to be 
translated Into. If a country has two spoken languages with one spaken In 
another country recelvtng translation, consider translating In one language. 

• Have a centralized design team. 
• Do not Insert Images of the note into collateral materials or website until the 

note Is final. 
• Disparities between security systems in place in the Burson-Marsteller offices 

and those at printer locations. 

Attachments to Follow; 
• $100 Broster 
• $100 Glossy Front 
• $100 Glossy Back 
• $100 Multlnote Booklet 
• $100 Multlnote Poster 
• $100 Security Feature Insert 
• Education Resource Kit 

o Instructions 
o Article 
o $100 Front 
o $100 Back 
o Fact Sheet 
o Handout 
o Letter 
o Multinote Fact Sheet 
o OrderForm 
o Quick Reference 
o Security Feature GIF 
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( Task Order 44: Media 

( 

Qyerytew 
The goals of the media outreach program for the $100 note were to: 

• Conduct a broad scale media relations program to infonn reporters of the 
significance of the unveiling of the new $100 note. 

• Provide them with Information on how to attend the domestic unveiling even. 
• Share details about the advanced security features and design elements In 

the new $100 note. 

Media Relations outreach for the $100 program went beyond mainstream global 
media to trade media serving financial, gaming and retail industries, banknote 
equipment manufacturers, and law enforcement professionals. 

The eamed media strategy was designed to generate coverage around three news 
milestones: the unvelllng of the $100 note, various announcements during a 
•Momentum Period,• which was to Include a momentum event at Harrah's Hotel 
and Casino In Las Vegas, Nevada, and the Day of Issue-when the $100 note begins 
circulating. 

To ensure maximum coverage of the news mllestones around the redesigned $100 
note, the Media, Stakeholder, International and Interactive teams collaborated 
more closely than on any other newly designed denomination. Because the $100 Is 
the most Internationally used and counterfeited U.S. currency note, It was 
particularly important that collaboration and seamless integration of efforts be 
conducted. 

Media coverage was generated prior to the unveiling beginning 45 days out through 
advanced Interview opportunities with the Associated Press and Wall Street Journal. 
B-roll footage and stlll Images were made available Immediately after the unveiling 
and were accessible to the media Instantly around the world via The NewsMarket. 
The unvelllng event and aggressive targeted media outreach leading up to It 
generated coverage In nearly every domestic market and all high-priority 
International markets. More than 61 front-page mentions of the new $100 note 
appeared In domestic media publications, Including above-the-fold photos and 
stories In the Financial Times, New York Time$ and Washington Post. 

During the Momentum Period, Burson-Marsteller planned and distributed three 
media podcasts on Important toptcs to further describe the new note's design and 
security features. These milestones, while created with the objective of achieving 
significant coverage In both traditional and new media outlets, were part of the 
program's natural evolution and merged traditional media relations efforts with 
tactics geared to Mnew media" to expand the depth and volume of the overall 
coverage. 
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Media activities conducted post-unvelllng were curtailed due to the lack of a known 
Day of Issue. 

Plan nm, 
Since the start of the redesigned currency public education program In 2003, one of 
the primary communication vehicles cash handlers, businesses and consumers 
around the world have relied on to learn about the design and security changes is 
the news media. 

Communications through print, broadcast and electronic news mediums were 
facilitated through tactics that amplified and multiplied the program's core 
messages. B-M supplemented tradltlonal media outreach with innovative social 
media tactics to Increase awareness of the visual nature of the new security 
features and to engage an emerging onllne community. To that end, media 
relations efforts were coordinated with the International, Stakeholder and 
Interactive teams to reach influential media based in the U.S. and overseas. 

Media outreach for the program included several key eamed media elements In 
addition to the anchor unveiling event at the U.S. Treasury Cash Room. A media 
advisory was deployed to mainstream, International and trade media outlets at the 
45-day and two-week marks to alert them of the unvelllng and to provide logJstlcal 
Information regarding the event. An audio news release was distributed nationally 
the week prior to the event to generate buzz and advance interview opportunities 
were conducted with the Associated Press and Wall Street Journal for the same 
purpose. 

On April 21, 2010, Secretary of the Treasury Timothy Geithner, Chairman of the 
Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System Ben Bernanke, Treasurer of the 
United States Rosie Rios, and Deputy Director of the United States Secret Service 
Keith L. Prewitt revealed the new $100 note design to more than 140 journalists 
and guests using an animated video of the note on a 26' LED wall, giving viewers a 
close-up virtual tour of the new security and design features. 

The months between the anchor unveiling event and the day of issue - The 
Momentum Period - was Impacted negatively, as noted above, due to a lack of day 
of issue. Nevertheless, media program activities proceeded on many levels. The 
following activities were part of the several months of in-depth plannlng that were 
necessary to ensure successful media execution of the $100 campaign during the 
momentum period: 
• Collaborate and devise topics and shoot schedule for a series of podcasts: 

o Podcast 1 - Introduction of the New $100 Note 
o Podcast 2 - How to Detect a Counterfeit 
o Podcast 3 - The Art of Banknote Design 
o Podcast 4 - The Printing Process: A History of Tradition and Innovation 
o Podcast 5 - Role of the U.S. Federal Reserve Board 
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o Podcast 6 - Preparing for the Note's Introduction 
• Develop, write, shoot and produce 6 podcasts (three were ultimately distributed). 

Note that per Instructions from BEP on May 11, 2011, Burson-Marsteller did not 
pursue further work on podcasts 4, 5, and 6. The flles, In their current state, 
were submitted to BEP for transition. 

• Identify web page locations and write web content to Introduce these videos. 
• Produce b-roll. 
• Identify and secure video and news distribution services from NewsMarket, 

PRNewswlre, and MultiVu. 
• Research and recommend top-fine documentary end hard news story Ideas: 

o Phil Fairclough/History Channel "Making Money" 
• Research and write In-flight segment script. 
• Research and prepare event conslderatJons for Day of Issue. 

ActMtlM 
Again, due to uncertainty surrounding the Day of Issue, media activities focused 
solely on the distribution of information through podcasts, reactive media relations, 
b-roll and video distribution via www.newmoney.goy as well as planning for the 
eventually canceled Las Vegas momentum event and Day of Issue. Burson
Marsteller's overriding goal during this tf me was to most effectively distribute $100 
note redesign and security messaging via well-produced podcasts. Activities 
Included: 
• Managed responses to media Inquiries. 
• Researched and secured newly branded U.S. Currency Digital Center for b-roll 

distribution 
• Podcast distribution: 

o Podcast 1 "Introduction of the New $100 Note" - Launched July 21, 
2010 via press release, GovDellvery and Stakeholder $100 SankNote e
newsletter 

o Podcast 2 "How to Detect a Counterfeit" - Launched August 18, 2010 via 
press release and GovDellvery 

o Podcast 3 "The Art of Banknote Design• - Launched September 22, 2010 
via press release, GovDellvery and Stakeholder $100 BankNote e
newsletter 

o Note that Podcast 4 "The Printing Process: A History of Tradition and 
Innovation" was fully produced and delivered to the client on October, 29, 
2010 but never released. 

• Distributed press statement regarding postponement of Day of Issue on October 
1, 2010. 

• Provided dally monitoring reports of media cove 
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Results 
Media relations generated 4,429,725,108 Impressions with 3,952 domestic 
placements and 1,484 international placements. 

462 343 805 54,146,314 73, 714,028 

919 201 1120 281,619,054 1,132,644,188 

2,473 886 3359 2,213,977,765 642,558,442 

*'These audience Impress n m (n on the are on raw ata to rson-
Marsteller by the media vendors we have worked with througJtout the new currency proaram. 
Because each vendor uses Its own calcufatton proc:ess to measure audience data by medium (radio, 
print, televtslon, lntemet), Burson-Marsteller provides only an estimated, aggregated total, rather 
than an exact total. 

Unvelling 
• Media outreach surrounding the unvelllng generated almost 4 bllllon worldwide 

Impressions. 

127,860,342 

1,414,263,242 

2,856,536,207 

339 662 31,839,408 73,614,028 106,353,436 

201 838 260,750,868 1,132,644,188 1.,393,395,046 

876 1983 1, 730,294,575 642,204,645 2,372,499,220 

*These audience Impression met.rtcs (noted on the left) are baled on raw data provided to Burson
Marsteler by the media vendors we have worked with thro&lthout the new currency proetam. 
Because each vendor uses Its own calculation process to measure audience data by medlwn (radio. 
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print, teJeVlslon, Internet), Burson-Marsteller prov.Idea only an estimated, eurefated total, rather 
than an exact total. 

$100 New Money Program Media 
Coverage 

• Unveiling • Momentum 

• Overall, the breakdown of domestic media coverage by type of outlet is as 
follows: 

o Print cllps: 462 
o Broadcast clips (Television and Radio combined): 1,017 
o Internet clips: 2,473 

Media Coverage by Outlet 

• Print • Broadcast • Internet 

Momentum Period 
• The breakdown of domestic media coverage, during the momentum period, by 

type of outlet Is as follows: 
o Print clips: 149 
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o Broadcast clips (Televlslon and Radio combined): 317 
o Internet clips: i.,366 

4 

0 

10 

DlgJtal Center Statistics 

Momentum Media Coverage by 
Outlet 

• Print • Broadcast • Int ernet 

8% 

22,306,906 200,000 

282 20,868,196 0 

1,376 483,683,190 353,797 

22,506,906 

20,868,196 

484,036,987 

Since June 2010, 537 assets, which Includes productJon footage, animation, 
security features, and still shots, featuring the new $100 note were ordered from the 
U.S. Currency Digital Center. Over the course of the 14 months, approximately more 
than 90 news organizations purchased these assests. (* this is an estimation as 
some outlets may have purchased assests across mult.lple months). 
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Best PractlCOI 
• Advanced Interviews with the Associated Press and Wall Street Journal spurred 

media Interest well In advance of the unvelllng, enhancing the attractiveness of 
the unveiling as a newsworthy story. 

• An Associated Press Interview the day before unvelllng wtth BEP, FRB and USSS 
spokespeople ensured that the first story on the wires Incorporated core 
program messages. 

• An asset for securing media coverage was the availability of b-roff footage and 
still Images which were made available Immediately to media around the world 
after the unvelllng. Media were provided access to b-roll footage from the $5, 
$10, $20, $50 and $100 programs via a link to The NewsMarket. 

• Orchestrating a reporter question-and-answer session Immediately after the 
unveiling event offered reporters direct access to program spokespeople thereby 
encouraging a greater number of original stories rather than having media all 
carry the same wire story. Because media outlets have a greater Investment In 
original stories, those stories typically receive more prominent placement, as 
well. Journalists from the Financial Times, Washington Post, New York Times 
and CNN were able to interview officials about the new $100 note, plans for the 
Day of Issue and the rationale behind the new design. 

• Immediately after the unveiling event, a war room was established to centralize 
Incoming media requests which enabled rapid responses and access to program 
spokespeople • 

.....,,.. Learned 
• Changes to message documents and last minute updates hinder version control 

processes. 
• Multiple rounds of edits delay the completion of program elements which can, In 

tum, detract from the Impact they can achieve. 

Attachments 
• Unveiling Press Release 4.21.2010 
• Unveiling Media Advisory 3.5.2010 
• Unveiling Media Advisory (Radio) 3.5.2010 
• Momentum Presentation 5.19.2010 
• Momentum Press Release 7.21.2010 
• Podcast 2 Media Advisory 8.18.2010 
• Podcast 3 Media Advisory 9.15.2010 
• Podcast 1 - ON DISC 
• Podcast 2 - ON DISC 
• Podcast 3 - ON DISC 
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Tuk Order 45: Stakeholder and Direct Outreach 

Oyerylaw 
In order to prepare businesses and organizations for the Introduction of the new 
$100 note, Burson-Marsteller worked to Implement a robust stakeholder outreach 
program to engage targeted Industries In educatJng employees and consumers 
about the redesigned note. The program also focused on encouraging businesses 
that use casfl..handllng equipment, such as self-service checkout machines, to take 
action to get their equipment adjusted to recognize the new note when It begins 
clrculatlng. The program strategy was to empower targeted stakeholders with 
Information so that they expect and recognize the new design when It goes Into 
clrculatlon and know how to authenticate It. 

Messaging related to the stakeholder program was divided Into two categories: 
1. Education M111mce - devoted to encouragJng businesses to prepare their 

cash handlers and customers to accept, recognize and authenticate the new 
bllls. 

2. Readtnea Meaage - devoted to encouragJng businesses, particularly transit, 
vending and self-service machine operators, to update their machines before 
the Day of Issues to ensure a smooth transition to the new bllls. 

The program strategy Included Identifying new stakeholder contacts whlle 
leveraging existing contacts hlghllghted through previous currency programs. For 
the Stakeholder and Direct Outreach Teams, focus was placed on targeting specific 
groups that frequentJy Interact with the $100 note Including 
financial institutions and currency exchanges, gaming and I $100 Note Stakeholders I 
retail Industries, law enforcement, banknote equipment 
manufacturers and additional cash.flandlng businesses. 

To effectively engage the varying stakeholder audiences, 
two distinct types of outreach were conducted: 

1. Stakeholder Outreach - Stakeholder outreach was 
targeted towards more than 800 national 
organizations and companies with the primary 
goal to cultivate and leverage relationships with 
these contacts to help educate their members, 
employees and/ or customers In the U.S. and 
around the world. 

2. Direct OUtreac:tl - Direct outreach was aimed at driving program messages to 
the approximately 50,000 local and regional companies that have a vested 
Interest In understanding and preparing for the new $100 note, namely mid
sized and small businesses. 
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Plannlng 
Stakeholder Outreach 
Preparation for stakeholder outreach began prior to unvelllng and Included activities 
such as reviewing contact llsts, developing content for education and training 
materials and outreach to targeted contacts to Inquire about use of training 
materials, upcoming events and additional education opportunities. Once the new 
$100 note was unveiled on April 21, 2010, the Stakeholder Team Immediately 
underwent preparations to begin outreach calls. These calls began on May 10, 2010 
and were conducted by Burson-Marsteller staff on behalf of the BEP, FRB and USSS. 

The Team's strategy focused on targeting outreach throughout specific points 
during the time between unveiling and the Day of Issue (planned for In February 
2011). This steady drum beat of activity was geared towards maintaining 
stakeholders' Interest while encouraging participation In the program. This 
approach employed multiple tactics Including phone calls, emails, e-newsletters 
and blast email communications. Training materials created for the $100 note 
included stakeholder-specific sections on the program website, collateral materials 
and key training Items such as the $100 Note Training PowerPolnt and the 
Education Resource Kit. 

,Iii Ill• JI• :1 ' ll ' "l 
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$100 Note - lnltlal Stakeholder Outreach Timellne* 

Direct Outreach 
In preparation for opt-In calls to begin, the Direct Outreach Team did the following: 
• Reviewed the list of stakeholders that was purchased in 2008 

o Ensured that the information was formatted consistently 
o Compared to stakeholder fist to ensure there were no duplicates 
o Added any stakeholders who had placed orders who were not already 

Included In on the llst 
• Drafted a discussion guide to be used as a starting point for calls with 

stakeholders 
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• Created an application that allowed contact information to be viewed and 
updated In a clear and concise manner 

• Added an email verification program Into the application 
• Hired and trained staff to place calls to stakeholders 

Actlyftf 11 
While minimal outreach was conducted prior to unveiling, the Stakeholder Team 
was fully deployed In May 2010. Outreach efforts focused on providing Information 
regarding the changes to the $100 note while encouraging the order and use of 
training and education materials. Stakeholder outreach continued until 5eptember 
2010 when, due to program changes, all stakeholder activities were put on hold. In 
early October 2010, the Team deployed emails reinforcing the Day of Issue 
announcement to top stakeholders in select Industries to ensure they were 
informed of the change. 

To effectively communicate with the various stakeholders throughout the 
momentum period, the Team planned for an array of program elements: 

Stakeholder Outreach Activity 
While the Team engaged In traditional methods of outreach Including phone and 
email communications, stakeholder inquiries were also addressed via the program 
website's Tips of the Trade section. The Team also responded to email questions 
from the website's SUbmlt your Question or Tip and phone Inquiries. 

Given that the $100 note Is not widely used In the transit and vending Industries, 
the Team deployed email communications to these contacts to provide Information 
on new $100 note and to encourage participation In the program. Additionally, the 
Team coordinated with the SEP, FRB and USSS on government agency outreach 
and money services businesses/financial services stakeholders to ensure 
appropriate outreach was conducted. 

Direct Outreach 
Over the course of five months, the Direct Outreach Team conducted opt-in calls to 
over 47,000 companies. At the beginning of each call, stakeholders were asked to 
opt-in to receive digital communications from the program. Also during the call, the 
program was discussed Including the $100 note security features and the various 
types of training materials that were available. 

Integrated Program Opportunities 
The Team contacted top stakeholders to discuss potential creative ways to amplify 
$100 note program messages. Companies Identified and approached by the Team 
for potential programs included 7-Eleven, Google, Mars Incorporated, Nestle, Ocean 
Spray, Wal-Mart, Western Union and Whirlpool. 
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Momentum Training Event 
To maintain Interest during the momentum period and to assist In 
educating an Industry that heavily uses the $100 note, a gaming 
training event was planned. Harrah's was Identified as the primary 
gaming partner and the Team coordinated plans for an October Hand 
2010 training event In Las Vegas, NV, until program changes resulted in 
cancellation of the event. 

Entertainment Content Integration 
To assist In educating a broad consumer audience, the Team worked with Vanguard 
Entertainment to pitch script writers and producers to Include the security and 
design features of the new $100 note In upcoming appropriate programs. 
Opportunities the Team explored on behalf of the BEP, FRB and USSS Included 
"The Apprentice", "Jeopardy', "Chuck", "CSI: Miami", "Southland" and "Undercovers". 
The effort was halted when the issuance date became uncertain. 

Conference Participation Outreach 
outreach to conference host organizations was conducted before unveiling to 
determine appropriate speaking and integration opportunities. Until the government 
determined the Issuance date would be lndeflnttely postponed, the Team continued 
these outreach efforts and assisted In activities Including: 
• Coordinated a BEP/FRB/USSS speaking opportunity and associated abstract for 

the annual Global Gaming Expo (G2E) conference In November 2010. This was 
ultimately canceled due to postponement of Issuance. 

• Facllltated program materials for USSS distribution at the National Organization 
of Black Law Enforcement Executives (NOBLE) conference in July 2010. 

• Worked with the National Sheriffs Association to Include $100 note security and 
design Information In their quarterly and bl-monthly publications. 

• Provided $100 note program materials and video elements for USSS use at the 
International Chiefs of Police Annual Conference In October 2010. 

• Coordinated with the National Bankers Association to provide $100 note 
education materials to conference organizers for distribution at their 2010 
annual conference. 

The $100 BankNote 
Working with the International and Interactive 
Teams, the stakeholder outreach Team created and 
deployed two e-newsletters, called The $100 
BankNote, to all stakeholder contacts. These e
newsletters provided updates on the education 
program and highlighted the security and design 
features of the new $100 note. The first edition was 
deployed In late July 2010 and the second edition 
was deployed In late September 2010. 
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FRB Communication Vehicles 
The Team worked with the BEP, FRB and USSS to create specific communication 
tools for the FRB. These pieces Included the FedAash, FedFocus and Rlde-Alongs 
which outlined the security features of the redesigned $100 note and provided 
program updates. In addition, the Team also provided digital Items for FRB's use on 
Its website and In Its ongoing communications. 

Rtlulll 
Stakeholder Outreach 
From May 2010 through September 2010, the Stakeholder Team conducted 
outreach to 99 percent of the targeted companies and organizations. Of the 
companies attempted, 41 percent were reached and of those reached, 62 percent 
agreed to participate In the program. 
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Stakeholder Outreach Results by Industry 

8 4 50% 0 3 0 0 1 

63 31 49% 2 27 2 0 1 

6 26 46% 1 22 11 0 0 

56 0 0% 1 3 0 0 0 

230 65 28% 8 123 26 0 1B 

2 1 50% 0 1 0 0 0 

135 1.9 14% 3 56 34 2 1B 
Total records do not lndude transit companies• they received outreach via emaJ . 

Stakeholder Outreach Participation Status 
The following chart outlines specific actions that stakeholder contacts agreed to 
take; however a number of contacts that committed to participate In the program 
were not recorded as taking action prior to the ceasing of outreach calls In 
September 2010. 

Direct Outreach Results 
• 47,460 companies were included In direct outreach 
• 70.5 percent of the companies have been reached 
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• 64.2 percent of those reached agreed to receive digital communications 
• 76.6 percent of those reactted agreed to receive either digital communications 

or traditional mail 

Below Is a chart of the overall call results. The percentage column Is based on the 
program total divided by the total companies. 
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Total Universe Percentage 

47,460 

47,460 100.00% 

16,863 35.53% 

344 0.72% 

9,601 20.23% 

6,185 13.03% 

5,169 10.89% 

8,833 18.61% 

80 0.17% 

385 0.81% 

47,460 

Program Total Percentage 

16,863 35.53% 

3,339 7.04% 

20,202 42.57% 
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Direct Outreach by Industry 
Below Is a chart of the call results by Industry. 

26 9 0 2 6 1 7 0 

953 501 1 89 98 ll9 140 0 

1.374 7 241. 361. 481 458 0 

546 5 59 55 91 86 0 

763 366 0 82 82 97 131 1. 

2 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 

581 363 0 50 42 83 41 0 

78 41 0 3 9 2 23 0 

79 3 49 28 36 45 4 

317 2 94 194 1.33 291 2 

U,113 326 8,740 4,848 3,692 7,185 70 

391 0 175 438 412 386 3 

58 26 0 8 6 9 9 0 

46 19 0 3 7 6 u 0 

l:llibllabts 
Key efforts to engage stakeholder targets for the $100 note Included: 

• High level of participation (64%) agreed to by those contacts reached. Outreach 
highlights Include: 
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o Museum Store Association Included $100 
note Information In Its June 2010 MSA 
Culture & Commerce News Brief 

o Food Marketing Institute deployed a blast 
email to over 1,200 employees regarding 
the redesigned note 

o National Bartender's Association posted 
Information and linked to the program's 
website on their website 

o The Natlonal Association of Recording 
Merchandisers highlighted information in 
their June 2010 Weekly Digest Newsletter 

• Discussions with Wal-Mart, Ocean Spray and 
others for potentlal programs 

• Securing Harrah's as gaming partner for 
momentum training event 

• Two training videos 

Belt Practices 
Stakeholder Outreach 
• As In past currency programs, the Stakeholder 

Team divided up organizations by Industry creating 
"Industry experts" that had In-depth understandings 
of Industry challenges and the status of slmllar 
contacts. This continued to be valuable as 
members were able to provide participation status 
on Important contacts, such as gaming, machine 
readiness and financial institutions. 

• Previous program experience confirmed the 
Importance of having the flexibility to make 
adjustments to when the calls are placed during 
the day. This allowed us to make adjustments for 
different Industries based on the results of the first 
attempts to reach companies. 

• Continual weekly conversations with the cllent 
proved Instrumental In Identifying additional 
Important ways to reach important stakeholders. 
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Tl'lll New $100 Nale 

.... _ ... --
For example, the FRB communications vehicles were excellent ways to reach 
critically Important stakeholders In the banking Industry that had not been 
outreach targets In previous programs. 

Direct Outreach 
• As technology has progressed, stakeholders seem more likely to communicate 

through emall. 
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• Requesting emall addresses from stakeholders via phone by offering the 
opportunity to opt-In to receive Information Is an effective way to collect email 
and Increase the likelihood the stakeholders will actually read the emails than 
sending an unsolicited email. 

Lessons Learned 
Stakeholder Outreach 
• While the newly created FRB communications vehicles were excellent ways to 

reach audiences, the layers of communication between the stakeholder team 
and the publications' decision-makers sometimes resulted In a lack of clarity or 
misunderstanding of deadlines for publication and when Items about the new 
$100 note would actually reach recipients. A more formal process should be 
determined In advance. 

Direct Outreach 
• Tlme outreach to coincide with when training materials are available to ensure 

that the company Is aware that the materials are coming and that the staff 
person who requested them Is actually still employed there. 

• The reach rate of stakeholders Is higher when the number of attempts Is 
Increased. 

• When doing targeted outreach, the "freshness" of the Information used is not of 
great significance; It Is not necessary to have a •new• Information product/piece 
with each attempt at outreach. 

Atpmmentl to Follow: 
• Stakeholder Discussion Gulde 
• Stakeholder List 
• Stakeholder Outreach Highlights 
• $100 BankNotes - Issue 1 
• $100 BankNotes - Issue 2 
• September FedAash Content 
• October FedFocus Content 
• Ride Along for FRB 
• Stakeholder Outreach Highlights EmaH to Stakeholders Announcing Delay in 

Issue Date 
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Taak Order 48: Interactive 

Oyerytew 
With each currency redesign program, the Internet continues to change 
dramatically. Websites now Include more graphic and vtdeo elements than ever 
before. Social networks, such as Facebook and Twitter, have revolutionized the way 
users receive Information onllne. And sites, such as YouTube and Blogger, have 
fostered a robust community of citizen journallsts. Communication Is no longer a 
one-way street, but rather an engaging, two-way dialogue between organizations 
and stakeholders. 

To engage audiences In this emerging dlgltal space, outreach for the $100 note 
program needed to Include tactics that would reach target audiences where they 
spend their time onllne. Additionally, YllfB - - - -
new content for the program website, ee .. 
www.newmoney.gov, needed to be fresh Tlle-S100HG:e 

and relevant enough to create a user 
experience that would Immerse 
domestic and International audiences In 
program messages, elevate awareness 
and achieve measurable result, 
particularly among key stakeholders. 

For the $100 note program, this meant 
developing a strategy that enhanced the =...-=:!':.!'"-
program's use of social networks that -----
began durjng the $5 note program on ------

~- ... 

YouTube and Wlklpedla, and Identifying creative opportunities to engage the new 
communities on Facebook, Twitter and Fllckr. Addltlonalfy, It meant developing new 
content for the site that would engage users and distinguish the program as fresh, 
relevant and compelllng. 

PlannlnC 
During the beginning of the $100 program, Burson-Marsteller conducted a web 
usability study with selected stakeholders and New Money e-mail subscribers to 
determine the effectiveness of the existing website and determine how audiences 
best use different tools to learn about changes to U.S. currency. The results showed 
the most effective ways to reach and educate stakeholders is through the use of 
robust multimedia tools (e.g., onllne videos, Interactive notes, CD-ROMs), rich media 
e-mails and downloadable materials. 

This study found that mobile outreach would be less effective than other tools so 
Burson-Marsteller removed mobile outreach from the program strategy and 
reallocated resources to other areas of the digital program. 
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Activities 
To optimize the program's onllne reach and 
to ensure key targets not only were 
discussing the new note during Unveiling but 
also tor a sustained period of time afterwards, 
Burson-Marsteller Implemented a fully
Integrated digital program including: 
• Redesigned Program Website - A new 

stat~f-the-art website was developed tor 
the $100 note program to reach target 
audiences wortdwlde- consumers, 
journalists, stakeholders and financial 
institutions - with easily accessible 

,..._ __ 
• -------------

----·· 
resources to learn and share information about the new $100 note. The site was 
built with support for 23 languages. In addition, we created educational 
materials for all languages that were available for download and onllne ordering. 
A major feature of the site was the onllne 
order form which enabled international 
visitors to order materials in their native 
language. 

o An Interactive $100 note to teach 
users how to Identify and use the 
$100 note's security and design 
features. Users can Interact with the 
new $100 note with tools that allow 
them to tilt, fllp, move and apply a 
backllght and UV-llght to see the 
features up close and at their own 
pace. 

=----

=---='· .. --

- ---------
~-- ---- --.. -·-

o A video quiz that tests users' ·- - - ""'=- • • 
knowledge of the new $100 note 
using a series of video vignettes to engage audiences and to reinforce 
key program messages. 
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o A global law enforcement locator with contact Information for U.S. Secret 
Service fleld offices around the wortd better enables users to report a 
counterfeit note. 

o An onllne discussion board to facllltate dlalogue with contacts at U.S. 
embassies to help ensure they were prepared to Introduce the new note 
In their respective markets (ultimately this was not launched for the 
Unvelllng per FRB's request). 

o A new onllne order form, translated Into 23 program languages, giving 
users around the world the ablllty to order materials free of charge, at 
any time of the day or night. 

• Soclal Network Outreach - New U.S. 
Currency pages with the same look and 
feel of the $100 note program website 
and collateral materials were developed 
for the first time on Facebook, Fllckr, 
Twitter and YouTube to actively reach and 
educate core audiences within the 
platforms where they already spend a 
significant amount of time. 

• Tools were Included on each platform to 
allow users to share Information with a 

-=::.....----,...,. __ 
• -------------- --

friend and retweet program messages, ultimately leading to extended audience 
reach. 

• Resources for Media - The program website and social media pages were 
equipped with downloadable and embeddable multimedia resources and onllne 
syndication tools to allow journalists and onllne content generators (e.g., 
bloggers, Tweeters) the ability to 
effectively report or share content about 
the new note whlle ensuring they used 
program messages when developing 
stories. 

• International Interactive Details - The 
digital team created downloadable 
materials In all 23 languages and made 
many of those available via the onllne 
order form. Users were also able to view 
all content on the order form (navigation, 
Instructions, Item descriptions) in all of 
these 23 languages. 

Eti'llilW . __ .. ___ _ __ .,,. __ _ 
----·--

The 23 language 'mlcrosltes' (which were actually part of the overall 
newmoney.gov site) were developed In order to dellver key communications to 
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users In their native languages. These mlcrosttes provided translated articles, 
press releases and frequently asked questions. Translated versions of flash 
media such as the Interactive quiz and Interactive note were also available on 
these microsltes. 

Finally, specific pieces of functionality such as the foreign language materials 
download page and the law enforcement locator were made available In all 23 
languages. 

Specific elements for the website and social media efforts are listed below. 
Website 
• Launched website on April 21 and provided launch recap memo. 
• Submitted technical recap memo detailed web launch events on the day of 

unveiling. 
• Developed and updated foreign language mlcrosites for the program. 
• Drafted revised entry for $100 note page. 
• Revised desktop wallpaper for BEP. 
• Developed memo comparing use of open source free web metrics program 

versus off the shelf options. 
• Developed and produced training for CD-ROM. 
• Developed $100 BankNote e-newsletter. 
• Created series of podcasts that would update users about fresh content 

concerning such aspects as the art of banknote design, and how to detect 
a counterfeit 

• Updated the flash banner for the EngJlsh site and all foreign language mlcrosltes 
to direct visitors to the October 1 press release about the DOI delay. 

• When testing the "Design Your Own Bllr game to ensure It was operating 
properly, SM discovered an Issue with the Emall-A-Frlend functionality and 
recommended multiple solutions to resolve this problem. However, BEP 
instructed the team to not move forward with repairs and confirmed that the 
game would remain as It appeared on the website. 

• Provided a recommendation on a short video to address the Inquiries the 
government received about the status of the DOI announcement. BEP elected to 
produce the DOI announcement delay video In house and provide to B-M, who 
added It to the website, Including all foreign language mtcrosites. 

• Removed order form from program website. BEP provided language to put in the 
order form's place. 

• Performed regular maintenance and updates on the program website as 
needed. 

• Provided regular monthly reports about the New Money website to the client, 
Including key metrics. 

• Integrated a gateway to the U.S. Currency Digital Center which was a secure 
onllne microslte for journalists to access multimedia resources about the 
redesigned currency education program. Partnered with the Digital Center to 
ensure look and feel mirrored that of the NewMoney site. 
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Social Media 
• Ongoing monitoring of social media assets. 
• Conducted blog monitoring around specific announcements (I.e. the delay of the 

DOI) and provided reports on coverage. 
• Provided counsel to BEP/ FRB/ USSS on 

how to handle comments that 
occurred on Facebook or Twitter. B-M 
recommended that comments on the 
US Currency Facebook Page be 
removed for violation of the existing 
commenting policy. An additional 
recommendation was made to embed 
a llnk to the established pollcy on the 
Info tab of the Facebook page so that 
It's easier for visitors to find. 

• Created editorial schedules In order to 
facilitate ongoing stream of content for 
social media channels. 

·--~ ... ~ --· 

·-·-·------EDt-----.. ------·· ---·--··--· -------------~ ---~ ---
4•--·-··-

a:.-:-,, •• _ .... ___ -'"== 

• Suggested social media contests to engage and grow the fan base. 
• Provided regular metric reports on the social media assets. 
• Provided administrative access for social media channels to the FRB in order for 

them to take over management of these channels. e..M has also provided 
directions to change the privacy settings on a YouTube video. 

Results 
Website 
While website traffic and page views were strong throughout the campaign, the 
April 2010 Unveiling prompted the highest volume of Interest and subsequent 
traffic in the newmoney.gov website and resources therein. 
• The New Money website received more than 655,000 visits and approximately 

3.4 million page views within the first week after the launch of the new $100 
note. Visitors downloaded more than 90,000 flies from the site during that first 
week. This Includes traffic from 140 countries. 

• In the month following the Unveiling, an average 7 ,250 visitors came to the 
site each day, demonstrating sustained Interest In the new note. 

• The Unveiling video was the fourth most-viewed video In the world on YouTube 
within 24 hours of the Unveiling. It was viewed more than 500,000 times on 
YouTube within the f irst three days and more than 474,000 times on 
www.newmoney.gov within the first five days. Today, more than a year later, It 
remains the most popular video on the U.S. Currency YouTube Channel with 
1,044,757 views. 
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Social Media Pages 
The U.S. Currency social media pages also received an increase in visitor traffic the 
day of Unveiling and the weeks following. However, In Fall 2010 content on these 
pages dissipated in the absence of a new DOI, prompting the U.S. Currency 
presence to grow at a slower rate. 

• More than 1800 friends became fans of the U.S. Currency page on Facebook 
following Unvelllng. There are currently 2,145 fans with only four updates 
occurring in the last year. 

• Twitter generated more than 650 followers in the two months following 
launch with 1, 700 followers at present date. 

• Unveiling event photos have been viewed more than 6,200 times on Fllckr. 
• Within the first 48 hours of the Unveiling, more than 1,400 orders for 

materials were received from more than 60 countries. Overall, the website 
took 14,970 verified materials orders. 

• The U.S. currency YouTube channel currently has 1,381 subscribers, 95,361 
channel views and 1,127,642 total video views. 

Hl011gbtl 
• The Unvelllng period was the most dynamic time for the digital components 

of this project, with significant content available for stakeholders and 
engagement across audiences. 

• Nearly 10% of the orders received on the site came In the two days following 
Unveiling. 

• In addition, 38% of Twitter followers and 84% of Facebook fans engaged 
around Unvelllng and In the first two months of the Momentum period. 

• The website showcased a new design and architecture that were effective In 
driving visitors to key program resources (e.g., onllne order form, materials to 
download, and interactive note). As a result, the $100 note program site saw 
a dramatic increase in the use of web resources compared to previous 
programs. 

Best practfcet 
• Due to the tight security around the $100 note, the development of all 

collateral and digital materials took place In a designated secure location in 
our New York office. 

• Several layers of 508 testing were conducted to ensure the website was 
widely accessible to those with special needs. 

• Periodic reviews of the website content to ensure It Is fresh, relevant and 
easily searchable will ensure visitors can find the Information they are 
seeking. 

• A policy was developed for social media which included commenting on 
public sites. This proved to be a useful tool when determining if any 
Inappropriate comments from the Facebook fan page should be removed. 
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Monitoring user-generated content on Facebook, Twitter and the blogosphere 
against this policy not only ensured that the content was focused with the 
public education scope of the program, it also helped Identify areas where 
audiences needed more information. 

• The New Money multimedia resources were available for other onllne 
content publishers to use. This allowed hundreds of websites to use these 
materials to help cover the note, especially the Unvelllng video which was 
embedded or Unked to from hundreds of other websites. 

L.euons Leornecl 
• Comments on the program's Facebook page showed that many fans did not 

understand the reason for delaying the new note's Issue date several months 
following the Unveiling. Burson-Marsteller was able to post status updates 
providing the rationale behind the Day of Issue timing. 

Attachments 
• Unveiling Video - ON DISC 
• Website Analytics: 

o Number of Unique Visitors Per Month 
o Visits to Interactive Notes Resources 
o Visits to Press Release Pages 
o Volume of Visits to Popular Pages 
o Visits to Unveltlng Videos 
o User Visits to Podcasts 
o Foreign Language Microslte Homepage Traffic 
o Foreign Language Microslte Homepage Traffic 
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Task Order 47: International 

Oyerytew 
The $100 note Is the most widely circulated U.S. currency denomination outside of 
the United States. More than two-thirds of notes In circulation - approximately 6.5 
bllllon $100 notes - are held overseas. The $100 note Is also the most 
counterfeited note lnternatlonafly. Given the global Importance and use of the $100 
note, the redesigned currency program called for a significant International effort to 
educate stakeholders worldwide about the changes to the $100 note. 

As In the overall program, lnternatlonal publlc education actMtles centered around 
three phases: 

1. The unvelllng of the new design Which would serve as the first opportunity to 
convey the news regarding the new $100 note; 

2. The momentum period which would serve as the period for publlc education 
efforts; and 

3. The issuance of the new $100 note, which would help ensure universal 
acceptance of the new note whlle maintaining confidence In the Integrity of 
the old-design $100 note as long as It is In clrculatlon. 

PJannlng 
In conjunction with the BEP/ FRB/ USSS, Burson-Marsteller developed an Integrated, 
global public education program that would best target key audiences In more than 
50 program markets. To target key stakeholders strategically, program markets 
were divided into four tiers, based on inputs from the government about $100 
circulation, usage patterns and counterfeiting levels, as well as based on 
intelligence from Burson-Marsteller's In-country teams about the need for education. 
Level of program efforts was in line with the tier structure. Below Is a breakdown of 
the structure, key activities and program markets. 

Tier Tier Description and Markets 

Tier 1 Countries In which educational outreach Is 
considered eaentlal: 

• ~· - Russia, Ukraine, Kazakhstan 
• Americas - Peru 

Tier 2 Countries In which educational outreach Is 
considered very Important but not critical: 

• ~-Angola, Nigeria, Kenya 

• Americas - Colombia, Ecuador, El 
Salvador, Panama, Uruguay, Argentina 

• Ailil - Philippines, Vietnam 

• k(S* - Azerbaijan 

$100 Note Prog,am Wrap Report 
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Level of Activity 

• In-country large events 

• lrHanguage hard copy materials 

• Key officials visit country 

• Earned and paid media 

• Stakeholder, public education 

• Spokespersons may travel to 
country If appropriate 

• In-language hard copy materials 

• Earned media 

• Stakeholder education 

• Select public education 
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Tier 28 Countries In which educational outreach to • No In-country events 
select stakeholder audiences ls Important • In-language hard copy materials 
• Americas • canada, Mexico • Outreach to targeted stakeholders 
• A5lil - Hong Kong. Japan, Singapore, • Earned media 

South Korea 

• Eur2~ - Turkey 
Tler3 Countries In which educational outreach Is • In-language electronic materials 

helpful but not critical: • No In-country events or In-person 
• ~ - Botswana, Libya, Mozambique, media or stakeholder outreach 

Tanzania, Zimbabwe 

• Americas - Bollvla, Costa Rica, Chile, 
Dominican Republic, Paraguay 

• All.fl· China, Indonesia, Malaysia, Taiwan, 
Thailand, India 

• ~* -Uzbekistan 
• EurOPe - Germany, Italy, Portugal, Spain, 

Switzerland, United Kingdom 

• Middle East - Afghanistan, Egypt, Iraq, 
Israel, Jordan, Lebanon, Saudi Arabia, 
UAE 

-*CIS Melt<ets refer to the Common Weallll Of Independent States whose pmtldpetlne countltes me 
former Soviet Republics, formed during the breakup of the Soviet Union. 

The international program Included all elements as noted in the Statement of Work: 
• M....,,_. - Burson-Marsteller devef oped specific and customized 

messages for each International market, under the umbrella of the overall 
core messaging. 

• Stakeholder OUtreach - Burson-Marsteller built a buslness-tHuslness 
outreach program to strengthen program relationships with existing 
stakeholders (from previous education programs) such as Central Banks and 
key banking, financial, business and tourism groups - as well as build new 
ones in markets that were added for the $100 program. 

• Embauy Relations - Burson-Marsteller enhanced the government's 
coordination efforts with the State Department by offering support to U.S. 
embassies In key markets around the world. 

• Media Outreach - Burson-Marsteller developed In-language materials to 
provide to international news media (both In-market and stationed In the 
U.S.) with the Information they need to inform their audiences about the new 
currency. Burson-Marsteller also facllltated global media coverage of the 
unveiling of the new $100 note design. 

Ac:IJyltt• 
Embassy and Central Bank Outreach 
In order to prepare U.S. Embassy officials as spokespersons and to engage central 
bank officials In program markets, the $100 program called for a series of 
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communications focused on these stakeholders. The following actMtles were 
undertaken building up to the $100 design unveiling; 

• State Department Briefing - Held at the FRB office In Washington between 
the BEP, FRB, USSS and Burson-Marsteller, this State Department Briefing 
Introduced the department officials on the new $100 note's public education 
program and requested their support In facllltatlng communications with U.S. 
embassies around the world. 

• Embassy Cable - This was deployed by the State Department to U.S. 
embassies lnfonnlng embassies of the upcoming $100 note unveiling and 
requesting two points of contact (POCs) - public affairs and economic 
(ECON) officers - to work on the $100 program. 

• Embassy Letter - This was sent by the FRB to Embassy POCs providing them 
with further background on the $100 unveiling and public education 
program, as well as Introducing Burson-Marsteller In-country teams In Tlers 
1, 2 and 28 program markets. 

• Central Bank letter - This was sent by the FRB to central bank offlclals 
Informing them of the upcoming $100 unveiling and day of issue, as well as 
Introducing them to Burson-Marsteller In-country teams in 22 program 
markets. 

• Discussion Board - This was planned as the platform of communication with 
U.S. Embassy POCs. However, due to the changing dynamics of the program, 
this tool was not Implemented. 

----· -----------
-~-·-
U.S.~-

--
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• Embassy Weblnar - This was planned as an additional milestone of 
Information for U.S. Embassy POCs. AJso not Implemented for the reason 
noted above. 

• OMhe-Ground Meetln&s/Dfscu•lons - These meetings and discussions were 
held between U.S. embassies, central bank offlclals and Burson-Marsteller In
country teams to determine the best communications plan for the $100 
unveiling. 

• Event Mater1als Shipped- Weeks before the unvelllng. event materials were 
shipped via secure USSS pouch to U.S. Embassy contacts. Materials Included 
the $100 note blow-up Image, an unveiling video and glossies with the Image 
of the $100 note. 

• Publlc Education Resource Kit (PERK) - This was made available to U.S. 
Embassy contacts four days before unveiling via a State Department secure 
server. This kit Included materials to help prepare U.S. embassies for their role 
as spokespersons and Included talking points, Q&A, Images of the new $100 
note, a PowerPolnt presentation, and a welcome video by FRB Assistant 
Director Michael Lambert. 

Orlglnally, the PERK was to be uploaded on a secure page of the program website 
(see mock-up above), as It has been 
done in previous programs. Due to 
heightened security requirements, this 
plan was altered and the PERK contents 
were uploaded on the State 
Department's secure server. 

Unve/llng Events 
Based on feedback from the BEP, FRB, 
USSS and U.S. Embassy points of 
contact, unveiling activities were divided 
Into two main groups: unvelllng events 
and press release dissemination. A 
•rolling" unveiling event began at 10:30 
a.m. ET on April 21, 2010 in Washington, 
D.C., and cascaded around the world to 
13 locatlons. The event In Washington, 
D.C. was scheduled prior to the start of 

--.. ,..... ..... -·-----

U S. Embe11y RelOln<Cs 

.......... ----~-.,~-----, .. _ ................... ______ .......,.. __ 
--~ ........ _. ................. .. ----"'",.... .......... - .... -.-.. ..-. __.. .......... ______ ._._ ..... ---· 
........ .-..... 111 • ._ ______ .. - --__ .. _ .... ·-----·"·-........ ___ .,. __ ...... _ ... 
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the World Bank/International Monetary Fund Spring Meetings to leverage the 
presence of visiting foreign media. The events In lntematlonal markets were hosted 
by the U.S. embassies and Included the participation of central banks and/ or local 
government officials and other key stakeholders. 
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• Unveiling 
• Post-Unveiling 

In the remaining program markets, U.S. embassies and Burson-Marsteller In-country 
teams deployed a customized and translated press release to local media. All 
program markets were supported by the following activities: 
• One-on-One Interviews - U.S. government spokespersons, including Treasurer 

Rosie Rios and Assistant Of rector Mlchael Lambert, conducted 20 media 
Interviews with foreign media residing In seven countries: Bollvla, Colombia, El 
Salvador, Kazakhstan, Mexico, Turkey and Russia. 

• D.C. Invitations - Burson-Marsteller In-country teams Invited foreign media 
based In 27 countries that were already traveling to Washington, D.C. for the 
World Bank/International Monetary Fund Spring Meetings. Additionally, Burson
Marsteller invited foreign media based in Washington, D.C. 

• News Alert - 60 days before unveiling, In-country teams In 20 markets deployed 
customized and translated news alert. 

• &Roll - A week prior to unvefllng, 
Burson-Marsteller granted access to In
country teams to download ~oll from 
The Newsmarket and burn DVDs for focal 
media distribution. On the day of 
unveiling, media were also directed to 
the Newsmarket site to download ~oll. 

In advance of unvelllng activities, Burson
Marstelfer leveraged Assistant Director 
Michael Lambert's trip to Moscow for the 
conference on cash cf rculatlon, titled •cash 
Circulation: Models, Standards, Tendencies," 

...... ._.. ...... _____ _ 
--------·--c-i. ...,_ --t.-c~ . ....,...,__._.-._, _ _ ...__._.,,.,,_, ___ ,..._,_ 
...... ,.....,...... ~ ...... 
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held November 17-28, 2009 by facilitating a media Interview with Banknotes of the 
World, which resulted In good media coverage. 
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Momentum Activities 
The Momentum period - the phase between when the U.S. government unvells the 
design of the note and when It is issued Into circulation - presented an opportune 
time for conducting the bulk of the public education efforts. As such, Burson
Marsteller, based on guidance from the BEP, FRB and USSS, prepared a series of 
education initiatives for effective transition to the new $100 notes. However, given 
the delay In the Issuance of the $1.00 note, most activities either stopped shortly 
after beginning them, or were not Implemented at all. 

The following captures the momentum activities as planned, along with their 
Implementation status: 

• Train the Trainers - Based on Inf ormatlon gathered during the FRB's Extended 
Custodial Inventory (ECI) ECI bank calls, Burson-Marsteller developed this 
program for priority global flnanclal Institutions to assist them In easlly and 
effectively educating their diverse employee base about the changes to the new 
$1.00 note. The Train the Trainers program Included: 
o Customlzed communications for FRB deployment to key financial 

institutions; 
o Train the Trainers road show In strategic global hubs; and, 
o Train the Trainers toolkit that helps trainers develop their own programs. 

Hub Marttets: 

Russia, Ukraine. Peru. Colombia, 
Ecuador. El Salvador. Panama, 
Germany, UK. Switzerland, Dubai, 
Hong Kong and Singapore 

Spoke Martte1s: 
Kazakhstan. Azerbaijan, Mexioo. 
canada, Kenya. Angola. Nigeria. 
Philippines and Vietnam 

outreach: 
Announce the program 
Announce the schedule 
eNewaletter 

Training Mablrials: 
Introduction letter 

Presentation 
Education Materials 

Tralnln& Video 

Languaaas: 
English, Spanish. Russian. 
Ukrainian. Kazakh, Azeri. 
Angolan-Portuguese and 

Vietnamese 

MaterlaJ&Dellvery: 
Proactive shipment 

Dedicated email and hotline 
Web ace&$$1blllty 

The first round of Invitations were sent to the financial Institutions, but given 
the delay In the Issuance date of the note, it was decided to lndeflnltely 
postpone the Train the Trainers program. All stakeholders were Informed 
accordingly. 
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• n.e BankNote &flewsletter - As previously referenced In the Stakeholder 
and Direct Outreach Task Order, a branded HTML newsletter, The $100 
BankNote, was developed for deployment via email to stakeholders In 
targeted International markets. The e-newsletters were planned as a 
regularly scheduled communications vehlcle to deliver $100 note 
Information and would consist of customized editions for each region (CIS, 
Africa and LatAm). The first edition was distributed In July 2010. The second 
edition was developed In September of 2010, but was not distributed 
because, by then, the delay of the $100 note Issuance was Imminent. 
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• Information Booths - Traveling Information booths were planned In key Tier 
1 and 2 markets - Russia, Ukraine, Kazakhstan, Peru, Panama, Uruguay and 
Colombia. These booths would be placed at high consumer traffic areas such 
as malls, airports, exchange bureaus, etc. Materials would be distributed at 
these locations. Due to the delay In the Issuance of the $100 note, 
information booths were not implemented. 

• Participation In Industry Conferences - Burson-Marsteller prepared a 
calendar of relevant third-party conferences in priority markets, with 
recommendations for program participation: speaking at the conference 
about the new $100 note; displaying materials at a booth; or distributing 
materials. This llst of conferences was regularly updated; the final list, as of 
July 2010, has been submitted to BEP, FRB and USSS as part of the 
handover. 

Over the course of the $100 program, Burson-Marsteller proactlvely sent and 
distributed materials to select hlgh·proflle Industry conferences. In 2010, 
Assistant Director Michael Lambert was asked to return to the Cash 
Circulation conference in Moscow, but could not attend due to scheduling 
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conflicts. Burson-Marsteller used this opportunity to develop a video 
message from Mr. Lambert which was played at the conference. 

Several other activities were discussed during the program, but not Implemented for 
reasons of delay, or otherwise. These Included: 
• Stakeholder welcome meetings/packets 
• Olstrtbutlon of podcasts 
• Placement of bylined articles 
• Opinion Edltorlal by Mlchael Lambert In Train the Trainer markets 
• Materials distribution 

Results 
Unvell/ng 
Elements of the efforts included: 
• 13 press events were held In all Tier 1 and select Tier 2 & 28 markets. Each 

press conference averaged approximately 37 journallsts In attendance. 
• 39 countries distributed the unveillng press release. 
• 20 foreign media interviews were conducted with U.S.-based spokespersons, 

includlng Treasurer Rosie Rios, Assistant Director Mlchael Lambert and Director 
Larry Felix. 

• Overall, the international unvelllng effort generated 1,558 media placements 
and reached more than 1 billion people outside the U.S. The following table 
details results for each active country program. 

Market Print Radio B'cast Internet Total 
f/_T.-;rtJ · -- - - ··-- -- · - ---
1~_"1..,__. .. 

Angola 2 2 

Kenya 5 11 12 28 

Nigeria 18 1 1 5 5 

Japan 18 21 40 79 

Hong Kong 1.0 17 28 55 
Macau 2 2 

Philippines 17 9 13 39 

Singapore 5 5 10 

Vietnam 6 38 44 

IP
~ --. - .. -· - .,., r-- --.. --~--

"'I • ,.. • ... • ....,... 

__.,,, ., .. 
- . -
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Azerbaijan 4 19 23 

Kazakhstan 14 6 38 56 

Russia 34 29 76 140 279 

Ukraine 19 2 20 59 100 
''F'·11·--- -- - ' -- - -. 

,1 ' ,., 
• ·-
Argentina 2 2 2 23 29 

Bolivia 11 6 13 16 46 

Colombia 1 1 52 54 

Dominican 5 45 50 
Republlc 
Ecuador 5 5 

El Salvador 3 5 5 13 

Peru 17 2 13 8 40 

Panama 8 10 11 29 

Mexico 7 7 

Uruguay 7 1 5 7 20 

l~~:-0 - . ~ ~ ; . -: .. '.'=- ~....('. ~ . -: ..... ~. ~. ;·:,. ~- ,··=-~.- -,. -~ 
••- :., . :_ -'•!1-:f' .. ·~H)"'•d}a ·•. ·rl.• >,"'', .... ·J. .. - -- ~ ~ - ~ .. - -

UK 7 7 

Turkey 31 47 78 

Momentum Actlvnles 
• One edition of The $100 Banl<Note e-newsletter was distributed to stakeholders 

in Latin American, Africa and CIS markets. 
• Materials were distributed to select Industry conferences. 
• A video message from Michael Lambert was played at the Cash Circulation 

conference In Moscow. 
• Train the Trainer activities were Initiated and stakeholders Invited In respective 

markets, but activities were called off due to the delay. 

Results 
• The Importance of the $100 note In International markets greatly expanded the 

program scope into new regJons, Including: African markets (Angola, Kenya and 
Nigeria) and several markets In the Commonwealth of Independent States 
(Ukraine, Kazakhstan and Azerbaijan) where we have dedicated In-market $:1.00 
note public education teams; as well as other markets where public education 
was led by U.S. embassies. This expanded program scope helped strengthen 
existing relatlonshlps as well as foster new ones between the U.S. government 
and central bank and other local government officials. 
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• The response rate, feedback and extent of conversations between the 
FRB/BEP/ USSS and 100+ U.S. Embassy contacts (as well as Washington, D.C.
based State Department offlclals) In the weeks and months prior to unvelllng 
was significant and larger than In any prior program, demonstrating closer Inter
agency coordination. 

• In the CIS markets, there was a great 
Interest In the $100 note unveiling and 
all four program markets (Russia, 
Ukraine, Kazakhstan and Azerbaijan) saw 
a large number of attendees at the 
unvelllng events. In Russia, over 100 
people attended, Including 60 media. 
Addltlonally, Russia's event was posted 
on YouTube by top local 1V media. 

• Two days before unvelllng, Russian 
televfslon station Channel 1 Interviewed 
Assistant Director Michael Lambert In 
Washington, D.C. This Is the leading TV 
station In that market, with a 98 percent 
penetration rate In Russia, and extensive 
coverage In Ukraine, Kazakhstan and 
Belarus. This three-minute story aired on 
prlmetlme and was a huge media hit for a 
priority region of the program. 
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• Ukraf ne's unvelllng event was hosted by the U.S. Ambassador and was attended 
by central bank officials, as well as the Interior Ministry. Additionally, 52 
journalists Including 14 1V channels covered the event. 

• In Peru, the unvelllng event was hosted at 
the U.S. Embassy and was attended by 
central bank officials, Peru's anti
counterfeiting agency (OCN) and major 
banks Including BCP, Interbank, BBVA, 
Scotlabank, Azteca, Falabella, and 
Citibank. 

• In the Philippines, the Central Bank 
Deputy Governor delivered the remarks at 
an event attended by 41Joumallsts and 
25 guests. 

• Hosted by the U.S. Ambassador, Uruguay's 
unveiling event had the participation of the 
Minister of Economy as a special guest. 
Additionally, photos of the event were posted 
on the U.S. Embassy's Fllckr page to ensure 
further coverage of the event 

• In Af rtcan markets, Kenya and Nigeria held 
unveiling events on April 22 and were 
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attended by a large number of stakeholders and local media. In Nigeria, more 
than 50 journalists and guests attended, Including the Nigerian Government's 
Economic and Flnanclal Crime Commission. In Angola, the U.S. Embassy held a 
media roundtable with key joumallsts 12 days after the Washington, D.C. 
unvelllng. 

• In dollarlzed markets, the central bank played a more visible role. In Ecuador, for 
example, the central bank hosted the event on their premises in conjunction 
with the U.S. Embassy. There were 
60 journallsts who attended the 
event in person and by phone 
from the capital Quito and two 
other Important cities, Cuenca and 
Guayaquil. In Panama, the central 
bank gave offlclal remarks to 
more than 40 guests, lncludlng 
the Panamanian Chamber of Commerce. 

• There were 40 markets that downloaded b-roll from The Newsmarket, lncludlng 
China, Colombla, Germany, Kazakhstan, Japan, Pakistan, Panama, Peru, 
Philippines, Russia, Singapore, Turkey, Ukraine and United Kingdom. 

• More than 630 orders for educational materlals were placed by lntematlonal 
stakeholders In numerous countries, Including all Tier 1, 2 and 28 markets, as 
well as several Tier 3 markets. 

• There were 13 front-page stories that ran In five markets: Ecuador, Panama, 
Peru, Phlllpplnes and Vietnam. Front page stories appearing In non-dollarlzed 
markets are slgntflcant. 

8tst PractlCll 
• With the combined efforts of U.S. Embassies and the BEP/FRB/USSS, the 13 

lnternatlonal unvelling events were choreographed to run smoothly In a rolllng 
manner. Materials were sent In advance, embassies and central bank officials 
were pre-briefed, In-market teams were fully prepared logistically and 
stakeholders and attendees were pre-briefed about the event before Invitations 
were sent; thus enabllng a smooth roll-out with the flip of a switch. 

• This Is the flrst currency redesign program where U.S. Embassies have been 
engaged this far and wide. The role of embassies as spokespersons helped 
spread the coverage and drove the importance of the news around the world. 

• Knowing that the unvelllng would fall around the same time as the World 
Bank/International Monetary Fund meetings In Washington, D.C., Burson
Marsteller strategically conducted outreach to local foreign correspondents and 
International media traveling to the United States for this event. As a result, 40 
foreign journalists - visiting as well those foreign correspondents based In the 
U.S. - attended the Washington, D.C. unveiling event. 

• Burson-Marsteller developed an Embassy Response Tracker that provided a 
quick snapshot view of In-market teams' meetings with U.S. Embassy officials, 
any feedback and next steps. 
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• In order to provide the BEP /FRB/USSS with a clear snapshot of what was being 
planned lnternatJonally, Burso~arsteller developed an unvelllng Snapshot Grid 
that outlined detailed logistics of each event such as the date, time, event show 
flow, media Interviews, host, speakers, RSVPs, etc. The snapshot also 
showcased the plannlng meetings that were conducted between the embassies, 
central banks and Burson-Marsteller local teams. This dally report enabled the 
team to track any Issues and highlight any key developments (e.g., participation 
by central banks). It also provided the agencies with a quick tool for Internal 
updates. 

• Based on information gathered during the ECI bank calls, Burson-Marsteller, In 
coordination with BEP, FRB and USSS, developed an outreach effort aimed 
specifically at large global financial Institutions to assist them In educating their 
diverse employee base about the changes to the new $1.00 note. While the 
program itself was not Implemented because of the delay, It was discussed with 
the financial Institutions who welcomed the Initiative. 

LIMons Learned 
• In past programs, the Public Education Resource Kit (PERK) has been a useful 

tool to prepare Embassy representatJves for the unvelllng activities In the form 
of a packet comprised of press kits materials, Images and talking points. For the 
$100 program, Burson-Marsteller planned to develop an Interactive kit (iPERK) 
to be placed on a secure, password-protected site on the program website. The 
objective was to provide the embassies with a user-friendly web experience and 
to share the IPERK 7-1.0 days before unveiling. Embassy feedback from the 
previous programs Informed us that they wanted the toolkit In this tlmeframe so 
as to prepare for events. 

Eventually, because of government security concerns, the PERK was hosted on 
the State Department's secure server. This led to the embassies receiving the 
PERK only 4-5 days before unvelllng Instead of the recommended 7-1.0 days -
and also did not provide the user experience that we originally sought. 

• In past programs, Burson-Marsteller has shipped unveiling materials to 
International teams directly, Including press kits, banners and other materials. 
During the $:1.00 program, this presented a logistical challenge In coordination 
with the State Department, as well as limited the types of materials we could 
ship to in--country events. For subsequent programs, these pre-unveiling security 
issues ought to be discussed in advance. 

• Burson-Marsteller planned to conduct a "kick~ff" weblnar- and launched an 
Interactive discussion board on the program website - for all Embassy POCs 30 
days before unveiling. The webinar would serve as a milestone In Informing 
embassies about the program, and the Discussion Board would be created to be 
a platform for spurring dialogue among the Embassy POCs and the 
BEP /FRB/USSS. 
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Unfortunately, these activities could not be Implemented due to last-minute 
confirmation of the unveiling date, heightened security protocols, and the fact 
that by the time these activities were to begin, one-on-one communication 
between the FRB and Embassy POCs had already been established and 
solidified. To launch these activities at that stage would have obstructed the flow 
of communication. For future programs, Burson--Marsteller recommends 
launching the Discussion Board as a Momentum activity and utlllzlng the 
webinar for markets hosting events. 

• There Is a continued need to keep reinforcing - among all partners - the need 
for security and confidentiality of the note design In advance of the unvelllng. 

Attachments: 
• UnveUlng Activities Snapshot 
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( Task Order 48: Paid Media 

OVerMw 
Because a majority of $100 notes circulate outside the United States, lntematlonal 
outreach and education was essential to meeting program goals. In tier 1 and 
select tier 2 countries (please refer to the International Wrap Report for detalls on 
the tiers), gJven the need to reach out to general public about the changes to the 
$100 note, paid media activities were planned in the following countries: 

Tler 1: Russia, Ukraine, Kazakhstan and Peru 
ner 2: Nigeria and Angola 

The paid media program focused on three main elements: 
• Paid Media Plan - Burson-Marsteller submitted a paid media plan that lnduded 

general timeframes for the development of creative concepts, purchasing of 
media and production and distribution of finished materials. Paid media 
activities for the $100 note program Included radio, television, print and onllne 
media buys. 

• Creative E'.xacutlon Presentations - Burson-Marsteller planned to present all 
design recommendations to the BEP/FRB/USSS for review and approval. This 
deliverable was eventually not Implemented because of the delay In the $100 
note Issuance. 

• Product Placement Recommendations- Per client agreement, all Burson
Marsteller product placement labor hours were conducted under the stakeholder 
task order, while vendor invoices from Vanguard Entertainment were handled 
under the Paid Media task order. For further details on program activities please 
see the Stakeholder Wrap Report on page 38. 

Plannlnj 
Given the level of education required and the complexity of the markets, Burson
Marsteller retained Its parent company's (WPP) media plannlng firm, Mlndshare, to 
develop the paid media plan for the CIS markets (Russia, Ukraine and Kazakhstan). 
In other markets, Burson-Marsteller In-country teams had in-house media planning 
capabilities; therefore the plans were developed internally. 

CISPlans 
• For Russia, Ukraine and Kazakhstan, the target audience Included general 

consumers, but more specifically business/professionals, older segments of the 
population who save money, and younger consumers with relatively high 
disposable Incomes and a propensity to travel abroad. To achieve the optimal 
reach and penetration with the target audience, we proposed a media mix of 
television, print and Internet. The goals for each medium were: 

o TV - To create a •blanket" reach effect for general population 
o Print - To target consumers, business/professionals and older segments 

under55 
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o Internet ·To target general consumers and bustness/professlonal.s. 
Internet would be Included only In the Russia media plan because usage 
is far more advanced In Russia than In Ukraine and Kazakhstan. 
Moreover, most of the Internet users In these two markets rely on key 
Russian websites and search engines, thereby effectively enabling us to 
reach our target audiences In Ukraine and Kazakhstan without spending 
addltlonal resources. 

Media Type Media Name Media Pinn 
tL~2J - - -_ - - - -- --- - - ---- - - -~ -. ~\ 

TV 

Print 

Internet 

TV 

Print 

• Channel 1 (Pervyl Kanai) 
• Rosslya 
• STS 

• Komsomolskaya Pravda 
• Argumenty I Fakty 
• Kommersant Dally 

• RBC.ru 
• Yandex.ru 
• Google.ru 
• Mall.ru 
• Expertru 
• Lenta.ru 
• Kommersant.ru 
• Vedomostl.ru 
• Rambler.ru 
• MSN.ru 
• Yahoo.ru 
• Snob.ru 
• BBC.co.Uk 

• K1 
• NTN 
• Novyy 
• STB 
• ICTV 
• Inter 

• Segodnya 
• Kommersant Dally 
• Delovaya Stolitsa 
• Komsomolskaya Pravda v 

Ukraine 
• Argumenty I Fakty Ukraine 
• Korrespondent 

$100 Note Program Wrap Report 
September 2011 

165 spots over a period of 15 days 

6 half-page ads 

11,480,000 Impressions on search 
engines, business, news, and IP targeting 

788 spots over a period of 4 weeks 

13 ads -1/6, 1/4, and full-page ads (If 
appropriate) 
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• Fokus 
• Telenedelya 
• Fakt/ 

Internet 

• NTK 
• STS/31 
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Wiii be covered through Russian Internet 
buy 

Print • Argumenty I Fakty Kazakhstan 15 ads - 1f.l page 

Internet 

Nigeria Plan 

• Vremya 
• Business i Vlast 
• Karavan 
• Panorama 

Will be covered through Russian Internet 
buy 

The paid media plan for Nigeria aimed at reaching everyday people who would not 
be attending training seminars or other stakeholder events. Radio is by far the best 
way to reach the Hausa community (a large number of who are in the currency 
exchange business). Additionally, to educate the Nigerian consumer on security 
features, a mix of radio, print ads and print media Inserts to achieve the optimal 
reach and penetration with the target audience was recommended. It Included: 
• Radio - To generate the greatest reach across the country 
• Print ads - To provide a visual educational element 
• Print Inserts - To provide a visual educational element In a popular format 

• Cool 96.9 FM 
• Rhythm 93. 7 FM 
• Wazobla 95.1 FM 

West/Midwest: 
• BCOS FM-Ibadan 
• Kwara FM.florin 
• Positive FM·Akure 
• Kogl FM{.okoja 
• Independent FM-Benin 
• Delta Radio-Asaba 

Ealtem/Southem: 
• BCA FM-Omuahla 

$100 Note Program Wrap Repoff 
September 2011 

80 spots spread over a period of 3 
months In multiple concentrated 
bursts. 
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• ABS FM-Awka 

• Coal City FM-Enugu 

• AKBC.UVO 
• Rhythm FM-Port 
• Harcourt 

Northern: 

• Cool FM-FCT, Abuja 
• Aso FM-FCT, Abuja 

• KSMC-Kaduna 
• PR1V FM-Jos 

• Freedom FM-Kano 
Print • Punch One full-page or half-page ad each 

• This Day (TBO) 

• Guardian 
Print • Dally Independent Insert of Take-one cards 

• Nigerian Tribune (number of days TBO) 

• Dally Champion 

• Dally Trust 

• Dynamlx 

Angola Plan 
Whlle Nigerian media enjoy great freedom - hence the elevated number of radio 
stations In the country - media in Angola Is highly state controlled. As such, ranking 
cannot be quantified or even qualified. Given the lack of expertise and Infrastructure, 
there are no ranking agencies in the private sector. The government also does not 
provide official ranking metrics. Radio Naclonal De Angola Is state-<>wned and 
controlled. It has a broadcasting station In each of the 18 provincial capitals, which 
broadcast to the Loblto and Soyo regional stations, as well as Tombua, Negage and 
Dondo. This is the best medium to reach a wider audience that Includes expats 
working In mines and refineries in rural areas. 

Of the five channels available on Radio Naclonal De Angola, only three run 
advertisements. We recommended placing radio spots In all three channels to 
obtain the greatest coverage area. 

Media Type Media Name Media Plan 
Radio 

Peru Plan 

Radio Naclonal De Angola: 
• Radio N'gola Yetu 
• Radio Luanda 
• Radlo5 

For each channel, 6 spots a day spread 
over 4 weeks (or 18 spots a day). Prime 
time (1.8:00-21:00) 

Given the counterfeiting Issues that led to Peruvians rejecting $100 notes a few 
years ago, there was a strongly recommended paid media component In Peru. 
Several options were considered, including TV, radio and print, and looked at best 
practices for this market. While televlslon was considered Ideal for Its vlsual Impact, 

$100 Note Program Wrap Report 
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there are no suftabfe televtston channels that would have national penetration and 
that would effectlvely reach our target audience. Radio would have a greater 
penetration nationwide, but ft would not provide the visual element key In 
explaining the new security features. Hence, print media Is considered the best 
option. ft would most effectively reach target audiences In Lima and nationwide, as 
well as provide the necessary visual element to educate consumers on key 
messages and security features. A stmllar and successful product launch Is seen 
with Peru's own new currency redesigns. The Central Bank has placed print ads In 
the mainstream media with great results. 

Media Type Media Nam e Media Plan 
Print • El Comerclo Two half-page ads 

• Dlarlo Correo Two half-page ads 

Note: For details of the plan, please refer to the memo submitted to the government 
entitled "New International Paid Media Plan" on September 4, 2009. 

Activities 
The pfannlng, production and select media buy activities were origin ally scheduled 
to occur fn FY10. With the overall delay fn the program tlmellne, most of these 
activities then were pushed into FY11 but were not Implemented because of the 
continued delay In the $100 note Issuance. 

Attachments: 
• New lnternatlonal Paid Media Plan 
• Mlndshare CIS Media Plan Presentation 

$100 Note Program Wrap Report 
September 2011 Page 68of68 
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......... 
Angdan-

PortlJ&ll8M 

Arabic 

Aler! 

Dait 

EngJlsll 

French-
C..nadl•n 

French 

Hausa 

Japanese 

( 
Kazakh 

Korean 

Ru5&1an 

Simple 
Ch'-•• 

Spanlsll 

Tradltlonal 
f'tt-

Turkish 

Ukrainian 

..,e~ 

DICltal ltema 
In Mu111ple 

lanJP18'91 

CollMeral Mltlfllla ProdueM for fie '100 PrGCnm 
Quantltlel Requeetlld 
Aprl 2010 • July 2011 

-
Nemeflcetlet91111Materllll 

PortuJPI- (for AtrlQ) Multlnote Poster 
$100 Portugtiese (for Atrk:e) Take One Card (In packets of 260) 
$1.00 PortuJPlese (for Africa) Take One C...d Holder 

Tralnlnl co-ROM In Aieolan Portlllu-/Enlli.11 
Trelnlnf DVD In AmlD!an P En.ldlllh 

$100 Arabic Broc:hure and Poster Comlllnlltlon 

Multlnote Booklet 
Multlnote Po.ter 
$100 Take One Card 

$100 T.tle One Card Holder 

$100 Dllrt Brocllunt and Poster Combination 

S100 Brocllure and Poster Combination 
$100 Education Rnouroe Kit (Camera Ready Art 01511, Poster , etc.) 
Multfnote 8ooklet1 
Multlnote Poster! 
$100 Take One Card 
$100 Take One Card Holder 

MulUnote Booklet 
IM\llUnote Poster 

$100 Bloc:hure and Postel combination 

$100 Take One Card 
$100 Take One c.td Holder 

S100 Broc:flure and Poster Combination 
$100 Take One Card 
$100 Take One Card Holder 

Multlnote Booklet 

Multlnote Po9ter 
$100 Teke One Cwd 

$100 TaQ One Card Holder 

Multlnote Booklet 

$100 Take One Card 

$100 Take One Card Holder 

HOO Rumen Broclll.l'e and Poster Comblnellon 
Rusalan MulUnote Booklet 
Russian Mullnote Poeter 

S100 Simple Clllnele Brochure and Poster Combination 
Slrnnle Chin- Multlnote Booklet 

$100 Spanish Broc:llure and Poster ComblAatlon 
Spanl$h Multlnote Booklet 
Spenlah Multlnota Poster 
$100 spanlth Sticker 
$100 Spanllh Take One Card (In pedatb of 250) 
S100 Soanllll Tw One Card Holder 

S100 Tradltlonal ailnese Brochure and Poster Combination 
Traditional CH-MUllJnote Booldet 

$100 Tulldlll Brochure and Poster ComlllnaUon 
$100 Turlclah Take One Cllrd (In padf.ets d 260) 
$100 Turkish Take One Card Holder 

$100 Ulctalnlan Btocllura and Poster Combination 
Uknllnlan Multlnote Booklet 
Ukrainian Mult!note Poster 

'100 VletnamaM Brocllure and Poslmr Combination 
Vletna- Mulllnote Poster 
$100 Vletnamae Take One Card (In packets of 250) 
HOO Vletnamne Take One c.rd Holder 
Tra1nrni co.ROM In Vletnamese/EnOsll 
Tralnln• DVD In Vletna "" Tralnlni co-ROM In Ruulan/UkralnlafVKaiaktl/AzelVEniJllh 
Tralnlrti DVD In Russlan/Ukl'alnlan/Kazakll/ AzefVEnllllllh 
S100 Tralnlnl ~M In EnCffllh/Spanlsll 
$100 Tralnlni DVD In Enlllfsh/Spanlall 
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QuentltJ ..... ...... 
657 

55,250 
250 

1,193 
1,055 

1.4,186 

4,600 
204 

4,750 
46 

c 
880,007 

13,488 
847,723 
97,426 

2,720,750 
15,065 

3,595 
510 

25,.115 

0 
0 

26,200 

62,250 
438 

4,050 

325 

15,000 
173 

12,651 

33,760 

U6 

276,903 
192,402 

10,889 

21,008 
20,821 

218,672 
219,777 

26,047 
0 

619,000 
3,61.7 

25,123 

I 19.350 

13,950 
33,000 

202 

19,661 

21.200 
1,015 

18,851 

1,685 
51,250 

327 
1,127 
1,109 

4,851 
4,846 

13,026 
1.2,893 
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Key Findings From Past Research 

• Past research has shown there is a need to educate 
consumers about future changes to U.S. currency to 
address concerns and motivate desired behavior: 
- Concern about counterfeiting is high, especially in Peru 

- Many, especially Americans, do not check their notes 

- Interest in learning about future changes to U.S. currency is 
high 

• Research indicated messages should: 
- Be positive and attention-grabbing 

- Emphasize quick and easy follow-up steps 

- lncent consumers to learn how to authenticate to protect 
themselves from loss 

Include specifics on the new features 
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Tracking Methodology 
liming: 
Audience: 

Methodology: 

Objective: 

U.S. 

Peru 

Russia 

Ukraine 

May14,2010-June1,2010 
General Consumers in U.S., Peru, Russia, Ukraine, Kazakhstan, and 
Nigeria 

Quantitative phone and face-to-face interviews 

To track key metrics: awareness of changes to U.S. currency, Including 
specific denominations; knowledge of security features; concerns about 
counterfeiting; and self-reported authentication behavior. Tracking sheds light 
on changes since benchmark (conducted December 208-March 2009) and the 
impact of public education activities surrounding the new $100 note Unveiling, 
and illuminates areas meriting focus as the program goes forward. 

I 502 I ±4.37% . 

I 
503 

I 
±4.37o/e I 

509 ±4.34% I 

I 500 I ±4.38% I 
Kazakhstan (Kazak.) 500 ±4.38% 

Nigeria 500 ±4.38% 

" N size is only shown on slides in the report when it differs from the full sal'Jl)le size 
*" Margin of Error at 95% Significance Level 
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Key Findings From Post Unveiling Tracker 

1. Awareness of changes to U.S. currency was up from 2009 across 
all markets surveyed 

2. A majority of respondents outside the U.S. have heard specifically 
that the $100 note will change, but awareness of the new security 
features was very low except in Nigeria 

3. There was confusion about the new $100 note's issue date 

4. Confidence in U.S. currency rose since 2009 in the CIS markets 
and held steady in the U.S. 

• Peruvians expressed less confidence in U.S. currency in 2010 but, ironically, 
their concern about counterfeiting was slightly lower than it had been in 2009 

5. There is a continued need to educate that old notes need not be 
exchanged for new ones, particularly in Peru and Nigeria 
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Attitudes & Behavior by Country 
• Here is a summary of differences in attitudes and behavior that 

emerged by market: 

Middle 

Often 

Sometimes Often 

Low Low 

n/a 
r; ·: ii~1~ ~ • -,.,. 

. • "":4,;)L . ~ 

.:~ '.1._ _--

• Strengths are in yellow and weaknesses are in red 

awareness 

Mid level 
confidence 

Middle 

Sometimes 

Low 

Low 

High awareness 

High confidence 

Middle 
(but faJllng) 

Often 

Often 

Low 

Low 

_, ... •vww• 
High awareness 

awareness 

High confidence High confidence 

Middle 
Middle 

(but growing) 

Sometimes Often 

I Sometimes I Often ' 

I Middle I High 

I Middle 1r.a 
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Awareness of Changes to U.S. Notes 
• The communications program was effective in driving awareness of 

changes to U.S. notes 
- In the U.S., awareness is similar to that reached following the $20 unveiling (51°/o) 

but lower than awareness after the $20 day of issue (81°/o in the U.S., 84% in 
Ecuador and 68o/o in Russia) 

38% 
48% 

Have you seen or heard anything about recent or upcoming 
changes to the design of some U.S. notes ? 

26% 26% 
33% 37% 

22% 24% 
36% 41•h 44% 

CJ Yes 

• No 

60°!. • Don't know 

'2% N/A 
! ' i% I -·~~ .. 

2009 2010 2009 2010 2008 2010 2009 2010 2008 2010 
U.S. Peru Russia Ukraine Kazak. Nigeria 7 
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What Was Recalled 
• Most did not recall specifics about the changes beyond 

adding security features to the notes and, in CIS countries in 
articular. that the chanaes involve color 

33 I 17 19 I 13 
22 12 15 

34 29 34 

12 5 17 6 9 
5 3 1 0 1 
4 9 5 9 8 
2 10 5 5 6 

the words I 2 3 1 0 0 
2 2 0 1 0 
1 3 0 1 3 
1 1 0 0 0 
1 0 2 3 3 
0 4 0 0 1 
0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 2 0 2 

bell/inkwell I 0 0 3 0 1 
0 0 0 1 2 

I 13 13 6 4 8 
Nothina I Don't Remember I Don't ~nowl No Response I 10 9 11 16 26 

I 27 

5 

2 
2 
8 
1 
0 < 
2 I 0 
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Information Source 
• Television news programs were the most recalled source for 

information on the changes to currency 
In the U.S., newspapers were also a common source of information 

54 82 68 65 50 
30 10 6 12 5 
18 7 11 12 8 

From a friend, neiQhbor or colleague 12 4 20 15 38 
On TV commercials 8 4 19 7 5 
On radio 8 10 5 2 4 I 6 
In a maaazine 8 1 5 3 0 I 7 

In a bank 6 2 12 6 12 I 12 
In a store 5 1 2 0 1 I 0 

1 I 0 I 2 I 1 I 1 I 1 

n/a I 3 I 8 I 1 I 9 I 6 
3 2 0 1 0 1 

Don't know I 3 0 3 4 0 1 
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What Denomination? 

• Many recalled hearing about the $100 note - particularly in 
international markets 

• - •• < --- - -------_..,..- ; --..,. . ....- ....-
• c_ IF HAVE SEEN OR.HEARD, . . U.S. Peru Ru~sia · l)kraine K~z~k . t'H9g~a ABOUT UPCOMING CHANGES % % % ·a,{ ~ Ofi ,_ % 0 0 · ,, 

What denomination note did you 
N=239 N=166 N=190 N=205 N_~179 . ~;ji{: most rec~fl.UY ~-~ar ~qgy_t? • ' 1 ... ' .. - -.. 

_:_ _J ~ ... - • •: __ 

$5 8 0 0 1 2 10 
$10 5 2 2 0 0 6 
$20 13 7 7 3 4 7 
$50 8 7 2 2 8 10 
$100 38 66 75 74 80 64 
Other 7 1 1 0 1 0 
Don't know 21 17 13 19 4 3 
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Issue Date 

• Few respondents could accurately say when the new $100 
note will be in circulation - indicating a need to emphasize 
the date in communications during the momentum period 

When do you think the new $100 note 
will be issued, that is, when will it be 
circulated? Open End 

In 2010 

Within a year 

In 2011, unspecified 

In 2011, early in the year 

In 2011, middle to end of year 

After 2011 

Already issued/ circulated I 
Already out in the US 
Others 

Don't Know I No Response 

U.S. 
% 

18 
2 

8 
2 

0 

4 

3 

2 
62 

Peru 
% 

27 

0 

10 

4 
1 

0 

3 

1 

53 

Russia 
% 

21 

1 

15 

1 

1 

10 

6 

3 
40 

Ukraine 
% 

27 
4 
12 

1 

1 

11 

4 

1 
40 

Kazak . 
% 

25 

1 

17 
1 

1 

12 

6 

0 
37 

II 
25 

1 
10 

3 
2 

4 

1 

4 

50 
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Frequency of Use: U.S. Notes 

$5 Note 
least 

$10 Note Kazakhstan Russia 

How often do you use the following U.S. notes? 
% Saying Always + Often + Sometimes 

Ukraine Peru Nigeria 
• - - • - - ----- ' - • - -· ., 4 

U.S . 
Least 11% 12% 18% 32% 57% 91% 

$20 Note 

least 

$50 Note 

least 

$100 Note 

Least 

Russia Peru U.S.Ukralnf<azakhstan Nigeria 

23% 35% 35% 35% 36% 66% 

Most 

Most 

Most 

Most 

Most 13 
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U.S. Note Usage 

• U.S. notes are most often used for savings or travel outside the 
U.S. 

• But in Nigeria, 4 in 10 use them for everyday purchases - which 
may be why Nigerians report higher usage of smaller 
denominations other international markets 

• Peru's use of U.S. notes for everyday purchases declined from 
41o/o in the benchmark to 13% 

Large ~urchases I 44 I ... ~ I 40 I 44 1 ,,,, I 40 I 'l') I ')4 I 

Everyday purchases or 
transactions 

41 13 4 1 16 1 7 3 

Travel 3 6 27 23 12 15 8 12 
Other 33 41 0 3 1 1 2 5 
Don't know 0 15 46 55 31 35 31 32 
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Currency Stability 
• The large number who use U.S. notes for everyday 

purchases in Nigeria may be due in part to the questioning 
of the stability of their country's currency 

Has there been any recent economic or political activity in your country that has caused you to question the 
stability of your country's currency or rely more on U.S. currency because of Its stable value? 

13'MI 
20% 23% 

59'fi 58% 

CY• 

73% 65% 
75% 

ONo 

•Don'tl<now 

32% 33% 

Peru RUAla Ukraine Kauk Nlgerlm 15 
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Confidence in Currencies 

• Confidence in U.S. currency increased in the Ukraine and 
Kazakhstan 

Using a 1 to 7 scale, with 1 meaning no confidence at all - and 7 meaning a great deal of confidence, how much 
confidence would you say you have in ... 

Peru 43 32 -11 

Russia 44 49 +5 
Ukraine 49 70 +21 
Kazak. 53 71 +18 
Nlaerla n/a 89 n/a I < 
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Confidence in U.S. Currency 
• Respondents in the CIS markets were less likely to say their 

confidence has decreased in U.S. currency 

Would you say your confidence in U.S. currency has increased, decreased 
or remained about the same during the past year or so? 

18% I 116'/o 
7% I l1oy. I 114% 117% 

45% 
47% I 169'k I I I 166% 

56% 51% I 153% 
65% 

63% I 164% 

NIA 

30'1. 

57% 

2009 2010 2008 2010 200I 1110 2009 2010 2009 2010 
U.S. Peru Russia Ukraine Kazak. 

aotO 
Nigeria 

o lncrened o Remained the earne ii Decreaeed • Don't know 
17 I 
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Reasons for Increases in Confidence 
• Confidence increased in U.S. currency mainly because of 

counterfeiting measures and the economy 

Counterfeiting/ 61 49 53 73 2 3 0 15 5 3 
Counterfeiting measures 

Economy 16 10 16 12 62 72 57 30 64 79 
Change In exchange 
rate/exchange rate/value I 16 I 8 I 38 I 20 I 24 I 22 I 29 I 33 I 23 I 6 
of dollar 

Terrorism/War on I 2 1 2 2 2 8 0 0 0 0 
terrorism 

War in Iraq I Afghanistan 3 0 0 0 2 3 0 0 0 0 

Other 6 26 4 0 3 8 14 18 14 3 

Don't know 8 6 0 0 4 3 2 3 0 9 

• Findings directions/ due to small sample size 
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Decreases in Confidence 
• While confidence decreased in U.S. currency due to the 

exchange rate and economy 

IF CONFIDENCE HAS 
DECREASED: Why is 
that? OPEN END 
R<Jnked by Peru 20 10 

Change in exchange 
rate/exchange rate/value I 
of dollar 

Peru 
% 

2009 
N=210 

67 

24 

27 

4 

5 

0 

I 

I 

I 

2010 
N=145 

57 

30 

30 

3 

0 

0 
2 

• Findings directional due to small sample size 

---Russia 
% 

I 

I 

2009 
N=204 

26 

75 

5 

4 

1 

3 

I 

I 

2010 
N=82 

44 

59 

11 

1 

4 

6 
2 

~Ukraine 

O/n 

I 

I 

2009 
N=204 

55 

47 

2 

0 

0 

2 

I 

2010 
N=122 

45 

53 

16 

4 

5 

1 
1 

I 

mt1?I 

2009 
N=225 

50 

55 

2 

1 

0 

1 
0 

"lo 

• 
I 60 

4. 

10 

3 

0 

0 
0 

- Nigeria-'1 
°lo I 

I 

I 
I 

2010 
N=25" • • . I 

-:- ___ j 

32 

20 
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Counterfeiting Perceptions 

• The perception of counterfeiting as a major problem dropped in 
Peru and the Ukraine 

• But counterfeiting concerns had risen in Kazakhstan compared 
to the benchmark 

Do you think counterfeiting of U.S. notes is a major problem, minor problem, or 
not a problem in your country? 

48% I 1543 I I .I I I 45% 1146•/o 
45% lf7%J ~43% \ \55% 

6891. 
81% 1 I I _._ ... OJ I +12o/o 

-13°/o 
._ ._ ,_ 

32% 30% 43% 34% 37% 
41 % I 131%1 I I 21% 

I 22% 
18% 19~. 11'1. I 12% .......... I 

2009 2010 200t 2010 2009 2010 200t 2010 2008 2010 

51% 

33% 

I 

U.S. Peru Russia Ukraine Kazak. Nigeria 

CJMl,Jor Problem 
CJMlnor Problem 
ii Nata Problem 
• Don't know 
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Counterfeit Notes 

• The percentage who claimed to have received a counterfeit 
U.S. note remained steady compared to the benchmark 

- The higher instances reported in Nigeria may be due to their higher 
usage in everyday transactions there 

Have you ever been given a counterfeit U.S. note? 
Showing % that say "Yes" 

32% 

78%1 - 1 .-. ~ n,I - l"UfV I - lso%.I - 1""' '9 1- - DY• 
lilNo 

• Oon'tKncw 

2009 »10 2009 2010 2008 2010 2009 2010 
~ 

Peru Russia Ukraine Kazak. Nigeria 22 
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Receiving a Counterfeit Note in Future 
• Despite being most likely to have received a counterfeit note, respondents 

in Nigeria were the most confident they will not receive one in the future 

• Movement among respondents in Peru and Kazakhstan mirror the 
changes in their perceptions about the severity of the counterfeiting 

problem How llkely do you think it is that you will be given a counterfeit U.S. note in 
the future? 

Showing % that say "Somewhat likely" or "Very likely" 

49% 42°/o 1142% 
49%' '54% ~6% 61% 65~. 1 1 61% 

Oo/o 72°/. 

2009 2010 2009 2010 
U.S. Peru 

34%1 al.lkely 

NIA 

Nigeria 

&lNotL.lkely 

• Don'tt<now 
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Ability to Detect Counterfeits 

• Nigerians' confidence that they will not receive a counterfeit 
note may be related to their confidence that they will be able 
to detect a fake 

If you were given a counterfeit, do you think you would be able to detect if it was 
fake? 

2010 
U.S. 

2010 
Peru 

2010 
Russia 

2010 
Ukraine 

2010 
Kazak. 

2010 
Nigeria 

EIYM 

•No 

IJ Don t know 
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Authentication Behavior 
• Authentication behavior remained steady since the benchmark 

with some small increases, particularly in the Ukraine 

• It continued to be highest in markets with the higher levels of 
concerns about counterfeits, such as Peru and Nigeria 

U8 

4W4115 

U8 

Please think about when you receive U.S. notes in genersl. How often would you say you check them to 
make sure they are not counterfeit - always, often, sometimes, rsrely or never? 

Showing % that say •always• + "often" + "sometimes• 

... 1.- a.71 .. """ ~ 
~ .. F9 rm II 

Peru ...... Ulnlne KuU ..... 
When you receive larger denomination U.S. notes. such as $50s or $1 OOs, how often do you 

check those to make sure they 81'9 not counterfeit? 
Showing % that say "always" + "often• + "sometimes· 

... 7CM 
~ ...... 

Peru ...... Ulnlne Kaak ........ 

C2008 

• 2010 

C2008 
il2010 
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New Features on $100 Note 
• Unaided, most could not name a feature on the new $100 

note - those who did mentioned colors or the security 
thread 

Color I DifferenU darker/bolder colors I Green I Peach I Gold I 11 3 14 16 15 
Blue/ Pink 
Lines in the notes I the security thread 7 4 10 5 6 
Watermark 5 2 8 5 7 

5 1 0 1 0 
1 2 0 1 2 
1 1 3 1 2 

1 1 1 0 1 

1 1 1 1 1 
Shifting/changing colors 1 1 3 2 2 
Harder to counterfeit I Can now tell if its counterfeit I Security 1 1 5 6 2 
features 
Bell / Inkwell / Bell in an inkwell / Color shifting bell/inkwell 0 2 2 0 0 
Others 17 5 1 2 3 
Have not seen one I Don't Know I No Respanse 69 87 56 64 69 
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Security Features of $100 
• The security thread and watermark continued to be the most 

often-cited security features in U.S. currency, unaided 
mLmlivibtiitliJ·liilRiDDil·''·tft1

-

14 
7 

7 10 
4 5 
3 9 
3 3 
2 4 2 5 

features I 2 1 4 1 
2 0 3 2 

2 I 0 1 2 I 3 I 3 
1 I 9 3 3 I 3 I 7 I < 

0 
1 9 0 0 1 11 

r 

1 8 5 7 6 3 
0 13 2 2 2 0 I -0 

: I).) 

0 9 0 0 0 0 cc 
0 8 0 0 0 0 

I <1> 

I 
01 

0 0 3 1 1 1 N 

IBell / Inkwell / Bell in an inkwell / Color shiftina bell / inkwell I 0 0 0 0 0 5 
--..! 
0 

1Beautiful I More attractive 1 0 0 0 0 0 11 I -
20 16 

--..! 
8 12 9 18 en 

Have not seen one I Don't Know I No Response I 44 21 47 42 41 7 28 
01 



Familiarity with Features 

• Once aided, familiarity continued to be highest with the 
security thread and watermark 

• Few, except for those in Nigeria, were familiar with the new 
$100 features yet 

Is this feature on U.S. notes very 
fam iliar to you, somewha t fam iliar, 
not very familiar, or not at all 
familiar to you? Showing very 
fam iliar 

, Ranked by U.S. 

Security Thread - - -===i 
Watermark I 
Color-shifting Ink 

3-D Security Ribbon* 

Bell-in-the-Inkwell* 

U.S. 
% 

Very Fam 

• 

11 

2 

2 

Peru 
% 

Very Fam 

25 

24 

3 

2 

•Asked specifically with reference to the $100 note 

Russia 
% 

Very Fam 

14 
9 

4 

3 

Ukraine Kazak. Nigeria 
% % % 

Very Fam 
Very ram _,1_ Very F~=- .: 

. 
• 

41 35 49 

12 14 53 

5 9 38 

2 5 38 
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Features Used for Authentication 
• Consistent with familiarity, the watermark and security thread were 

most likely to be used for authentication across markets 

7 11 4 1 4 17 

3 6 
31 15 

0 1 6 
aper 2 6 I 0 2 1 8 

2 1 
Color of backaround 1 1 1 1 2 I 4 
Symbols of freedom I American flag I American eagle I I 1 1 0 0 0 4 
Liberty Bell / Statue of Llbertv torch 
Bell in the Inkwell 1 1 0 0 0 2 

Small numbers imorinted across the face or back of the note 0 0 0 0 0 6 

Micro-printing or tiny print that appears on the face of the 0 0 1 1 0 6 
note 
Other 10 2 2 0 0 0 
Don't know 14 13 14 9 10 1 

I 
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Most Effective Features 
• When forced to choose, the watermark and security thread were 

also seen as the most effective features to ensure a note is 
genuine 

Watermark 18 35 28 56 41 27 
The Bell in the Inkwell 18 5 0 0 0 7 
Securitv Thread 15 18 14 22 12 33 
Color Shiftina Ink 15 19 2 4 5 16 
The blue 3- D Securitv Ribbon 15 7 3 0 1 14 
Don't know 19 15 53 18 41 3 
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$100 Redesign Interest 

• Interest in the redesigned $100 note was highest in Nigeria 
and Peru - likely due to higher levels of counterfeit concerns 
(Peru) and usage of the $100 note (Nigeria) 

Overall, how interested would you be in hearing or reading about the redesign of the U.S. 
$100 note on television, in magazines, in newspapers, or on/lne? 

us Peru Russia Ukraine Kazak Nfleria 

Interested 

•Not Interested 

CJ Don't Know 
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Importance of Education 
• Education was important, particularly in Peru and Nigeria, where they 

wanted to understand specific procedures for security features 

What do you think is the most important thing that 
people in your country need to be told about these 
notes? OPEN ENO 

. Ranked by U.S. 

· Where to find information about security feature/ counterfeit I 
Soecific orocedures to check for securi 
When the new desians will be released 
Old notes will remain valid indefinite!· 
Old and new notes will have the same value 
There is no need to exchanae old notes for new ones 
Other 
Don't know 

Peru 
% 

Russia Ukraine Kazak. 
% % % 

I~ I~ I 9 I 11 11 
5 
5 
4 
1 
9 

11 
11 
7 
1 
5 

14 16 
10 12 
4 7 
2 1 
7 5 

Nigeria 
% 

I ;~ I 
19 
6 
14 
4 
3 
1 
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Concern About Changes 

• Those markets with the highest levels of interest in the $100 redesign, 
Peru and Nigeria, also had higher levels of concern - perhaps indicating 
they need to be educated to assuage these concerns 

How concerned are you about the fact that changes are continuing to be made to 
the way some U.S. notes look? 

NIA 
2009 2010 2009 2010 2009 2010 2009 2010 2009 2010 2010 

U.S. Peru Russia Ukraine Kazak. Nigeria 
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•Not 
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Concerns 

• Causes of concerns varied - there were some concerns about the value 
of the old notes as well as whether old notes will continue to be 
accepted 

IF CONCERNED: What specifically arc you concerned Peru Russia Ukraine Kazak. Nigeria 

about? % % % % % 
OPEN END 
Ranked by Peru 2010 

--~ -------.. ··--·--- ··--·- - ·----, 
2010 2010 2010 2010 2010 ' 

N=246 N=66 N=128 N=87 N=298 
''" ' 

Old notes will be worth less than new notes I 26 18 14 17 15 

There will be an insufficient supply of new notes 17 23 18 18 17 

There will be more fakes, forgeries, counterfeits 16 32 25 15 13 

There will be long lines to exchange or tum in old notes 15 17 18 20 18 

Old notes will no longer be accepted 12 14 25 20 20 

Too many versions will cause confusion 11 17 17 23 15 

Banks will charge a fee to exchange old notes 3 15 23 8 10 
Others 0 3 0 0 1 
Don't Know I No Response 0 5 8 3 0 
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Need for Exchange 

• There continued to be confusion, particularly in Peru and 
Nigeria, on the need to exchange older U.S. notes 

~Do you think older U.S. notes 
will always remain valid and 
keep their value, or do you 

Peru Russia 
% % 

Ukraine Kazak. 
% % 

. think older U.S. notes will 
have to be exchanged for 
newer ones at some time? 

2009 2010 2009 2010 2009 2010 2009 2010 

Will have to be exchanged for 
newer ones 

64 

Will remain valid 28 

Don't know 8 

'if:-FiESPOND THAT THEY WILL NEED° TO 
BE EXCHANGED: Do you expect there 
would be a time limit for exchanging old 
notes for new ones? 

Yes 

No 

Don't know 

48 

36 

16 

20 

63 

17 

Peru 
% 

N=240 

88 
7 
5 

13 

68 

19 

Russia 
% 

N=64 

73 
16 
11 

15 

66 

19 

10 

72 

18 

Ukraine 
% 

N=52 

75 
12 
13 

30 20 

65 66 

6 13 

Kazak. 
% 

N=101 

81 
17 
2 

Nigeria 
% 

. --- ------, 

2010 

54 

37 

9 

Nigeria 
% 

N=271 J 
80 
16 
4 

I 
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Intent to Exchange Notes 

• In those markets where there is confusion - Peru and 
Nigeria - many plan to exchange their old notes when the 
new $100 is issued 
- Indicating a continued need to educate on the "remains legal 

tender" message in these markets 

When newly designed U.S. $100 notes are 
issued, how likely are you to take any old 
design U.S. $100 notes you have to be 
exchanged for new ones? Will you ... 

Definitely exchange old notes for new 

Probably exchange old notes for new 

Probably not exchange old notes for new 

Definitely not exchange old notes for new 

Don't Know 

Peru 
% 

Russia 
% 

------- ~ --- . 

35 12 
25 17 
7 14 
4 35 
30 22 

_j 

Ukraine 
% 

11 
22 
30 
19 
17 

Kazak. 
% 

20 
27 
12 
10 
31 

Nigeria 
% 

57 
32 
8 
1 
2 
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Most Common Information Sources 
• While TV continued to be the most prevalent news source across 

markets, there was an uptick in internet usage for news since the 
benchmark 

W IC 0 the 
ollowing information 
ources to do you 
eceive news from at 

U.S. Peru Russia Ukraine Kazak . 

leas t fairly often? 
Please select all that 
pply 

• Ranked by U.S.% 

TV 
Newspaper 
Internet 
Radio 
Maqazine 

Don't know 

% % % % % 
- ---- -----· ----- ----

2009 2010 2009 2010 2009 2010 2009 2010 2009 2010 

78 79 91 97 89 88 86 84 87 91 
51 55 46 38 23 21 24 21 26 21 
43 55 15 23 29 34 21 29 19 24 
37 43 42 46 19 17 20 12 19 21 
26 32 2 8 14 13 10 13 17 9 
2 2 0 1 1 2 0 1 1 0 

.. 
0 

2010 

J 
89 
61 
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Recommendations for Momentum Period: 

• Emphasize the date the new $100 note will be in circulation in momentum 
communications to alleviate confusion 

• Outside of the U.S., it is critical to have a continued emphasis on the 
'remains legal tender' message, particularly in Peru and Nigeria 

• Continue to encourage authentication behavior, particularly with the new 
features on the $100 note 
• Place a great deal of emphasis on the new features to begin to position as top 

of mind 
• And in Kazakhstan, where concern about counterfeiting is on the rise, stress 

the security of the new $100 note 

• Continue outreach to major media sources such as TV news programs and 
newspapers, as these are the most recalled sources for information 
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Current Ownership of U.S. Notes 

Do you currently own any U.S. notes, including those in your savings? 

~v .. 
oNo 

69%1 lse%1 1

so%1 146%1 ls7% •Doa'tKnow I 
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U.S. Notes as Savings 

If you keep U.S. notes in savings, do you generally keep and hold U.S. notes as 
paper currency, or do you instead put the U.S. notes in a bank account? 

• Paper Currency 
75%1 a Bank Aooount 

Cother 
51%1 I 

28%1 • ~ I I DDon'tKnow 

b I I •81 I I ae1 I I fi'Wi I 

Peru Ruaala Ulcralne ~ 
(n-148) (n-141) (n-226) (n-62) 
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Sources for U.S. Notes 

Currency exchange 35 27 46 61 46 

Bank 17 17 20 9 38 

ATM 7 3 1 1 0 

Private broker 4 1 0 0 7 

Other 32 0 0 0 7 

Don't know 11 53 33 29 1 I i < 
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Preference for Savings 

Dollars 11 7 25 27 43 

Euros 2 3 5 4 8 

Your country's currency 69 65 35 52 26 

A mix of currencies 18 21 29 14 22 

Don't know 0 4 6 3 0 

< 
0 

Has stable exchange rate 51 50 58 34 62 I r 

Has investment opportunities 27 14 6 10 11 "U 
Q) 

Is used at preferred travel destination 14 61 10 46 18 (0 
CD 

Is commonly used in everyday life 14 17 19 10 
01 

11 .J:>.. 
.J:>.. 

Other 8 3 12 6 6 0 -~ 
Do not know I 0 I 0 I 2 I 0 0 45 
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Confidence in Currencies 
Using a 1 to 7 scale, with 1 meaning no confidence at all - and 7 meaning a great deal of confidence, how much 

confidence would you say vou have in ... 

Peru 
Russia 44 

49 70 

Russia 

I 
63 

I 
47 

I Ukraine 54 63 ' < 
52 57 I 

0 
r 

-
"U 
Q) 
(0 

Peru 
CD 

73 73 i 01 

Russia 69 81 .J:>.. 

I 
01 

Ukraine 41 62 0 
I -Kazak. ~ 88 87 en 

Niaerla - 80 46 01 



Likelihood to Receive a Counterfeit Note 

Very likel 

Somewhat likely_ 

Not very likel 

Not at all likely 

Don't Know 
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Authentication Behavior 

Please think about wh·e·n you receive" 
U.S. notes in general. How often would 

. you say you check them to make sure 
they are not counterfeit ? 

I Always I 
D ....... 

Sometimes 
Rare Iv 
Never 
Don't know 

When you receive far er denomination 
U.S. notes, such as SSOs or $100s, how 

1 
ften do you check those to make sure 

, they are not counterfeit? 

[Always I 
DTT.c 

Sometimes 
Rarely 
Never 
Don't know 

U.S. 
% 

16 

28 
39 
1 

U.S. 
% 

19 I 
11 
11 
19 
40 

0 

Peru 
% 

-

21 
11 
7 

20 
0 

Peru 
% 

19 
9 

5 

25 
0 

I 

. 

Russia 
% 

-- ·-

10 

8 
5 
8 

53 

Russia 
% 

j - 0 
I ___ !' 

8 
9 
9 

4 

53 

Ukraine 
% 
-

25 
11 
4 

1 
23 

Ukraine 
% 

25 
11 
4 

2 

22 

Kazak. 
% 

J ___ 

11 

8 
7 

7 

29 

Kazak. 
% 

J_._.- .. J 

10 
7 

7 

7 

28 

Nige_ri~ 
% 

. . .. 
.i: 

---

21 

28 
8 
5 
1 

~-~ 

Ni.geri~ J % . 
l 
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Watermark 

Watermark 
Is this feature that is on U.S. notes .... 

• Don't know • Not at d famlar • Not very famlar •Somewhat famlllar c Very famlar 
1 -
.. a; AKA> , .,.~ • 34o/o 

Peru 25% 

Russia 14% 

41% 

35o/o 

Nigeria 1: 49% 

Have you used this feature to check money for counterfeits in the past? 

•Y• 
• No 

r I f35%1 r
00

~ 1 144%1 1~
70

1 • Don'tknow : . I lt ,,, I I W0 I I 1,. I •• I 49 
r -· 0% 1 

1 49 I 
Ukraine ~ U.S. Peru Rlm818 
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Security Thread 

Security Thread 
Is this feature that is on U.S. notes .... 

• Don't know • Not at al farnlar • Not very fall6lr • Sorne\\4'at famlllr • Very famlllar 

U.S. 1& . 25% I 1!1% 24% ~ 36% 

Peru 

Russia 

Nigeria ~-·: 45% 

25% 

15% 

33% 

28% 

Have you used this feature to check money for counterfeits in the past? 

•Y• 
• No 

'-s~ ' r•-u , ' ,,_ , 'WO ' ' 1,. ' . 111u • Don't know 
I I I I I I I 50 

U.S. Peru Ruaela Ukraine Ngerta 50 
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Color-Changing Ink 

Color-Changing Ink 
Is this feature that is on U.S. notes .... 

• Don't know • Not at al famllar • Not very fanAlr •Somewhat famllar 1 Very famlmr 
U.S. & 46$11 17$ 25% _ 11o/o 

Peru 24% 

Russia j 52$ 25% ,.,. goA) 

12% Ukraine 'F' 'M ' 0 , • .., '0 

Nigeria 53% 

Have you used this feature to check money for counterfeits in the past? 

88% 72% 

U.S. Pena Ru881a Ukraine Nigeria 

14% 

•Y• 
• No 
• Don't know 

---, 51 
51 
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$100 Note Security Features 
3-D Security Ribbon 

• Very famlar • Somewhat famllar • Not very famllar •Not at aD famlllr • Don't know 

U.S. 

U.S. 

fl% 
11% 

14% 

20% 

Peru R...- Ukraine Kauk 
Is this feature that is on the U.S. $100 note ... 

Bell in the Inkwell 

Peru RUAla Ukraine Kazak 

380/o 

-~ - - .1 

10% 

Nigeria 

Nigeria 
52 
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Importance of Subtlety 

When checking notes you receive, how important is it to be subtle, and not obvious that you are checking to 
make sure the note is genuine? 

36% 

us Peru Ruala Ukraine Kazak 

• Very lrn..~nt 

•SomM1'hat 
Important 

• Not very lmpoltant 

Notatal~ ... 

,.. ,. Don't Know 

Nigeria 

53 
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Best Sources of Information on U.S. Currency 

TV news ~rograms I 69 I 85 
Advertisements on TV 54 45 

20 
21 10 13 7 

43 I 28 16 12 19 
14 24 23 15 17 

37 15 14 15 11 24 
37 9 16 17 10 11 
36 16 6 6 6 14 I I < 

1azine stories 34 2 12 12 6 9 0 
r 

Brochures in banks 34 17 20 17 12 6 
. 

Ads in maaazines 32 4 6 7 2 5 '1J 

Social media websites (e.g. YouTube, 
I Q) 

20 3 8 8 3 13 
I <O 

Facebook or Twitter) 
I CD 
I 01 

Biogs 10 1 6 3 4 2 I 01 

I VJ 

Other 4 0 1 0 0 0 0 
J -Don't know 2 3 2 1 0 0 I ~ 

O'> 

54 
01 



Spokespeople 

--·----
Do you think it would be best to 
hear about these new changes 
from a .. . ? 

American spokesperson 

Spokesperson from your 
country 
Both an American and your 
count 's s okes erson 

Don't know 

I 

I 

Peru 
% 

8 

35 

51 

6 

I 

I 

Russia Ukraine Kazak. 
% % % 

J. 

10 I 17 I 19 

15 I 17 I 14 

62 48 60 

12 17 7 

I 

I 

Nigeria ' 
% 

20 

22 
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Awareness of Currency Changes 

Yes 

No 

Don't Know 

How concerned does 
this make you about 
the changes coming to 
U.S. currency?• 

Very concerned 

Somewhat concerned 

Not very concerned 

Not at all concerned 

Don't Know 

18 27 12 26 17 20 11 20 21 27 44 

80 72 88 74 82 77 85 75 78 72 48 

1 1 0 0 1 3 5 4 2 1 8 

U.S. 
1 

• Peru Russia Ukraine Kazak. Nigeria 
% % % % % % 

2009 2010 2009 2010 2009 I 2010 2009 2010 2009 2010 2010 
- -- j 

14 16 14 7 5 3 7 7 9 6 34 

28 30 40 41 16 15 20 26 18 12 45 

26 24 31 31 33 33 40 34 33 35 15 

29 29 14 21 44 47 31 28 39 45 6 
2 1 0 0 2 2 2 4 2 2 0 

*In 2009, asked "How concerned are you about the changes coming to U.S. currency?n 
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Reason for Changes to U.S. Currency 

The U.S. government has redes igned the 
$20, $50, $20, and $5 notes in the past 
couple of years, and it just unveiled the 
new design for the $100 note. Why do you 
think the new designs are being 
introduced? OPEN END 
Ranked by U.S. 

To sto~ counterfeiting 
To help people distinguish between 
denominations 

To make the currencv more attractive 

To keep up with other world currencies 

Other 

Don't know 

U.S. 
% 

1 

1 
1 
8 
15 

Peru 
% 

Russia 
% 

Ukraine 
% 

I ao I a1 I ao I 
9 12 9 

6 6 8 

4 7 11 
1 2 1 

10 8 4 

Kazak . 
% 

12 

8 
7 

1 
3 

Nigeria 
% 

15 

24 
19 
2 
2 
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Interest in Redesign 

Overall, how interested would you be in hearing or reading about the continued redesign of 
U.S. notes on television, in magazines, in newspapers, oronline? 

20092010 
U.S. 

2009 2010 
Peru 

20092010 
Russia 

20092010 
Ukraine 

20092010 
Kazak. 

N/A 

2010 
Nigeria 

Iii ........ 
•Notbllwemd 
CDontknow 
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Internet Usage 

How often do you use 
the internet? 

Several times a day 

At least once a day 

A few times a week 

At least once a week 

Less than once a week 

Never 

Don't know 

U.S. 
% 

- -

2009 2010 

37 44 

18 20 
9 9 
5 3 
6 3 

23 19 
2 2 

Peru 
% 

n 

2009 2010 

9 11 
12 13 
10 16 
11 11 
15 10 
43 39 
0 0 

Russia 
% • Kazak. 

% --- ------------
2009 2010 1 2009 201 o - ~op~_J_o_1p___;_}91 ~ --~ 

19 18 13 20 12 18 11 
9 21 8 14 6 10 17 
13 15 10 16 9 14 27 
6 4 4 3 5 4 19 
8 4 15 10 13 10 16 

43 38 49 37 54 44 9 

0 0 0 1 1 0 0 
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Website Usage 

AMONG THOSE WHO USE THE 
INTERNET: How often do you visit 
social media websites (e.g. YouTube, 
Facebook or Twitter) ? 

Several times a day 

At least once a day 

A few times a week 

At least once a week 

Less than once a week 

Never 

Don't know 

AMONG THOSE WHO USE THE 
INTERNET: How often do you visit 
biogs? 

Several times a day 
At least once a day 

A few times a week 

At least once a week 

Less than once a week 

Never 

Don't know 
• Note - new questions, not asked In benchmark 

-

U.S . 
% 

N=399 

13 
13 
10 
12 
13 
39 
1 

U.S. 
% 

N=399 

2 

5 
6 

6 

12 
68 
1 

Peru 
% 

N=305 

10 
22 
24 
13 
13 
18 
0 

Peru 
% 

N=305 

4 

7 
12 
12 
15 
51 
0 

Russia 
% 

N=317 

13 
25 
21 
9 
12 
21 
0 

Russia 
% 

N=317 

7 
13 
20 
12 
17 
29 
1 

Ukraine 
% 

N=314 

14 

22 
18 
11 
20 
13 
4 

Ukraine 
% 

N=314 

5 
6 
12 
6 

19 
41 
11 

Kazak. 
% 

N=282 

18 
20 
22 

10 
21 
9 
0 

Kazak . 
% 

N=282 

-
9 

16 
11 
27 
31 
1 

Nigeria 
% 

N=454 

12 
19 
23 
19 
20 
7 
0 
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% 

N:::454. ; 
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The New $100 Note 
Know Its Features. Know It's Real. 
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In order to keep counterfeiting low, 
the U.S. government continues to 
enhance the security of its currency. 
The redesigned $100 note introduces 
two advanced security features: 
the 3-D Security Ribbon and the 
Bell In the Inkwell. It also includes 
several highly effective features 
used in other U.S. denominations, 
such as the portrait watermark and 
security thread. 

To ensure a seamless introduction 
of the new $100 note, the U.S. 
government is conducting a global 
public education program to inform 
those who use it about the changes. 
Even with the most technologically 
advanced security features, it's 
you - the educated consumer -
who continues to be the best line 
of defense against counterfeiting. 
Protect yourself - it only takes a 
few seconds to check the new 
$100 note and know it's real. 

It is not necessary to trade in your 
old-design notes for new ones. All 
U.S. currency remains legal tender, 
regardless of when it was issued. 

For more information, 
visit www.newmoney.gov. 
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The Latest In U.S. Currency Design 
(The $1 and $2 notes will continue to circulate but will not be redesigned.) 

If You Suspect a Counterfeit Note 

If you receive a note that you suspect is counter feit, or if you question a note that 
is already in your possession, turn it over to local police. If the note is genuine, 

it will be returned as soon as possible. If the note is counterfeit, you will not be 
reimbursed. It is against the law to knowingly pass a counterfeit note. 



The New $100 Note 
Know Its Features. Know It's Real. 
It only takes a few seconds to check the new $100 note 
and know it's real. Learn how to identify and use the two 
advanced security features: the 3-D Security Ribbon and 
the Bell In the Inkwell. It is not necessary to trade in your 
old-design notes for new ones. All U.S. currency remains 

( legal tender, regardless of when it was issued. 
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3-0 Seculfty Ribbon 

Tiii the note beck and forth wttlle foCU$1oC on 
Ille Olua rlbl>on. YOu will see the balls change 
10 1006 ts they move. The ribbon 1s wovtn 
Into the peper. not pnnted on it. 

1. Jl'ort,.,l Wlltonadc 

Held 11>1 note to li&lt and look for a lain! ""• 
ol Ben,..,.,. f<anlclin in the b-Sll<ICe to die 
riettt ol Che Portreiit 

2. s.cu~•r n ..... 
Hokt the note to tigtt to se1 an embedded thl'ead 
ruM•nc venteelty to Che teftot the l)Olttt~. 
fhe lhtted •S imprinted with the lettats USA ano 
lhe nvmarDI 100 in an artetnetiflC oattet"n end ia 
V1Sib't ffom both a.icM-s of tl-.e noce. fhe UVead 
1Jorws pink wri.ften llumineted by LFfttaViDMt f~t. 

J.~n1100 

Toll tile note 10 see llle numeral 100 in 1lle io...t 
111111 CO<- of tile ft0nt ol the note shill tom•-
10111en. 

4. RllNdP-.S 
M~ JOU fw'c•r uP ond down 8eriamin fs.,..n's 
,,,..,..,., on ine te~ s;ae al Ille note. k - loo! 
t<JUlh to the touch, a iewt of Ille enhanced ;,,ug1o 
Oflftt"'C Ol'ace•t used to eteare .ne image. freelilianal 
,,....., 0tlt>1.,& con be fett ""°"""""' tl>o S100 not.. 
6nd .,..., C•nv'ne U.S. cuttency 41 <flstinct~ tuh•t. 

Bell In the Inkwell 

Tin the note 10 see tile cotor-shllt1ng llell 
111 the copper lnkwel ctlange from COllC>er 
1011een. 

5. Gold 100 

look lol • i.1e &old ""'"'"'' .!00 on the -
of the note h helPS those with visual imptirmenu 
dfl:C"'Cuill\ the tJenc.wnW1ation. 

&. M1orop.trwtin& 
looh ce11fv11y to see the sm:atr printed worcss which 
opo .. , on 8eilamin Franltun·s 111eket '°"-· arO\llo 
lht Oiank IO.tee contain~ the portrac watlfm&nc. 
etonc the co.an qu'"· and in I"- net• botdltt 

FW tnclcator (rwt Shown het•} 
TN r1dtsi&t1ed SlOO noca p:tinted in Fort WOfth. 
r., ... <••have a $mdJ FW'" U'le tas> lefi coiner on 
1'le fronl of tile note to !ho,.,.. dltle ,..,,..11100 
ti 1 note don not Mwt an FW .nct·~o•. • ... & 

"'""'" ., w..,..,....,_ D.C. 

-.newmoney.gov 
lb'~ ... .., ...... ""''-rat" 
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The New $100 Note 
Know Its Features. Know It's Real. 

Serles 2009 
$100 Note - Front 
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www.newmoney.gov 
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Regulations for Reproduclni U.S. Currency 
PART 411- COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS OF UNITED STATES CURRENCY 
AUUlorlty: 18 U.S.C. 504; Treasury Directive Number 15-56, 58 FR 48539 
(September 16, 1993) 

411.1 Color illustrations authorized 
(a) Notwithstanding any provision of chapter 25 of Title 18 of the U.S. Code, 
authority is hereby given for the printing, publishing or lmportatlon, or the 
making or impo<tation of the necessary plates or Items for such printing or 
publishing, of color illustrations of U.S. currency proVided that: 

(1) The illustration be of a size less than three-fourths or more than one 
and one-half, in linear dimension, of each part of any matter 
so illustrated; 
(2) The Illustration be one-sided; and 
(3) All neeatlves, plates, positives, digitized storage medium, graphic 
files, magnetic medium, optical storage devices, and any other thing 
used in the making of that illustration that contain an image of the 
illustration or any part thereof shall be destroyed and/or deleted or 
erased after their final use In accordance with this sectiOn. 

(b) (Reserved). 
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The New $100 Note 
Know Its Features. Know It's Real. .-.··········· ... * . ' . :'. ·~ . . 

\ ............. / 

Serles 2009 
$100 Note - Back www.newmoney.gov 
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Regulatlons for Reproducing U.S. Currency 
PART 411- COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS OF UNITED STATES CURRENCY 
Authonty: 18 U.S.C. 604; Treasury Directive Number 16'56, 58 FR 48539 
(September 16, 1993) 

411.1 Color illustrations authorized 
(8) Notwithstanding any provision of chapter 25 of Title 18 of the U.S. Code, 
authority is hereby given for the printi~. publishing or Importation, or the 
making or importation of the necessary plates or Items for such printing or 
publishing, of color Illustrations of U.S. currency provided that: 

(1) The illustration be of e size less then three-fourths or more then one 
ano one-half, in linear dimension, of each part of any matter 
so illustrated; 
(2) The Illustration be one-sided; and 
(3) All negatives, plates, positives, digitized storage medium. graphic 
files, magnetic medium, optical storage devices, and any other thing 
used in the making of that 1nustration that contain an ima&e of the 
illustration or any part thereof shall be destroyed and/or deleted or 
erased after their final use in accordance with this section. 

(bl (Reserved). 
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The New $100 Note 
Know Its Features. Know It's Real. 

Protect yourself -
it only takes a few seconds 
to check the new $100 note 
and know it's real. 

!"'-. '\ 
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3-D Security Ribbon 

Tilt the note back and forth while focusing on the 
blue ribbon. You will see the bells change to 100s 
as they move. When you tilt the note back and 
forth, the bells and 100s move side to side. If you 
t ilt it side to side, they move up and down. The 
ribbon is woven into the paper, not printed on it. 

~ 

Bell In the Inkwell -----..-J 
Tilt the note to see the color-shifting bell in the 
copper Inkwell change from copper to green, an 
effect which makes the bell seem to appear and 
disappear within the inkwell. 

'"i 

1. Portrait Watennark 
Hold the note to light and look for a faint image of 
Benjamin Franklin In the blank space to the right of the 
portrait. lhe image is visible from either side of the note. 

2 . Seeurity Thread 
Hold the note to light to see an embedded thread 
running vertically to the left of the portrait. The thread is 
imprinted with the letters USA and the numeral 100 in 
an alternating pattern and is visible from both sides of 
the note. The thread glows pink when illuminated by 
ultraviolet lignt. 
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3 . Color-Shifting 100 
Til t the note to see the numeral 100 1n the lower right 
corner of the front of the note shift from copper to green. 

4. Raised Printing 
Move your finger up and down Benjamin Franklin's shoulder 
on the left side of the note. It shOuld feel rough to the 
touch, a result of the enhanced intaglio printing process 
used to create the image. Tnidltional raised p(inUng can be 
fe lt throughout the $100 note, and gives genuine U.S. 
currency its distinctive texture. 

5. Gold 100 
Look for a large gold numeral 100 on the back of the note. 
It helps those with visual impairments distinguish the 
denomination. 

(\ 

6 . Mlcroprintlng 
Looi< carefully to see the small printed words THE UNITED 
STATES OF AMERICA on Benjamin Franklin's jacket collar, 
USA 100 around the blank space containing the portrait 
watermaf1(, ONE HUNDRED USA along the golden quill, 
and small 100s In the note borders. 

fW Indicator (not shown here) 
The redesigned $100 notes printed in Fort Worth, Texas, 
will have a small FW in the top left corner on the front of 
the note. to the r~ht of the numeral 100. If a note does not 
have an FW indicator. it was printed in Washington. D.C. 
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The redesigned $50 note was first issued in 2004. It has 
three key security features that are easy to check: a security 
thread, portrait watermark, and color-shifting numeral 50. 

1 . Security Thread 2. Portrait Watermark 3. Color-Shifting 50 
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The redesigned $20 note was first issued in 2003. It has 
three key security features that are easy to check: a security 
thread, portrait watermark, and color-shifting numeral 20. 

1. Security Thread 2. Portrait Watermark 3. Color-Shifting 20 
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The redesigned $10 note was first issued in 2006. It has 
three key security features that are easy to check: a security 
thread, portrait watermark, and color-shifting numeral 10. 

1. Security Thread 2. Portrait Watermark 3. Color-Shifting 10 
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The redesigned $5 note was first issued in 2008. It has three key security 
features that are easy to check: a column of three small numeral 5 watermarks, 
a security thread, and a large numeral 5 watermark. 

1. Watermark: 
Column of three smaller 
numeral Ss 

2. Security Thread 

<!"' ~, 

, 'Q t.r 

~·u Tj, 
~ 

3. Watermark= 
Large numeral 5 
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Questions & Answers 

Q: What should I do if I suspect a counterfeit note? 

A: If you receive a note that you suspect may be a counterfeit 

or if you question a note that is already in your possession, 
turn it over to local police. If the note is genuine it will be 

returned as soon as possible. If the note is counterfeit, you 

will not be reimbursed. It is against the law to knowingly 
pass a counterfeit note. 

Q: Where can I learn more about U.S. currency changes? 

A: Go to our Web site, www.newmoney.gov, which includes 
additional information in multiple languages. 
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The Latest in U.S. Currency Design 
The redesigned $100 note Introduces two advanced securlty features: 
the 3-D Security Ribbon and the Bell In the Inkwell. It is not necessary to 
trade In your old-{jesign notes for new ones. All U.S. currency remains legal 
tender, regardless of when it was issued. Protect yourself - It only takes 
a few seconds to check the new $100 note and know it's real. 

3-o Security Ribbon - ------' 

Tiit the note bacl< and forth while focuslna on !lie 
blue ribbon. You will see the bells chanae to lOOs 
as they move. The nbbon 1s woven Into the peper, 
not printed on It. 

www.newmoney.gov 

Sell In the Inkwell 

Tiit the note to see the color·shifllng bell in the 
copper inkwell change from col)l)er to geen. 

VOL 111 Page 580 of 765 
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The New $100 Note 
Know Its Features. Know It 's Real. 
It only takes a few seconds to check the new $100 note 
and know it 's real. Learn how to identify and use the two 
advanced security features: the 3-D Security Ribbon and 
the Bell In the Inkwell. It is not necessary to trade in 
your old-design notes for new ones. All U.S. currency 
remains legal tender, regardless of when it was issued. 

VOL 111 Page 581 of 765 

3-0 Security Ribbon 

Tilt the note back and forth while 

focusing on the blue ribbon. 'lbu 
will see the bells change to lOOs 
as they move. The ribbon is woven 
into the paper, not printed on it. 

1. Pattrllt W-marl< 
Hold the note to light and 1ook rot a lalnl 
image Of Be'1)am1n ffanklin in the blank 
space to the ~gnt or the PO<tralt. 

2. Secuttty Tnreao 
HOid the note to light 10 see an embedded 
tlvead running vertically to tno left or the 
POlll8~. The thread IS lmprlnte<J with the 
ietters USA and Ille numeral 100 in an 
allernating pauern and 11 vls1ble from 
both sides of the note. The thread giows 
pink wnen 111umlnated Dy ultravlOtet 1rg1it. 

3. Color·Slrirttnc 100 
r n tl>e note to see the numeral 100 In the 
lower "8/lt corner ol the fr'Ol\l or the note 
shift from oopper to cr•en. 

Bell In the lnkweU 
Tilt the note to see the color

shifting bell in the copper inkwell 

change from copper to green. 

4. Ralled Prio>tlne 
MOve 'f(JAJr Knger up ano down Benjamin 
Ftanklln's Shoulder on ltle left side of lhe 
note. It Sllould feel roogn to the touch. 
a result or the enhanced inuiglio ~rinung 
process used to create the omage. 
Tra<l1l1onat raised pronttng can be felt 
throughout the $100 nO(e, and gives 
lllJOO(ne u.S currency ;15 ClStirctlYe teoct<>'e. 

5.Gold 100 
t.ook for a large golCl numeral 100 on Che 
back of the note. t helJ)S those wnh .;suai 

mpa rments dostinguSll the denomonatoon. 

6. Mlc10,rlnthC 
~ook cal1!fully 1.0 see tne small llrinted wolds 
wh ch ai>pear on Berja'l'in f1alik1n·s Jacket 
c011ar. atounc1 1118 lllanl< space contanirc 
lhe oortrait watermwk. aiona 1118 gol<len 
quil, encl in tile note oetoers. 

www.newmoney.gov 
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Education Resource Kit - Instructions for Use 
r ln order to protect your money and stay ahead of counterfeiters, the U.S. government has redesigned the $100 
"-.. ote, incorporating two new, easy-t~se security features and several other security features from the old 

· design known to be effective counterfeit deterrents. 

( 

The enclosed materials have been designed to help you reach your members, employees and/or customers 
through your existing materials and communications. 

Specifically, the enclosed CD-ROM Includes a number of files that are ready-to-use, including: 

• Sample Letter - Sample text for a letter you can put on your letterhead and distribute to members, managers 
and employees, along with an order form for educational materials and fact sheets (LETIER. TXT). 

• $100 Note Fact Sheet - A one-page handout about the new $100 note you can duplicate and distribute 
(FACTSHEET.PDF). 

• Quick Reference Guide - A 4" x 9" quick reference piece designed for distribution to employees with their 
paychecks or as an envelope stuffer (QUICKREFERENCE.PDF). 

• Newsletter/Web Site Article -A 678-word article you can publish in whole or in part in your organization 's 
newsletter or on your Web site (ARTICLE.TXT). 

• Multinote Fact Sheet - A reference guide to the security features on the $100 note and other redesigned 
denominations of U.S. currency (MULTINOTEFACTSHEET.PDF). 

• Graphic Images - Digital images of the front (FRONT.Tlf) and back (BACK.TIF) of the $100 note, as well 
as images highlighting the $100 note's security features (SECURITYFEATURE.TIF), suitable for multiple 
purposes, including newsletter and Web site articles about the new note. 

• Order Form - A complete llst of all educational materials, including posters, brochures, training videos and 
take one cards you can order to train your employees or educate your members or customers about the new 
$100 note's features. Materials will be shipped to you free of charge (ORDERFORM.PDF). 

Note: You can also download educational materials or order hard copies for shipping directly from the U.S. 
Government Redesigned Currency Web site at www.newmoney.gov. 

How to Open the Ries 
All files are both Macintosh- and ~mpatible. Adobe Acrobat files (those files ending in .PDF) can be viewed 
with Adobe Acrobat Reader, available for free at www.adobe.com. Text files (those files ending in .TXT) can be 
viewed and edited with any word-processing software, such as Microsoft Word or WordPerfect. The image files 
(those ending in .TIF) can be viewed and inserted Into materials using common desktop publishing software, 
such as PageMaker or QuarkXPress . 

., 
~-~~Cilnellcy 
Pdl"f4~ - C01LOR ILLtJSTRATIQNS OF l!NllEliJ STATES~CUR~~y 
~ f8 U.S.€. 504; Tre~ OlrectMl NIJi'nber' 15!56, 58;.f.R"48539 (S~f~ 2:6, 2i99~) 

~11.1 Col<f' mmtnitions at.rthatlzed. 
(a)~ '1fY ~Of Cl'iQpter 25 Of Tltfe ~18 of the U.S. COlfe,, ~Is ~llWA 

for the P!fritlng, publlahl.-W or ffnportatlon, °' ttie making°' ~ of the ~&Siry plats or 
Items for SUC1't printing °' P..®_llshlng. of COior illllStnitions of U.S. cttrerrcy ~ tbg 
(1) 1h& lllustratl&n be of a size l_ess than three:foorths or more tMi'i one and One-lilf, In linear 
di~. di each P¥t of a_ny m• so ·alusqted; 

(2) The illtiSiratfoo b"e qn~~; 8lid 
(3) All ~s, plates, pos~. d~ stt>net mectum, ifajJjit ftles, matneUc medium .. 

optJt_al ~ devtces, Sid tn1 other thlnA used In the maldni of that lllustratbi tfiat 
contain an f11\818 of the- lllusti'atk>n or any ~thereof shall be~ atWJ/or d*8d or 
erased after their fln81 use In aoconfance With this- section. 

(f>)[R~]. 
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ARTICLE.txt 
Businesses and consumers will see their money move in a whole new way now that the 
SlOO note has been redesigned. The u.s. government will issue the SlOO note with two 
new advanced security features: a blue 3- D security Ribbon and a color-shi~ing Bell 
in the Inkwell. 

You can't miss the blue 3-o security Ribbon on the front of the new $100 note. The 
ribbon seems to be three-dimensional with bells and numeral lOOs appearing to float 
or glide above the ribbon as you move the note . You'll know a new $100 note is 
genuine by tilting the note back and forth while focusing on the ribbon. You will 
see the bells change to lOOs as they move. It's that simple. 

A second new security feature on the new SlOO note, also on the front of the note, 
is the Bell in the Inkwell. At first, the bell blends with the inkwell because they 
are the same copper color, but when you tilt the note, the bell changes to green. 
This color shift makes the bell seem to appear and disappear within the inkwell. 

In addition to these new security features, the government also retained three 
highly effective security features from the old SlOO note design, including: 
• Portrait watermark - Hold the note to light to see a faint image of Benjamin 
Franklin in the blank space to the right of the large portrait. It is visible from 
either side of the note . 
• security Thread - Hold the note to light to see an embedded thread that runs 
vertically to the left of the portrait. The letters USA and the numeral 100 appear 
in an alternatin~ pattern and can be seen from both sides of the note. The thread 
glows pink when illuminated by ultraviolet light. 
• color-shi~ing 100 - Tilt the note to see the numeral 100 in the lower right 
corner of the front of the note change from copper to green. 

Prevent Loss 
Law enforcement officials warn that counterfeiters look for opportunities to take 
advantage of uninformed businesses and consumers when a new currency design is 
issued. They are encouraging everyone who handles cash to know the security features 
of the new SlOO note before it begins circulating. Any business or consumer that 
accepts a counterfeit note will suffer a financial loss because fakes cannot be 
traded in for real notes. 

How to Prepare 
Because cash handlers are the front line of defense in the fight against 
counterfeiting, the government has developed a number of training materials and 
resources to help them easily identify possible counterfeit notes before they accept 
them. 

The training materials can be downloaded from INWW.newmoney.gov or ordered by calling 
1- 877-639-2877. They illustrate how to detect a counterfeit note quickly and easily. 
A range of materials are available, including brochures to hand out to employees, 
posters to display in break rooms, training videos and interactive training tools. 

What To oo If You suspect a Fake 
If you suspect you've been passed a counterfeit note, the u.s . government wants you 
to be aware of a few tips . First, try to note the characteristics of the person who 
tried to pass the fake note and, if possible, write down a description of any 
vehicle he or she drove as well as the license plate number. 

Next, immediately contact your local ~lice department or U.S. secret service field 
office. These contact numbers can be found in U.S. telephone books or on the law 
enforcement interactive map on www.newmoney.gov. 

Finally, make sure that you write your initials and the date in the border of the 
suspect note . Remember to limit the handling of the note and protect it by putting 
it in an envelope. only turn the note over to a police officer or a u.s. secret 
service a9ent. If the note is genuine, it will be returned to you. If the note is 
counterfeit, you will not be reimbursed. You cannot trade in a counterfeit note for 
a real one, and it is against the law to knowingly try to pass a counterfeit along 

Page 1 
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c to someone else . 
ARTICLE.txt 
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Regulatlons for Reproducing U.S. Currency 
1¥.RT 411- COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS OF UNITED STATES CURRENCY 
Authorify: 18 U.S.C. 504; Treasury Directive Number 15-56, 58 FR 48539 
(September 16, 1993) 

411.1 Color illustrations authorized 
(a) Notwithstanding any provision of chapter 25 of Title 18 of the U.S. Code, 
authorify is hereby given for the printing, publlsnlng or Importation, or the 
making or importation of the necessary plates or items for such printing or 
publishing, of color lllustrattons of U.S. currency provided that: 

(1) The Illustration be of a size less than three-fourths or more than one 
and one-tialf, in linear dimension, of eaoh part of any matter 
so illustrated; 
(2) The Illustration be one-sided; and 
(3) All negetives, plates, positives, digitized storage medium, graphic 
flies, magnetic medium, optical storage devices, and any other thing 
used in the making of that Illustration that contain an Image of the 
illustration or any part thereof shall be destroyed and/or deleted or 
erased after their final use In accordance with this section. 

(b) (Reserved). 
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Regulatlons for Reproducing U.S. Currency 
PART 411- COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS OF UNITED STATES CURRENCY 
AuthOrity: 18 U.S.C. 504: Treasury Directive Number 15-56, 58 FR 48539 
(September 16, 1993} 

411.1 Color illustretiOns authorized 
(a) Notwithstanding any provision of chapter 25 of Title 18 of the U.S. Code, 
authority Is hereby given for the printing, publlshing or importation, or the 
making or importation or the necessary plates or items for such printing or 
publishing, of color Illustrations of U.S. currency provided that: 

(1) The illustration be of a size less then three-fourths or more then one 
and one-half , in linear dimension. of each pert of any matter 
so illustrated: 
(2) The Illustration be one-sided; and 
(3) All negatives, plates, positives, digitized storage medium, graphic 
files, magnetic medium, optical storage devices, and any othe< thing 
used in the making of that illustration that contain an lmBie of the 
illustration or any part thereof shall be destroyed and/or deleted or 
erased after their final use in accordance with this section. 

(b) (Reserved). 
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The f\ _, W $100 Note () 

Know Its Features. Know It's Real. 

In order to keep counterfeiting low, the U.S. government continues to enhance the security of U.S. currency. 

The redesigned $100 note introduces two advanced security features: the 3-0 Securtty Ribbon and the Bell 
In the Inkwell. It also includes several highly effective features used in other U.S. denominations, such as the 
portrait watermark and security thread. 

To ensure a seamless introduction of the new $100 note, the U.S. government Is conducting a global public 
education program to inform those who use it about the changes. Even with the most technologically advanced 
security features, it's you - the educated individual - who continues to be the best line of defense against 
counterfeiting. Protect yourself - it only takes a few seconds to check the new $100 note and know it's real. 

It is not necessary to trade in your old-design notes for new ones. All U.S. currency remains legal tender, re
gardless of when it was Issued. 

3-0 Security Ribbon 
l ilt the note back end forth while ~ on the titue rtbOon. 
'*>II will see Ille bells Cl'lenp to 1005 as l/1ey move. When 
you t ilt the note back anCI furth, the bells an6 100s move 
side to side. If yau tilt It side to skle, they mow up and down. 
The ribbon ls_, into the IJlll)er, not printed on l. 

1. Portnit Watennark 
HOid tho ~ to ICllt end look for a fairt mate 
of Berfamln Fnn<ltn ln the blMk space to the 
right of 1/le portnt~. The 1ma&e Is visible from 
ellher llde of the note. 

2. Security Thread 
Hold lhe note to light to see an embellded 
tnread rummc vtrtlc:ally to the left of the 
pertralt. The thread Is lmpttnted with the 
lettera USA and 111• numeral 100 In an 
atternatt,. panem and iS vlslble from both 
shies of the note. The threecl ~ pWlk ..tien 
illumlnlllted Ill' ultrav1olet llgllt. 

Bell In the Inkwell 
Tilt tile note to Sff llle cOlor-Shlftlnl 
bell In the cooper inkwell e11ar1ge 
from copper to green. en effeet which 
makes the bell seem to •JlllQf IOCI 
dlsagpear within the Inkwell 

3. Ccllof.Shlfllne 100 
llk 1he note to see Ille numeral 100 In the 
tower rfCht comer of the front of the note shift 

from copper to """· 

,.-....,,,_ 

- •.... --.... _ * . . ..... ~ . . 
~. . . .: ·· ....... . 

The Latest In U.S. Currency Design 
(Tne $.1 and $2 notes will cont111ue to circulate but Wiii not be reeles.&neO.) 

I ~p .. r '~~l~I 
~ 

.. 

If You Suspect a Counterfeit Note 

If yoo suspect you\ie been passed a coontert'elt note, the U.S. 
government wants you to be aw11re of a few tips. Atst. try to note the 
ct11118CtenstiCS of the person wno tried to pass the fake note and. if 
possible, write down a description of artt vehlcle lie or she drove as 
wen as the license plate runber. 

Next. irrmlldlaely contact your local polce dep«tment or U.S. Secret 
Sel'W:e llefd oftlce. These contact ntmbers can be found In U.S. 
telephone bookl or on the law enforcement lnteracwe map on www. 
newmoney.gov. 

Anally, make sure that you Wllte your lnldals and the dale in the border 
of the suspect note. Remember to llmlt the hllldllna of the note and 
protect it by puttlf"C it in en envelope. Only tum the note Olef to a 
polk:e office.- or a u.s. Seem Service egent. If the note Is genuine, 
k will be returned to you. If the l'"(Jte Is counterfeit, you Ylill not be 
reimbursed. "!bu cannot ttacte in a counterfeit note for a real one, and 
It Is against the i-to knowll'CJY try to pess a counterfeit alofW to 
someone else. 

For more Information. visit www.newmoney.gov. 
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( The New $100 N 
~now Its Fi Ote 

eatures. Know It' s Rea/. -.,······· . (' · ") * ·. .. · ........... · 

Sample Letter 

Dear (STORE MANAGER}, 

In an dfort to ensure that (INSERT COMPANY NAME) cmplayces have the knowledge and resourc:cs 
needed to provide our cU&tomen with the best servl~ u well as prevent the real economic 1oss experienced by 
bwinesfCS that receive countafeit no~ I want to infonn you about important changes in something )'OU deal 
with every day - money! 

1he U.S. government teeently mealed a Rdcsigne4 S 100 note, and - want to be~ our employees ate pccpaml.. 

Law enforcement officials warn that busincsas can be panicululy vulnt:tabl.e ID countafeims wbea a new 
a.urency duign is lint issued; if our cmplo)us ar='t informed about the new dC5ign, oountcde:iun can take 
advantage of our bckaflcnowledge and awa:cness to pass fakes. That is why we arc making it a priority to 

educm ow cmplo~ about the redesigned '100 note before it begins cimilating - -1cnow education will 
help n:duce confusion and ultimmly pRVCDt loss. 

In ocdcr to ensure that all (INSERT COMPANY NAME) employees arc funiliar with the~ stOO note, we 
mcoomgc you to use the training matcrit.ls and resources the U.S. government lw developed for our usc.1h
arc a Yaricty of materials to choose ftom, n.nging from a video you can show to employees as a group to poltm 

you can bang in the break room, to Wcb-bucd training tools each employee can we individually. 

The matcri2ls arc focwed on training ash handlen how to check new UOO notes to be sure they uc genuine. 
Not only docs the redesigned 1100 note look different but it also includa new, casy•to-usc security feanucs that 
uc particularly useful £w our business. because employees c:an check them quickly and ditcttedy.1he new 1100 
note also retaim a number of other sccwity features from the oldu-dt.ign note that - want to be sure our 
employees rccogoi= 

All ID<lterials arc free of charge and can be ordemiatwww.n~ocbycalling 1-Sn-639-2877. 

Please talct some time to &milWiu youncl( with the new SlOO nolt and the resowces available io help prepare 
)'OW' !tam. By uldng steps now, - can ensure that eYU}'OClC knows abwt c:banges coming to the SlOO note, 
thereby avoiding confusion at the point of sale. 

Thank you for your participation. 

Sinceidy, 
[INSERT NAME] 
(INSERT TITLE) 

Sample Letter 
LETTER.TXT 

Sampie letter Y\'.>u ca 
for distribution to me~~~:n comoany lettemead 

, managers and 
employees.. 
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$100 Note Fact Sheet 
FACTSHEET.TIF 

\ctual size: 11""x8.5" 

The New $100 Note 
Know Its Features. Know It's Real . 

., ... _......_ .... U..S.. ..,....CllllO&ato ...... -......u.s.~ 

.......... UlO ........ _._......, ......... ....., ........ .. 

..................... ,...,.......__... .... u.a. ............ .. .................. ......,_ 
•--·---~••-•100 ....... u.&......,..., .. ....,.,_._.. --. ........................... .,.... .......... ........., ...... ..,......_ra,__ .. .._.......,_ ... ...._ .......... d.._ ..... 
.......,,....,.,__, ............... ..... ,..tt.m,., ........... .... 
.... _, . ..... ~-....-•,_--.Mu.a.....,...,.. ....... .. ........... ,_ ...... .. __ ..... _ ... _________ _ .... _ .. ____ ....... __ _ 

.... --------.. --~-___ .,..._, ___ .,. ___ _ 
,,. ........ _ .. ..., ........... 

L-----••--••-... -~--.----===-........ ·--- 1--___ ... ..,._ ___ _ 
=~..::.-:.:: --------....----·---____ .__.,...__ 

--·- .... 

... ........ ------........ -·---..... :..-:-.:=:==-....... _ .. _ 
~-.. .. _______ _ ..... _.,._ .. __ _ ---

C Multlnote Fact Sheet 
MULTINOTEFACTSHEET.TIF 

Actual size: 8.5"x11" 

nt.U111ilftU S C 1~0.• 
....... u_ .. _,._..,....,~_,..,......,., 

....................... ..................... ~ .......... .. ..,._ ... ,.. ...................... .. _........,.., .. _ ..... _ ............ . 
~-... ·~-----------· --·-------............... ,,_ _ ___...... .... _ .... ~~--........ ... ................ ..-...: ...... _ -...,. _____ ,... ......... ___ _ 
.......... -....._. ................ _ ... 
=.:.:.~.:..--=~-:i:.:::=.. ............... , .. -.............. . -------··---· ...... ... .. _ ........................... . ---
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Quick Reference Gulde 
QUICKREFERENCEGUIDE. TIF 

The Hew noo N<>te - ·-· 
Front 

Back 

Actual size: 4 "'x9" 

""1t-w .. ,~ "V'Owtt, ... 

:.;;-:::-_~ -...... _ .. ___ ,,,..,,,._ .. _ 
~ ... : ·-... -....::-.... .: .. 
...... -...... -:-:. 
-_,,.~-.-.. -;:-.~ ........... _ 
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Newsletter,IW 
ARTICLE. TXT eb Site Article 

............... ..,_ 
lwil._-4_.. .. _ ... ....,,._ ... ..................... __ ...... .....,......,.us. 
r-......... , .............. ......_._._.,.,__,,..._J.O'-irr.....__. • ......,_.w ........... 
\liill ........ w..1-0s..1t---.-•c-.• .. -11 ..... a.............. .... .... 
_.....,,..\ ........... ,,. ...... ~.,...- ............ a.-. - 1 ........... " ... 
...... '-i. .. 6"dlwt6: .................. _ .... .., ...... ..,MlllllC.k \ .. ...... 

A ........ _,.,. ........ i1w..,,1100-. ... _ ._._ ... ._.._ .... ._ ....... ,.. ..... Ww.lt .............. ..,._ .. _.,.. .......... ,.. .. -. .. .,. ..... ,._. ......... .... .......... .,.....,..,,.., .............. ~----------------&.....-.."-',__.. ............ ..,_ ........... _....., ___ ,_ ......... _....,........., . ,...,~_ ..... ___ .,.. __ _ ....... ., ........ ~ ............... ..... J .... ,....,.. ... _,__ 

.. e1 .. ..... . ~1"-'-tt.w~---....-·-· ........ *--' ...... ....., ... Wt • ._,.,,..._,....._USA_.._ .... ._, 
:-.:.1:t=:c:..-:=::.-:..--- .. -.-.. • ~109-,.. ............ ___. 
* • •t-c .... -• .. t....et•-
~i.....,.,. • ...,.. 
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~;.. ................... -....--.. ......... 
w..r.o.uY•~·r• w,.. ...... ,...._ ... ,_.,._......_,.._u.s.,...... .... ,.. ......... ,,, .... ._,.__.,._., 
~e1 .. ,.,.., ....... ,.. ............... 11,_.....-. ...... ~.,..,.-.Ndr.ot4iie ...... ..................... 
,.__~ ...... .,.,~ .... ........, .. u.s.s....s...w. .... .__ ........ .,. ..... - Ul.. ................... ...__a..c.c..,--.-..-,,,.. 
...,_.._._,.. .... ,..,. .............. ........ fllo...,.,.. .... ._... ............ .,. 
_...,,.... ... .,,..... .... ....,_.~-·--··,._ ..... us..._.s.-..., w-.-• ...._,. ........... ,...11._ .. _.._,.. ...................... _ .................. . 
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SE Graphic Images 
CURITYFEAy, 

FRONT TIF URE. TIF, 
. & BACKT/F 
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Order Form 
ORDERFORM.PDF 

The New $100 Note 
Know Its Features. Know It's Real. . (; ....... * 

( ..... ~.-) 
Order Form 
Metert81s about Ille redesigned SlOO note ere evelllllle tor train!,... educ&UCJn aid consumer lnfOrtrnltlon purposes in r8ill0nabte quantities 1t no charge. 
To order matertals. please complete .i1 of the infonnatlon below aid mail or 11111 yct.w Older to: u.1. a-mft*lt nr111~ cu.-y l"ullllc l~on omc.. 
ff c.w1 1'111D, SUit. 400, Ale_..., lllfdlll• 22314; F'u (IOO) 7T.M528 0t (70S) B»H28. . 
It ~ prefer, ~CM also pace an order onllne 8t: -.rtl!l#rrlOM'f$J>I. 

~ cs 

Name 

$100 Btochure and Poster Combination (Folded: s•x !5.5" /Unflllded: 18"X 221 
T1lls ""'lfi>ufPOM piece II pnmltltr de**' rot empqoee ~-- 1111 unlQUe ~ u- tram a btDcl1ul9 lnlO a posw hi_, be Oosple)ed 
for bottltm~ llld/ot COlll<lme<S. (-~ llten,...,,,.,of-. ~inMCll..,... llelow.J 

__ Eiw!i&h _ _ Arlblc __ Frerdl __ J..,._ _ _ Russlan __ Slm!>le C'*>e .. 

__ Spanilh 

Multlnote Poster (Fo4ded: 9. 1· x 9.s· /UnfOlded : 19"x 2&·1 
Thia l>O*' fHtu,.•.,,. ~ $100 .-. """WOll'lladan an - ~ u.s. cu-. ms piece Is ~tr~ ror tlW>lrC 11111 ""'be"""".,.., lot bot> ........,...11'4 ---
--Erclilh 
__ Spin .. 

Multlnote Booklet (10"x 7' ) 

__ F~en __ _ -
This 12.pact b-oantal-. d«elleO inll:>rm-• lbout lht -.ioi at 1he '100 ..,., ao well es Che - redesl&n«l '*'°"11111liona (", $10, 
S20n1$SOno189J.Thiep1ece11 dllsiCfled ID "'-enddUclb 1n mciredltllll Che c1e11p end aecurit:r ,....,, •• o11111 ~denomlneuonsor 
U.S. Qlf'*1C)' ao !hot c:nt1 tlondlers can easily ctled< U.S. curtllf1C)' and icnow tl1IM It la 111"Ulne. 

--~ __ Az:en __ Fierct><:enadien __ Kanlcll __ Ko~ _ _ IUNn 

__ Simple Ctl"-'> __ Spenloll __ r..-~ __ Ul<rTlinleft 

$100 Take On• Cerd (4"~ 9" ) 

The $100 TlR One Cerd It~• en l!llSY rft1lnca pilcle ID Ille securlt:r re-sin ho~ $100 naco. • c:en be 1.-ned Ml1 a ..s 
- <- -i to - n • ~point of sale c1sp1ay lot cu-.n. lhls pece is 8Ylilallie In ~ ol ~ 

--ElWllti --~ Porl!J&llese --- --Japanea - - - __ l<o<WI 
__ Spen11h _ _ r_ ----$100 Take One Cerd Holder 

'!he $100 1illa One Cerd HOldet ii de!!i9'*11D be dlsple)oed uptWll et Ole point d Ide. witll 111e Tiiie One Celd. EICh holdet llOtH one P""'"'8 d 
250 TM One Cerds. (,,_,. kttllcllt9 the nutnbefofholdln ~in Hell,.... bMJwl 

--~ --~ .. ~- __ Neri __ )_ .... --- _ _ Ken .. 

--Spenilh --'lllrtd&h 

Training CO.ROM 
The $100 T-inl rollOM Is_,....., ID plOlliOe lft lndl\l!OUel tntlnl.-C-- on a 
_.i computet. Thia~ l'Nlutn a guided intM'ecM tu~ ol lhe new $100 
note. 119inirC _...,. ""'1 "' lntel'ICM ~;,; it eiSO "'*----· lf1torrnetkln an 
11>e seaillty""' Clltict1 re.-of 11w 55, $10, $20 onc1 $!!0 - · 

Training DVD ~Fortup~ah 

The $100 T'"*'C DV0 c:en Ile"""' in eitllet inOMOual Ot lflOUP tr*""& HllllO. This 
0\0 ~ bnlc lnl'ormeelan Cln lhe llft $100 nolie'S MCUll\y encl desilJI lea- encl 

Russilnlll"'anlln/KRaltl/~tSll 

al.llO praoldes mere dt111ited Wortnalion lhll l/Ol'llS such as ~Ciel lnsllMlonl and ~lsll 
llC>lice canueem 1UPpllment !Mir l<nowl8dlt ollhe ~$100 nee.. 

v-~ 

Education Resource Ktt (9"x 12' l 
1'hla lcit lndudl• m*nels !hat .,. teedy f0t duPicadon Of publlcetlon In you• 0tpllCllllOn'1 ftllwsletter Of an u 'Nib 
Sitt, ID eduC8I* em~. cut-rs Of men-. ol you1 OtpnlZllUon. It lndu<les a ftMSletter article, 1 quick rellrence &illde. flC:I 
-lllllmo,.,. 

QTY, 

cm. 
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LETTER.txt 
Dear [STORE MANAGER], 

In an effort to ensure that [INSERT COMPANY NAME] employees have the knowledge and 
resources needed to provide our customers with the best service as well as prevent 
the real economic loss experienced by businesses that receive counterfeit notes, I 
want to inform you about important changes in something you deal with every day -
money! 

The u.s. government recently revealed a redesigned $100 note, and we want to be sure 
our employees are prepared. 

Law enforcement officials warn that businesses can be particularly vulnerable to 
counterfeiters when a new currency design is first issued; if our employees aren't 
informed about the new design, counterfeiters can take advantage of our lack of 
knowledge and awareness to pass fakes. That is why we are making it a priority to 
educate our employees about the redesigned SlOO note before it begins circulating -
we know education will help reduce confusion and ultimately prevent loss . 

In order to ensure that all [INSERT COMPANY NAME1 employees are familiar with the 
new $100 note, we encourage you to use the train1ng materials and resources the u.s . 
government has developed for our use . There are a variety of ~aterials to choose 
from, ranging from a video you can show to employees as a group to posters you can 
han9 in the break room, to web-based training tools each employee can use 
individually. 

The materials are focused on training cash handlers how to check new $100 notes to 
be sure they are genuine. Not only does the redesigned SlOO note look di fferent but 
it also includes new, easy-to-use security features that are particularly useful for 
our business, because employees can check them quickly and discreetly. The new SlOO 
note also retains a number of other security features from the older-design note 
that we want to be sure our employees recognize. 

All materials are free of charge and can be ordered at www.newmoney.gov or by 
calling 1-877-639-2877 . 

Please take some time to familiarize yourself with the new $100 note and the 
resources available to help prepare your team. By taking steps now, we can ensure 
that everyone knows about changes comi ng to the $100 note, thereby avoi ding 
confusion at the poi nt of sale. 

Thank ·you for your participation. 

Sincerely, 
(INSERT NAME) 
(INSERT TITLE] 

Page 1 
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The Latest in U.S. Currency Design --* v i•) 
The redesigned $100 note introduces two advanced security features: the 3-0 Security Ribbon and the Bell In 
the Inkwell. It is not necessary to trade in your old-design notes for new ones. All U.S. currency remains legal 
tender, regardless of when it was issued. Protect yourself - it only takes a few seconds to check the new 
$100 note and know it's real. 

3-D Security Ribbon 
Tilt the note back and forth while focusing on the blue 
ribbon. You will see the bells change to 100s as they move. 
The ribbon is woven into the paper, not printed on it. 

1. Portrait Wet•nn•rk 2. Secuitty Thread 3. Color-Shifting 100 

Bell In the Inkwell 
Tilt the note to see 
the color·sh1fting bell 
in the copper inkwell 
change from copper 
to green 

1. Security Thread 2. Port rait wat~rmalk 3 . Cllklt·Sl'lfft1nc 50 1. Security Tllread 2. Portr.llt Watermarlc 3. Colo,.9tl ftlng 20 

( 
1. Security l'llqad 2. Portrait Watvrmarlt 3. Color-&NftlnlJ 10 1 . Watermark: COiumn of 2 . S.CUrity TllrHd 3. Watermatlc: 

ttve. smaller nu,,,.ral 5s Large numeral 5 

www.newmoney.gov 
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The New $100 Note 
Know Its Features. Know It's Real. 

der Form 
Mater1als about the redesigned $100 note are 11Vallable for trlllnt~ education and consumer infonnatJon purposes in reasonable quantities at no charge. 

To order materials. please complete all of the Information below and mail or fax )'Our order to: U.S. Oo¥enl'llellt Rednlped CmftMY Pubic 1..-.111tton Otnce, 
99 c...i ...-. Sult9 400, AleUndrta, VlrJllnlll 2231.4; 'u (IOOJ 773-8626 or (7031838-2626. 
If you prefer, you can also place an order onllne at: www.newmoney.gov. 

Name 

$100 Brochure and Poster Combination (Folded: 9"x 5.5" /Unfolded: 18"x 22·1 
This rro!Uilurpose piece Is primarily deslCMd for emptcyee e<klcltlon. Its unique desle'I unfolds from e brOchtJre Into a PONr tllat ~ be dsplayed 
tor both empJoyees and/or consum.rs. CPfaase itldicat.e the nllJIW of brochur8$ requuted Ir! ellCh /IJlll!JllflB be/urll.) 

__ Er4flsh 

__ Sl>a'llsh 

__ Atablc 

__ Traclitiond Olnese 

__ Frenc:h __ Jaii-se __ Russi.-. __ Smple Chinese 

_ _ TcntciSll __ Uktainlan __ ~etnamese 

Multlnote Poster (Folded: 9. 7"K 9 .5"/Unfolded: 19"x 26") 
ThlS polltllr teetures th• redesigned $100 note. and lrtormatlon on Oilier reaesigneel U.S. currency. This ~ 1$ l)llmllllly desiClled for tnllring and 
cen be displayed for both am~ end consumers. 

__ £n81istl 

__ Spanish 

__ AngOfan Portucuese __ Al.otl 

__ Ulcnmlen 

Multlnote Booklet (10"K 7") 

_ _ Russi¥! 

This 12.page booi<let contains detailed Information about U'I• redesle'I of Che $100 now, as well as tne ocner redeslgned Clefloml"8tlons ($5, $10, 
$20 and $50 notes). This pieca It detlgned to shOw ones cleeoribe In more detail the clesiCfl end ~urity features ol the redesigned <lenomlnatlons of 
U.S. currency so that cash handlers can easlly Cheek U.S. c.urrency and knOw that it IS 1enuCne. 

__ EngJl51l __ Amrl __ fl'9ncM:anadlan __ Kazakh __ Korean __ Russla\ 

__ Simple Chinese __ Spanish __ Tra<itlonal anse __ Uktlinlen 

$100 Take One Card (4"K 9') 
The $100 Take One Card Is Clesiened as an easy reference 91icle to the securit)I features in the redesJ&ned $100 note. It cen be teamed with a card 
holder (see belOw) to serw as a c:omeMent point of sale dlsf)l11Y tor customers. Tiils piece Is available in packages ot 250. 

_ _ English __ Angolan Portuguese __ Alerl __ Jap-• __ Kazakh __ l<Ot'ean 

__ Spanish __ Turkish __ Vlatnamave 

$100 Tako One Card Holder 
The $100 Take One C8rd HOider Is desl~ to be display.i uprlCht at the pcHit rt sale, with U>e T1k9 One Card. Eacn holcl• 1tores one ~of 
250 Tlka One Canis. (Plese indlcato the nurrber of holdtlts teqUeSted Ir! each,.,.,._ below) 
_ _ Enclish _ _ qolan Portuoiese __ Azeri __ J11>11MSe __ Kazakh __ Korean 

__ Spanish __ Turkish __ Vletll8mese 

Training CO.ROM QTY. 
Oesltned to provide an indlvldual 1tanln1 experience, the $100 CO.ROM features a eilded lnttrectiwt tutorial of the new $100 note, traini~ videos 
and an lnteracthe quiz. It also includes downloadable information on the securilY and de8'8/l fl!lltures of the $5, $10, $20 and $50 notes. English, 
An&olen Portuguese, Allf1. Kazakh, Russian, SpaniSh, Ukralnlin and \lletnartle$8 resowces are BYBillll>le on tile same co.ROM. 

Training DVD QTY. 
The $100 Tl'llinlfC DVD can be used in eilher lndivklual or lfOUP ttaini~ sett1nas. This CNO offers two video options. one with bllslc 
information on the ,_ $100 note's feat1Kes relevant to those 'Of1o use or handle $100 notes and another with mOf'e detaMed 
lnfamlltlon that o-oups SUCh as ftnanclal instk\ttions and police use to verify a note's authentic~. fn8Jlsll, AngOfan f'Ortu&UeSe, Azllrl, 
Kazakh, RusSlan, SpaniSll, UICtalnian end Vi8tlllmese Y81'9fons of these videos are available on the same OllO. 

Education Resource Kit (9"x 12·1 
This kit Includes materialS tttat we reedy for dupllcatkin or pubOcetion In your organi-lon's -Jetter or on its Web 
Bite, to ~cate empJoyees, customOtS or members of your orpnlmtion. It includes a newsletlllr article, a QUlc:k reference gYlde, fact 
sheetl end more. 

Business/Organization 

QTY. 

Street Address (Deliveries c:annot be made to P.O. Boxes) 

State/RegiOll Postal Code 

Country Phone E-mail 

For more lntormalon on redesigned currency, viSit -._,,,.,.,. 
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The New $100 Note 
Know Its Features. Know It's Real. 

Enhancements to the redesigned $100 note include two 
new security features: the 3-D Security Ribbon and the 
Bell In the Inkwell. Protect yourself - it only takes a few 
seconds to check the new $100 note and know it 's real. 

www.newmoney.gov 
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Know Its Features. Know It's Real. 

1) 3-D Security Ribbon 

Tilt the note back and forth while focusing on the blue 
ribbon . You will see the bells change to 100s as they 
move. The ribbon is woven into the paper, not printed on it. 

2) Bell In the Inkwell 
Tilt the note to see the color-shifting bell in the copper 
inkwell change from copper to green. 

It is not necessary to trade in your old-design notes 
for new ones. All U.S. currency remains legal tender, 
regardless of when it was issued. 

For more information, visit www.newmoney.gov. 
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The New $100 Note 
Know Its Features. Know It's Real. 
It only takes a few seconds to check the new $100 note 
and know it's real. Learn how to identify and use the two 
advanced security features: the 3-D Security Ribbon and 
the Bell In the Inkwell . It is not necessary to trade in 
your old-design notes for new ones. All U.S. currency 
remains legal tender, regardless of when it was issued. 

VOL 111 Page 599 of 765 

3.0 Security Ribbon 

Tilt the note back and forth while 
focusing on the blue ribbon. You 
will see the bells change to 100s 
as they move. The ribbon is woven 
into the paper, not printed on it. 

1 . l'otl111t Watennark 
HOid the note to 1it11t aro look for a laint 
imllC• ol 8en1amin Franklin In the blank 
space to the rlgM or the DO<tr.ilt. 

2. Security Thread 
Hold the nott to 11g1>1 10 see an embe<kle<I 
thread running vertically to the left ol the 
oortta•t. The thread is impt1nteo with the 
letters USA and the numeral 100 In an 
anernat•nc pattern and i$ vis11>1e from 
both sides of the note. The thread glows 
Pini< when ll!urn;nated by ultraviolet loght 

3 . Colot·5"iftlnC 100 
Tift tJw nc>1• to i;ee !he numeral 100 In the 
lower ngllt corner of the lront of the note 
51\ift lrom copper to green. 

Bell In the Inkwell 
Tilt the note to see the color
shifting bell in the copper inkwell 
change from copper to green. 

4. RalMd Prfntlnl 
Moll9 )'OUf ft~ up and oown Benjamin 
Frarl<lin's shoulOer on the left side of the 
note. It should feel rougn 10 the touch, 
a resuft of the ennanced ontagho Prinlillfl 
process vsed to create tne image. 
Tr1dlt1ona1 raised printing can be felt 
througnout the $100 note. and &ives 
gerone U.S. o.irretv:f Its distinc1We texture. 

$. Gold 100 
LOOI< lor a larie &old nuneni1 100 on the 
back ol the note. ft hefps ttose Wlth Yiauel 
1moalrmencs dlSUntuSh tile den0m"81ion. 

6 . M lc1aprtrrttng 
lDOk careMy to $8e lhe small PMteCI Wlltds 
whlell appear on BertOW!Wi Franl<1in's tadel 
Collar. a<ound the 04an~ space contairi,. 
the partratt watermar~. alO<lg the golden 
quill. and In the note bOrders. 
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US. Government Unveils New Design for the $100 Note 

Gowtmment fo CUnancy Usenl: Know Its FeatuNS So You C8n Know It's Real 

WASHINGTON, D.C. (Aprll 21. 2010) - Officials from the U.S. Department of the Treasury, the 
Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System and the United States Secret Service today 
unvelled the new design for the $100 note. Complete with advanced technology to combat 
counterfeiting, the new design for the $100 note retains the traditional look of U.S. currency. 

"As with previous U.S. currency redesigns, this note Incorporates the best technology available to 
ensure we're staying ahead of counterfeiters," said Secretary of the Treasury nm Geithner. 

"When the new design $100 note Is Issued on February 10, 2011, the approximately 6.5 bllllon 
older design $100s already in circulation will remain legal tender," said Chairman of the Federal 
Reserve Board Ben S. Bernanke. "U.S. currency users should know they will not have to trade in 
their older design $100 notes when the new ones begin circulating." 

There are a number of security features In the redesigned $100 note, Including two new 
features, the 3-0 Security Ribbon and the Bell In the Inkwell. These security features are easy for 
consumers and merchants to use to authenticate their currency. 

The blue 3-D Security Ribbon on the front of the new $100 note contains Images of bells and 
100s that move and change from one to the other as you tilt the note. The Bell In the Inkwell on 
the front of the note is another new security feature. The bell changes color from copper to green 
when the note Is tilted, an effect that makes It seem to appear and disappear within the copper 
Inkwell. 

"The new security features announced today come after more than a decade of research and 
development to protect our currency from counterfeiting. To ensure a seamless introduction of 
the new $100 note into the financial system, we will conduct a global public education program 
to ensure that users of U.S. currency are aware of the new security features," said Treasurer of 
the United States Rosie Rios. 

"For 145 years, the men and women of the United States Secret Service have worked dlllgenUy 
to protect the integrity of U.S. currency from counterfeiters," said Director Mark Sullivan. "During 
that time, our agency has evolved to keep pace with the advanced methodologies employed by 

,,-. The New $100 Note 
<now Its Features. Know It's Real. 

\YWW.newmoney.gov ••... ········· ... * 
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the crlmlnaJs we pursue. What has remained constant In combating counterfeiting, however, ls 
the effectiveness of consumer education Initiatives that urge merchants and customers to 
examine the security features on the notes they receive." 

Although less than 1/100th of one percent of the value of all U.S. currency In circulation is 
reported counterfeit, the $100 note Is the most widely circulated and most often counterfeited 
denomination outside the U.S. 

-Yhe $100 is the highest value denomination that we issue, and It circulates broadly around the 
world," said Michael Lambert, Assistant Director for Cash at the Federal Reserve Board. 
•Therefore, we took the necessary time to develop advanced security features that are easy for 
the public to use In everyday transactions, but difficult for counterfeiters to replicate." 

"The advanced security features we've included in the new $100 note will hinder potential 
counterfeiters from producing hi~uality fakes that can deceive consumers and merchants," 
said Larry R. Felix, Director of the Treasury's Bureau of Engraving and Printing. •Protect yourself
It only takes a few seconds to check the new $100 note and know it's real." 

The new design for the $100 note retains three effective security features from the previous 
design: the portrait watermark of Benjamin Franklin, the security thread, and the color-shifting 
numeral 100. 

The new $100 note also displays American symbols of freedom, Including phrases from the 
Declaration of Independence and the quill the Founding Fathers used to sign this historic 
document. Both are located to the right of the portrait on the front of the note. 

The back of the note has a new vignette of Independence Hall featuring the rear, rather than the 
front, of the building. Both the vignette on the back of the note and the portrait on the front have 
been enlarged, and the oval that previously appeared around both Images has been removed. 

For a more detailed description of the redesigned $100 note and its features, visit 
www.newmoney.@y where you can watch an animated video, cllck through an Interactive note 
or browse through the multlmed!a resources for Images and 8-roll. 

Also, visit www.newmoney.@y for Information on how to order free training materials for cash 
handler:.\ 9!,.)'0U may download the materials directly from the website. The training materials 

Th~cWflfe-Not'~ire available In 25 languages. 
Viow Its Features. Know It's Real. 

••.. ········· .. * . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . 
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U.S. Government to Unveil New $100 Note on April 21 

WASHINGTON, D.C. - The new design for the $100 note will make its debut on Wednesday, April 21 during 
a ceremony at the Department of the Treasury's Cash Room. The U.S. government redesl!JlS currency in 
order to stay ahead of counterfeiters and protect the publlc. Decisions about the redesign a each 
denomination are guided by the govemment's close evaluation of the range of ongoing counterfeit threats, 
whether from digital technology or traditional printing presses. 

The unveiling of the $100 note is the first step in a global multl11ovemment agency public education program 
implemented by the Department of the Treasury, the Federal Reserve Board and the U.S. Secret Service, to 
educate those who use the $100 nole about its changes before it begins circulating. The $100 note is the 
highest value denomination of U.S. currency in general circulation, and It circulates broadly around the world. 
Public education is an Important component of the government's redesigned currency program because a 
well informed public is our first and best line of defense against counterfeiting. Free training materials for 
cash-handlers as well as other public education resources wiU be available in 25 languages at 
www.newmoney.gov beginning at 10: 15 a.m. EDT on April 21 . 

When: 

Where: 

Press Kits: 

B-roll: 

RSVP: 

Interviews: 

Wednesday, April 21 , 2010 
Media set-up begins at 8:00 a.m. ED-r 
Program begins at 10:15 a.m. EDT 
Agency spokespeople available for media interviews at 10:45 am. EDT 

"Please alow amp/6 tltrt9 for security screening. All attendees must present 
govemment Issued photo identmcatlon to gain admittance. 

The Department of the Treasury's Cash Room 
1500 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, O.C. 

Press kits providing information about the new $100 note will be available at the 
event orat www.newmoney.gov beginning at 10:15 a.m. EDT on April 21 . 

8-foll of the new $100 note will be available for download at www.newmoney.gov 
beginning at 1O:15 a.m. EDT on April 21. 

Please can 202-5304887 by 5:00 p.m. EDT on Friday, April 16 to reserve your 
seat. All attendees will need to provide their full name, Social Security number 
and date of birth to be cleared Into the building; tntemational correspondents may 
provide a passport number and Its issuing country. 

On&-<>n-one Interviews will be avaVable with principals from the Department of 
the Treasury, the Bureau of Engraving and Printing, the Federal Reserve Board 
and the United States Secret Service. Please schedule in advance by calling 
202-530-4887. 

### 

- .newmoney.gov 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: CONTACT: Jeff King 
(202) 638-0200 March 29, 2010 

U.S. Government to Unveil New $100 Note on April 21 
**Radio Interviews Available** 

What: The new design for the $100 note will make its debut on Wednesday, April 21 
during a ceremony at the Department of the Treasury's Cash Room. Secretary of 
the Treasury llmothy Geithner, Chairman of the Board of Govemors of the Federal 
Reserve System Ben Bemanke, Treasurer of the United States Rosie Rios and 
Director of the United States Secret Service Mark Sullivan will unveil the new 
design. 

Who: 

When: 

The U.S. government redesigns currency in order to stay ahead of counterfeiters 
and protect the public. Decisions about the redesign of each denomination are 
guided by the govemmenfs d ose evaluation of the range of ongoing counterfeit 
threats, whether from digital technology or traditional printing presses. 

The unveiling of the $100 note is the first step in a global mu1t1110vemment agency 
public education program implemented by the Department of the Treasury, the 
Federal Reserve Board and the U.S. Secret Service, to educate those who use the 
$100 note about its changes before It begins circulating. The $100 note is the 
highest value denomination of U.S. currency in general circulation, and circulates 
broadly around the world. Public education is an important component of the 
govemmenfs redesigned currency program because a well infonned public is our 
first and best line of defense against counterfeiting. Free training materials for 
cash-handlers as well as other public education resources will be available in 25 
languages at www.newmoney.gov beginning at 10:30 a.m. EDT on April 21 . 

Jon Cameron, Associate Director of the Eastern Currency Facility at the 
Treasury's Bureau of Engraving and Printing. 
Dawn Haley, Chief of the Office of External Relations at the Treasury's Bureau of 
Engraving and Printing. 

Spokespersons are available for live, taped, and taped-as-live Interviews on 
Wednesday, April 21 begiming at 10:30 a.m. EDT. 

NOTE TO RADIO NEWS DIRECTORS, PRODUCERS AND HOSTS: For more inf01Tnation about 
the changes and security features of the new $100 note go to www.newmooey.gov. To schedule 
a radio interview with TBD please contact Jeff King of Strauss Radio Strategies, Inc. at 202-638-
0200. Please leave voice mail after hours. You can also email Jeff at iking@straussradlo.com. 

ABOUT JON CAMERON: Jon J . Cameron is the Associate Director of the Bureau of Engraving 
and Printing's East&m Currency Facility In Washington D.C. Mr. Cameron is responsible for the 
engraving operations as well as the security printing operations. After thirty years with the Federal 
Reserve System, Mr. Cameron joined the Bureau of Engraving and Printing in January 2007. 
During his career with the Federal Reserve, Mr. Cameron coordinated currency and coin activities 
with the U.S. Secret Service and various areas of the U.S. Treasury: U.S. Mint; Financial Crimes 
Enforcement Network; and the Bureau of Engraving and Printing (BEP). From 2001 to 2006, Mr. 
Cameron served as the Federal Reserve Board's liaison to the BEP. As the Federal Reserve 

www.newmoney.gov 
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liaison, he coordinated the planning of the new currency design programs and served as the U.S. 
Treasury's Project Director for the International Currency Awareness Program, which studied the 
International use and counterfeiting of U.S. currency. 

ABOUT DAWN HALEY: Dawn R. Haley is the Chief, Office of External Relations for the Bureau of 
Engraving and Printing (BEP). Prior to this position, Mrs. Haley served as the Manager of the Public 
Service Division for the BEP. Mrs. Haley serves as the official BEP spokesperson, advisor to the 
senior management team on external issues, and is a member of the Director's executive team. 
Her responsibilities include congressional and media liaison, internal communications, the BEP 
Tours and Visitors Centers, the Historical Resource Center, marketing and public sales, and the 
worldwide redesigned currency public education program. Mrs. Haley has also served as the 
Deputy Ex8aJtive Director, U.S. Savings Bonds Division, Department of the Treasury (Department), 
Special Assistant to the Deputy Treasurer of the United States at the Department, and a host of 
other private industry managerial positions. 

www.newmoney.gov 
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The Need for Public Education Program 

• To prepare consumers and businesses globally for the change, 
ensure a seamless introduction and prevent confusion 

• To empower consumers and businesses globally with information 
so that they recognize the new design once it goes into circulation 
and can verify their notes' authenticity 

• To notify the public that the new $100 note uses both new and old 
security features to protect our currency and stay ahead of 
counterfeiters 
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Results Summary Tracked To Date 

• More than 3.6 billion media impressions worldwide 
• 14 Unveiling events worldwide 
• More than 350 media attended events in the U.S. and 

internationally 
• More than 4,000 orders for training materials 
• 929,484 views of the $100 Note Unveiling video on YouTube 

o 3rd most viewed video across the world the day after 
Unveiling (out of 120+ million videos on YouTube) I IOJJrt\lnsJJtngtonpo.st 

• Estimated 2.97 million visitors to website in first 2 days " m=
0 

-

(Alexa.com) 
• 1,813 Facebook fans 
• 508 YouTube subscribers 
• 633 followers on Twitter 
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Training and Education - Key Stakeholders 

Banknote Equipment 
Manufacturers (BEMs) 

JCM . I 1 

MCI 
Cummln~Allison 

Vending 
(Self-Service 

and ATM) 

News Media 

Flnanclal Institutions 
Foreign Central Banks 
Banks and Currency Wholesalers 

_..._, -• Currency Exchanges 

Law Entorcement 

Cash-bandllllf& Businesses 
· • Restaurants 

Retail 
Gaming 

U.S. Embassies 
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Consistent and Targeted Activities* 

r111;111c:;il l11st1t.1t1011s 

;111cl Curr1.: 11q l.\cl 1; 111g1.:~, 

Media 

Bankn ot e Equipment 
Manufact urers 

Police 

Ret ail Indust ry 

• • JAN FEB 

v v v v v v v v 

v v v v v v v 

v v v v v v v v v v 

v v v v v v v 

v v v v v v v v 

v v v v v v 

* Stakeholder outreach calls and opt-in calls not included as they target all groups throughout the momentum period. 
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Train-the-Trainers 
Hub Markets: 

• Russia, Ukraine, Peru, 
Colombia, Ecuador, El 
Salvador, Panama, Germany, 
UK, Switzerland, Dubai, Hong 
Kong and Singapore 

Spoke Markets: 

• Kazakhstan, Azerbaijan, 
Mexico, Canada, Kenya, 
Angola, Nigeria, Philippines 
and Vietnam 

Outreach: 

• Email: Announce Train-the-Trainers program 

• Email: Announce the dates and schedule 

• eNewsletter: Announcing DOI 

Training Materials: 

• Introduction letter 

• Primer 

• Material hard copies 

• CD-ROM 

Languages: 

• English, Spanish. Russian, 
Ukrainian, Kazakh, Azeri , 
Angolan-Portuguese and 
Vietnamese 

Materials Delivery: 

• Proactive shipment 

• Dedicated email and hotline 

• Web accessibility 

10 
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Stakeholder 

• Outreach Calls 

o Provide information on changes to $100 note 

o Encourage order/use of training materials 

• Opt-in Calls 

o Opt-in to receive electronic communications 

•Las Vegas Gaming Event 

o Large scale training of cash handlers 

• Integrated Programs 

•• 

® 
TARGET 

WESTERN [ I 
UNION r' 

o Creative ways top stakeholders amplify program messages 

• One-on-one meetings for international contacts 

o $100 Lunch/Learn trainings 

o "Coffee With Franklin" Haff d 
tit 
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Electronic Newsletter 

• "The BankNote" is a branded 
HTML newsletter deployed via 
email 

• Regularly scheduled 
communications vehicle 
delivering $100 note information 

• "The BankNote" will consist of 
multiple editions: 

o International editions as 
appropriate (CIS, Africa and 
LatAm) 

o Video editions to deploy 
pod casts 
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Media Relations 

• Kick-Off 

o May 25th media outreach detailing activities 

o One-on-one interviews with national and trade 
media 

14Jt bJasl)tngton jlost 

Ap 
~ - ~ ~ II. 

__ i_i .:: ' .. ~.::';)~ 

• Podcast Series Newsweek 
o Media advisory 

o Posted on website, The Newsmarket 

o Interview opportunities with guests 

• Documentary Programming 

• Ongoing Activities 

o Trade media outreach to support client 
participation in stakeholder events 

o Staged photo-op and outreach 

• First shipment of new $100 note overseas 

casino 
CONNECTION I 

I 

WALL 9fRllT JOIIlWL ! I 

CRAIN'S 
•••••••a••-•• 
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Podcast Series 

• June: Podcast 1 "Intro to the Series" 

• July : Podcast 2 "How to Detect a 
Counterfeit" 

• August : Podcast 3 "Art of Design" 

• September: Podcast 4 "The Printing 
Process" 

• October: Podcast 5 "About the FRB" 

• January: Pod cast 6 "Introduction to 
the New Note" 
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Digital 

• "Show Me the New Money" Weekly Trivia 
Series 

o An on line activity that leverages 
program social media channels 

o lncentivizes audiences to explore 
program resources 

• Stakeholder Online Outreach 

o Conferences provide an opportunity to 
engage social media users within a 
given industry 

• Website Updates 

o Announce news and events 

o Launch discussion board (September) 

o Stakeholder and International updates 

facebool< • _ 
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Information Booths 

• Traveling booth: 

o CIS: Russia, Ukraine, Kazakhstan 

o LatAm: Peru, Panama, Uruguay, 

Colombia 

• Distribution of material at important 

consumer and stakeholder locations 

o Malls, airports, exchange bureaus 

• Format customized by market < 
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Paid Media 

Russia, Ukraine, Kazakhstan 

(January - February) 

• Aggressive TV spots for blanket 

reach 

• Print and Internet for select 

consumers, stakeholders 

Angola 

(January - February) 

Nigeria 

(October-January) 

• Newspaper inserts 

• Radio spots for Hausa community 

• Print ads 

• SMS campaign 

Peru 

(February) 

• Radio spot on state-owned station I • Print ads around DOI 
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Conferences 

• Tiered Global Conference Participation 

o Increase visibility and raise awareness among in key 
industries stakeholders 

o Speaking opportunities, event communications and 
materials distribution 

""' ...... ., ,,,.,.,.....,_ ee• 

global.+ gaming expo 
Novllmber 17-19, 2009 
Lu Vegas Comentlon Cen1llr 
ww.gllllJalgalnlngexpo.CDlll 

••• 
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May 

MEDIA/MILESTONE 

• Kickoff media outreach detailing momentum activities, making a story out of the public 
education program 

TRIVIA CONTEST 
• "Show Me the New Money" weekly trivia series outreach begins on May 25 

o Traditional and social media outreach (mainstream and trade) 

o Social media status update 

o HTML e-mail deployed via GovOelivery 

o Announcement on website 

CONFERENCES 

• 2010 Currency Conference (Argentina) 

• Counterfeit & Fraud Workshop (Canada) 

• Bank Tech Conference (Kazakhstan) 

• Rural Bankers Association of the Philippines Member Convention 

OUTREACH 

• Heavy stakeholder outreach calls begin 

• Opt-In calls continue 

• Training material orders continue 
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June 

POD CAST 

• Podcast 1 "Intro to the Serles" 

o Placed on website 

o Uploaded to newsmarket.com, YouTube & Facebook 

o Traditional and social media advisory sent 

TRIVIA CONTEST 

• Weekly trivia series begins 

o Online form for scavenger hunt entries goes live 

o Weekly questions posted on social media channels and monthly winner announced 

SOCIAL MEDIA 

Social media outreach and status/web updates around National Sheriffs' Association Annual 
Conference and Exhibition 

• Social media outreach and status/web updates around "Markets of Money Transfer 
Conference" and Banknote (if applicable) 
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June (cont.) 

NEWSLETTER 
• Banknote e-newsletter sent to domestic and international stakeholders, possible content to 

include: 

o Ordering materials 

o Post Unveiling and Introduction of the note 

o Video edition announces Podcast 1 

TRAIN-THE· TRAINERS 

Announce Train-the-Trainers program; email from the FRB 

CONFERENCES 
• National Sheriffs' Association Conference (Anaheim) 

• 14111 Hemispheric Congress on Anti Money Laundering and Combating Terrorist Financing 
(Panama) 

OUTREACH 
• "Coffee with Franklin" training program begins 

• Heavy stakeholder outreach calls continue 

• Opt-in calls continue 

• Training material orders continue 
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July 
PODCAST/MEDIA 

• Podcast 2 "How to Detect a Counterfeit" 

o Media advisory distributed announcing monthly trivia winner and Podcast 2 

o Placed on website 

o Uploaded to newsmarket.com, YouTube & Facebook 

• International media pitching 

• Ongoing media outreach and event support 

TRIVIA CONTEST 
• Weekly trivia questions posted on social media channels, Facebook and Twitter 

o First monthly winner announced 

NEWSLETTER 
• Video edition of "The BankNote" announces Podcast 2 

TRAIN ·THE-TRAINERS 

• Announce the dates and schedule; email from the FRB announcing dates and markets 

OUTREACH 

• Web site updates to the landing pages 
• Stakeholder outreach calls continue 

• Opt-in calls continue 

• Placement of byline articles in international stakeholder newsletters 

• Training material orders continue 
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August 

PODCAST /MEDIA 

• Podcast 3 "Development of a Bank Note" 

o Media advisory distributed announcing monthly trivia winner and Podcast 3 

o Placed on website 

o Uploaded to newsmarket.com, YouTube & Facebook 

• Ongoing media outreach and event support 

TRIVIA CONTEST 
• Weekly trivia questions posted on social media channels and winners announced 

SOCIAL MEDIA 

• Social media outreach and status/web updates around National Retail Conference & Stores 
Expo 2010 (Philippines) 

OUTREACH 

• Stakeholder outreach calls continue 

• Opt-in calls continue 

• Placement of byline articles In stakeholder newsletters 

• Placement of byline articles in international stakeholder newsletters 

• Training material orders continue 
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September 

PODCAST /MEDIA 

• Podcast 4 "The Printing Process" 

o Media advisory distributed announcing monthly trivia winner and Podcast 4 

o Placed on website 
o Uploaded to newsmarket.com, YouTube & Facebook 

• Ongoing media outreach and event support 

TRIVIA CONTEST 

• Weekly trivia questions posted on social media channels, winner announced 

MEDIA 
• Media feature story in CIS markets 

• FRB Opinion Editorial in select international markets 

o Teases "Train-the-Trainers· 

NEWSLETTER 

• "The BankNote" sent to domestic and international stakeholders, possible content: 

o Fulfillment update 

o Gaming event 

o lnterview(s) with BEP officials 

o Announcement of upcoming in-market training seminars 

o Podcast4 
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September (cont.) 

CONFERENCES 
• International Tourism Fair of the Americas 2010 (Mexico) 

• JATA World Travel Fair (Japan) 

OUTREACH 
• Deploy embassy discussion board in anticipation of need for Train-the-Trainer dialogue 

• $100 Lunch/Learn trainings start in international markets 

• Fulfillment begins 

• Stakeholder outreach calls continue 

• Opt-in calls continue 

• Placement of byline articles in International stakeholder newsletters 

• Placement of byline articles in stakeholder newsletters 

• Training material orders continue 
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October 

PODCAST/MEDIA 
• "100 day countdown to DOI" press release 
• Podcast 5 "The Roll of the Federal Reserve" 

o Media advisory distributed announcing winner and podcast 5 
o Placed on website 
o Uploaded to newsmarket.com, YouTube & Facebook 

• Ongoing media outreach and event support 
TRIVIA CONTEST 

• Weekly trivia questions posted on social media channels 
SOCIAL MEDIA 

• Link to press release posted on social media channels 
• Social media outreach and status/web updates to promote conference participation 

TRAIN-THE-TRAINER 
• Roadshow kickoff, hub trainings begin, toolkits distributed, details promoted on Financial 

Institution and Currency Exchanges, and police Web pages 
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October (cont.) 

NEWSLETTER 
• Video newsletter featuring Podcast 5 

o Fulfillment update 
o lnterview(s) with FRB officials 
o Announcement of upcoming in-market training session 

CONFERENCES 
• American Bankers Association Convention (Boston) 
• International Chiefs of Police Conference (Ortando) 
• FISCA Conference (Nevada) 
• National Bankers Association (Puerto Rico) 
• Cash Circulation Conference (Russia) 
• Retail Banking Conference (Ukraine) 
• Security 2010 Conference (Ukraine} 
• National Meeting of the Private Enterprise (El Salvador} 
• International Auto Exhibit Conference (Turkey) 
• Security Conference (Canada} 

ENTERTAINMENT INTEGRATION 
• $100 note trivia questions taped for Jeopardy 
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October (cont.) 

PAID MEDIA 
• Take-one Cards inserted in key newspapers in Nigeria 

OUTREACH 
• Las Vegas Gaming Event 

$100 Lunch/Learn trainings in international markets 

• BEP outreach to Banknote Equipment Manufacturers 

• Opt-in calls conclude 

• Stakeholder outreach continues 

• Placement of byline articles in international stakeholder newsletters 

Training material orders continue 
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November 

MEDIA 

• Ongoing media outreach and event support 

TRIVIA CONTEST 

• Weekly trivia questions posted on social media channels 

NEWSLETTER 
• "The BankNote" sent to domestic stakeholders 

o 90-day announcement 

o Importance of BEMs getting ready 

o Gaming training in Las Vegas 

o Encourages helpful tips input for stakeholder landing pages 

TRAIN· THE· TRAINER 
• Spoke and regional sessions, toolkits distributed, details promoted on Financial Institution and 

Currency Exchanges, and police web pages 

CONFERENCES 

• G2E Conference (Las Vegas) 

• Corporate and Banking Systems Exhibition (Ukraine) 

• International Protection, Security and Rescue Exhibition (Azerbaijan) 
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November (cont.) 

PAID MEDIA 

Print ads (Nigeria) 

• SMS Campaign (Nigeria) 

OUTREACH 
• Outreach to Banknote Equipment and Gaming Machine Manufacturers 

Updates to stakeholder landing page 

• $100 Lunch/Learn trainings in international markets 

• Brosters are mailed out 

Stakeholder outreach continues 

• Placement of byline articles in international stakeholder newsletters 

• Training material orders continue 
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December 

MILESTONES/MEDIA 

• 60-day countdown begins, domestic and international media advisories deployed 

• In-flight strategic placement airs 

• Ongoing media outreach and event support 

TRIVIA CONTEST 
• Weekly trivia questions posted on social media channels 

SOCIAL MEDIA 

• Link to press release posted on social media channels 

NEWSLETTER 

• "The BankNote• sent to domestic stakeholders, possible content: 

o Helpful tips to avoiding counterfeits during the holiday retail season 

o 60-day countdown < 
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December (cont.) 

PAID MEDIA 
• Print ads (Nigeria) 

OUTREACH 
• Sticker distribution campaign (Peru) 

• Information booths in select international markets 

• Hausa take-one outreach program 

• Stakeholder outreach continues 

Placement of byline articles in international stakeholder newsletters 

• Training material orders continue 
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January 

PODCAST/MEDIA 

• 30-<lay mark, traditional and social media advisories deployed 
• Wire advance on logistics behind global circulation 
• Ongoing media outreach and event support 
• Podcast 6 "Preparing for the Note's Introduction• 

o Media advisory distributed announcing winner and Podcast 2 
o Placed on website 
o Uploaded to newsmarket.com, YouTube & Facebook 

TRIVIA CONTEST 
• Weekly trivia questions posted on social media channels, 4 winners announced 

NEWSLETTER 
• ·rhe Banknote" domestic featuring documentary programming and Podcast 6 
• Video newsletter 

CONFERENCES 
• National Retail Federation Expo & Conference 
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January (cont.) 

SOCIAL MEDIA 
• Social media outreach and status updates to promote conference participation 

PAID MEDIA 
• Print, TV and internet ads (CIS) 
• Radio ads (Nigeria and Angola) 

OUTREACH 
• Updates to stakeholder landing page based on info gleaned from October conferences 

Outreach to Retail Industry 
• Sticker distribution campaign (Peru) 
• Information booths in select international markets 
• Stakeholder outreach continues 
• Placement of byline articles in international stakeholder newsletters 
• Orders continue to be received 

EVENTS 
• USHistory.org partnership for Franklin's birthday (Philadelphia) 
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February 
MILESTONES/MEDIA/EVENTS 

• Day of Issue, "first spend" events around the world 

• DOI press release distributed on February 10 

• Documentary opportunities air 

• Ongoing media outreach and event support 

TRIVIA CONTEST 

• Final weekly trivia question posted 

• Grand prize winner of trivia series announced on DOI 

SOCIAL MEDIA 

• Link to press release posted on social media channels 

ENTERTAINMENT INTEGRATION 

• Jeopardy airs In U.S. 
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February (cont.) 
PAID MEDIA 

• Print, TV and internet ads (CIS} 

• Radio ads (Nigeria and Angola} 

• Print ads (Peru) 

OUTREACH 
• Sticker distribution campaign ends (Peru) 

• Informational booths in select international markets 

• Stakeholder outreach continues 

• Placement of byline articles in international stakeholder newsletters 

• Training material orders continue 
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U.S. Government Puts Public Education for 
New $100 Note Into High Gear 

$100 Note Educational Wdeo Selfes and Ttalnlnf Sessions Geared to lndusfly cash-Handlers 
Take Focus Heading Into Febtual)' 10 Day of laue 

WASHINGTON, D.C. (July 21, 2010) - Today, the U.S. government released the first In a series of 
educational videos, ampllfylng publlc education efforts for the new $100 note, which will begin 
clrculatlng on February 10, 201i The public education program kicked off In April with the 
unveiling of the new design for the $100 note and the launch of a new educatlonal website. 

"The educational video series we are launching today ls but one among a diverse array of 
educational tools designed to meet the needs of U.S. currency users the world over," said Dawn 
Haley, Chief, Office of External Relations at the U.S. Department of the Treasury's Bureau of 
Engraving and PrlntJng. Globally, there are approximately 6.5 billion $100 notes In circulation, and 
the Federal Reserve Board estimates that up to tw<>-thlrds of those notes circulate outside of the 
United States. "To ensure a smooth Introduction of the new $100 note, we must prepare users for it 
and educate them on how to authenticate. We want people to know its features so they can know 

It's real." 

Beginning today and continuing through the February 10 Day of Issue, there will be a steady stream 

of educational Information available, Including: 

• Video Serles - Six short videos will cover topics such as how to detect a counterfeit note, 
the art of banknote design and how new notes enter circulatlon. The episodes will feature 
guests from the Bureau of Engraving and Printing, the Federal Reserve Board and the 
United States Secret Service. The first episode Is an Introduction to the $100 publlc 
education program and Is available beginning today at www.newmoney.ftv. 

• TnilnlnC Seulom - Offlclals from the Federal Reserve Board and the United States Secret 
Service wlll be conducting training sessions about the new $100 note's security and design 
features at seminars attended by cash-handling organizations. Information on dates and 
locations wlll be posted on www.newroooev.gov as they become avallable. 

• Tralnl~ Materl• - Free cash handler training materials are available for download. or 
~free of charge at www.newmoney.gov. The training materials for the $100 note are 
avallable In 25 languages. 

fhe New $100 Note 
Know Its Features. Know It's Real. 
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• eNewlletters - Those who have subscribed for e-mail updates about the publlc education 
program wm receive The $100 BankNote, a periodic electronlc newsletter carrying news 
and Information about the new $100 note. Subscribers recdved the f irst edition today. Go 
to www.nowmoney.goy and click on ·~all Updates• to join the subscription list. 

• Social Media Updates - The government has launched soclal media pages on Facebook, 
Fllckr, Twitter, MySpace and YouTube to update the public about changes to U.S. currency. 
Go to www.newmoney.goy and cllck on "Stay Connected• for access to these resources. 

"It will be Important for the people around the world who rely on the $100 note to know that they 
will not have to trade In their older design $100 notes when the new ones begJn circulating,• said 
Michael Lambert, Assistant Director at the Federal Reserve Board. 

Protecting and maintaining confidence in U.S. currency requires a combination of effective public 
education, law enforcement and security features. 

There are a number of security features In the redesigned $100 note, lncludlng two new features, 
the 3-0 Security Ribbon and the Bel In the Inkwell. These security features are easy for consumers 
and merchants to use to authenticate their currency. 

The blue 3-0 Security Ribbon on the front of the new $100 note contains Images of bells and 100s 
that move and change from one to the other as you tilt the note. The Bell In the Inkwell on the front 
of the note Is another new security feature. The bell changes color from copper to green when the 
note Is tilted, an effect that makes the bell seem to appear and disappear within the copper 
Inkwell. 

The new design for the $100 note retains effective security features from the previous design, 
Including the portrait watermark of Benjamin Franklin, the security thread and the color-shifting 
numeral 100. 

For a more detalled description of the redesigned $1.00 note and Its features, visit 
www.newmoney.gov. where you can watch an animated video, click throuch an Interactive note or 
browse throuoi the muttlmedla resources for Images and B-roll. 

r 
The New $100 Note 
Know Its Features. Know It's Real. 

WNw.nrewmoney.aov 
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VelOnlca Brown 
New Currency Program Media Support 
202/530-4887 

•when a business or consumer accepts a counterfeit note, they are the ones who end up losing the 

money. It is Important for the public to be educated about what security features to look for on the 

new $100 note. By knowing those features, businesses and consumers can be confident they are 
accepting a genuine note," said United States secret service Criminal Investigative Division Special 

Agent in Charge Kenneth T. Jenkins. 

In the video, Kelley Harris, U.S. Secret Service Supervisory Counterfeit Speclallst, discusses how to 

Identify the security features In the redesigned $1.00 note, Including the new 3-0 Securtty Ribbon 
and the Bell In the lnkw91. Viewers wlll also learn about common tricks counterfeiters use to fool 

businesses and consumers, what businesses and consumers should do If they suspect someone Is 
trying to pass them a counterfeit note, and the US. secret Service's work to combat counterfeiting 

operations. 

Who: 

Where: 

lnteMews: 

Kelley Harris, Supervisory Counterfeit Specialist, U.S. Secret Service 

The ·How to Detect a Counterfeir video and other educatlonal videos are available 

for viewing and download at www.newmoney.goy. 

One-orH>ne Interviews with Harris and representaUves from the Department of the 

Treasury, the Bureau of Engraving and Printing. the Federal Reserve Board and the 

U.S. Secret service can be scheduled by calling 202-530-4887. 

For a more detalled description of the redesigned $1.00 note and its features, visit 

www.newmoney.goy. where you can watch an animated video, click through an lnteractlye note or 
browse through the multimedia resources for Images and &foll. Stay up-to-date with the latest 

news and educational resources about the new $1.00 note by connecting with us on Facebook, 

~and YouTybe. 

fhe New $100 Note -###· 

Know 1ts Features. Know It 's Real. 
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U.S. Government Video Explalns the 
Art of Banknote Design 

Third Installment at Redeslflned $100 Note Educational Video Serles 
Explains How New Notes are Dfweloped 

..,1-..,...,r~t"'T1a--. 

WASHINGTON, D.C. (September 22, 2010) - Using a new Web video, the U.S. govemment is 
explaining to consumers and businesses how new banknotes are developed. The video, •The Art of 
Banknote Design,• Is being released today on www.newmoney.gov, and Is the third In a series of 
educational videos created to Increase publlc awareness about the new $100 note prior to Its 
entrance Into clrculatlon. 

"Banknote design has become Increasingly challenging over time because we must develop 
designs that are very difficult to counterfeit, but easy for the publlc to use. We also have to consider 
how a note's design affects the way It functions in a multitude of cash accepting and dispensing 
machines worldwide," said Mlchael Lambert, Assistant Director, Federal Reserve Board. 

~e redesigned $100 note has the most advanced security features of any denomination of U.S. 
currency. The new 3-0 Security Ribbon and the Bell In the Inkwell add depth and complexity, 
providing another layer of protection against counterfeiting,• said Larry R. Fellx, Director, Bureau of 
Engraving and Printing. 

In the video, viewers will learn about the unique printing techniques and materials used In U.S . 
currency, the redesigned $100 note's new and existing security features, and how Innovative 
technology has advanced the design process. 

Who: Larry R. Felix, Director, Bureau of Engraving and Printing 
Mlchaei Lambert, Assistant Director, Federal Reserve Board 

•The Art of Banknote Design" video and other educational videos are available for 
viewing and download at www.newmoney.goy. 

The New $100 Note 
('f.!low Its Features. Know It's Real. 

www.newmonerJCO¥ 
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Purpoae: 1h• Stakeholdet Discuss/on Gulde Is an lntemal document that wtn be ptVvlded to 
mem.bera of Butson-Marsteller'• Stakeholder Outreach Team. 111e guide provides lnfonnatlon an 
the new $100 note and an overview of the redealgned currency publlc education program. It 
emphasizes the need far contact/"' selected prlotlty organizations lcnown as stakeholders. 

Note: All team membets will be we/J.wrsed In the Discussion Gulde pl'for to calling their contaces. 
Howewr, the Discussion Gulde will not be used velfuttlm: lnsfead, team membels will become 
comfottab/e with the content so they may en'81• In natural conWISatfons with stabholdetS. 

nmln~ We expect rhese calls to begin Immediately after the Unveiling of the new $100 note. 

Page 1 
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Stakeholder Outraadl Dteq•plon Gulde 

PIHDOll 
To support the Introduction of each new currency design, Burson-Marsteler conducts outreach to 
priority national stakeholders that have reach Into the program's key audiences, Including gaming, 
financial services and lnstltutlon.s, associations, law enforcement, self-service, retail, restaurants, 
transit and vending Industries. 

Our messaging to these audiences has two primary objectives: 
1) General education messages encouraging contacts to participate In our program and 

educate their cash handlers so that they can easily recognize and authenticate the new 
$:100 note. 

2) Messaging directed at operators of self-service and other cash-oriented machinery to 
ensure they have ordered the necessary updates so that their machines are ready when the 
new $100 note begins circulating. 

outreach calls wlll begin Immediately after the Unvelllng of the $100 note and are expected to 
continue through Its Day of Issue. 

PfoCam Qvar"8w 
In order to protect U.S. currency and stay ahead of counterfeiters, the government has redesigned 
the $100 note, Incorporating two new, easy-to-use security features and several other security 
features from the old design known to be effective counterfeit deterrents. The new $100 note 
bullds on the currency redesl&n efforts that beCSn In 2003 with the $20 note. 

The government Is conducting a global public education effort aimed at informing the general 
public and target Industries - primarily financial Institutions and currency exchanges, police, the 
retail Industry, BEMs and the gaming Industry -about the new $100 note to make sure they are 
aware of the changes and have the tools needed to educate their cash handlers on how to use the 
$100 note's security features and upgrade cash equipment. 

Outrwb ca111 
As a member of the Stakeholder Outreach Team, you will be responsible for calling contacts from a 
number of national organizations that reach our key audiences. In many cases, your contacts will 
already be famlllar with the govemment's efforts and, In some cases, you will be the first to contact 
them. Therefore, It Is Important that you famfllarlze yourself with the Information provided In the 
Stakeholder Outreach database and In thlS guide so that you have a seamless and easy 
conversation. Team members wlll alSo be responsible for updating stakeholder Information 
throughout the program. The Stakeholder Outreach database indudes Information gathered from 
outreach to stakeholders during previous programs alone with research conducted on new 
contacts. Information, such as preferred points-of-contacts and materials previously ordered, Is 
captured In the database and will help you Identify a stakeholder's level of awareness and 
participation In previous redesigned currency programs. 

The goal of our outreach Is to ensure participation In the education program, whether by 
encouraging stakeholders to order materials or hosting employee education events and llnklng 
them to our program Web site. By leading the calls with each group or Industry, you wlll be 
responsible for understanding your contacts' needs and provldlng them advice/ counsel on the best 

Page2 
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way they can participate In the program. It Is also Important that you and your colleagues share 
best practices so that you may offer Ideas to your contacts that they might flnd helpful and relevant 
to their needs as they make decisions on how to participate In the program. 

Prtmarv Goall - publlc Education 
1. Inform contacts about the redesigned $100 note. 
2. Ensure stakeholders are aware of the training materials and resources available to help 

them prepare for the new $1.00 note. 
3 . Inform contacts of the redesigned $100 note's Day of Issue. 
4 . Ask for their assistance In spreading the message to consumers as well as to their 

employees and members. 

Secondary GAiis - Datahe" Qoyelopmmt and Aee!et.ance 
5. Ensure that you are calllng the right person. Update contact Information accordingly. 
6. Provide Ideas on how they can participate and help spread the word, referring them to the 

program Web site and encouraging them to use our training materials and resources. 
7. Assist the contact In placing an order for tree educational and training materials. 
8. If appllcable, remind the contact that they wlll need to update their cash handllng machines 

to accept the redesigned $100 note. 
9. If applicable, encourage the customer to contact their machine manufacturer regarding 

timing for equipment updates. 

Note: Hat any time the caller becomes skeptical or wants verification that the U.S. government has 
approved these calls, please wllllng/y accept their concern and direct them to Ellen Gano, Public 
Affairs Specialist at the Department of the Treasury's Bureau of Engraving and Printing, at (202) 
874-1200 for verification. 

Df•ponGuldt 
[NOTE TO BEP/FRB/USSS: The following discussion guide Is meant for guidance purposes only. 
Callers wnt go through training sessions prior to outreach In which they wlff be Instructed on the 
correct stakeholder contacts and the desired types of partlclpatlon. callers will have a thorough 
knowledge of all training materials and resources and will be ready to advise the contacts 
accordingly. callers will not read the script below verbatim, but will hold natural conversations. 
Talking points are provided later In this document as additional guidance.] 

HI, my name Is and I'm calllng on behalf of the U.S. Government's Redesigned 
currency Public Information Office. May I please speak with [CONTACT'S NAME}? 

IFTiiE CONTACT IS NOT AVAILABLE: 
Is there a better time for me to reach him/her? [NOTE RESPONSE, THANK CONTACT ANO ENO 
CALL IF LEAVING A MESSAGE. PLEASE BE SURE TO LEAVE YOUR NAME AND TELEPHONE 
NUMBER.] 

IF CONTACT IS AVAILABLE: 
HI, (CONTACT'S NAME}. As you may have heard, the U.S. government Is preparing to Issue the 
redesigned $100 note on FebNary 10, 2011. NOTE; The caller wlll know what participation the 
contact has had In previous programs. which wll! then be referenced If approQriate at this oolnt 
during the call. 

Page3 
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I would like to discuss how to [update your machines or educate your employees and members on 
the redesigned note]. NOTE; Some organizations. such as grocerv stores and casinos. nee<I to both 
uDdate machines and edUcate emplovees. 

IF COMPANY HAS MACHINES THAT NEED UPDATING: 
Because you have self-service and other machines that accept U.S. currency, we would like to 
encourage you to contact your machine manufacturer to ensure that your machines can be 
updated to accept the $100 note before It begins circulating on February 10, 2011. While I cannot 
provide specific guidance on the changes you might need to make, the government has dedicated 
a portion of Its program Web site to help companies like yours prepare for the machine changes. 
They have also listed appropriate contacts that you can reach out to if you are having trouble 
getting the changes made. It Is our goal that when the new $100 notes are Introduced Into 
clrculaUon, that all cash-oriented machines that handle hundreds wlll be able to accept them. 
[THANK CONTACT AND END CALL FOUOW UP CALLS SHOULD ENSURE MACHINES ARE UPDATED.] 
NOTf: U asked about machine uodates. direct contacts to the BEM oortlon of the program Web 
site at llNSERT WEB PAGEi or Anthony Hoyer at the Bureau of Engraving and Printing at C202l 87 4-
~ 

IF COMPANY HAS EMPLOYEES/ MEMBERS THAT NEED TO BE EDUCATED: 
Because cash handlers are often the first ones to Interact w ith the new notes, we encourage all 
businesses and associations that represent the cash handling Industry to help educate cash 
handlers about the redesigned $100 note. We have different materials and training methods to 
assist you In educating your colleagues. NOTE; Discuss the ayal!able materials noted below In tbjs 

00rtion of the call. These are all avallable through our Web site at www.newmoney.@y. If you are 
Interested, I would be happy to place an Initial order for you so you can review the materials and 
determine what might work best for your group. I can also add you to our subscriber list to receive 
news and updates on the $100 note. [SPEAK TO CONTACT ABOlJT VARIOUS WAYS THBR 
ORGANIZATION CAN PARTICIPATE BY ORDERING TRAINING OR COMMUNICATION MATERIALS. 
AFTER CALL ENDS, SEND MODtFIED BROSTER.) 

IF NOT THE CORRECT CONTACT: 
I'm sorry to bother you. Can you please direct me to the person responsible for [employee 
tralnlnCf education or the director of operations]? [IF PERSON REQUESTS ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION, PROVIDE JT. MARK RESPONSE, THANK CONTACT AND END CAU.] 

IFYES: 
Are you Interested In ordering any of the free educational materials the U.S. government has 
designed to assist you In educating your employees about the new $100 note? 

IF THE PERSON WANTS TO ORDER MATERIALS, NOTE THE MATERIALS THEY WANT ON THE ORDER 
FORM. 
Thank you. [MARK RESPONSES AS CAUERS WALK STAKEHOLDERS THROUGH Il1E ORDER FORM 
AND ENSURE ALL FIELDS ARE PROPERLY FILLED OULl 

Do you have any other questions? IF YES: [ANSWER THEM. REFER TO TALKING POINTS AND 
BACKGROUND, IF NECESSARY.] 
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IF NO: 'Thank you for your t ime. Should you change your m ind, you can place an order for materials 
at a later date through the U.S. Government Redesigned Currency Web site www.newmoney.gov or 
feel free to give me a call at (877) 639-2877. [END CALL] 

IF CALLER IS SKEPTICAL AND WANTS VERIRCATION OF U.S. GOVERNMENT PARTICIPATION IN 
ACTIVITY: I understand your concern. I'm with Burson-Marsteller, which Is a finn working closely 
with the U.S. govemment on the new currency publlc Information outreach program for the 
redesigned $100 note. If you have concerns or need further veriflcatlon, please contact Ellen Gano, 
Publlc Affairs Specialist at the Department of the TreasUl)"s Bureau of Engraving and Printing, at 
(202) 874-1200. [THANK THE INDIVIDUAL FOR THEIR TIME AND END ntE CAU IF NECESSARY.) 

Ta!klnc Poln11 
[NOTE TO BEP/FRB/USSS: The following section Is Intended to help drive conversations with 
stal<eholdetS and can be repeated as needed during one-ot><>ne discussions.] 

Need for Red.....,_ In order to protect your money and stay ahead of counterfeiters, the U.S. 
government has developed two advanced security features for the redesigned $100 note and 
retained several other features from the previous design known to be effective. 

Appearance. The note size wlll remain the same. 'The new $100 note retains the trad!Uonal look of 
U.S. currency by Including hlstorlcal American Images. The redesigned notes will Include the 
addition of a pale blue background color. 

Value. It Is not necessary to trade In your old-design notes for new ones. All U.S. currency remains 
legal tender, regardless of when it was issued. 

Educatlonal Matertal&. Free materials describing the new $100 note are available for training, 
education and consumer Information purposes In reasonable quantities. 

The following materials have been developed featuring the new $100 note and will be available to 
order and download through the program Web site, telephone and fax: 

• $100 Brochure and Poster Combination 
This multi-purpose piece Is prlmartly designed for employee education. Its unique design 
unfolds from a brochure Into a poster that can be displayed for both employees and/ or 
consumers. 

• Multlnote Poster 
This poster features the redesigned $100 note and Information on other redesigned U.S. 
currency. This piece Is prtmarlly designed tor training and can be displayed for both 
employees and consumers. 

• Multlnote Booklet 
'This 121>8ge booklet QOntalns detailed Information about the redesign of the $100 note, as 
well as the other redesigned denominations ($5, $10, $20 and $50 notes). This piece Is 
designed to show and describe In more detail the design and security features of 
redesigned denominations of U.S. currency so that cash handlers can easily check U.S. 
currency and know that It Is genuine. 
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. ~;:<":-· -• $100 Take One Card 
The $100 Take One Csrd Is designed as an easy reference guide to the security features tn 
the redesigned $1.00 note. It can be teamed with a card holder (see below) to serve as a 
convenient point of sale di.splay for customers. This piece Is available In packages of 250. 

• $100 Take One Csrd Holder 
The $1.00 Take One card Holder Is designed to be dlspf ayed upright at the point of safe, 
with the Take One card. Each holder stores one package of 250 Take One cards. 

[NOTE TO BEP/FRB/USSS: CD-ROM and DVD language pending further discussions.} 
• $1.00 Training CD-ROM 

Designed for cash handler, law enforcement and flnanclal Institution training. the $100 CD
ROM includes an Interactive tutorial on the security and design features of the $5, $10, 
$20, $50 and $100 notes. English, Spanish, Russian and Ukrainian versions of the tutorial 
are available on the same CD. 

• $100 Training DVD 
Designed for cash handler, law enforcement and financial Institution training, the $100 
Training DVD is a video series on the security and design features of the $1.00 note. English, 
Spanish, Russian, Ukrainian and Angolan Portuguese versions of the tutorial are available 
on the same DVD. 

• $100 Education Resource Kit 
This kit Includes materials that are ready for duplication or publication In your 
organization's newsletter or on Its Web site to educate employees, customers or members 
of your organization. It Includes a newsletter article, a quick reference guide, fact sheets 
and more. 

h.00 flltUrll 
Securtty Feebmls. The new $100 note Incorporates two advanced security features: the 3-0 
Security Ribbon and the Bell In the Inkwell. It also retains several highly effective security features 
from the previous design, such as the portrait watermark, security thread and color-shifting 100. 

New, Easy-to-Vse Security Features: 

• The 3-0 Security Ribbon ls a blue ribbon on the front of the $100 note with Images of bells and 
100s. Tilt the note back and forth while focusing on the blue ri}>bon. You will see the bells 
change to 100s as they move. When you tllt the note back and forth, the bells and 100s move 
side to side. If you tilt It side to side, they move up and down. 

• The Bell In the Inkwell is a color-shifting bell, Inside a copper Inkwell, on the front of the note. 
The Inkwell and bell are both copper until you move the $100 note. Tilt It to see the bell change 
from copper to green, an effect which makes the bell seem to appear and disappear within the 
Inkwell. 

Highly Effective Security Features Retained from Previous Design: 

• Portrait Watermark: Hold the note to light and look for a faint Image of Benjamin Franklln In 
the blank space to the right of the portrait. The Image fs visible from either side of the note. 
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• Security Thread: Hold the note to light to see an embedded thread that runs vertically to the left 
of the portrait. The letters USA and the numeral 100 appear In an altematlng pattern and are 
visible along the thread from both sides of the note. The thread glows pink when lllumlnated by 
ultraviolet light. 

• Color.shifting 100: Tiit the note to see the numeral 100 In the lower right corner of the front of 
the note shift from copper to green. 

Additional Features to Protect the Integrity of the $100 Note: 

• Raised Prtntlng: Move your finger up and down Benjamin Franklin's shoulder on the left side of 
the note. It should feel rough to the touch, a result of the enhanced Intaglio printing process 
used to create the Image. Tradltlonal raised printing can be felt throughout the $1.00 note, and 
gives genuine U.S. currency Its distinctive texture. 

• Gold 100: Look tor a large gold numeral 100 on the back of the note. It helps those with visual 
Impairments distinguish the denomination. 

• MlcraprlntlnS: Look carefully for small printed words that appear on Benjamin Franklin's jacket 
collar, around the blank space where the portrait watermark appears, along the golden qulll 
and In the note borders. 

• FW Indicator: The redesigned $1.00 notes printed In Fort Worth, Texas, will have a small FW In 
the top left corner on the front of the note, to the right of the numeral 100. If a note does not 
have an FW Indicator, It was printed In Washington, D.C. 

• The new $1.00 note Incorporates advanced technology to combat counterfeiting and also 
retains the tradltlonal look of U.S. currency by representing hlstorlcal American Images. 

• Benjamin Franklin's portrait remains on the front of the new $1.00 note. On the back, there IS a 
new vignette of Independence Hall featuring the rear, rather than the front, of the bulldlng. The 
ovalS that prevlously appeared around the portrait and vignette have been removed, and both 
Images have been enlarged. 

• The new $100 note's American symbolS of freedom - phrases from the Declaration of 
Independence and the qulll the Founding Fathers used to sign the historic document - are 
found to the right of the portrait. 

• A pale blue background color has been added to the new $1.00 note. 
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Allon lluslness !.-.. ol San Fnndlco Edri: Aslan ~Emlil 

Allin luslness ... -.. al So<ahern c..ltornll Ellric Aslin 

Asian Oiamber a/Com.......:a- - Edric """" Undecidtd 
Asiln O..mber of Conwnera! · us V.os Ellnc IA<lan Not Reaclred 
Aslin P1cific Amerian Labor AlllMa Ethnic "'*' NotRead>ed 

""""Plc:lflc SUit E-·-••lon Ell!nlc Asian CourtnvEm.U 
Allon Pnifesslonal Extension Inc Ethnic Asi¥I Un~ 



, .......... Ame<1an dlMlber of Comrnetct of GrutetHOUSllCWI !J' '!Mtl In lwlnns 

-Auoalllon ot Amirian Ollnne Profn11onah 
Association of Asian Pacific Communltv Hellth OrwanlutioM 
1.a.....,1.tlon of Vletn1meM Professionals 

Ctntnl c.IWornla .... _... Chember of eon.""'"" 

EIPaso-Ouimberof~<* 

[Rllplno Amorlcan Olambor of c:ornn-c. of oc 

,......_..,.,,,.,Ian Council, Inc. IHAC) 

Hiu>anic Assoc:i.don of Col-. and UllMrsiliti 
Hls"""'lc As-letlon on~ sllllley 

Hl<DlnlC llnUn ASIOClltlOn 

Hr'\Chomblr ofCommeta! 0.-... 
lil' :hamber of Commerce ol c-a Costa Couni. 
fw.L • Chambff of Comme<a! of MetJ'O Orlando 

Korean G,_-s Association - IA 

Latin American Economie Anodatlon 

Latin - Educ.otional Foundalion 

lltino 1ssWs Forum UF 

!LHON1t of United lltln AmeriQn Cicittns LULAC 

McAllen HllD111lc Chamber of~• 

Mn1can ~ Grocen Associaton (MAGA) 
*.dean-nan Women's Nllionll Astodaaon IMANAI 
1-oflslom 
f Auodellon ol Hhnanlc Jo""""'61s (MAHJ) 

~ .. =:=:~=••NA>CJ 
HAHllEP 

Nltlonll Fedttllion of filioino All*lc3n Auocialiorls 
Noltonal ....., ... Lndenhio Institute 

Ethnic 
Elhnk 

Ethnic 
Ethnic 
Ethnic 
Ethnle 
Ethnic 
Ethnic 
Ethnic 
Ethnic 

Ethnic 
Ethnic 
Ethnic 
Ethnic 
Ethnic 

Elhnlc 
Ethnic 
Ethnic 
Ethnic 
Ethnic 
Ethnic 
Ethnic 

[tfWllc 

Ethnic 
Ethnic 
Ethnic 
Ethnic 
Ethric 

Ethnic 
Ethnic 
Etlullc 
Ethnic 
Ethnic 

Etlric 
£11ric 

Elhnic: 
Ethnic 

Ethnic 
Bhnk 
Ethnic 
Elhnk 
Ethnic 

Ellvlk 

Ethnic 
Eltinlc 
£.thnlc 
Ethnic 
Ethnic 
Ethnic 
Eltinic 
Ethnic 
Ethnk 
Ethnic 
Ethnic 

Edric 
&Irie 
Ethnic 
Ethnic 
Etllnlc 
Ethnic 
Ethnic 
Edulic 
fd\nlc 

Etllnlc 
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Afrbn Am.nc.n 
- Reached 

Asian Undecided 
HlsDonlc Noc Reachtd 
Asllll Wr,,,..N"mber 
Asian eo..rtesvEmM 
Aslin NotRuched 
llslan !Mdeddod 
-1c NccReached 
... 111n LWl«lded ....... Undecided 
Asian U'ldedded 

!Asian Not Reached 
Alilr1 wr-N"rilef ....,, -Numtier 
Aston --heel Allan ~ 

Aslln Not Reached 
Asian Notll•adled 
Asian NotReldled 
I-le Not Reached 
H...,..c NatRH<Md 
Asian w-Numbar 
Hisolric Notlle1thed 
Aslin Undodded 
Asian NotReact.d ,.,..,, wr ..... Number 

lls.....: Paftid ...... 
,.........., Pattidp.ie - Ulldtcidld 

H- NotRNChod 
H.......OC NCJtRad!ed 
HIS--= Noc Reached 
Hisoanlc 
Hlsmnoc Notlleadled , __ le 

Undoclded 
H-.k •-Number 
......... 1c Not"-hed .. ..- Not lleadled ,.,._... 
lrftPlllC W"""'Nutllbff 
Hlsponlc NotRudlld 

IHllPl"iC w,,,_ Nurnbet ,._.,. P>rtld-• .,_ Nocllnch>d 
HicaalW' PartidPI• - IU........Bwrier ...... Not '-Idled 
"""'" Partlcina19 
Asian W,._ Nurnbet 
l\Mn Partldnate - -Number 
Asian Undecided - lwrDNPNu ....... - Wr,_Nurnbet - Wt ...... Numblt' 
.... n _...,,,... 
ttisoanic Notllndwd 
........ 1c Paiticlplrle ,,.._ NCJt"-Md 
-le Not Reached 
His- NotR@Khod 
Hl..,.,,lc WIOIWNIJmbef 
-ic: -Number 
-le NOC Reached 
H...,.,k Palti<iDlle 
....... nit twron11 Numbet 
HbJlanlc Not AelChed - NotlleacMd 
Hlsponlc '-~Number 
H-...: NotlleacMd 
. ...,.,.n1c pamc;.-. 
none Not~ 

H-lc Not lleKlwd - Mot llead>od 
none :wrorw: Ni..mbti 

AliM wranrr Number 
Asian Undecided 
[mplllk Not lleacMcl 
Asitn W"""' Number 
Htsp .. tc --1-...nic Not Reached 
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Alri..........,an CllamlNt olC-erce of Gruler Hcoisto11 AlrlcanAm- NotRHdltd 

~ - Buslness Association EtllrW: Hispanic Notlludlod 
~ llsl>ri:~Adl-.S Ethnic HlsoaNc undedded 
Nallonll Hdpwic Council on - - ,._ 

Notlludltd 
NaUoNI H-..W Media Coalldon Etlwlic - --NatloNI ICot.-i AIMrlcan S.Nlm and E~iGn Consonium Edwllt ....... Not 111!.ctled 
NldoNI ~Rican COlllllon ..,,,,_,,,, NalloNl·Hlspinlc i.ldlrdHn ,._,.,,, - NHlAJ Ethnic ............ Not Reached 
National ........,. ol Hls..anic MllAs Ethnic Hlsmllic Not lie.tied 
Natlonlll Suoom1111tet Associltlon Ethnle Hlsnanlc ,_....,,.,., 
Networt al Indian Prafesslonllll Eltullc Asian Notllud>td 
Net-1< al Indian Professlon.is·Auslln Edlnk A5WI --Nutnber 
Networt al Soult> Asian Prat.SlionM-OC Elt!rit AIL1n - ..... Nu,,,.,., 
OHiand O!Ntown Chambtr al CcmftlfOI Elt!nic Aoiln NotllncNd 
Orunlullon of Ctinae kftflricans - Asian ,_NatP--
~ m~ldan - - 1r.onic:lpae 

,..,.,_._,, O\lmt..rol~ EttwMc - Natllem.d --American 0...-.ol~ - Alllona Ethnic - Undecided 

Ph• ""'nt ~ Olamb<r af Cornlllftce- Metro DC Eltlnic """" WronoNumber 
Pt.I ft-. AIMric:an 0.-ber of Commef<e • Te•a Eltlnlc Asian Wr"""Number 
s.cnmemo Alian P.atic Chamber ol commerce Elt!nlc Asian NotRnched 
s.a--Hl.,..,,ic Chamber al Comm.,ce Elt!nk 1-......1c Nol ilnchad 
S.n Antonia H;.,,,,,,ic Chamber of Cornmerat Ethllc [HUpanic Undecidod 
SM ~ 0-tv HlmMit Ola...., of CClnmetW EtMic lisaatli< -NUtllbet 
SM FtatlCfsa>Hiu.....w Cl\at!llMr olComnwce Elhnic Hlspri: WrOMNumbef 
sm~ ,,__,,for Asian l'Kilk Amtttcan Studies ElhrK Asian NatReadted 
Saudi Aorlda Hbplrlic Clamber al tomnerce eMic Himanic p...,._. 
Souttast AN.. Resoun:• Adlo<'I c.ncer Elhnlc - NolllHched 
Tahllan Comntrce Association ol Pottt.nd Etlwlk Allan -•Number 
Taiwanese Olamber olCommerm of CM .. s Ethnle "8an ,_,_ llantef 

lhtn11 Remembered Ethnic Asian Undecided 
Tomes~ Pnll<v lnstltute Edlnlc tlsDlllic NotRelCMd 
U.S. -a.amber atc...nmen:a Elhnlc ,........,ic Notlludled 
UMed M&Meicicolllambef of Commerm USMCOC EtlWc Hlspaftic _,..,,.,., 
IJSA.Ollna Olamber ol Com<M<Ca Elhni< - NOl~adled 

Vl!CnltMSe Mwtcan Chamb« of Cornm•,...lll Edric Asian -Number 
VleCnl-.. AMGdotion-Or- Ethnic: Asian WllNatP-

w ._ Chember of Commerce - Sent• a... v-. Elllnic - Wl'<llWNumber 
II Prot.uionals .......,_ Ethnic Asian w ...... ,...,.,.,.. -,..._....£-• Flnanc:ill SeMc:as MS8 Partleimte 

CerlMV Gami1111 flnllncUI Carporlllon Financllll Stnlla!s MSB ll1ldecidlld 
Oltdl H Go. CHG Flnanclal Flnotldll Services MS& Not Raad!t!d 

"'°"""''"Inc. FinlrKl.r Setvkes MSI NotflleacMd 
lhomal COOlt FINllCial~ Not R<lached 
T,_.n FNncial SeMclH MS8 hrtldll91e 

T ...... °"""" Set*"s FNlcial 5enices MS8 hrtid.-. 
Wesltrn ~loon -.is.r.ns MSB 
~Casinos Inc. Gamlnlr .....- Not R<ladled 
Ball """""Las Vt!RS Gamlnl Gaminl 
Ii.II - GamilW ........... "*'lcloa .. 

llell sala 15"11-Servk:el Gamlnlr ~ .. Par11dp.ate 

- G1min1,.""""'ation G.,,,U. Gamt\1 Particlnaoe 

c-... Pll- ,. ......... Gaminll PirtldDate 

Citino-lea Ille. (Isle of C.ptl CU"'°'I GamlrW Gamrc Not Rodled 
C.iino Wlndscw ..._.. Gamrc Not llloadled 

Orcus OFo.is Gamq It'"......-

Onus Qcus flleno Gamir8 ,.__,,_ Partldpote 

Colorado llMslon of Gamlna Gamltw Gamirw llot Ruclled 
Eu-en.._.... .,,d MUIH ..... Federation (EllftOl\tATJ Gamirw ~· ...,.fllHdlecl 

ElaDbut ........... Gamio>. NotReached 

FlamlnlO lM VODI Gaml1111 lliamkw Pilt1lciaaut 

Greektown C:.slno Gaminll G.1nww NotR<iachad 

Hanl Rod< Hotel & CilSino (Las v-a.i r.- Gamlnl P.rtldpate 

Hll'd RodrltcMI & casino - GanWw Gamln1 Not~ached 

Hird fllact Holl!! & Casino Tamm Gamins Gaminl 
Hl<nh's a......~ Md Casino r.a..u... Gaonl .. ~ 
HlfTah's El'll.erUlnllll int. '-"INtll' l lill'lllrw iTIY New eo.c.act 
Haft.all11 I.as v- Gaml1111 Gamilw Not Reacht!d 
mnoll Ga ...... lloenl <ianil'llf Gamlft• --· lm....WP.i.at Gami1111 Gamin. HotR.!a<Md 

indlllll Gamltw COmmWlon Gamltw Gamln11 HotRaachtd 

10WA llacl1111 •nd Ganwt• commission Gamin& Gamin• NotRffl:Md 

I ~Inc. Gamlrw Gamq NatRtad>ed 

r I HlltCNI Gamlna 6-1111111 Pattld--

~ • r.-c-a1 lloMd Gaml1W GMnitw Parti<i-· 
Louisiana s ... PolllCI/ ca.mo Gomn OMsion Gamlrw Gar.- w..-Nwnber 
r..u- r.-. Glim-

IG-.r Gamlrw 

MGMGrand Gilmllll! GaminJ PanlciD:lte 

MGM Grand Detroit Casino Gamin& Gemini Particl-e 
Michl- Gomliw Control Baird GomlN uamlNr NotRHCMd - Gamlna ti.II"""" , ............ 
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AM.... A,,,.,;c.n Clamber of Commfll» ol GrHl>tr Howlon 

Notional lndl.in r.-- Cammlsslon . Portllnd --... Ollla! 
Nl1lonol lndl1n Gamintr Commlulon • Secr...,enbl -Office G1mi111 
Nltlonallndl.in~naCommlsslon ·St. PMll RHIOnalOflk:e 
Nlllonal Indian GMIW. Commiulon • Tui.. R__,. Offk:e 

Pri Pltcl En~ent Cotiioratlcn Gamln1 Gamlna 

Rlvllni Gamintt Gamlna 

SUtlon CHino& G- 6-l•rw 
S ·("'-ic:an Casino& EntertaiMWnt l'n>pertie<) ......,,. Gftl'lll 

Arnetbn F_,lllon of Police and COncerned CldunS I.aw Enforcement law Enforcement1MU1tarv 
Defl!nse COtnml Law E~ent law Ellforcement1Mllt1ry 

~.twNI Ord..-ol Police i-Enfcnernent iaw 

Natloftll Ul'Ullizatlon ol 8ladc law Enklru-~ U. Enloiument A1ri<an ~ 

NotRe..:Md 
Notlleaci.d 

.............. 
p

-~hed 

Not Ra..:hed 

NotReachtd 
NotRncl1ed 

llells Tech"'*-lM Inc. MICl1ine ftffdlnesl/Self·Serva Tedi- Plftldoate 
llllCllfl Carmwarlon ol ArMrica Mac:Nn• Reldlnesl{Self.S-lc:a ~ Partldoale 

- 6-irw Carnomloll (Self-SeMcitl MadMM ~lf.seMce Glm111 p.,.,....,.. 
llnlabNnr's (Sell Senb) MIClllM .senb Groct'1"15tcrel Not Readied 
llMed\ Inc. MzNnt Readlne11/Self0s.Mat Tedw>el~ Partld-
Cetl\lclft ~ Mldline Readinest/Self.Senllce T- Partlc:ioata 
Cifajs Circus ,..... Smrlc:el Madine lf•StMce G""*'t P....V....te 
Circus Circus lllnD ISl!lf SeMce) Machine Rudinesl/Self·S.Mc:e ~. Trv New ContKt 

HEB..- s-tcel ,.........., lleodlness/Self·Se..W:. liloc2fY Slo<et Nol Ruched 
Hlllon Tradln1 Mxhine Raildl,,...,s.lf·Senilce tdl,..,....,, PartidD11le 
18M Machine :.s.fW:e Tech- 1--.. ~ 
lllnob c--.t (Sl!lf·Seniatl ~ Ra~-Senk:e Gornirw Nol Rodled 
1-ls.lfSlnlcal Madftlle -s.Mc2 bl'IXlHVSlorel Notlleac:Md 

1-a.-tSlnc. Machine lleadlMu/Self·S.Mc:e r- Wll Not ParllcllNta 
JCM Amerlcln ~ Mkhlne llead1Mu/Sef!-5emce r- Partld111ta 

Lu•Of ISetf·Semce) Madme ReadlneHl:5elf.Servtce Glmlna Trv MN ContKt 

~ 'wl C.llino ISelf-Servlce) MMNne Readin.~·Servtce <;am;,,. P.ucipott 

114 .elf..SeMcel MacHne Read•-""""'·Senlice Gamina Parlkim111 

'Miuoun GI-Commission (Self·SeMce) Machine llead1Mu/5elf·S...W:. Gamlll• Panldoate 

......... C1tY Cnk1o (Self·SeM<el Mlldline R.udllleu/Self.s.Mce Gilrnlntl llOl llbdltd 
NCI Madllfte Rtadln.u/Self~ Tedi- Partici...._ 
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can Chamber of Comme<a ol Gnta11tr HoustOn -· AlrlQn Aml!rlan NotRHCMd 
Siif Inc. BM! Senrice) Mlc:Hne lleadiness/Self.s.Mca GmutY 5lorft --ac:Md ~ Jr. Machine 11e..m..us.ir-seMce WfNWNumber 
f .-Mlrloets ISeW Sentlce) Machine~~ GIOCllf'f StOftS 
Tr_,. blind ,....._Senic21 Madiinl! RNdlneu/Wf0Ser..tc. <>-Ina Hotlludled 
T-..11M -IWl-Senolat) Madlinellead~SeMc:e --Vabd!~ Madlinl "9adiness ..n.s.Mce w.._Nu...., 

V"lron Mlthine Audl""ss S.tf-SeM;e Retail Store NOi Reached 
W ..... ISd!Setvicel Machine RtlldiMU. self-s.Mce Grocerv Stllr1's Pwtlcip1te 
Wlncor Nixdorf Machine Rudirww S..lf-Servlm TechllOkMv Notbachod 
WINN~ ls.If Senrict) Mechine Relldlnesr;'s.if·Servlce ........,,51ore, 
AOI. P1rtner 

~ 
,.,,,., 

NMCAR ,_ 
Pe-f- """-
7-a.-t -I GrocmyStan!S ......,.,,.ta 

99 c.nt D11111 Slllrel Rltlil 11eUi1 Store NotRtac:Md 

A&P Rltlil G--..St.,,.1 Undecided 
Abetcrontbie I. Flldl Com...,,,, lt<UI Retail Store NotAeacMd 
Am Hardware Retail Lul"llMr/Bulldlrw M1t1rl1I Store Pat11c1Dltt 
Advance Auro Plrts Rdail Gasoline Slniu Stallons LMdedded 
Mold USA Int. Rllail GasoUne s.nic• SUtlons Not Rtadltd 
~Inc. Rollil Gtacerv Slo<a NOIAelChtd 
AIDI Rtbl GnVMVSCorH W.,._NurrW 

_,.USA ~ , ...... "'-' HotblChtd 
AMC EtttMbinment Inc. Retal Mow. 1!INtlrl Undl!ddld 
Arnerk:aWnt ltNil -Int Wr-Numtier 
American Alrlnes Rltoil Airt~t Wr.,,,.Numbet 
AINNClln 0r,. Storu Rellil llltail Store Wrf Not Pa1ic:ID1te 
AMR CorDmMion Retail AWllne Partid~ 

Rltlil Eotinl Ploas Notlleldltd 
anf'lllft ~ Conceuions Will Not P.tlc"'-"te 

Al'flt'• llttall EallMPI- Urdecidtd 
AUTOlDNE ~ <>-line 5lnlcl !leclons NOtllMChtd 
Avts alfMllt GMlMl Ret.I Clrltenlal Trt-C011act 
IWlw Total R!nfts Hcldino cam. - HeollhQlb Notlleachtd 
~,.- , Noble - RtlalSlore Pamanata 
Ii' ........ Rl!Uil FAtlnsPlac .. UndeclcMd ia.:,.,,._.., & _,.. Retail -llSC0tt PlltldplClt 

lllllk RetaN ltelall TrtHewContact 
llest ...... 

_, 
RttollSton Not Reached 

Ill/clots lleUlll Reul!Store Pllticl""'• 

111-lO Rmll r-...Stotts NOtR-=tlld 

BJ'• WholeAlo Qlb Retail Retail StOft Portic!Nta 

~ RNil lletlilSU!re NotRelChed 
Rltlil ltotlilStcn lwrontNumbet 

lobfwan• Retail Eatinl Placn NotflelCMd 
llooltWrMmion Retail AecilStor. PartlOl>AUI 

llonlM1 Gttllm Inc. - Retail Store Not Retched 
BP/lvn«.o lleUlil Gasoline serw. Slations Not Reached 
llrinlltr lmmationll Inc. Rl!tail [atiMP!iUS Undec:idtd 
Broolu..........a. R- Ret.lil Storo wmn.Number 

lruno"s su ........ r1cei:s Rmil GIOCelYStcns ~•e -- Rltait 
..... _ 

Not lleadlod 

catltan R..-U Wortdwklt - -- Plrtiduto 

cam.tlle Clnetus Inc. ~ -n-.e .. Natltudled 
ClinWal (Orp. - P-.tidoate 

Clish Ameflal lntemllklnal. Int. ~ Mlsa!llnecus Not llaclltd 
Cll..nd~P- RetoU ,,... .. Panld-• 
CllllLG,_lnc. lll8btl .._,. PIKes PllticlOMe 

, Inc. Aeuil eonc:.sslons NotReadled 

a-on - Gascline SeMce SI- Hatlladled 

OloaHoeetl R$ll HotA!ls Pamdnal. 

Ol,.ch's fflld 01lctfft - Ealirwl'llets Not~ 

Ci-it~ - ~~ 
,_ 

Olllllbon (foals..,....., Rmil ~Places Wtotra Nutllber 
0..utCltv - -•Scot-. _,_,mbtf 
[lbn -I Gl50llnl Service SUtlons NCltRalehed 

00 llestllnllt.S lnC RMlll IE.ldlw Plxrls NotRachld 

C0mnMJGtoup Retail Eatino Ploc:es NotRuched 

COnoco-Ph•..,. - Gasoline SeMat Stations Not Readied 
RllUll - NotAeached 

[ tal Allline1 ftKlil Airline PanicimtP 

Rttall Ami SlOft ---· CVS R.ull --- NotAeached 

Dlrdef> lletlurants ltelall £"""""- ~e 

0-1.lluslltf"s lletlil •-Pllces perlicf-. 

~I America Inc: RNil Gnx:try Stom Ha!~athed 

Delta AirllMs Retail Airtine Trv New Cont.ct 
o.n-Cnnonrallon - E.,..,_ Pwtldp1te 

Dlllnl ..-tsuns Aetai RelailSION hrtldpat9 
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All'IClla..lmerian Cllarr!Mf of Cammen:e of Gre.cer Houston ....,_lfons Arrian Ameran Nol Readled 

¥ "lrue Mort, Inc. - RdailSlore 
- lleadled 

~ .n Retail Retail Stare Uncledcled 
Do19t6-rll 111t.i1 R.tlJll Store Not Reldled 
DobtTll....,~~Graun Rmll r.ar Rental No!Reldled 
Dob<T- 11$1 11'1111i1Store P.nlciDlte 
Dofninol Pluil l!etal . ..,.,.,._, Und«idld 
Do111hue Schriber ~~ Mais Not Reached 
Duntln llnncls Inc. IBasldn Aobblnsl ReuM Nat Reildled 
Edens 111d Av111t Re~ Mais NotReldled 
tmlnllu Rel.II Alrl!M 
~obll R.et.111 GMOlr>e Serw. Stlllons Partldnue 
F1mlly DDllr S1Dn! Retail RetaW- No!Reldlod 
~ ltlUll ~ SeMce Stallons Plrlldolte 
Foodllan UC Rltail ClromiyS&onts 

,_ 

FowSeuons~ Retail Hotds No!Rtlched 
Fred-Inc - Gr.......,SloftS Llncl«dded 
Fr.di ~I RetallStore Wron1 Number 
-..1Growt1111r-1nc. Retall Mill15 Not lleadltd 
GlantE- Retail """""'Stores NotRt1ci..d 
Giant f'oad SlorH Rltlil Grocety Stores lnnl<UUle 

Goodwll lntemlllonll Reul Raa!ISto.- p ............ 
G,_lnc. Retail E.cJns Pllces PriQoote 

Hlllmltll Reul! ~Store Nolllftdled 
Hln!ST_, !lgall G""'"" Stores No!Ruc.hecl 
HEI ltmll ~Storn NotReochN - llftall c.ar Renlll p--. 
Hiiton Hotels Retail ttot.ls Undecided 
Hines Rltilil ,. .. NocReoched 

HMS Host (Holl M¥1iott Se'*"s) Retail AW!lne NocRHched 
HMS Host eor-a11an -· Concessions NotRtoched 
Hobby Lolll>y Stotts -· ~Stor• Not Readied 

Entertanmont lldml Retail Store Try - C....la<t ._,_ lldall Lumber-1\blioflll Scare p--.. 
Rohl ~St- NocReldwd 

Hudson Retail lll!tallSlc,,. p-

ff 
~ lldlil Hottls undecided 

J. Rttlll Ealirwl'llms Plltid""'• 
llCl:.. - ReuMStore NCJIReadled ,_ Retlil IGm<:Mt Stores Ponictoate 
lntatConliMt1tal Holllls Gmun lldtil Hot.ls NocRtld>ed 
IJO-RebllStores ReUil Rebif Store Nocllel<Md 

.c. Rftlil ~Store NocRelChed 

~ln!Mllotl Ret.ol tatlrw Pllces NotRel<Nd 
~ ~ - _..,......., 
.i-&OKo Retail Gmc:iorv Stores -11...i..d 
Jc>.AnnSIDnS Rei.II Retail Store -Number 

IC.I. T""" llet.lll Retail Store -Nunbt< 
Kess!« llenalrllltS UC Relall EatiMPllces Pwtid...,• 
ICFC ...,,_ltlon (Tricon) Retail f.aTHWPlaCH undedded 

IClna Domlnkln ''°'""'"" Para~nt Pwisl lldall '""".-•nt P¥b Not-.d 

Kmllt Rltilil Reutl Store Not "-:lied 
Kohls llaQll RotaM 5IOfl p ... ,.,..,,'IAI 

llioOfKmne llelilil E.cinaPlx.s NotReached -eo- Actlil CilocBYSCares -
l..Wllvl Sdfoodttouse ~l .an.pt-. P>rtldp.ce 

Umbd lt9nds Inc. Rtllil -·- __ , __ 
Lino:na 'n Th .... ~ RetalStcre NotblCIM!d 

Loews~ Entertairln.,t Retail Mo.II! Thuten Wr-.Number 

u...... On. Store Retail -- Wron• Number 
wcvs (Federlled ._.,,,,,..,, StCll't!s, Inc.) Rt11a Reui!Store P.tidute 
Marriott lnte<Mllonol Retail ttotM Courtesv Email 
Ml,., .. lleuil RftllllSlllrl Not RelCIM!d 

MlrtlnS Food M.ti.t llml r.-5tor91 Notllel<hed 

~Oonlld's lle1ail -Pieces -Rtldled ........ ReQil .-stares Partld..-
........ K.lf.51nrict) Rtllil .--s- NotRtached 

Mtn.vd, Inc. "8Uil t....nber/luldft MalBlll Sten Partlc:ID1te 

"1tCllMI' I SIOfu. lnC. Rdail RetallStarl! NCllRelCMd 

Mthf'Nft. Rltllil Mais Not Rl!Khed 
Mu~Group Retlil IRl!tal Stara Wron1 Number 

l~IOP¥1S Rdail Gasclin• SetW:e S..llorl• UndKlded 

!f , ,. .............. ,Inc. Retlll Movten-ers Par1idD1• 

t- • Asladltion,,, ,._and un-..v Food Sen4cn l~UFSl "-Oil ...... Plocu PanldDI .. 
IWwWar1d ~Gr-~lnd lllUil .-Plaas Nat Audled 

Horthwat -· l&lrwfta Wt,.,,,.Numbtf 
CrubeUner Ud Rlltilil Mlsulaneous Not Readlecl 

OlfaDloot Retail flet3il score Wl'Onl Number 

Offic.f M4lll Rmil Ret.ail Storl! NotRNCl!ed 
Omni Hcltels Ratlll -· P'artldOlte 

0Utb1cl Slakhouse Rellll EllirilPllCm NCllRelChed 
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~ Outrach List 
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r , II Setvlot) 
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Watfleld America Trusc 
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R«lil 

lletlil --
~Ill .. 
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Retail 

llftall 

Retll 
Rotall 
lteQll 

Rftlll 
Retll 

Retail 
llftall 

Gl'CC2rv Stans 
I 

lleUHStore 

"-ii Store 
Gnx:efY Storn 

Clrllental 
Retal Store 

Grociorv Stores 

-

NOIR .. ched 

Undocldtcl 

-RHched 

Not Reached 
Nothlc:Md 

Not llelClwd 
Nat lleac:hed 
Try New Contact 

NatRNCIMNI 

Not RelCIM!d 

Plrlkl.,..e 
No!Re1ehed 
WrDIW Number 

Nat RtlCtt.cf 

NOlllHChed 

Not Re.med 

Undecided 

Try Hew ContlCt 
Undecided 
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Stakaholder Outrudl Utt 

&-.merican Chlmbtr of Colnm..,. of GtHter HounDn AuoclotloftJ African~ Nol~adied 

£ I T,_slt Transit PlftldNte 

JETllA lllilfNortlleutt•nols llHlanalCornmuter Railload CornarMiaftl Tr-it T~ court- EmaM -,,,..._..Transit'"'-•CTAl Transl! Trim« eou-em.1 
Cilyend Countrof .......... De.- of Tran- - ,.,sit Transit r,,.,.. ..... Emeil 

o.tlas Are1 ft.IDid Trw11.lt 11JAK1 T....,sit Tran Iii CourtMYEmd 
o.n- .......W Traru- DiJtmt IRTOI Tr1nslt 11ntlr Courtesy EmaM 
Klrw COUlllV Department of T--1ltlon (!Ona Coun!v Mitro! Trilftlit Transit c.o..tay Em.ii 
Los_Mtt........_ l '""""""" T!aNll TIWISlll U>UftMY &nal 
Moo...._.. Tr.,.ilAdmlftislration (MTA) Tl'IMll Tl'llnsit ,._......Emal 
Massadlusetts Rav TrlftS-ion Aut..,,._ •MBTAl Tr.rnslt Tninsit co.wt- Emal 
Metr.-tan Atlanta unld Trarult Authorh Transit Tr.ult Cou ...... Emall 

T....it A&dhcfllv of Hwrts COl.lllY Transil T......it CowttiJ em.II 
Metr-..T .. lsLtnd R1i Road IMTA) Tromil Tl'llllSit ColltHY Emal 
Metr....,111111 TrW1.............,AutNW1Nol NewY"'1c IMTAI T....,11! Tr11nsit Cowf4sy£1M~ 

Miami rMtto Olde v-R-Tr.nslr Autllo- Tl'llftllt Trenoll co..tecv£lNil 
MvT Tl'llMil Tninsil Courtaov Email 
New,.,_ Tl'llMll INIT Tramlt TllllSit ~EmaM 

Or-Countv T.-llOftllion Airth......, Tr .. 111 Transit Co..t-Emall 

PATCO Transit Tranllt Courtosv EmoM 
f'Ort AulNVllV Of......,_ (OuMY Tr~ T~ Court .... Email 
Pott Aullm<tly of-Yorlllftd _ ,_..., Transl! Transit Court-Email 
-...r '""""""" Trantit Transit Co..rtnv Email 
•-·I Tran....,..•liorl Aulhorlty · PACE Bus Divlflon T.....tl Translt Cou.....,.Email 
Sen Diuo Metr-n Tl'llNit Sllstern Tl'llftsil Transit Courtay find 
...... ~ T...mt Svnom • y,_ DMslon Trwmt Transit '-'"""&\Iii 
Son FnncUco Rav Alu - Transil Dls1ltc: llUU(Tl Tl'llftsit TIMSit eou.rt ..... Emlil 
SenF...ma.MunldDOIR- TranJit T.-~ Courtesy £mail 

Southffslem hnnsvwlflla Tnn..-utlon Aulllnritv ISEPTAI Trarult 1Tnons11 Q)uney Em;all 

Tri-County Metopallt., Transportation District of c-.nn rr11n11t T~ C...-..Email 

--..a - ttiSIVl<lc Tnrult ll'llnsit COUrtBv Ern<lil 
Washl.- Ara Tr•ult &uthftritv IWMATAI Transit ITnnsit CourtMVEmail 

American Cll.,_rCormwalion Vftldina none Not•etched 
Lltlkton CM! c..m...- v-- none P.tld-
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n BEP Stakeholder Outreach Hl1hll&hts 

National Bartender's Association 
Post on Website - http://bartendersassoclation.ning.com/ 

:p.;a,2010 I. 
"@§. 1-~ B~[EI,...... I~ 

Food Marketing Institute 
Email to 1200 Members 
2010 

--..... --~-
U.S. Government Unveils New $100 Bill: 

As part of a continuous effort to fight the threat of counterfeiting, the U.S. government will be releasing a new $100 bi• on 
February 10, 2011. The new redesigned bill will have enhanced security features, including a new security ribbon and 
improved watermarks, to help with authenticity verification. Retaalers can visit the link to the government website 
NewMonev.gov to learn about the new sewrity features and other retailer resources. 
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luseum Store Association 

Weekly Enewsletter 
June 2, 2010 

COMMERCE ____________ .:_.____i 

...._,.._~ 

U.S. government unveils new design for the $100 note 
Th• Department of the Treasury Share II t OD 1521 
Officials from the U.S. Department of the Treasury, the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve 
System and the United States Secret Service unveiled the new design for the $100 note. Complete 
with advanced technology to combat counterfeiting, the new design for the $100 note retains the 
traditional look of U.S. currency. !UlBl 

National Association of Recording Merchandisers 
Weekly Enewsletter 
June9, 2010 

Retailer Alert: U.S. Government 
Unveils New Design for the $100 Note 

Officials from the U.S. Department of the Treasury, the Board of Governors of the Federal 
Reserve System and the United States Secret Service unveiled the new design for the $100 
note. Complete with advanced technology to combat counterfeiting, the new design for the 
$100 note retains the traditional look of U.S. OJrrency. 

There are a number of security features In the redesigned $100 note, lndudlng two new 
features, the 3-D security Ribbon and the Bell In the Inkwell. These security features are 
easy for consumers and merchants to use to authenticate their currency. 

For a more detalled description of the redesigned 
$100 note and Its features, click !lUI. 



1le $100 BankNote 

The $100 BankNote 

Welcome to The $100 S.nlcNot., an electronic 
newsletter provided by the U.S. government t> help 
buslneuea and organlzatlona around Iha woitd 
prepare for the redesigned $100 note's introduction. 

U.S. Government Prepares Global Public 
for New $100 Note 

To ensure that the people who rely on the $100 note know how to 
uM the S8CUl1ty features In the n-desljJ'I, the U.S. government 
tlaS launched a ~obal public education program. 

Read more• 

Introducing the New $100 Note Podcast 
Series 

Even with the most i.chnologk:ally 
adVanced sec:unty features, It Is 
educeted users of U.S. currency who 
continue to be the first and best Una 
of defense against counterfeiting. To 

ttp://www.neNmoney.gov/newmoney/ema11English/100720.hbnl(9/13/2011 4:03:10 PMl 
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Jt.ly 2010 - Issue 1 

In this Issue 

• News Featl.Jre 
• Podca$t Sones 
• Feature Spotltght 
• Educate YOU( Team 
• Machine Updaws 
• $100 Note Facts 

$100 Note UnvelUng Event 
Photos 

'llC:Wl>>!OIOS· 

View The New $100 Note 
Unvelllng Vld-



Jlte $100 BanlcNote 

help prepa19 the public for the 
introduction of the redesigned $100 
note, Iha U.S. government has 
cniatad a &811es of six podcasts 
about U.S. currency, which will be 
released over the next several 
months. 

Watch "lntroducl!On to Iha $100 Note: the first podcast In the 
series, tot a first-hand look at the new $100 nol8. Be aure to visit 
www newmoney.gov tot future episodes in this eciJcatlonal series. 

Security and Design Feature Spotlight: 
Know Its Features. Know It's Real. 

Take a cloaer look at the advanced aecurllJ 
f .. turea of tit• $100 note: 

l-D Secunty Ribbon 

The 3·D Security Ribbon Is a blue ribbon on 
the front of the $100 note with imagee or bells 
and fOOs. nt the note back and forth wtiae 
focusing on the ribbon. As you mow the note, 
you wlll see the bells change to 100.S as they 
move. 

Bell In the Inkwell 

The Sell In the /nlrwe/l ls a c:Oor·shlftlng bel, Inside a copper 
inkwell. Tit the note to - the bell change from copper to green, 
an etfect Which makes the bell seem to appear and disappear 
within the inkw9U. 

For lnform&Uon on additional security and desl!Jl features of the 
new $100 note, visit our website at www nowmgoey oov. 

Educate Your Team 

WIU your emplor ... be relld;J to 8GC91tt and recognlr8 
tlte new $100 note? ••ucate your te8lft with thNe 
••• , stepal 

tp://www.newmoney.gov/newmoney/emallEngllsh/100720.html[9/13/20114:03:10 PMl 
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-VIE\'. VIDEO• 

Order Training Material• 

_.....,,_.,.... 
ORDER ONUN F. • 

Stay Connected 

Mil , . .. 
fllckr t=u.llta 



rlle $100 BankNote 

1. Visit our website and check out al the great educational 
mater1als available. 

2. Ol'der materials, free of d\arge. 
3. Hang or dis!ribut8 the materials In your break room. 

To order materials, please visit nelMl'lOOey.gov/orderfonn.htm. 

Update Your Machines 

Be sure that your business is ready to accept the new design by 
updating yOll" cash accepting and dispensing machinery now. 

Read more» 

$100 Note Facts 

What hbtodc81 llft89- are on the note? Read more » 

What'• on UM ltacll of tbe new $100? Read more» 

Wlty do some $100 note• have a smau FW printed In 
the comert Read more » 

What Is U.8. cun-enc:y made oft Read more • 
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For more Information or to order materials, please visit www.newmoney.gov 

ttp://www.newmoney.qov/newmonev/emallEnQlish/100720.htmlr9/13/20114:03:10 PMl 
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The $100 BankNote 

The $1.00 BankNote 

Welcome to the latest edition of The $100 S.nkNote, 
an electronic newsletter provided by lhe U.S. 
government to help businesses and 0tganlzatlons 
arol.l'ld the world prepare for the redesigned $100 note. 

The Art of Banknote Design 

Have you ever wondered how U.S. currency is designed? Or who 
determines the security features that wBI be included in a note's 
redesign? The video podcast, *The Art of Bank Note Design,• 
features interviews with Larry Felix, Director of the Bureau of 
Engraving and Printing, and Michael Lambert, Assistant Director at 
the Board of Governors of the Federal ReseMt System. Watch the 
video to team about the banknote design process and hoW multiple 
government agencies colaborate to develop currency that is difficult 
to counterfeit yet easy for cash·handlers to authenticate. 

httD://www.newmonev.'Zov/newmonev/emailF.ni?lish/1009. html 
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In this Issue 

• News Feature 
• Podcast Sanes 
• Educate Your Team 
• In The Community 

Vi.w "The Art of Bank Note Design
Podcaat 

,,_...,....____ 
VIEW VIDEO • 

View · How to Detect a Counterfeit" 
Podcaat 
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The $100 BankNote 

How to Detect a Counterfeit 

Did you know any business or consumer that accepts a counterleit 
note will suffer a financial loss? Counterfeit currency cannot be 
traded in for genuine notes. Watc:h the video podcast, "How to Detect 
a Counterfeit," to leam how to use the security features in the 
redesigned $100 note to verify a note's authenticity and protect your 
money. 

Education and Training Materials 

To help educate employees on the security and design features of 
the new $100 note, businesses and organtzations around the globe 
have begun ordering training and educational materials. These 
materials wiH begin shipping in September. If you haven't already, be 
sure to visit www.newmoney.gov/orderform.htm to place an order and 
leam more about the redesigned $100 note. Training materlets for the 
new $100 note are avallable in 25 languages. 

Need some suggestions for umg the education and training 
materials? Below 8'9 a few ideas: 

NewslettertWebsite: If your organization publishes a regular 
newsletter or provides educational content on its website, consider 
using the article provided In the Education Resource Kit, which can 
be Oltfered online at www.newmoney.gov/orderform, in your 
communications. The kit also contains camera-ready images of the 
new $100 note which can be included to strengthen the article's 
educational message. 

BtochurelPoster. This brochure and poster combination serves as a 
multifunctional piece designed for employee education. Unfolded, it is 
a poster that can be hung on the wall of a break room or office. 
Folded up. the brochure can be kept wherever employees need it - at 
the cash register or handed out at meelligs. This training piece 
comes in packs of 50 and can be ordered online at 
www.newmoney.gov/orderform.htm. 

Has your organization already used the available training materials? 
Do you have a $100 note education and training materials question? 
We encourage you to visit your industry-specific webpage on 
www.newmoney.gov and share your ideas and questions using the 
"Submit Your Question or Tip" feature. 

In The Community 

If you are involved in an upcoming industry-wide event and would like 
to disllibuta matenals and tnromiation on the new $100 note to 
attendees, please contact the U.S. Government Redesigned 
Currency Public Information Office at (Sn) 639-2877. 
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Order Training Materllls 

-' 
---------ORDER 0'1UN£. 

Stay Connected .• ,, , .• 
flldcr bJullz · 

Read badl issues of The $100 
Bank Note 

For more information or to order materials, please visit www .newmoney gov 
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September 2010 FedFlash Content 

In July, the U.S. government announced a series of six educational video poclcasts about the 
redesigned $100 note to help prepare cash~handlers for its introduction. Below are highlights of 
the two newly released episodes, detailing ways to protect yourself from counterfeit notes and 
information about how new banknotes are designed. 

How to Detect a Counterfeit 
Did you know any business or consumer that accepts a counterfeit note will suffer a financial 
loss? Counterfeit currency cannot be traded in for genuine notes. This podcast teaches you how 
to protect yourself from accepting a counterfeit by detailing the new security and design 
features in the redesigned $100 note. View "How to Detect a Counterfeit" on 
www.newmoney.gov [include LINK to video podcast #2) 

The Art of Bank Note Design 
Have you ever wondered how U.S. currency is designed? Or who determines the security 
features that will be included in a note's redesign? Featuring interviews with Larry Felix, 
Director of the Bureau of Engraving and Printing, and Michael Lambert, Assistant Director of the 
Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, this podcast addresses the process of 
banknote design and how multiple government agencies collaborate to develop currency that is 
difficult to counterfeit but still easy for cash handlers to authenticate. View "The Art of Bank 
Note Design# on www.newmoney.gov [include LINK to video podcast #3) 

These podcasts, and additional public education information, can be found in the U.S. 
government's electronic newsletter, The $100 BankNote. The August edition deployed today, as 
well as July's edition, can be found on www.newmoney.gov. 
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October 2010 FedFocus Content 

As you are aware, the U.S. government will begin circulating a new $100 note on February 10, 2011. The 
redesigned note includes two new, advanced security features, the 3-0 Security Ribbon and the Bell in 
the Inkwell, as well as several other effective features that will be familiar to you. 

To ensure your financial institution Is prepared for the new note's introduction in four months, the U.S. 
sovemment has developed a suite of cash-handler training materials for use in creating customized 
training programs. Highlights include: 

• $100 Tralnlnc DVD; This DVD can be used in either individual or group training settings and offers 
two options. The first option contains basic Information on the security and design features of the 
new $100 note. The second option was specifically created with detailed Information on the note's 
security features for financial institutions use in verifying a note's authenticity. 

• $100 Trainln1 Presentation: A 22-slide PowerPoint presentation with an accompanying script that 
can serve as a step-by-step training tool to educate cash handlers about the security and design 
features of the new $100 note. 

• $100 Educ1tjon Resource Kit: This kit includes supplemental materials that can be repurposed for 
your financial institution's employee communications or other audiences within your network. 

If your organization has not already, we encourage you to place your training materials order as soon as 
possible. For more information on available materials or to place an order, please visit: 
http://www.newmonev.gov/training/materials.htm. 
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New $100 Note To Begin Clrculatlng On February 10, 2011 

Educate Your Team 
Will your employees be ready to accept and recognize the new $100 note? 

To ensure that those who use the $100 note know how to identify the security 
features in the new design, the U.S. government has prepared a variety of 
training materials to help educate cash-handlers, Materials include: 

• $100 Note Training Presentation 
• Training DVD 
• Training CD-ROM 
• Education Resou rce Kit 

Order training materials now to help prepare your employees before the new 
$100 note begins circulating. For more information and to order materials free 
of charge, visit www.newmoney.gov. 

wwwnewmoney gov 
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The New $100 Note 
Know Its Features. Know It's Real. 

In order to keep counterfeiting low. the U.S. a;overnment continues to enhance the security of U.S. currency. 

The redesigned $100 note Introduces two advanced security features: the 3·0 Security Ribbon and the Bell in the Inkwell. 
It also includes several highly effective features used in other U.S. denominations. such as the portrait watermark and security thread. 

It ts not necessary to trade 1n your old-de&ign notes to< new ones. All U.S. currency remains legal tender. regardless of when it was issued. 

3-0 Sec;urlty Ribbon 
T• llMI Niie II-* end fotVI whtlt locuS"'tl on Ille blut -· 
'ftlu d - Ille bells~ lo JOOS H lllty move._, 
)'DUNlhnottballlldlotlll,1,,. __ 100........, 

aide 10 .... K )'OU tin 11 s1c1o lo llde."'"' - up--· 
The - Is -ir.o Ille-· not~ on L 

1. ...... wae.r.lk 
Hl*llhenalelOW'lend-lor•lllinl .... 

2. lecudly 'TlllMll 
Hald Ille note IO ltlPll IO ... M -
llvud ......... Mrtl<ally IO Ille ltft ol 1118 
parlreil. Tlie lh!Md • .....-"1!11 lllt 
lol- UM allllhe ........... JOO In M 
lllelNllnllllQetn_ ll_flom _ 

ol~-..... b-.,_.IO .. 
fWolollhepar\'11. n. .... 11-1 ..... __ .,,.__ 

-. o1111e - ·'The-"°"''**"""" 
-IAllldlly~ lilllll· 

Bell In tho fnkwall 
1'111118 - to .... .,. .-.t11111i.,. 
bell il ltle """"' ......... cNntt 
IYom _IO,,_,, en effoOl -

n181es Ille btll-10 -
cllSIA>e• WiUl!n Ule-. 

3. Culcrtadftl>C S.00 
Till !NI nOCll to -1118 ....,,.._ 100 In 1118 
-·-OfN!nll'lollllenc4ellllft 
hm-IOSMn. 

www newmoney.&ov 
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Email to Stakeholders Announcing Delay In Issue Date 

From: The &Jreau of Engraving and Printing [mallto:usbeo@service.QOVdeliverv.com] 
Sent: Friday, October 01, 2010 11 :25 AM 
Subject: F-ederal Reserve Announces Delay in the Issue Date of Redesigned $100 Note 

On October 1, the Federal Reserve Board announced a delay in the Issue date of the redesigned $100 
note. This new design incorporates cutting edge, anti-counterfeiting technologies and the Federal 
Reserve imposes sbict quality controls to ensure that users of U.S. cunency around the wor1d receive the 
highest quality notes. The Bureau of Engraving and Printing manufactures Federal Reserve notes and 
has identified a problem with sporadic creasing of the paper during printing of the new $100 note, which 
was not apparent during extensive pre-production testing. As a consequence, the Federal Reserve will 
not have sufficient nventories to begin distributing the new $100 notes as planned. 

The Bureau of Engraving and Printing Is working to resolve this problem, and the Federal Reserve Board 
will announce a new issue date for the redesigned $100 note as soon as possible. The originally 
scheduled issue date was February 10, 2011. 

Update your subscnptions, modify your password or e-maN address, or stop subscriptions at any time on your 
Subscriber Preferences Page. You will need to use your e-maH address to log in. If you have questions or problems 
with the subscription service, please contact support®gov!fellverv.com. 

This service Is provided to you at no charge by The Bureau of Enorayjng and Prinpng. 

GovOeliwry. Inc. sendng on behalf of The Bureau of Engraving and Printing · 14th and C Streets, S.W. ·Washington O.C. 20228 · 202-874-
3019 
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Website Analvtics 

The number of monthly visitors peaked in December 2010, when BEP announced the delay of the date 
of issue for the new $100 bill. The numbers of visitors also spiked when new content, such as press 
releases or podcasts, were posted on the site. It is important to note that the analytics tool that was 
used to gather website traffic data was unable to track information from May-July, 2011. 

120,000 

100.000 

80,000 

60,000 

40,000 

20,000 

Number of Unique Visitors per Month 
••analytics tool is missing data during this period 

As illustrated in the chart below, the $100 version was the most popular Interactive Notes resource, 
followed by the $50 version. 

80,000 

60,000 

40,000 

20,000 

Visits to Interactive Notes Resources 
••unable to pull data after April 2011 

- s10 Interactive Note 

- $100 Interactive Note 

-$100 Interactive Note· Spanish 

-$100 Interactive Quiz· English 

- $20 Interactive Note 

- SS Interactive Note 

- sso Interactive Note 
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The chart below shows the volume of visits over time that each press release received. The unveiling 
press release was the most visited over time; however, the annoucement of the delay of the date of 
issue for the new $100 note has been the most visited since it was published in October 2010. 

70,000 
60,000 
S0,000 
40,000 
30,000 
20,000 
10,000 

\ 

\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 

........ 

Visits to Press Release Pages 
••unable to pull data after Aprll 2011 

- 4/ 21/2010 Press Release 

- 8/18/2010 Press Release 

- - 10/01/2010 Press Release 

The pages included in the chart below have been the most popular since the website was launched in 
April 2010. The three most frequently visited pages over t ime were Training, Order Form and Youth 
Education Materials to Download. 

200,000 

150,000 

100,000 

50,000 

Volume of Visits to Popular Pages 
**unable to pull data after April 2011 

Apr-10 May-10 Jun-10 _.10 Auc-10 sep-10 oet-10 Nov-10 Oe<-10 Jan-11 Fel>-11 Mar-11 Apr-11 

- currency History - Design Your Own Bill 

- Materials to Download - Materials to Download_Foreign 

- Media Resources - order Form 

- Training - Youth Education Materials to Download 
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The chart below illustrates the volume of visits the unveiling videos have received over time. The spike 
in the number of visits for "Unveiling Vldeo_318• in December 2010 can be attributed to the peaked 
interest of the public following the announcement of the accidental misprinting of the new $100 note. 

Visits to Unveiling Videos 
••unable to pull data after Aprll 2011 

1~~~ :1=====--====================================~=::=============== . .=::s z=s 

- unvelllngVideo_240 - UnveilingVldeo_318 

The chart below illustrates when each New Money podcast was launched as well the number of views 
each podcast received over time. Overall, The Art of Banknote Design was the most visited podcast. 
Sim liar to the Unveiling Videos, there was a spike In the volume of views in December 2010, which most 
likely was a result of the announcement of the accidental misprinting of the new $100 note. 

50,000 
40,000 
30,000 
20,000 
10,000 

User Visits to Podcasts 
••unable to pull data after April 2011 

- Podcast #1 ·Introduction to the $100 Note 

- Podcast #2 • How to Detect a Counterfeit 

- Podcast #3 • The Art of Banknote Design 
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Although the New Money foreign language microsltes did not garner the same high volume of traffic as 
the English version, these sites did attract a significant number of visitors. As illustrated in the chart 
below, the Spanish-language site was most popular while the Russian pages were the second most 
frequently visited. 
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Foreign Language Microsite Homepage Traffic 
••unable to pull data after April 2011 
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This version does not Include the Spanish or Russian sites In order to provide a more in-depth view of 
the volume of viSits other less-trafficked sites received. 
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••unable to pull data after April 2011 
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April 20, 2010 

$100 Unvelllnc Plans 

Market Alerbaljan 

Date April 22, 2010 

Time 11:00 a.m. Azerbaijan Time/ 2:00 a.m. US EDT 

Venue Hotel Excelsior Baku 

Host/Speaker/Other Host: Shannon Runyon, Economic Officer, US Embassy 
Key Attendees 

Speakers: Terry Davidson, Public Affairs Officer, US Embassy 

Key Attendees: 

• Mark Bridges, Public Information Officer, US Embassy 

• Central Bank of Azerbaijan official (a letter on April 16 was sent inviting him 
as an honored guest) 

Note: Embassy conducted outreach to mid-level contacts In both the Niltional 
Bank and Interior Ministries about gMna brief remarks at the event 

USSS event participation ancelled due to travel Issues in Europe 

Show Flaw 10:30-11:00 a.m. - Registration 
11:00-11:10 a.m. - Welcome address by Shannon Runyon 
11:10-11:20 a.m. - Remarks by Shannon Runyon 
11:20-11:21 a.m. - Reveal of the $100 note via roll-up banner 
11:21-11:22 a.m. - Unveiling video 
11:22-11:35 a.m. - $100 PPT - presented by Shamon Runyon 
11:40-12:00 p.m. - Q&A session by Terry Davidson 
12:00-1:00 p.m. - Reception/One-on-one interviews 

Other Adlvitlu Media interviews to be arranged with US Embassy officials pending media 

interest 

current Status . Follow-up meetings: Final meeting to discuss event details with Embassy -
April20 

• Stauholder and media list: distributed on April 16; follow-up outreach to be 
conducted starting April 19 

• Estimated range/number of attendees expected at the event: 

0 Media -20-25 

0 Stakeholders-20 

• RSVPs 

0 Media-15 
0 Stakeholders-TBD 

• $100 Note Reveal : 

0 Will use the unveiling video in lieu of the banner reveal 

Checklist Photographer Boolted 
Video Recorder Booked 
Invitations Distributed on April 16 
Unveiling DVD Received 
Banner Not received 
Glossies Received 
UnveillngPPT Translated 

Press materials Translated; the press release wtll not be customized 

PERK Received access 
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Date 
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April 20, 2010 

Russia 

April 21, 2010 

6:15 p.m. Russia Time/ 10:15 a.m. US EDT (actual unveil of note at 10:30 a.m. 
US) 

Note: start time to be delayed by 15 minutes. 

Winter Garden, US Embassy 

Host/Speaker/Other Host: Eric Rubin. Deputy Chief of Mission (DCM) 
Key Attendees 

Show Flow 

Other Activities 

Current Status 

Checklist 

Speakers: 

• Matthias Mittman, Economic Counselor 

• Alexey Evgenlvlch Paunichev, Deputy Head of the Cash Circulation 
Department, Central Bank 

• Evgeny VaS1lievich Starikov, Department Chief at the Criminalistlc Experts 
Center, Ministry of Internal Affairs 

• David Ditz. USSS 

Note: David Oiu may be stranded in Europe due to volcanic ash; Matthias 
Mittman will take his place if necessary. 

USSS event part1C1patton cancelled due to travel Issues in Europe 

4:00-4:30 p.m. 
4:30-5:30 p.m. 
5:30-6:15 p.m. 
6 :15-6:20 p.m. 
6:2D-6:30 p.m. 
6:30-6:34 p.m. 
6:34-6:35 p.m. 
6:35-6:45 p.m. 
6:45-6:50 p.m. 
6:50-7:00 p.m. 

7:30-8:00 p.m. 
7:00-7:30 p.m. 

7:30-8:30 p.m. 

- 1V media security screening 

- 1V media set-up, print Journalists security screening 
- Reglstr at ion 

Welcome address by Matthias M itman 
Remarks by Eric Rubin 

- Reveal of the $100 note banner/Photo-op 
- Unveiling video 
- $100 PPT -by David Ditz or Matthias Mitman 

- Protocol remarks by Alexey Evgenivich Paunichev 
- Protoc.ol remarks by Evgeny Vasilievich Starikov 

- Q&A session 
- Reception/One-on-one interviews 

- Oismantlln& esccrting guests off Embassy compound 

Select media will be invited to speak with Embassy and USSS officials on April 21 
following the unveiling event (to be confirmed based on media interest). 
Preliminary Interest from Banki i Kredit, lnterfal(, RBC Oaify. 

Completed broadcast interview with Channel 1 TV, the largest media in the CIS. 

Received one question from Kommersant. Another set of questions have been 
received from Banknotes Around the World; responses pending 

• Meetings: three conducted with the Embassy and Ministry of Internal Affairs; 
upcoming meeting with Central S.Snk 

• Invitations sent to media and stakeholder; follow-up being conducted 

• Estimated range/number of attendees expected at the event: 
o Media-95 
o Stakeholders-18 

• RSVPs: 
o Media-75 
o Stakeholders-46 

• SlOO Note Reveal: 
o Two Embassy representatives will uncover the cloth from the baMer 

Photographer I Booked 
Video Recorder Booked 

l 
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Invitations Distributed on April 13; follow-up conducted 

UnvelllngOVD Reulved 
Banner Received 
Glossies Received 
UnvellingPPT Translated on April 15 
Interpreter Hired; Audiovisual and synchronized translation equipment 

rented 
Press materials Translated; Customized press release; Embassy to approve 

by4/20 

r 

r 
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Aprll 20, 2010 

Kankhstan 

April 22, 2010 

nme 10:30 a.m. Almaty Time I 12:30 a.m. US EDT 

Venue Hyatt Regency Hotel 

Host/Speaker/Other Host: Robert Laina, Interim Principal Officer of the Consulate General 
Key Auenclees 

Other Adivitles 

Speakers: 
• Tom Tanner, Information Officer, US Embassy 
• Frederick Wagner, USSS 
• Gaziz Bakhytzhanovfch Shegenov, Head of Cash Management Department, 

National Bank of Kazakhstan 

Key Attendees: 
• Beiseitov Belbit rrtobaevlch, Chief Elcpert of the Banknotes and Coins 

Assessment Department. National Bank of Kazakhstan (2 additional contacts 
to be added, exact names and titles pend ins) 

• Vice Chairman af Alliance Bank 
• 3 Representatives of l<azkom Bank 
• President and VP of Independent Association of Entrepreneurs of 

l<azazkhstan 
• Exective Director of National Consumers League 
• Executive Director Eurobak 

USSS event partiapation ~elled due to travel Issues in Europe. 
Tom Tanner and Robert l.aif'll will 1ive all remarks. Show ff ow to be flnaWzed 
tomorrow. 

10:30-11:00 a.m. 
11:()().11:10 a.m. 
11:10-11:20 a.m. 
11:20-11:25 a.m. 
11:25-11:30a.m. 

11:30-11:40 a.m. 
11:40-11:45 a.m. 
11:45-12:05 p.m. 
12:00-1:00 p.m. 

- Realstratlon 
- Welcome and Introduction by Tom Tanner 
- Remarks by Robert laing 

Protocol remarks by Gaz.iz Bakhytzhanovich Shegenov 
- Revealing of the SlOO note via banner by Robert L;Hna 

and Gaziz Bakhytzhanovfch Shegenov 
- Unvelllna video 
- $100 PPT presented by Frederick Wagner 
- Q&A session 

luncheon/One-on-one Interviews 

Note - The event has been SQled down due to the absence of senior level 
participation from the Emba.ssy (and because of that. llkely centnl bank). 
Meeting today (4/19) at the consulate to discuss and finalize reve.al plan, 
remarks, etc. 

One-on-one Interviews: ortalnally Robert Laing was the only one available to 
media; Frederick Wasner, USSS may now be available for Interviews. 

Astana television will send Kaz and Rus reporter and camera; other television 
media to be confirmed. Initial Interest expressed by targeted newspapers: 
Kap/ta/ Manaains Editor Interest confirmed; Buslntss I Vlast journalist interested 
and will approach Editor once NBI< rep determined; Uter interested tentatively; 
interest being confirmed by Gaietto on· line news m•&azine. 

Confirmed media: 3 have submitted questions to BEP/FRB officials: 
• Uchnie Dengl magazine 
• Kapital newspaper 
• Gazeta.kz on line newspaper 

Media follow-up to be conducted starting on April 19 
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Cheddlst 
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• Meetings: conducted with Central Bank and Emball$y 
• Invitations sent on April 16; conducting follow-up 
• Stakeholders: Central Bank to send Invitations (on Embassy letterhead) to 

special contacts with ila:ompanying letter; other stakeholder invitations sent 
out on April 15 

• Estimated range/number of attendees expected ilt the event: 
o Medla-30 
o Stakeholders-30 

• RSVP's 
o Medla-22 
o Stakeholders-10 (expect 46 stakeholders thanks to a letter thit 

National Bank wrote to commerci~ banks enc:oun11n1 attendance) 
• $100 Note Reveal: 

o Q.irtaln drop and cover plaCilrd removal being considered; w ill be 
jointly done by Robert laing and NBK official 

Photographer 
Video Recorder 
Invitations 
Unveiling DVD 
Banner 
Glossies 
Unveiling PPT 
PERK 
Press materials 

Booked 
Booked 
Distributed on April 16 
Arrived at the Consulate In Almaty 
Arrived at the Consulate in Almaty 
Arrived at the Consulate in Almaty 
English received; wm use the Russian version 
Received access 
Translated; slight customization to the press release; pending 
Embassv aooroval 
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Time 

Venue 
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Aprl 20, 2010 

Ukraine 

April 21, 2010 

5:30 p.m. Kyiv Time/ 10:30 a.m. US EDT 

Note: Start time to be delayed bv 15 minutes. 

Hyatt Regenc:y Hotel 

The venue will be branded with a large backdrop banner with the USA and 
Ukrainian flags and 2 covered banners with the redesigned banknote 

Host/Spealer/Other Host: Ambassador Tefft 
key Attendees 

Show Flow 

Other Activities 

Current Status 

Speakers: 
• Gerard Doret-Assistant Attach~. US Embassy Parts 

• Oleh Daschenko, Department Director for Cash Circulation; National Bank of 
Ukraine 

• Christopher Fitz.gerald, Counselor for Public Affairs, US Embassy 

Key Attendees: 
• Anatolly Shapovalov, First Deputy Chairman, National Bank of Ukraine 
• Serhiy Kruhlyk, Department Director for International Relations 
• Myroslav Grygorchuk, the Deputy Chief of the Division under The State 

Service Department on Economic Crimes (confirmed will participate as a 
guest} 

• David Ditz, USSS 

USSS event participation cenceled due to travel issues in Europe. 

5:00-5:30 p.m. 
5:30-5:40 p.m. 
5 :40-5:50 p.m. 
5 :5<>-6:00 p.m. 
6:00-6:01 p.m. 
6:01-6:02 p.m. 
6:02-6:25 p .m. 
6:25-6:45 p.m. 
6:45-7:45 p.m. 

- Registration 
Welcome address by moderator Christopher Fltzcerald 

- Remarks by Ambassador Tefft 
- Protocol remarks by Oleh Daschenko 
- Revealing of the $100 note via banner 
- Unveilin1 video 
- $100 PPT - presented by Gerard Doret 
- Q&A session 
- Reception/One-on-one Interviews 

Interviews/commentaries will be organized for the Ambassador and Gerard 
Doret, US Embauy following the event. Awaiting the reconfirmation from the US 
Embassy, prime opportunity for broadcast. 

Planning to conduct interviews with the following publications: English language 
weekly newspaper "Kyiv Post", Business Daily · 0e1o# and Internet Resource 
"Ekonomichna Pravda". We wfll be available to give more details (c:x>nflrmation 
from the publications, lists of questions, etc} following the dissemination of 
press lnvitat.lons 

No FRB/BEP interviews necessary 

Need for video conference TllD; offering spokespersons up for Interviews 

• Follow-up meetincs with Embassy and Central Bank being held this week 
• Media and stakeholders: distributed Invitation on April 14; follow-up calls 

beins conducted 
• Estimated range/number of attendees expected at the event: 

o Media-30 
o Stakeholders-15-20 

• RSVP's: 
o Media -10 

6 
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Aflril 20, ZOlO 

o Stakeholders-12 
• $100 Note Reveal: 

o Two roU-up banners will be standing from the left and right side of the 
speaker's table covered with white paper 

o Embassy suaaested that the Amba55ador be positioned on one side of 
the stage while Ger;ird Doret, US Embassy stand on the other side and 
will reveal the white paper from the banners. Following the revealing. 
the l minute Unveiling video will be shown 

• At event: Agreed with the Embassy that the followill8 materials will be 
distributed among media and guests: (i) folders for press materials; (ii) press 
release; (iii) Fact Sheet on New features; and (iv) Glossies of the Note 

Photographer 
Video Recorder 
lnvltitlons 
Unveiling DVD 
Banner 
Glossies 
Unveiling PPT 
PERK 
Press materials 

Booked 
Booked 
Sent on April 14 
Received 
Received; arranging for mounting 
ReceiVed 
Tran slated on Aprll 15 
Received 
Not customizing; will use as-is 
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Mart et Nllerla 

Date Aprll 22, 2010 

TI me 2:00 p .m. Nigeria Time/ 9:00 a.m. US EDT 

Venue US Embassy, Lasos 

Venue Logistics: The venue has been confirmed and other event logistics which 
Include refreshment, PA system, backdrop, hall arrangement etc have been 

arranged 

Host/SpHket'/Other Host: Donni! Slillr, Consul General, Lagos 

Kev Attendees 
Speakers: Peter Plness, Public Diplomacy Officer 

Note: Outreach to Special Assistant to the Deputy Govemor of Operations in 
CBN; he has agreed to assist In getting either the Deputy Governor or a 
representative to attend the event 

Show Flow 3:00-3:20 p.m. - Guests arrival and registration 
3:20-3:30 p.m. Call to order and introduction by Peter Piness 
3:30-3:40 p.m. - Welcome remarks by Donna Blair 

3:40-3:45 p.m. - Unveiling video 
3:45-3:50 p.m. - Closing remarks by Peter Piness 
3:S0-3:55 p.m. - Refreshment 
3:55-4:00 p.m. Departure 

Other Actlvhles As part of our activities, two Nigerian journalists from the two leading 
newspapers will be attending the domestic Unveiling event In the U.S. They are 
Interested in arranging an interview with FRB and BEP representatives while at 

the event. 

current Stetua . Meetings: Two meetings were conducted with the Embassy; Embassy 
suaested not to customize the press release 

• Stakeholder and Media list: approved by Embassy; sent on April; conducted 
follow-up 

• RSVPs: Stakeholder 65; Media 15 

• Estimated range/number of attendees expected at the event: 80 attendees 

• $100 Note Reveal: 

0 No unveiling mechanism or presentation as earlier suggested; just the 
unveiling video 

Checklist Photographer To be booked 
Video Recorder Tobe booked 
Invitations Sent on April 1S 
Unveiling DVD Received 
Banner Received; will be placed on easels 

Glossies Received 
UnveUing PPT Received 
Money Shreds Shipped 
PERK To confirm receipt with EmbilSsv 

• 
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Kenya 

April 22, 2010 

11m• 7:45 a.m. Kenya Time/ 12:45 p.m. US EDT 

Venue Crowne Plaza 

Host/Spealler/Othtt Host: Lee Brudvlg. Deputy Chief of Mission 
Key Attendees 

Show Flow 

Odler ActMties 

current Status 

Speakers: 
• Central Bank representative 
• Ministry of Finance representative 
• Corporate Affairs Officer, US Embassy 
• The Chief Economist, US Embassy 

Note - CB officials don't feel comfortable act.ively speaking. But we w~I position 
them In the event as to provide an implicit "blessing• fOI the program by their 
presence and via photo-aps. There is a meeting with the Embassy today (4/19); 
Central Bank partidpatlon to be confirmed on 4/20. The challenge is that senior 
CBK officials will be traveling to Washington DC for an IMF meeting 

7:45 - 8:00am 
8:00 - 8:20am 
8:20 - 8:25am 
8:25 - 8:2Sam 
8:35 - 8:45am 
8:45 - 8:50am 
8:51 - 8:53am 
8:54 - 9:00am 
9:01-9:11am 
9:U-9:27am 

Arrival of guests and media registration 
- Refreshments 
- Welcome and opening remarks by John Haynes 
- Remarks and unveil of the new note by lee Brudvig 
- UnveO of the $100 by Carrie Denver 
- Security Features by Christopher Walton 

Unveiling video 
- Global Public Education by lee Brudvlg 
- CI0$1!'41 Remarks by John Haynes 
- Q&A Session facilitated by Lee Brudvig 

Media Interviews with the Embassy and Central Bank officials for purposes of 
tending credibility. Economic and PAO Officers as Embassy Spokespersons. 
Interviews will not be on the same day as the event. 

• Nltion Daily: 
• Smart Company - Topic: Safeguardlna stable currencies (US 

Embany) 
• Standard 

Televis!o11 

• Flnanctal Standard-Topic: At the forefront of spearheading 
counterfeits (Central Blink) 

• Nation Television 
• Cltizens on Patrol-Topic: Footage on visitation at different 

money e1tchange centers to showcase the popularity of the 
US$. (We will have quotes from Embassy and Central Bank) 

• Kenya Television Network 
• Business Weekly - T oplc: ICnow your currencies (Central 

~nk) 

• Capital Fm 
• Topic: Role of US Embassy in the $100 program (US 

Embassy) 
• Clauic 105 

• Topic: The news look $100 note; stlll the same value as the 
old IUS Embassvl 

• Follow-up meetlns with Embassy on April 20"' 
• Stakeholder list: sent out on April 16"'; RSVP list to be repotted on April 20th 
• Media list: pending Embassy review; to be sent out on April 20"' 
• Estimated ranre/number of attendees e1tpected at the event: 100 media and 

' 
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stakeholders 

• SlOO Note Reveal: Pendina based on discussions with Emba~cv 

Olecldist Phototrapher Booked 
Video Recorder Boo Iced 
Invitations Distnbuted to stakeholders on Aprll 15"'; media to be sent on 

April20"' 
Unveiling DVD Received - DVD being tested 
Banner Received 
Glossies Received 
Unveiling PPT TBC with Embusy on April 15 
Press materials Press release to be customized; pendins Embassy review 
PERK Received access 

f' 

10 
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Marte et Melllco 

Embassy decided to ~~ the event. Wiii distribute press release to loal 
media. Coonllnattn1 phone Interviews with USG spob1penon In DC 

Dete April 21, 2010 

Tim• 10:00 a.m. Mexico City Tlme /11:00 a.m. US EDT 

Venue Benjamin Franklin Library, US Embas.sy 

Host/Speaker/Other Still need to confirm final participants 
K.ey Attendees 

Notes: 

• U.S. Embassy has to detennine who will represent them at this event . 
Status: waiting to hear. 

• USSS representative Ignacio Zamora proposed that representatives of PGR 
(Mexico's counterpart for the Federal Bureau of Investigation) and Banco de 
Mexico (Central B<lnk) could be included In the event to Increase media 
interest, and tllghllght a message of bllateral wort. The U.S. Embassy will 
Invite them directly to participate. Status: waiting to hear back 

Show Row 10:00-10:3-0 am - Media invitees arrival/registration 
10:3!>-10:35 am Openin1 remarks 
10:35-10:40 am - Reveal and video 
10:40-10:45 am - Presentation of the re-designed (spokesper50n TBD) 
10:45-11:00 am - Remarks by representatives of Banco de Meleo and PGR 
11;00 Close 

other Ad:lvldes Preliminary list of possible Interviews (both In Spanish and E...ilisti) presently 
being developed. 

Current Status General 

• U.S. First Lady, Michele Obama, arriVed this week to Mewlco City for a two 
day visit. For the last week. the Embassy has been working 24/7 on this 
matter. 

• Due to the time constraints and the recent bilateral events that have been 
going on between Mellico and U.S., we are considering other options (soft 
launch maybe) instead of a big event. Will speak with Embassy on April 19111 

to decide. 

Media Invitations: 

• Wiii be done by the Embassy and S-M team - once there Is agreement on 
the event. 

Cheddlst Photoarapher Tobe booked 
Video Recorder Depends on the magnitude of the event 
Invitations Received; pending Embassy review 
Unveilln&DVD Received 
Banner Received 
Glossies Received 
Unveilin1PPT Received 

11 
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Market Ea.u1dor 

Date April 21. 2010 

Time 11:30 a.m. Ecuador Time/ 12:30 p.m. us EDT 

V11nue Auditorium, Central Bank 

Host/Spabr/Odter Host: Central Bank and US Embassy 
Key Attendt" 

Speakers: 

• Christopher l.andberg. Economic Advisor, US Embassy 

• CristiiNl Ruiz, Central Bank General Manager 

• Patrido Naranjo, Central Bank Corporate Image Director 

• Lorena Egas, Director of Monetary Species Central Bank 

11:00-U:lS a.m. - Registration 
11:15-11:18 a.m. - Welcome by Patricio Naranjo 
11:18-11:23 a.m. - Remarks by Cristian Ruiz 
11:23-11:28 a.m. - Remarks by Christopher Landberg 
11:28-11:33 a.m. - Reveal of the $100 note via roll-up banner by Christopher 

Landberg and Cristian Ruiz 
11:33-11:36 a.m. • $100 PPT - Christopher Landberg 
11:36-11:40 a.m. - Unveiling video 
11: 40-12:00 a.m. - Q&A session 

Other Adlvldes N/A 

Omet1t Stabls • Meetings: met on April 16"' at US Embassy 

• Estimated range/number of attendees expected at the event: 
0 Media-SO 
0 Stakeholders-6 

• $100 Note Reveal: 
0 Image of $100 will be mounted on a hard wrface, plKe on a backing 

or wooden structure and covered by a velvet doth. US Economic 
Counselor and Central Bank General Manager will both drop the 
doth for the picture opportunity for journalists. 

Photographer Booked 
Video Recorder Booked 
Invitations Media/stakeholder Invitations sent April 16'h; VIP invitations 

to be sent by CB April 16a. 
Unveiling DVD Received 
Banner Received 
Glossies ~eived 

Unveiling PPT Received 
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April 20, 2010 

Market Peru 

Date April 21. 2010 

Time 10:00 a.m. Pero nme / 11:00 a.m. US EDT 

Venue Auditorium, U.S. Embassy 

Host/Speaker/Other Host/Speaker: Gregory Phillips, Economic: Counselor, US Embassy 
Key Attendees 

Key Attendees: 

• BCR: Marilyn Choy-Gerente Central de Opefaciones 

• SSS: Fellpe Tam - Superintendente de Banca, Seguros v Af Ps 

• ASBANC: Oscar Rivera - Presldente and Enrique Arroyo -<ierente General 

• Otlbank: Federico Elewaut - Gerente General 

• Banco de Credito del Peru: Walter Bayly- Gerente General 

• BOVA Banco Continental: Eduardo Torres Uosa - Gerente General 

• Scotiabank: Carlos Gonz.ies Taboada - Gerente General 

• Interbank: Carias Rodriguez Pastor - Presidente Ejecutivo . Banco de la natlc~n: Humberto Meneses - Presidente EJeo.itivo 

9:30-10:00 a.m. - Press registration 
10:00-10: 10 a.m. Welcome address 
10:10-10:20 a.m. Remarks by Gregory Phllllps 
10:20-10:21 a.m. Reveal of the $100 note vta roll-up banner 
10:21-10:22 a.m. - Unveiling video 
10:22-10:35 a.m. - $100 PPT - presented by Gregory Philllps 
10:35-10:40 a.m. - Q&A session 
10:40-11:00 a.m. - Reception/One-on-one intemews 
11:00-11:30p.m. - End of activity 

Other Activities Media confirmations: 

• Newspapers (El Comerclo, La Republica, Aja) 

• TV Channels (2,4, N, 9) 

• News agencies (Aeencia Andinal 

• Radio (Radio San Borla) 

Current Status • Meetings: Met on April lS"' to finetlize Unveiling details. Follow up meeting 
on April 2otti 

• Expected Attendance: 20-30 media 

• Media and stakeholder lists: 

• RSVP' s: medla-9; stakeholder-TBO 

Photographer Booked 
Video Recorder Booked 
Invitations Embassy sent to media April 16"'; sent to stakeholders April 

19"' 
UnveHing DVD Received 
Banner Received; Mounted at the Embassy on April 19"' 
Glossies Received 
Unve~lng PPT Received 
Press materials To be customized with quote from Embassy official 
PERK Received access; awaltin1 Spanish version of PERK 
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April 20, 2010 

Market Panama 

Date Apnl 21, 2010 

nme 11:00 a.m. Panama Time/ 12:00 p.m. US EDT 

Venue Marriott Hotel 

Host/Spe.tter/Other Host: William Muntean, Economic Counselor, US Embassy 

key Attendees 
Speakers: 

• Humberto Arcia, Operations and Systems Executive Manaser, Banco 
Nacional de Panama 

• Fernando Arango, President of the Chamber of C.Ommerce of Panama {TBD) 

• Anne Coleman-Honn, Public Affairs Officer. US Embassy 

10:30-11:00 a.m. - Registration 
11:00-U:OS a.m. - Welcome and opening remarks by Anne Coleman-Honn 
11:0S-11:10a.m. - Remarks by WINiam Muntean 
11:10-ll:lS a.m. - Reveal of the $100 note via roU-up ban~r 
11:1S-11:2S a.m. - Unveiling video 
11:25-11:3S a.m. - $100 PPT- presented by William Muntean 
11:35-11:40 a.m. - Protocol remarks by Humberto Arcia 
11:40-12:00a.m. - Remarks by Fernando Arango 
11:4S-12:00a.m. - Q&A session 
12:00a.m. - Cosing 

Other Actfvtttes Media confirmations: 4 -C6digo 4 (lV) SERTV (TV). Revista Pauta (Magazine}, 
Radio Panama (Radio) 

Current Status • M~tings: Holdina a meeting Monday, April igt' for tast-mlnute logistics 

• Media: #Save the Date# sent to journalists on April 14"' . 

• Estimated range/number of attendees expected at the event: 51 

0 Media-28 

0 Stakeholder - 23 

• $100 Note Reveal: Pending based on discussions with Embassy 

Photographer TBD 
Video Recorder TBD 

Invitations Sent April 16"' by B·M (both media and stakeholder) 

Unveiling DVD Not received 
Banner Not received 
Glossies Not received 
UnveaingPPT Not received 
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Aprll 20, 2010 

Marbt Bsalvldor 

Date Aprll 21. 2010 

Time 9:00 a.m. El Salvador Time/ 11:00 a.m. US EDT 

Venue The Hotel 

Host/Speaker/Other Host: Regina de Calero, Communication Department, US Embassy 
Key Attendees 

Speakers: Mitch Fersuson US Embassy Representative 

Key Attendees: Juan Hernandez, Financial Operation Manager, Central Bank 

9 :00-9:1S a.m. Media and stakeholders regislration 
9 :15-9:20 a.m. - Welcome by host Regina de Calero 
9 :20-9:30 a.m. - Remarks by Mitch Ferguson 
9:30·9:31 a.m. - Reveal of the $100 note via Roll-up banner 
9:31-9:41 a.m. - Unvei linr video 
9:41-10:00 a.m. - $100 PPT - Mitch Fer1uson 
10:00-10:15 a.m. - Q&A session 
10:15·11:00 a.m. - Reception/One-on-one Interviews 

Other Activities Media lntef'liews with 8EP/FR8 officials afterthe conference. as requested 

Current Status • Met with Embassy morning of April 16"'. Agreed that Central Bank would be 
part of the table of honor but will not have a speaking role and will just 
answer questions from the media related to the note in El Salvador. 

• Expected attendance: 60 

f' • Stakeholder confirmed attendance: 12 
0 ~Roney Fuentes, Treasury Department 

• Reve<1I detllls: 
0 The Note will be revealed by the US Embassy repl'esentative as well 

as the Central Bank representative by taking off a fabric covering 

Photographer Boolced 
Video Recorder Being booked 
Invitations Sent on April 12111 

UnveilinaOVO Received 
Banner Received 
Glossies Received 
UnvelllnaPPT Received 

IS 
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April ZO, 2010 

Market uruauav 

Date April 21, 2010 

Time 12:30 p.m. Uruguay Tlme/11:30 a.m. US EDT 

Venue Wottd Trade Center Auditorium 

Host/Speabr/~ Host: Ambassador Nelson 
ICey Attendees 

Speakers: Central Bank (TBC President or Officer In Charge of Treasury) 

11:31>-11:45 am - Registration 
11:45-11:50 am - Welcome address (Embassy TBD) 
11:50-12:00 am - Remarks by Ambassador Nelson 
12:0()-12:05 pm - Reveal of the $100 Note vi a roll-up banner 
12:05-12:10 pm • Unveiling video 
U :l0-12:20 pm - Protocol remarks by Central Bank (specific person TBO) 
12:22-12:30 pm - Q&A session 
12:30-1:30 pm • Reception/One-on-one interviews 

Odler Activldes Media Interviews with BEP/FRB officials will be determined according to the 
needs of the media. 

Cumtnt Status • Meetings were conducted with the Embassy and outreach to central Bank; 
continued correspondence via e-mail 

• Expected audience: 65 (stakeholders and press) 

• Coordination of event qistics being arranged collaboratively with Embassy 
and Central Bank 

Photographer Booked 
Video Recon:ter Booked 
Invitations sent on April 15., 

Unveiling DVD Received 
Banner Received 
Glossies Received 
Unveiling PPT Not received 
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April zo, 2010 

Martet Phllfpplnes 

Date April 26, 2010 

Time 9:30 a.m. Manila llme / 9 :30 p.m. US EDT 

Venue Hotel Intercontinental Manlla 

Host/Speaker/Ottler Host: Brian Doherty, Economic Counselor, US Embassy 
Key Attendees 

Show Row 

Other Activities 

Current Stltus 

Checklist 

Speakers: 
• Rebecra Thompson, First Secretary and Press Att;iche. US Embassy 
• Armando Suratos, Central Bank Deputy Governor 
• Williams Chan, USSS 

Key Attendees: 
• Cabinet Secretaries - Finance, Tourism, Trade and Industry 
• Other 1ovemment offlclals - Securities and Exchange Commission, Phil. 

National Police, National Bureau of lnvestigiltlon 
• Industry groups - bankers, foreltln exchange buyers, travel agents, chambers 

of commerce 
• Fe Barln. Chairman, Securities & Exchange Commission 

• Mula Paz Alberto, President, Philippine Travel Aaenaes Association 

Embassy Gue.sts 
FOIA (b) (6) 

9:30 - 9:59 AM 
10:00 - 10:04 AM 
10:05 - 10:10 AM 
10:11 - 10:15 AM 
10:16 - 10:20 AM 
10:21 - 10:35 AM 
10:36-10:41 AM 
10:42-11 :00 AM 
11:01AM 

Arrival of Guests/ Registration/Refreshments 
Welcome Address by Rebecca Brown 
Remarics by Brian Doherty 
Reveal of the $100 note via curtain d rop 
Unveiling video 
Discussion of security Features by William Chan 
Remarks by Armando Suratos 
Q&A Session (Rebecca Thompson to facilitate) 
End/Distribution of media tokens 

One-on-one Interviews with local spokespersons after event, ;is requested by 
media. Email/Phone interviews with FRB/BEP officials, after April 26 unveiling in 
Manila, to be arranged, as requested by media. 

• Media and stakeholder list: invitations distributed April 13; conducted 
follow-up 

• Guest list: Estimated range/number of attendees expected at the event: 80 -
100 total 

o Media - 20-30 
o Stakeholders - 40 
o Embassy Guests - 30 

• RSVP's: 
o Media-4 
o Stakeholder - 5 

• Rew!al details: 
o Curtain drop 

Photographer I Booked 
Video Recorder Booked 
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AprfJ 20, 2010 

Invitations Sent on Aprll 13 
Unveiling DVD Received 
Banner Received; coordinating mounting 
Glossles Received; requested additional glossies after April 21 
Unvelllng PPT Request to distribute this to the media 
8-Roll Requested access to the Newsmarket 
Money Shred.s Received 
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A$lfll 20, 2010 

Non-Event Mullets 

M8fUts MetWllfldae Embally llOC Noeiea/A£don 
Embeuy 

Colombia 3/31/2010 Marcia A. Anglarill, Public Affain Media that will be attending the DC 
POC event: Sergio Soto, El riempo 

Newspaper, Maria Luisa Rosel, W Radio 
R. Chris Davy, Economic POC and Juan Carlos lraaorrl, RCN Radio 

Vletmtm 3/12/2010 Mr. David Moyer The Embassy illfeed on the general 
Assistant Public Affairs Officer Unveilfng plan and necessary 

Information and lolistics. They will 
Mr. Adam Ross lend support as necessary. 
Economic Officer 

Canad• 3/29/2010 Ms. Stacy White, The Embassy agreed on the general 
Public Affairs Information Officer UnveUing plan and necessary 

Information and logistics. They wiU 
Mr. Frank Ostrander, lend support as necessary. Embassy 
Economic Counselor suggested that the stakeholders list 

and the media list for the SlOO 
program unve~ing should both cover 
key constituencies in the Chinese and 
South Asian communities; Embas.sy 
inquired about a tran51ated release In 
Chinese. Embassy has t.icUitated an 
Introduction with the Central Bank. The 
contact at Bank of Canada is Jeff 
Abbott, Assistant Director, Banknote 
Communications, 613-782-7030. 
Outreach to Central Bank wiU occur 
next week. 

Hons Kon& n/a Mr. Matthews. Dolbow, Outreach be1an during the week of 
Information Off1eer, Public Affairs 3/9/2010. Comected over e-mail with 
Section Jose on 4/7/2010; In-person meeting in 

pr<>1ress at beln1 scheduled. 
Mr. Jose L Sandov.il, 
Economic Officer, 
Economic/Political Section 

Japan 3/15/2010 Ms. Lori Shoemaker, Overall, the meeting with the Embassy 
Assistant Information Officer offlcials was very productive and they 

remain supportive of the U.S. currency 
Mr. Audu Besmer, education program. 
Economic Officer, Deputy 
Financial AttacM 

Singapol'e 3/15/2010 Mr. Arum Amirthanayagam, Generally, the POCs agreed with the 
Public Affai~ Officer plan and to distributing the English 
Aruna@state.gov press release and potential follow-up 

stories. Seth Bleiwels Is expected to be 
Mr. Seth Bleiwels, out of the office on a business trip and 
Treasury Attach~ has alerted the Fed that his colleilllue, 
BleiweisSH@state.gov Leslie Tang, Economlc/Flnandal 

Specialist. will brief them on the details 
when information Is avalable after 
April21. 

South n/a Mr. Aaron Tarver, Outreach bepn durin1 the week of 
Kore. Information Officer 3/9/2010. No response from POC. 8-M 

to continue outreach. 
Mr. Michael F l<lelne, 
Del>UtV Economic Counselor 

Turkey n/a Mr. David Avery, Outreach to Embassy occurred on 
Public Affairs Officer 3/9/2010 and 3/15/2010, no response. 

Outreach consisted of phone calls and 
Ms. Courtney Turner, e-mails. B·M to continue outreach. 

It 
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April ZO, 2010 

Embassy POC ContatU 

Country Pr. , .... u.t nae 
Angola Ms. LaDonnaS. Sales Economio'Commen:ial Officer 
Angola Mr. Gabriel Hons-Oliver Public Affairs Section 
Anaola Mr. Will Noone Assiatant Regional Securtty Advisor 
Azert>allan Mr. Selim Ari turk PoiUcal/Economlc Officer 
Azert>aiian Mr. Brent Mal« PD Officer 
Azlllbaiian Ms. OlnA Romanov a PolkaMEconomlc Officer 
Azerbaian Mr. Keith Bean PO Officer 
Canada Ms. Stacv White Public Affairs lnformatial Ol'llcer 
canada Mr. Frank Ostnander Economic Counselor 
ColorOOia Ms. Marcia A. Anotarill Pubilc Affairs Officer 
Colombia Mr. R. Chria Daw Economic Ofllcer 
Ecuador Mr. Ctvistocher Landbera Economic Counselor 
Eaiador Ma. Mecan Tetrick Public Oinln,._,., Officer 
El Salvador Ms. Martha Estell Public Affairs Counselor 
El Salvador Mr. Brian Salverson Economic Officer 
Hong Kong Mr. Matth-s. Dolbow lnfoonalion Officer Public Affairs Section 

Hong Kong Economic Officer, Eoonomlc/Politlcal 
Mr. JoseL Sandoval Section 

JAnAn Ms. Lori Shoemaker Assistant lnfonnation Officer 
Economic Officer. Deputy Financial 

JaDAn Mr. Audu Bes mer Attach6 
Kazalchttan Mr. Kevin Covert Acting Poitical/Economic Chief 
Kazakhstan Mr. Jeff Sexton Pubic Affairs Section Chief 
Kenva Mr. John Havnes Public Affailw Counselor 
Kenya Mr. Christooher Walton Economics Officer 
Mexico Mr. Claude Youna Presa Altach6 
Nigeria Ms. Sarah Falzone Economic Aslociate 
Niaeria Mr. Peter Piness Pt.tllic Affail$ Otllcer 
Panama Ms. Anne Coleman-Hom Pubic Affairs Officer 
Panama Mr. Wlllam Muntean Economics Olllcer 
Panama Ms. Heather Coble Economics Officer 
Peru Mr. JalMI Fennell Information Officer 
Peru Mr. Greaolv Ph~lin!t Econorric Counselor 
PNlioaines Ms. Rebeccil Thomason Preas Allach6 
PhiHDDines Ms. Jenifer Neidhart Economic Officer 
Republic of 
Korea Mr. Aaron Tarver lnfonnation Officer 
Republic of 
Korea Mr. Michael F Kleine Deoutv Emnomic Counselor 
Russia Mr. Michael Carver Anandal Economist 
Russia Mr. Jonathan Korach Aaeistant lnformallon Officer 

'a Mr. Aruna Amrthana"""am Pub/le Affairs Officer 
-· Mr. Seth Bleiweis Treesurv Attach6 ,_ 
Turtcav Mr. David Averv PIA>lic Affairs Officer 
Tur1cey Ms. Courtnev Turner Ananca Officer 
Turi<ey Ms. Chor;! Fernandes 
Ukraine Ms. NancvB. Pettit Information Oflioer 
Ukraine Mr. Ertcs. Salzman Economics Ollicar 
lhlguay Ms. Teresa Ball APAO Assistant 
Uruguav Mr. Marcelo Paalia Economic SMdalist 
Vielnam Mr. David Mtwer Assistant Public Affairs Officer 
Vietnam Mr. Adam Roaa Economic Officer 
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